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I
This dissertation comparatively analyses the use and effectiveness of international mediation by the
United Nations and six regional organisations namely, The League of Arab States (AL), the
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the European Union (EU) the Organisation of
American States (OAS), the Organisation for African Unity (OAU) and the Organisation for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). \'«hen reviewing the literature it became evident that
a comparative expose of organisation mediation was overdue. Research on international mediation
posits that mediation success is contingent on several contextual and process factors. This thesis
sought to determine which of the contextual factors affecting international mediation also
influenced organisation mediation. Secondly, similarities and differences between UN and regional
organisation mediation are identified and examined.

In addition to considering the effect of contextual factors on mediation, the analysis takes into
consideration the impact of various levels of interorganisational cooperation. The UN and regional
organisations are obligated to cooperate in the peaceful settlement of international disputes,
however very little is known about the effectiveness of their joint mediation efforts. Indeed, tl'le
nature of interorganisational relations in international mediation has never been empirically
examined. Taking into account actual mediator experiences, interorganisational mediation activities
are categorised to reflect three different levels of cooperation: independent participation,
coordination and cooperation. This research takes a unique look at the impact of organisation
cooperation on mediation to gain more insight into how organisations function in a 'mediating
relationship'. The analysis leads to a re-evaluation of systemic cooperation once the reality of
interorganisational cooperation is revealed.

This study enlarges an extensive data set of international mediation to analyse specific elements of
organisation mediation. New data was coded to comply with the existing data set and was fitted to .
conform to the framework of the contingency model. The empirical analysis, using bivariate and
multivariate methods, identifies several organisational characteristics and differences. \\1hile this
study does not provide definitive answers on how to apply mediation more effectively, the results
have some predictive value in determining the strengths and weaknesses in organisation mediation
practices. Findings suggest tllat though the UN and regional organisations mediate effectively in
different dispute conditions, cooperative mediation offers the greatest potential. Despite the
intense conditions in which cooperation occurred and the fact that organisation cooperation is still
largely ad hoc, lacking structure and recognition, cooperative mediation was remarkably successful.
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DEALING WITH INTERNA TIONAL DISPUTES

1.1

International Dispute Management in Context

Introduction

On the international scene, the United Nations (UN) and six regional organisations, namely the
League of Arab States (AL), the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the European
Union (EU)I, the Organisation of American States (OAS), the Organisation for African Unity
(OAU) and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)2, are imbued with the
responsibility to maintain peace and security and manage disputes in their respective regions.
Generally, third parties manage international disputes to prevent, contain, control or resolve a
dispute3• To this end, these organisations, as third parties, employ a range of strategies from
peaceful to non-pacific management methods including: a use of force; observation or fact-finding
missions; peacekeeping operations; mediation strategies (including good offices and referrals);
adjudication; and arbitration. Though other types of management are commonly employed by the
disputants themselves (i.e. negotiation) and by the international community (i.e. arbitration, via the
I To avoid confusion, the European Community (EC) was officially incorporated into the new European Union (EU) when the 1992 Treaty on
European Union (Maastricht Treaty) was implemented in November 1993 (McCormick, 1999: 79·80)
2 For simplicity, the acronym 'OSCE' will be used even in reference to the 'Jrganisation befoiG its off;ciai name change from the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) at the Budapest Summit in 1994.
3 It should be noted here that earlier studies make a distinction between the various terms pertaining to the 'management, resolution, and
settlement' of a dispute. To avoid ambiguity, the nuances of various terms are briefly explained here though a more detailed discussion of the
operationalisation of mediation 'success' appears in Section 5.5. Haas identified dispute management as an action that seeks to achieve one or
more of the following outcomes: abate a dispute; stop hostilities; achieve a settlement; or isolate a dispute (Haas, 1986: 12). It is Burton (1986)
who delineates between the concepts of settlement and resolution, defining: settlement as "an outcome involving a win·lose or compromise in
which all or some parties are to a degree losers - and probably feel somewhat aggrieved"; and resolution as "an outcome which fully meets the felt
needs and interests of all parties" (Burton, 1986: 94). The main differences between these two terms are the parties' level of satisfaction with the
outcome and its degree of finality. Settlements may only offer a break in hostilities in a dispute that will later re'ignite. Resolution implies a selfsustaining conclusion to a dispute where behavioural and attitudinal changes dissolve the reasons underpinning social conflict (Miall et alia; 1999:
21). For the purposes of this thesis, the terms 'management, resolution and settlement' are all taken to indicate mediation success when referring
to an outcome i. e. 'success' is considered to have occurred where some "discernible difference to subsequent interaction between the parties"
results after mediation, essentially, a positive and progressive change towards peaceful relations (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 307). Though
this definition is broad it is firmly established in mediation research and is left unchanged to allow more accurate comparison with earlier work
(Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993,2000; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and
Wells, 1993).

2

International Court of Justice, and multilateral conferences), mediatioll is the most frequently used
peai'~flll disptfte

maJIagement strategy by third parties (Bercovitch, 1996: 81).

A number of other third parties also use mediation to manage international disputes, these include:,
other international organisations (i.e. North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, The Commonwealth),

\!A

state mediators, private individuals and non-governmental organisations (i.e. International Red
Cross, The Vatican Church, Organisation of Islamic Conference). Unilateral attempts boast a
number of mediation successes: the United Kingdom in the Rhodesian-Zimbabwe dispute; New
Zealand in the Papua New Guinea dispute; the Contadora Group, supported by the OAS, in
Central America; and the United States in the Ivliddle East (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 8). Various
non-governmental organisations (NGO's) have also achieved successes: the Vatican, mediating
between Chile and Argentina in the Beagle Channel dispute; the Quakers, in numerous lower
profile cases; and the medi;Jtions of The Carter Center in the dispute between Ethiopia and Eritrea
(Evans, 1994: 15).

The seven organisations we will consider are selected because each are imbued with an
organisational responsibility to resolve international disputes peacefully (refer Chapter Two). By
far, the UN is the most active mediating organisation and is fairly successful in this international
role. The OAU, GAS and AL have also used mediation with some success: the OAU in the dispute
between Tanzania and Uganda; the OAS in a Nicaraguan dispute; and the Arab League in the Iraqi
war over Kuwaiti independence4• European mechanisms for dispute management, the regional
organisations of the EU and OSCE, have also shown considerable involvement in mediating
regional disputes over the last decade as witnessed by their efforts in the former Yugoslavia and in
the territory of Nagorno-Karabalills. And, though new to the role, ASEAN has already lent its
expertise to mediate in regional disputes such as the Cambodian Civil WarG. These regional
organisations are singled out for analysis because they: possess particular 'regional' and
'organisation' characteristics; are recognised as 'regional arrangements' in the UN Charter; and have
all cooperatively mediated with the UN.

As the rising number of protracted, intense international disputes is mirrored by an increased
demand for international and regional organisation intervention, it is pertinent to challenge the
effectiveness of current international dispute management. This thesis explores the practice of
international mediation by the UN and regional organisations following two paths of inquiry:
1.

How effective is UN and regional organisation 11lediation?

Despite evidence of UN and regional organisation effectiveness in dispute management, immediate
questions spring to mind: What strategies are employed to manage international disputes? When is
mediation used to manage a dispute? Why is mediation used instead of other dispute management
strategies? How is mediation initiated? How does the UN or regional organisation become involved
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Summaries· Dispute Cases· 146, 057 and 081 respectively.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 269 and 279.
6 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case 197.
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in managing a dispute? How do organisations decide upon their level of involvement? Do
international and regional organisations decide between them who is to handle the dispute or is their
involvement based more on other impacting dispute factors? These questions summarise the initial
line of investigation in this thesis: how effective are international and regional organisations as
mediators?

2.
What is tlte nature and impact of interorganisational relations between the UN and regional
organisations ?
Underpinning the central question of UN and regional organisation mediation effectiveness is a
second line of investigation questioning the nature of interorganisational relations and tneir effect on
the mediation process. This parallel analysis aims to answer certain questions about
interorganisational mediation: To what extent do international organisations operate together to
resolve disputes? Is the delegation of a dispute's management typical of interorganisational relations?
What is characteristic of organisational behaviour between the mediating organisations? Does the
level of interorganisational cooperation have an impact on the success of dispute mediation? And, if
so, how can UN and regional organisation dispute management be made more effective? Studying the
effectiveness of international mediation by comparing UN and regional organisation mediation
logically includes an investigation of how interorganisational relations impact on the mediation
process.

Why Focus on Mediation?

Mediation is the focus of this analysis for three reasons. Firstly, mediation is the most common
pacific strategy used in the management of international disputes and is generally "regarded as tl1e
most common form of exogenous intervention in international disputes" (Bercovitch and Diehl,
1997: 301; Table 1). Over the period examined in this study, from 1945 to 1995, the UN and
regional organisations conducted 1294 mediation attempts 7 from a total of 2194 international
mediation attempts.
TABLE 1: PEACEFUL INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Management Strategy

Rate of Usage

No Management

61 (1.6%)

Mediation

2194 (58.7%)

Negotiation

1249 (33.4%)

Arbitration

29 (0.8%)

Referral to an Intemational or Regional Organisation

166 (4.4%)

Multilateral Conference

38 (1.0%)

TOTAL

3737 (100%)

From 309 recorded disputes the United Nations mediated in 117 disputes (Table 2). \'Vhile the UN
clearly over-shadows the level of involvemenc by its regional COUilterparts, its success rate does not
surpass that of the regional organisations. This reflects earlier studies that only accredit state
mediators and regional organisations with a higher mediation success rate than the UN (Bercovitch,
1996a: 82). Increased cooperation with the UN has resulted in 110 (8.5%) cooperative attempts
being made by the UN and regional organisations, with 38.2% of these achieving a successful result.
Regional organisation mediation and cooperative attempts are slightly more successful than UN
mediation but what exactlY makes mediation successful? Do the organisations mediate differently?
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Referrals are considered a type of mediation strategy and are largely made to the UN and regional organisations [162 referrals] (Section 1.4).

4

\'(1hat contextual factors affect organisation mediati;:;n? Already, regional organisation and
cooperative mediation shows great potential in dealing with international disputes but further
analysis is needed to fully evaluate the organisational use of mediation.

'rA}t:;:
()~,

ORGANISATION MEDIATION AND SUCCESS

,", Mediation and Success
Number of
'Managed'
Disputes

Organisation Mediator

Number of
Mediation
Attempts

Successful
Mediation

Success Rate

United Nations

117

818 (63.2'7'0)

307 (23.7'7'0)

37.5%

Regional Organisations

85

366 (28.3'7'0)

154 (11.9'7'0)

42.1%

15

110 (8.5'7'0)

42 (3.3'7'0)

38.2%

1294 (100%)

503 (38.9'7'0)

. Cooperative Mediation - Combined Attempts
by the UN and Regional Organisations
Total

Secondly, mediation is key to UN and regional organisation dispute management. It is a flexible,
cost-effective sttateg; and exhibits a high level of complem,-,ntarity with other methods of dispute
management (Figure 1; Section 1.4). Mediation offers disputants the opportunity to move toward
'official' resolution and is "also widely seen as an extension of the disputants' own bargaining and
negotiation efforts" (Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 291; Wall, 1981). Despite this, mediation is
often overlooked as an integral element of the overall peace process because peacekeeping missions
have a higher proftle, wider involvement and more readily capture public interest. Unfortunately
the separation of disputants, a typical function of peacekeeping, does not ensure a durable
settlement and often underlying dispute issues remain unresolved. "The role of the peacekeeping
force is not, however, military, but rather supervisory and related to the provisions of an agreed,
not an imposed, truce. These peacekeeping operations result in no real resolution of conflicts"
(Baehr and Gordenker, 1984: 97). Mediation though, can be used simultaneously with
peacekeeping efforts and can gradually address the resolution of dispute issues. Indeed, the UN has
m.diated simultaneously during 12 peacekeeping operations over the perioo ;::om 19c;:; - 1995
(Appendix 7).

It is often said "mediation is more likely to be successful [than negotiation] in international politics ')
because it retains the flexibility and control over the conflict management process, while adding
extra resources and creativity. That is, mediation can break negotiation deadlocks, re-open
channels of communication, provide face-swing for concessions, propose cre2tive solutions, etc."
(Ippolito and Pruitt, 1990; Jackson, 1998: 91; Princen, 1992; Rubin and Brown, 1975; Rubin et alia,
1994). Most commonly, organisation mediators can act as 'go-betweens': promoting the conditions

required for a settlement; arranging meetings or maintaining a distance between the disputants;
organising appropriate settings for discussion; and producing information required by disputants
for informed decision making. To increase dispute management success, the peace process must be
analysed considering more closely mediation efforts by various organisation officials. The UN
Secretary-General's use of good offices has increased the importance of ,formal mediation as a
r--'__,J

dispute management strategy in spite of mediation's otherwise low public proftle.
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Lastly, a detailed comparative analysis of UN and regional organisation mediation has not been
conducted previously and little is known about the impact of organisational cooperation during
mediation. \V'hile mediation, in general, has been analysed extensively, few studies comparatively
assess the nature of UN and regional organisation mediation and none consider the influence of
interorganisational relations on the process.

Why is Dispute Management Necessary?

Several alarming global trends highlight the need for international dispute management. Basically,
the nature of major-armed disputes has changed. Over 1945 - 1995, there were only moderate
fluctuations in the number of disputes with the total number of disputes actually decreasing over
the 1986 - 1995 period (Table 3). By the early 1990's it was evident that an important trend was
shaping the nature of i~1ternational disputes: disputes wer,: becorring increasingly intrastate
conflicts. "Of 33 major conflicts that occurred in 1992, only one was an interstate conflict, and all
the 34 major conflicts that occurred in 1993 were intrastate conflicts" (Bercovitch, 1996a: 75). In
1998, the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) reported 27 major armed
disputes, only two being interstate disputes. Six new militarised disputes began in 1998: five in the
African region and one in Europe (SIPRI, 1999: 7, 16). Indeed, disputes over the 1986 - 1995
period returned to the high levels of intensity recorded earlier during 1966 - 1975.
TABLE 3: CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES
Characteristics of International Disputes
System Period

Total
Disputes

I Duration
Dispute
I Dispute Fatality i Intensity
Disputes with an
(36+ . Leve110000+
Levell 0000+
Months)

I

Ii,

Mediated
Disputes

I Organisation
I!

Mediation Attempts

Fatalities per Month

1945·1955

47

19

I 10

i 1

29

1956·1965

77

29

1115

I2

, 41

167 (12.9%)

1966·1975

51

17

12

4

36

328 (25.3%)

1976·1985

72

22

114

0

32

209 (16.2%)

1986·1995

62

16

i

10

I 4

23

449 (34.7%)

I 309

I 103

! 61

i 11

161

1294 (100%)

141 (10.9%)

..............- ............--...-.-.-.----t.----.-.r-......-.-.--.----..-.t-....- -...--.-.--l'.-----...- -...- - . - - -..--...--.....- -...- - -....- -..- -.....--... ---

Total

Many recent disputes involve fledgling states, states previously non-existent in the international
system. It has been observed that "while the absolute number of conflicts has risen, the number of
conflicts in progress has been declining sir,ce the mid-:i. 980's .... However, war is being utilised less
and less, at least relative to the number of new states joining the international system" (Bercovitch
and Jackson, 1997: 10-11). It could be argued that increases in the number of international actors
results in a higher potentiality for disputes but a link between the two observations has not been
proven. UN and regional organisation' management has centred on trying to 'save' failed states and
emerging states, characteristically intrastate disputes (Helman and Ratner, 1993).

In addition to this factor, methods of modern warfare result in high human and economic costs.
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Assessing the destructive nature of disputes is largely an insensitive process, accounting intensity
levels (rate of fatalities per month), dispute frequency and duration. International disputes incur
heavy costs, both human and economic, but tragically, the real costs, personal suffering and pain,
are incalculable. \'Var-related deaths over the twentieth century are calculated at close to 109.7
million to 1995 (Renner, 1999: 10). In a summary of international disputes, Bercovitch and Jackson
estimated between 15 and 30 million lives had been lost from 1945 -1995, as a consequence of
international disputes and the sepmingly inevitable post-dispute famine and

di~ease.

High dispute

fatalities in Africa, the Middle East and Asia combined to produce the majority of the overall
fatality count (Bercovitch and Jackson, 1997: 3). Over the 1986 -1995 period sixty-two disputes
occurred, 10 of these recorded a fatality level over 10000+ and 4 registered over 10000+ per month
(Table 3). If these high fatality levels are indicative of a new trend, it appears that modern disputes
are becoming more intense.

Jeopardising the possibility of long-term resolution, serious after-effects follow a dispute. "More
than 30 million refugees fleeing war, famine or persecution have received aid from the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees since 1951. There are more than 19 million refugees, mos tly women
and children, who are receiving food, shelter, medical aid, education and repatriation assistance"
(United Nations, 2000: Internet). Without shelter and food these transient populations are forced
to rely on humanitarian aid, estimated at $US800 million in 1997. In fact, "seventy per cent of
World Food Programme (WFP) resources goes to victims of conflict. In 1997, WFP assisted 14.9
million internally displaced people and 4.2 million refugees" (United Nations, 2000: Internet). In
addition to death, destruction and displacement, war affects trade, political stability and even the
natural environment.

One of the main dilemmas facing the organisations is the cost of managing disputes. Multilateral
forces operating in the Gulf War alone chalked up expenses of around $US40 billion (Bercovitch
and Jackson, 1997: 18). Peacekeeping, by comparison, is relatively cheap but it is increasingly
considered to be a financial burden by the international community. Over the period from 1948 to
September 15,2001, the UN engaged 54 peacekeeping operations, estimated to cost a total of
$US23.3 billion. To give some indication of this fInancial burden, note the increasing cost of UN
operations. "UN peacekeeping personnel and equipment cost almost $US4.0 billion in 1993,
reflecting the expense of operations in the former Yugoslavia and Somalia" (United Nations, 2000:
Internet). Compare this to the projected cost of a UN mission currently active in Kosovo
(UNlvITK) for example, estimated at $US413.3 million for the period from July 2001-June 2002.
Currently, fIfteen such peacekeeping operations are active world-wide, though overall costs for each
mission can vary depending on the nature of the operation and its mandate (United Nations, 2002:
Internet; see Appendices 7 and 8).

As a consequence of dealing with these trends, dispute management is increasingly focused on the
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development of preventive strategies rather than relying on 'management' strategies once disputes
have escalated. In this capacity, the complementarity, expediency and cost-effectiveness of
mediation appears to be most advantageous. Mediation is less costly than peacekeeping operations,
with fewer logistical concerns. \V'hile approximately a tl1ird of the disputes were mediated in the
1986-1995 period (23 disputes), this period registered the most mediation attempts since recording
began in 1945 (449,34.7%). Significantly, 16 of the 23 disputes featuring organisation mediation
had escalated for 36 months bt>fore organisational dispute management strategies were put into
motion. High fatality levels and longer disputes coupled with the intrastate nature of recent
disputes emphasise the need for developing effective, preventive management.

1.2

Definitions and Concepts in Dispute Research

The first task in conceptualising international dispute management is to define the central conceps
and terminology. Definitions perform the important function of clarifying basic perceptions of
'real world' phenomena so that the meaning of fundamental concepts can be understood with
minL.'TIal scholarly disagreement over the semantics of the terminology (Haas, 1974: 5). In the 'real
world' there are many levels of analysis on which a study can focus. Previous studies in dispute
management have considered disputes occurring on interpersonal and interorganisationallevels of
analysis. Here, an internationallevel of analysis best describes the relationship between "basic
actor units which are relatively autonomous political units that control mutually separate territories
or populations" (Haas, 1974: 5). As Haas points out, the degree of autor,omy and power of
international actors can vary and this power ratio has been calculated into the data presented here
based on a scale of economic and military strength adapted from the Cox-Jacobson Scale. Clearly,
'international' denotes a level of analysis depicting interaction on a state level not a national level.
International interaction can occur between nations, trans-nationally,

extra-nat~onally

or supra-

nationally and can also be exacted by intergovernmental organisations, institutions or entities (Haas,
1974: 5). International disputes are but one type of international behaviour.

Under the broadest interpretation, international disputes encompass any international interaction
"where active means are employed" (Haas, 1974: 6). Types of international disputes can range
from very passive dispute (verbal contention) to very active dispute (overt combat). Within the
spectrum of 'active' international disputes, the term 'international dispute' has generally been used
to describe a situation where there is
"a definable issue at stake [rather than merely general charges of 'aggression', 'genocide', or
'intervention']; there must be clearly visible parties with specific claims on one another, particularly
an identified government as defendant; the dispute must be of an interstate character ... " (Haas,
Butterworth and Nye, 1972: 4).

Previous definitions of international dispute have been lin1ited in scope, qualified by fatality
thresholds or criteria limiting the level of analysis, so that the term only pertained to inter-state
disputes. Singer and Small [1982] and Bercovitch et alia [1991] both limited the scope of their
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'international dispute' definition in their analyses by establishing a fatality threshold (Bercovitch and
Houston, 1996: 16). There is good reason to abolish the use of a fatality threshold in this study so
that 'preventive' mediation - mediation attempted in the early phases of the dispute, can also be
considered.

In this study international dispute is defined as 'an active conflict between clearly identifiable
parties involving an identified government, where a use or threat of militnised force has occurred'.
Inclusion of a dispute in this analysis is then qualified with a proviso that, 'the international dispute
has involved mediation by an international organisation, namely the UN, and/ or one or more
regional organisations'. This study is not limited to an analysis of inter-state disputes, intrastate
disputes are included, where identifiable parties war against an identified government or opposition
factions in the same stateS. These intrastate disputes, as we shall see, have proved to be some of the
most difficult for the organisations to handle, often intractable, expensive and exhausting in terms
of dispute management.

The term international dispute managementis based on the assumption that international
disputes can be managed by employing one or more intervention strategies. Dispute management
infers that a dispute can be affected in a positive way. That is to say, it can be managed by initiating
one or a number of intervention strategies to defuse the crisis, de-escalate hostilities and aid
resolution of the dispute. Often, dispute management is described as third party intervention.
Fetherston defInes third party intervention as a situation where an independent party has presence
in a dispute and has been introduced to the issues in dispute. The 'third party' changes the
dynamics of dyadic negotiation between the disputants to a triadic bargaining situation (Fetherston,
1994: 106). The UN and regional organisations aim to act as independent third parties when
practising dispute management, a key element of their perceived role is the notion of impartiality.
The disputants must perceive the third party to be impartial in its endeavours to resolve the dispute
otherwise the chances of lasting settlement with their involvement is minimal. Generally, scholars
appear to agree on the presence of five characteristics common to all peaceful diplomatic third
party interventions. These are:
1.
'The relationship between a third party and the adversaries is voluntary. This means that a third
party cannot direct the adversaries; it can only help them.
2.
A third party enters an international dispute in order to affect, change, influence or modify it in
some way.
Third party intervention is a peaceful form of dispute management between adversaries desiring
3.
some help with their dispute and an outsider able and willing to offer such help.
4.
The involvement of a third party changes the character of the dispute by turning an original dyad
into a triadic interaction of some kind.

of intrastate disputes with identifiable disputants are Case 163: MoroccolMauritania· Westem Sahara (October 1974·1992); Case
269: Yugoslavia· Civil War (mid 1989 • Ongoing) and Case 280: Uganda/Rwanda - Hutu and Tutsi Tribal Conflict and Invasion Attempt (Sep 1990
- Ongoing).

8 Examples
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5.

The relationship is perceived by ill! concerned as temporary only' (Bercovitch, 1985: 739).

The role of a third party can include: enforcing a physical separation of the disputing parties;
observing, monitoring and maintaining cease-fIre agreements between the parties; encouraging an
environment more conducive to achieving a settlement and a lasting resolution (Bercovitch, 1985:
738).

"These third party activities, ranging from a passive to a more active involvement, are traditionally
described as fact-finding or inquiry [providing an impartial determination of the facts in dispute],
good offices [acting as a go-between, transmitting messages and information between the
protagonists], and mediation [aiding or influencing the adversaries to find a solution]" (Bercovitch,
1989: 285).
The third party has the ability to act independently from the initial dispute issues, and as Beloff puts
it, attempts "to affect the internal structure and external behaviour of other states through various
degrees of coercion" (Amer, 1994: 426). Young regards third party intervention as "any action
taken by an actor that is not a direct party to the crisis, that is designed to reduce or remove one or
more of the problems of the bargaining relationship and, therefore, to facilitate the termination of
the crisis itself' (Young, 1967: 34). Dispute management by the UN and regional organisations
usually entails the use of diplomatic forms of intervention prior to the employment of more
forceful methods.

Previously, mediation has been defined by the central characteristics of its process: an impartial
third party and disputants voluntarily engaged in peaceful, non-binding consultation. As a nonbinding intervention, Moore broadly defInes mediation as, "the intervention into a dispute or
negotiation by an acceptable, impartial, and neutral third party who has no authoritative decisionmaking power to assist disputing parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable
settlement of issues in dispute" (JvIoore, 1986: 14). In contrast, negotiation is a process whereby
the protagonists in a dispute communicate directly or indirectly

cO

resolve the dispute. Negotiation

does not involve third party intervention9• However, further refInement of a mediation definition is
required to more aptly describe organisation mediation in this study. Adapted from earlier
defInitions of mediation, organisation mediation is defIned in this study as:
'a process of dispute management where disputing parties or their representatives seek the assistance
of, or accept an offer of help from ... an organisation to settle their dispute or resolve their differences
without resorting to physical force or invoking the authority of international law' (Bercovitch et alia,
1991: 8; Houston, 1997: 6).
Behavioural definitions have concentrated on particular levels of mediator activity distinguishing
mediation from fact-fInding, good offices, shuttle diplomacy, conciliation, procedural activity,
facilitation and directive strategies (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 671). The role of the mediator
becomes a matter of degree with functions ranging from levels of active involvement as a
communicator, to a formulator and even to a manipulator (Touval and Zartman, 1985: 11-12).
9 For

more information on negotiation refer to: Jackson, 1998: 9; Lewicki and Litterer, 1985; Sawyer and Guetzkow, 1966: 466; Stephenson and
Morely, 1977: 26.
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This definition of organisation mecliauon encompasses behavioural and contextual elements of the
mediation process and is therefore inclusive of many levels of mediator activity such as the
commonly used organisation strategies of good offices and referrals.

1.3

The Range of Dispute Management Strategies

There are three recognised levels of dispute management: '(1) violence and coercion which can
extend to both physical and psychological manifestations; (2) direct or indirect negotiation in its
many forms [bargaining between the disputants]; (3) the binding [e.g. adjudication] or non-binding
[e.g. mediation] intervention of a third party'lO (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 7). All of these dispute
interventions have been utilised by the UN, though a response entailing a use of force is used only
as a last resort and coercive measures are mainly exercised by implementing sanctions or blockades.
Regio~,al

organisations have generally used negotiation and mediation strategies, having neither the

resources nor mandate to muster military forces and only the power to recommend adjudication in
the International Court of Justice (ICJ). An intervention can reflect the intensity of the
international community's reaction to events and their commitment to resolve a perceived problem.
The level of intervention can equally reflect the international community's intention to achieve a
desirable outcome based on global interests and not just those of the disputants.

A method of dispute management is generally selected on its appropriateness or ability to achieve
certain objectives. On the international level, dispute managcmenc aims to achieve five major
objectives:
1.

'to limit the spread or escalation of the dispute [peacekeeping];

2.

to achieve an early resolution of the dispute [preventive diplomacy];

3.

to minimise human suffering [humanitarian aid];

4.

to uphold international laws [peacemaking]' (Bercovitch, 1996a: 77); and,

5.

to promote an environment for better future relations between the disputants [peacebuilding].

To counter any dispute escalation or achieve any number of the above objectives intervention can
occur multilaterally through channels provided by an international or regional organisation, or
unilaterally, with one state acting alone. The priority of achieving these objectives is also a decision
made within the organisations. There is no visible prioritising of these objectives and the speed of
a reaction by the UN or regional organisation can be sluggish or swift depending on the importance
it is given on the international agenda 11 •
10 Terminology also includes: 'intercessory roles encompassing good-offices, communication-facilitation and investigative functions; intermediary
roles encompassing more active mediation strategies and directive techniques whereby a mediator can propose a solution or even make a verdict;
and interventionist roles encompassing the authorisation of a unilateral use of force and organising or participating in multilateral attempts to
coerce one or both of the disputants' (Raymond, 1994: 36).
11 The level of importance given to an intervention is largely determined by the priorities of the G7 Summit member states i.e. those "major
industrial democracies" such as the USA, France, Britain, Germany, Japan, Italy [six countries attending the first Summit in Rambouillet, France in
November 1975], Canada Goined in 1976] and European Community [later the EU, joined in 1977]. With Russia's participation in 1998, the G7
Summit became the G8 (G8 Information Centre, 2002).
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The TaxollomitAtla!Jsis qfLinkages BetlveelJ Mediation and Other Methods qiIllterllational Disp/lte

Management (Figure 1) shows a conceptual representation of the linkages between formal mediation
and the other methods of non-binding dispute management. The level of persuasion or coercion is
shown in the progression from those non-binding pacific approaches to the binding and,
subsequently, forceful means of dispute management. More importantly though, it shows
mediation as an independent, non-binding, pacific, dispute management response. In this analysis
of organisation mediation this is an essential point to clarify. This study will only focus on formal

1I!ediation by the UN and regional organisations, hereafter referred to as 'organisation mediation'12,
Often, the recognition of mediation as a strategy in its own right is overlooked or left
undistinguished from the other methods utilised. Here, mediation is recognised as a singular
strategy and as a complementary strategy to otl1er methods of dispute management.
FIGURE 1: A TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LINKAGES BETWEEN MEDIATION AND OTHER METHODS OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE
MANAGEMENT.

Preventive Diplomacy and Referrals to the Organis
FormallV1ediation Attempts
Inquiry
Use of the
Secretary
General's
Good Offices
Non-Binding IV1ethods
of Dispute Management used by the United
Nations and Regional Organisations

Observer MiSSions

Peacebuilding

Binding IV1ethods
Of
Dispute Management

Arbitration

Adjudication

Use of Force

International
Court of
Justice

United Nations
Security
Council

12 Informal mediation carries a low profile. As an unofficial use of mediation, it does not result in authoritative resolutions nor is it recorded or
reported. On the other hand, formal mediation follows official channels. It gives the disputants an opportunity to present their case formally and
officially and allows any agreement or decision reached during the conSUltations to be recorded (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 190). The difference
between formal and informal mediation is discussed further in Sections 1.4, 1.9 and 5.2.
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The conceptual representation of different avenues of international dispute management visibly
distinguishes mediation as a specific method of dispute management for the UN and regional
organisations (Figure 1). Both types of organisation examined have a similar flow of strategies,
from methods of preventive diplomacy (higher in the diagram) until lastly, the resort to force
becomes the final course of action. An organisation's capabilities and level of resources determines
whether or not it is capable of applying forceful measures. Regional organisations have
occasionally used their resources to create limited peacekeeping or peacemaking operations, such as
the OAU's operation in Chad and the OAS' Inter-American Peace Committee [IAPC] in the
Dominican Republic, but these situations are rare (respectively, Lall, 1982: 98; Gioia, 1997: 227).
Alternatively, regional organisations have developed their own innovative approaches, such as the
OSCE's 'long term' missions (Section 1.4). For regional organisations, limited resources govern any
decision to use force and the organisation must apply to the UN, its member states or an alternative
body, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) or \Vestern European Union (WEU) for armed support.

Progression to the use of force may by-pass avenues of adjudication and arbitration in the ICJ
altogether, depending on the seriousness and potentiality of the dispute to reach a crisis point.
Equally, the use of mediation may be inappropriate at a time when force is considered the only
recourse. It is assumed that when a third party has authorised a use of force, the environment in
which mediation would have had any success is temporarily non-existent. Mediation attempts can
be resumed after a use of force however, when the disputants are willing to go back to the
negotiating table. Disputants need to reach some level of detente for mediation to occur, both
having to agree to third party involvement and participation in the process.

Identifying some criteria for the 'appropriate use' of mediation as an intervention strategy, that is,
identifying when and under what conditions mediation is most likely to provide a lasting resolution,
could prove equally valuable to the international community. Interventions have not been designed
as specific cures for particular brands of disputes and yet the expectations of the organisations to
provide an international 'cure-all' are great. However, pin-pointing the development of disputes
and the manner in which they react to mediated interventions will assist in identifying 'windows of
opportunity' permitting fruitful dispute management strategies to be used more appropriately.
Neale and Bazerman saw a window of opportunity as "a disputant-acceptable time for
intervention ... any time when the disputants see it [i.e. mediation] as their best strategy" (Kaufman
and Duncan, 1990: 193). If it is possible to identify 'windows of opportunity' then perhaps UN and
regional organisation dispute management can be enhanced, the timeliness of their mediation
attempts giving a greater chance of successful settlement. Earlier identification of a window of
opportunity would be a break-through, allowing organisations such as the UN to 'manage' disputes
to a peaceful conclusion and achieve an earlier result through mediation rather than inappropriately
engaging in more costly management methods.
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1.4

Types of Dispute Management Used by the UN and Regional
Organisations

A dispute manager aims to: abate a dispute; stop hostilities; achieve a settlement; or isolate a dispute
(Haas, 1986: 12). Traditionally, only seven avenues of peaceful dispute management were
recognised in the UN Charter: negotiation; inquiry; mediation; conciliation; arbitration; judicial
settlement; and the resort to regional organisations for guidance and assistance. Dispute
management ranges from' active' coercive strategies, such as engaging in armed combat, to

'passive' peaceful strategies, such as the roles of observation and mediation (Figure 1). Coercive
strategies include: trade embargoes; sanctions; blockades; threats to use force; visible displays of
force (e.g. mobilisation of military force to show preparedness to act) and use of force. Pacific
strategies include: observer missions; peacekeeping; mediation; and adjudication. Initially limited to
these seven strategies, the UN and regional organisation adapted strategies to cope with the
uncooperative international environment. This has led to some interesting adaptations and new
dispute management strategies. This section presents an overview of the range of dispute
management strategies available to the organisations.

Use of Force
Economic sanctions, blockades and coercive strategies provide evidence that the organisations do
not just rely on peaceful methods to achieve dispute management objectives, though the use of
force is only used as a last resort. The use of force by the UN is conducted as a multilateral action
or a unilateral action for two main reasons. Initially, because of disagreement over the
interpretation of the Charter provisions in Article 43, the UN's ability to act against threats and
breachF.s of the peace and acts of aggression, was limited. As Bennett points out the use Gf
'agreement' in the Article is more of a misnomer. Members were only in limited agreement on the
main principles of armed intervention. "No agreements could be reached on the size of standby
forces, the allocation of quotas to individual members,' or the types of forces to be furnished by
each state. Because of the suspicions and intransigence of the major powers, Article 43 has become
dormant, and the anticipated international forces available for military action against aggressors
have never materialised" (Bennett, 1988: 141-142). Agreement was eventually reached baSEd on the
principle that the major powers would provide the most forces and that these forces would remain
under national control until the Security Council requested otherwise.

Having no standing army, no military force or command structure of its own to coordinate a use of
force, the organisations rely entirely on their members for personnel, equipment, logistical support
and financial resources. \V'hen it comes to initiating force, regional organisations are legally obliged
to seek UN Security Council approval before acting with force or alternatively, regional
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organisations can refer the dispute to the UN for action (Sections 1.5 ano 2.2). In the UNauthorised multilateral actions there is still disagreement amongst members as to who participates
and what degree of invokement is acceptable. Much of this contention is residual Cold \Var
suspicion and regional rinlry. With such complexities of interaction happening in the international
system it is no wonder that a divide still exists between UN Charter provisions and the reality of
their implementation. Peacekeeping has often had to bridge the divide between employing force or
continuing with mediation. As Figure 1 shows, the use of fotce has no complementarity with
simultaneous mediation, but it can lead the disputants back to a point where they are willing to
engage in more peaceful methods of resolving their issues. The resort to force can act as a
springboard for renewed dialogue between the disputants, and even a positive resolution after a
time.

Observer <,!nd Fact-Finding Missions

The most passive organisational role is that of the observer. Observer and fact-finding missions
perform a purely supervisory role, allowing the UN and regional organisations to unobtrusively and
impartially observe, investigate and monitor dispute developments 'from the inside'. Fetherston
includes the role of observer as a function of peacekeeping missions (Fetherston, 1993: 2).
Although disputant consent is required for both peacekeeping and observer missions, there is one
distinct difference in the functions and capabilities of these roles. Observer missions do not engage
in enforcement measures, observing cease-fires but not enforcing them.

Observers are charged with the task of monitoring cease-fites, observing dispute circumstances and
investigating the facts of dispute situations. For most of the organisations the power to perform
this role is inherent in their founding documents, or at least implied to some degree. Observer and
fact-finding missions arc recognised by the UN Charter (Article 34) that states: "The Security
Council may investigate any dispute, or any situation which might lead to international friction or
give rise to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance o(the dispute or situation is
likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security". Over the period 1945 1995, the UN engaged 18 observer or fact-finding missions during which it conducted 216
simultaneous mediation attempts l3 • IvIany of these missions were mandated to observe cease-fites
and report on alleged violations. This was the task of the fitst UN mission, the Peace Observation
Commission in the Balkans (1951 - 1954), established to report on frontier violations on Greece's
northern borders l4 • Additional UN 'verification' missions have been created to supervise elections,
democratic transitions or self-determination referenda, such as the UN Observer Mission in South
Africa [UNOMSA] in 1992, the UN Mission in Haiti [UNMIH] in 1993 and the UN Angola
Verification IvIission [UNAVEM II] in 1991 15 (McCoubrey and White, 1995: 88).
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases" 002, 012, 064, 093,119,121,153,165,181,184,197,201,208,248,267, 269, 271, 278, 280, 288.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case" 002.
15 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases" 165. UNOMSA and UNMIH are not dealt with specifically as their situations did not comply with the
general definition of an international dispute used here.
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Regional organisations have frequently initiated observer missions. The 1947 OAS Inter-American
Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance [Article 6] permits foreign ministers in the Organ of Consultation
to "deal with any fact or situation that might endanger the peace of America" (McCoubrey and
\'(1hite, 1995: 90). nus power has been invoked on several occasions, the OAS dispatching
observer groups or

'~AS

Investigation Committees' in twelve disputes 16 . In addition to creating

observer groups, the OAS also utilised investigation and mediation mechanisms such as the
Contadora Group17 and the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC)18. The Contadora Group,
established by several South American states in 1983 to promote regional peace, has provided
support for the OAS and has conducted mediation under the aegis of the organisation
(Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 57). The OAS established the IAPC in 1940 (Zacher, 1979:
96). This specialised OAS body comprised five member states and was initially only mandated to
obsetve, investigate and offet advice, though the tole expanded to include mediating as well as
peacebuilding functions.

In July 1992 the OAU sent a latge team of observets to assess the scope of the Hutu and Tutsi
tribal dispute involving Uganda and Tanzania19 . The initial Neutral Military Observet Gtoup
(NMOG I), a 50-member mission, was furnished by the OAD. The mission was tenamed a yeat
later (NMOG II) and comprised 130 membets. NMOG II was eventually incotpotated in the UN
monitoring group, United Nations Assistance Mission fot Rwanda (UNAMIR). In addition to
sending a peacekeeping nUssion to Chad, the OAU also established a 'Neutral OAU Force in Chad'
to ovetsee and maintain cease-fire arrangements, res tote law and order, ensute civilians fteedom of
movement duting a disatmament program, and assist in the training and otganising of an
'integrated atmed force'20 (Gioia, 1997: 227). The Atab League has also utilised observet and factfinding missions though these roles ate not specifically mentioned in Atab League documents. A
fact-finding role is implied in Article 5 of the 1945 Atab League Pact, stating that: "the Council
shall mediate in all diffetences wruch threaten to lead to wat between two membet states, 01' a
membet state and a third state, with a view to btinging about theit teconciliation" (McCoubtey and
\'(1hite, 1995: 90). An Atab Observet Cease-fite Mission 21 was established to supervise troop
withdtawals and demilitarisation in Amman after hostilities between the Palestinian Libetation
Otganisation and J ordan22 . A Joint Monitoting Commission GMC) involving delegates ftom the
UN, OAU, Arab League and Organisation of Islamic Confetence (OIC) was engaged as an
observet mission in Somalia in 199223 •
16 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 020, 044, 049, 060, 072, 097, 100, 119, 138, 182, 190, 194.
17 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 206, 245.
18 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 010, 042, 049,057,104.
19 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 280.
20 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 191.
21 This was not the Arab League's first fact·finding mission. The Council established an ad hoc Commission of Investigation in February 1948 to
assess the situation in Yemen after the monarch, Imam Yahya Mohammed Hamid el Din was assassinated in a coup d'etat in Sanaa. This crisis
does not fulfil the 'international dispute' coding criteria used in this study and is therefore excluded. Arab League conducted no mediation during
this crisis (Hassouna, 1975: 27 ·31).
22 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 143.
23 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 261.
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The OSCE Council granted the Consultative Committee and the Committee of Senior Officials the
authority to establish fact-finding and observer missions. In 1992 the capability of these OSCE
missions expanded, permitting missions to engage in the use of 'good offices', conciliation and
diplomatic dispute management strategies (McCoubrey and \'\lhite, 1995: 91-92). OSCE long-term
missions are sometimes referred to as observer missions, though this depends largely on the
mission's mandate. Tasks of the OSCE Long-Term :Mission to Tadjikistan, established in 1993, are
more characteristic of an observer mission than that of a peacekeeping mission24 • The Mission was
instructed: "to maintain contact with and facilitate dialogue and confidence-building between
regionalist and political forces in the country; to actively promote respect for human rights; to
promote and monitor adherence to OSCE norms and principles, and; to promote ways and means
for the OSCE to assist in the development of legal and democratic political institutions and
processes" (OSCE: December 19, 1997). Similar OSCE missions were engaged in Abkhazia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Chechnya, N agorno-Karabakh, Albania and Belarus (OSCE, 1998). The
OSCE has also utilised smaller preliminary fact-ftnding missions to report on dispute conditions
and assess the viability of initiating more comprehensive intervention 25 • Occasionally, regional
organisations have cooperatively engaged monitoring groups, for instance, the EC-OSCE
Monitoring Mission to Yugoslavia, a verification and observation mission.

EU acknowledged its potential to engage in fact-finding in the 1987 Single European Act
(McCoubrey and White, 1995: 91). An EU preventive initiative in the former Yugoslavia saw the
formation of the European Community Monitoring Mission (ECMM) in July 1991 26 • Launched to
assist in peace treaty negotiations between Croatia and Serbia, its purpose was to monitor the ceasefire and provide support for other locally negotiated military settlements. It was the ftrst external
involvement in the Ballmns, operating ten months prior to UN peacekeeping. Early intervention by
the ECMM failed to prevent the escalation to war, with "many feeling that the European initiative
had failed because the EU was unable to back up its position with the capability to use force to
maintain cease-ftres and enforce a settlement between Serbia and Croatia" (Ramsbotham and
Woodhouse, 1999: 89). EU observers have also been employed in Macedonia, Croatia and Bosnia.
In general, observer and fact-finding missions are preliminary interventions, investigating and
assessing the dispute 'in the field' before other management strategies, such as peacekeeping, are
employed (McCoubrey and \'\lhite, 1995: 79).

Peacekeeping

Peacekeeping was spawned from the statutes in Chapter VI of the UN Charter and evolved as a
means of resolving international disputes. As a by-product of the fttst Cold \V'ar era, 1948 -1960,

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 288
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 267, 269, 279, 281,288,290
26 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 269
24

25
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peacekeeping was an important improvisation for the UN (Falk, Kim and Mendlovitz, 1991: 72).
The epitome of compromise, the improvised peacekeeping approach allowed UN decisions to be
implemented despite continuing ideological stalemates in the Security Council. Often "it proved
impossible even to agree on a definition of aggression, and it was seldom that the members of the
Council could be persuaded to vote together on a particular conflict situation ... The Council tended
instead to take the more tentative path of conciliation ... " with an emphasis on allowing
governments face-saving opportunities (Urquhart, 1989: 806-807). The need for these innovations
stems from the restrictions placed on the resort to force and the obligations of members to seek
resolution through the peaceful means of setdement oudined in Article 33/1 and Article 34.
Although there is no doubt over the use of forceful measures set out in Chapter VII of the Charter,
the 'Council more often takes the path of conciliatory dispute management, aiming to reach ceasefire agreements, promoting dle cooperation of disputing governments and utilising the strategies of
mediation and good offices' (Urquhart, 1989: 807). As it is generally thought that compromise and
cooperation is more likely to provide a lasting and 'constructive' resolution, international dispute
management has developed a reliance on pacific methods of dispute setdement.

Current peacekeeping missions operate under a blueprint of 'peacekeeper conduct' established by
the first mllitilatera/peacekeeping mission in 195627 (Vayrynen, 1991: 228). UN peacekeeping is
often described as the thin 'blue' line betw(:;en pacific setdement and enforcement. Peacekeepers
are bound to use force only as an act of self-defence. The peacekeeper must be seen to be
impartial, a third party who holds no leverage over either party in the dispute. The practice of
peacekeeping follows four basic principles:

1.

consent of the parties to the dispute;

2.

impartiality and neutrality of the peacekeeper and perceptions of the impartiality of a
peacekeeping mission as a whole;

3.

the voluntary and international composition of a peacekeeping mission; and,

4.

non-use offorce except in self-defence (Fetherston, 1993: 2; Knight and Yamashita, 1993: 300;
Wiseman, 1990: 32-51).

As with any third party mediation role, the perception of a peacekeeper's impartiality is crucial.
Dealings with all parties to the dispute must be 'seen' to be handled in the same way. However,
'impartiality' is not necessarily conducive to the smooth execution of some aspects of the
peacekeeper's agenda, activities such as the creation of positive peace or peacebuilding. Positive
peace or peacebuilding recognises the facilitative role of the peacekeeper in encouraging
constructive interaction and social development, though peacekeepers can perform several roles
(Fetherston, 1993: 2).

The first multilateral peacekeeping mission refers to the UN operation in the Suez Crisis of 1956. Some argue that the 'firsf UN peacekeeping
operation occurred during the Korean War 1950 (see Case 028). Though this mission was authorised by the UN Security Council (June 25,1950),
authorisation deviated significantly from UN Charter provisions. Peacekeeping was not conducted by national units permanently assigned to the
UN, nor was the operation under the command of the UN Security Council as required by Article 42 and Article 43 of the UN Charter. Instead, the
operation was controlled by a US command structure. Authorisation for this force was obtained in the Security Council in the absence of the
Soviet Union and was clearly a unilateral mission i.e. a mission involving no other countries' troops.
27
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Peacekeeping can be divided into several categories based on levels of activity and function. Diehl
(1994) and Diehl et alia (1998) have developed a comprehensive classification of peacekeeping
activities, identifying twelve mission categories:

1.

'traditional peacekeeping to ensure cease-fire conditions are maintained and to promote an
environment conducive to dispute resolution;

2.

observation or monitoring of cease-fires or human rights and the collection of information;

3.

collective enforcement via multi-dimensional missions;

4.

election supervision and support;

5.

humanitarian assistance;

6.

state or nation building following the absence or transfer of government power;

7.

pacification to quell civil disruption;

8.

preventive diplomacy to create a buffer zone between the disputants;

9.

arms control verification and the identification, collection, custody and/or destruction of
weapons;

10. use ofprotective services in the creation of safe-havens or 'no fly' zones;
11. military intervention in support of legitimate and democratic government; and,
12. sanctions enforcement' (Berdal, 1993; Diehl, 1994; Diehl et at., 1998: 39-40; Fetherston, 1993:
2; Lennane and Newton, 1994; Mackinlay and Chopra, 1992; United Nations, 2000).

Peacekeeping has been the focus of much of the literature to date. Indeed, many studies explore
the development of peacekeeping operations and roles 28 • The problem with such a narrow focus is
threefold. Firstly, the importance of peacekeeping as a strategy should not be considered above the
other strategies of peacemaking, peacebuilding and enforcement in a priority listing of strategies at
the disposal of the UN. If better recognition was given to the brewing stages of a dispute and more
pre-emptive, preventive strategies employed, then perhaps fewer disputes would escalate to the
point where peacekeeper deployment was necessary.

Secondly, peacekeeping often operates in conjunction with a number of other strategies. The
whole process of attaining a peaceful settlement appears to be an incremental process involving one
or more of these strategies in succession, or a combination of each, to achieve a successful result.
The complementarity of these strategies is evident in the TaxonomicAl1a!Jsis rfLinkages betJlleen

Mediation and Other Methods rflnternatiollal Dispute Management (Figure 1). None of the strategies are
mutually exclusive. For instance, an independent mediation attempt can occur simultaneously with
See stUdies by Baehr and Gordenker, 1984, 1999; Barnett, 1995; Berdal, 1993; Blodgett, 1991; Boulden, 1991; Boutros·Ghali, 1992; Burns and
Heathcote, 1963; Cassese, 1978; Chan, 1997; Ciobanu, 1978; Clements and Wilson, 1994; Diehl, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1990, 1994; Diehl et al.,
1991, 1996, 1998; Doyle et al., 1997; Durch, 1993; Durch and Blechman, 1992; Falk, Kim and Mendlovitz, 1991; Fetherston, 1993, 1994;
Fetherston and Nordstrom, 1995; Findlay, 1992; Fisher, 1993; Goulding, 1993; Greco, 1998; Heininger, 1994; Holst, 1990; James, 1969; Kourula,
1978; Last and Eyre, 1995; Lautensach, 1994; Liu, 1992; Mackinlay, 1990; Mackinlay and Chopra, 1992; MacQueen, 1983; Milburn, 1995; Rikhye,
1984,1990; Rikhye and Skjelsbrek, 1990; Skjelsbrek, 1989, 1990; Thakur, 1988; United Nations, 1990,2000; Urquhart, 1990,1996; Verrier, 1981;
Wainhouse et a/., 1973; White, 1994; Wild, 1971b; and Wiseman, 1983, 1990.
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the employment of a peacekeeping oper"tion. Likewise, observer missions and peacekeeping forces
can be deployed in the same dispute (Appendices 7 and 8). Lastly, the deployment of peacekeeping
troops merely highlights the fact that other more pre-emptive strategies have failed or were not
engaged early enough, or at all. When this occurs, the dispute has deteriorated beyond the point
where the other three strategies are entirely effective.

UN peacekeeping missiom have been active in 12 of the disputes considered in this study though
there have been 54 UN peacekeeping operations conducted since 1948 29 (United Nations, 2002:
Internet). Many of tl1ese missions have been instrumental in separating disputants by enforcing
buffer zones, easing the imminent threat of hostilities and providing a safer environment for
mediators to restart dialogue between the disputants. Mediation and peacekeeping are often
theoretically associated but some have recognised a need to infuse this link in the development of a
more comprehensive UN approach. "Effective peacekeeping presupposes long-term efforts to
mediate the conflict in question .... This linkage was urged by the Palme Commission in its Delhi
Statement on 19 January, 1986" (Vayrynen, 1987: 304). Mediation is frequently used in conjunction
with peacekeeping and is used in entrenched disputes often with over enthusiastic expectations of
success.

Regional organisations have established several independent peacekeeping missions as well as
contributing to those of the UN. In 1965, for instance, the OAS Inter-American Peace Force
[IAPF], a six-member multi-national force mobilised by the IAPC, had the task of: 'co-operating in
the restoration of normal conditions in the Dominican Republic, maintaining the security of its
inhabitants and the inviolability of human rights, and establishing an atmosphere of peace and
conciliation in which democratic institutions will be able to function' (Gioia, 1997: 227). The IAPF
was far from being as comprehensive as a UN 'peacekeeping force' but it did multilateralise what
would have otherwise been a unilateral intervention by the US:JO (Nye, 1971: 145). An 'improved'
Committee on Peaceful Settlement replaced the IAPC in 1967. The new Committee was a
"subsidiary organ of the Council and could take up disputes only at the request of the parties or the
Council chairman. If requested by one party, the Committee can also be asked by the Council to
offer its 'good offices' to conduct an investigation and to seek a settlement - but only with the
other party's consent" (Zacher, 1979: 96). \V'hile it can now offer disputants its 'good offices',
mediate and perform a range of procedural peacebuilding tasks, the strength of the TAPC lies in its
multilateral composition, an asset allowing it to maintain a very regional approach.

The quoted number of peacekeeping missions [54] refers to the period from 1948 -15 September 2001 (UN Homepage, 2002, "United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations', Last updated 15 September, 2001, www.un.org/Deptsldpko/dpko!cu_missionlbody.hlm). For details about specific
missions that were active during any of the disputes analysed here, refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 054, 064, 075, 086, 101, 125, 157, 177,
197,261,269,280. Also see Appendix 7 for Peacekeeping mission details.
30 'US' is an abbreviation for the United States of America. Also sometimes abbreviated to 'USA'.
29
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An inauspicious experience with UN peacekeepir:g in the Congo CONUC) in 196431, left African
heads of state soured towards external involvement32 • The resulting dissatisfaction left the OAU
seeking to assert its regional dispute management role. The OAU dispatched a 3,500 strong
peacekeeping force in Chad, the Inter-African Force [IAFJ, in 1981 (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse,
1999: 187-189; Lall, 1982: 98). The decision of the OAU to send a peacekeeping force to Chad was
indicative of its concerns for the region and its aim to stem any further possible escalation33
(Vayrynen, 1985a: 193). The implementation of the Pan-African peacekeeping focce though was
fraught with problems. Despite the organisation's commitment to the peacekeeping plan there
were obvious deficiencies:
1.

the parties to the dispute were not so committed34;

2.

the logistics of running a peacekeeping operation via OAD channels was not as easily
orchestrated as a peacekeeping operation run under the auspices of the UN;

3.

and the meal.S and resources needed to run such an operation were not readily available to OAD
members.

The IAF failed to achieve its mission objectives and was withdrawn in 1982. This failure
discouraged member state support for future OAU peacekeeping proposals (Ramsbotham and
Woodhouse, 1999: 188).

Similarly, membership disagreement has marred Arab League attempts at independent
peacekeeping. The Arab League has contributed to UN peacekeeping missions but attempts to
initiate independent peacekeeping have failed (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 129-130). The
League tried to mobilise peacekeeping operations during the Kuwaiti Independence Crisis 35 and
Lebanon's Second Civil \V'ar36 • Although Kuwait was not a member of the Arab League, many of
the other Arab League members felt strongly about the potential for serious conflict in this dispute.
Arab League Secretary-General Hassounah tried to resolve the situation and after continued
discussion under the aegis of the Arab League, Kuwait acknowledged that it was in favour of
replacing the British forces with an Arab League force rather than see a complete withdrawal of
British forces. Kuwait was duly inducted into the Arab League by resolution oyer the course of
these meetings, even after Iraq had made plain its objections. The same resolution also provided
for the establishment of an Arab League force, to replace the British forces in Kuwait. The Arab
In 1960, the UN was intensely divided over the direction of ONUC's mandate amid continuing civil strife in the Congo. After a Security Council
resolution supported a return to constitutional govemment, a new central government was formed under Prime Minister Adoula in August 1961.
The Katangese refused to accept the new govemment and the UN conducted two unsuccessful military operations in Katanga in September 1961
and December 1961 in an effort to deal with Katangese secessionism (Zacher, 1979: 238-239). 'By the end of June 1964, when the last batch of
the UN troops were withdrawn from the Congo, a crisis was booming large" with fighting spreading to four provinces: Kwilu, Katanga, Orientale,
and Kivu (Oluo, 1982: 85; Andemicael, 1976: 66).
32 Referto Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 075.
33 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 191.
34 In some cases, perceptions of OAU interference have discouraged disputants to utilise the organisation's dispute management capabilities. The
OAU's Charter specifies non·interference in the intemal affairs of a member state and respects an undeniable right to independence (Article 3,
Paragraphs II and III). However, perceptions of OAU complicity in the internal affairs of member states has only served to complicate its efforts at
dispute management e.g. OAU involvement in Case 075: Congo - Post Independence Struggle [July 1960 - mid 1964]. During another dispute,
the NigerianfBiafran Civil War (Case 132), the two Charter paragraphs were put into interpretative conflict, one disputant claiming rights of
independence and the other arguing 'non·interference in intemal affairs' (Oluo, 1982: 162). Selective interpretation of these two Charter principles
has weakened the OAU's ability to intervene effectively, highlighting an ambiguity the organisation needs to redress.
35 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 081.
36 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 168.
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League Force arrived in Kuwait on September 10,1961, and by October 19, 1961, all of the British
forces had withdrawn from Kuwait. After a relaxation of Iraqi claims over the territory, the Arab
League Force was reduced on December 6, 1961. By February 1962, the Arab League Force had
also withdrawn from Kuwait. The initiation of the Arab League Force was arranged in the same
manner as a UN mission, gaining written agreement with the Kuwaiti government on the terms of
engagement (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 129).

The second Arab League peacekeeping attempt, this time in Lebanon, saw the establishment of a
'Symbolic' Arab League Peacekeeping Force and a Mediation Commission. The Arab League
peacekeeping force comprised mostly Syrian troops, with several units from the Sudan, Saudi
Arabia and Libya. The Mediation Commission was unable to secure a peaceful solution and,
without the parties adhering to cease-fIre conditions, the peacekeeping force was left with the
unenviable task of maintaining some line of partition between the hostile parties. By October 18,
1976, the Arab League had approved the formation of a 'deterrent' force under a new
comprehensive peace plan. The Heads of State of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt
signed the plan in Riyadh. About 20,000 to 30,000 Syrian troops were assigned to senre in a
multilateral operation called the Arab Deterrence Force [ADFJ (Merrills, 1991: 218). "Once again
the size, composition, and deployment of an Arab League Peacekeeping Force was the subject of
disagreement. The Palestinians objected to the Syrian presence, the Syrians objected to the
inclusion of the Palestinians, and Egypt walked out on the whole mission" (Ramsbotham and
Woodhouse, 1999: 129). A later Arab League Summit Meeting saw the Riyadh Plan accepted by 19
of the Arab League members, with only Iraq and Libya voicing their opposition (October 25 October 26, 1976). In November 1976, the Arab Deterrence Force moved to Beirut and
consolidated positions throughout Lebanon. The Syrian occupation of many strategic sites in
Lebanon eventually helped to force a cessation of hostilities. The Arab League efforts were later
dwarfed by the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) in 1978. The ADF mission ended
unsuccessfully in September 1982, with Syria and Israel impervious to ADF efforts to bring about
reconciliation (Merrills, 1991: 218).

As yet, OSCE has not officially deployed independent 'peacekeeping' missions, though there is
provision for the organisation to authorise peacekeeping missions in Chapter III of the Helsinki
Document (1992). The OSCE has participated in peacekeeping missions initiated by other
organisations but has found that implementing independent peacekeeping is problematic as it has
no military personnel at its disposal. In 1994, the OSCE almost authorised a peacekeeping force of
3,000 multinational troops during the dispute over the status ofNagorno-Karabakh but the
proposal did not fInd favour with Russia37 • Russia wanted to maintain regional dominance and did
not want the international community fully involved. The possibility of engaging an OSCE
multinational force dwindled in unison with the international community'S unwillingness to become
37

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 279.
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committed to another potentially drawn-out dispute. Experiences in Bosnia and Chechnya acted as
a deterrent to becoming deeply involved in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute (Ellingwood, 1997:
223). Instead of traditional peacekeeping, the OSCE has independently engaged 11 'long term'
missions to: Kosovo, Sanjak and Vojvodina; Skopje; Georgia; Estonia; Moldova; Latvia; Tajikistan;
Sarajevo; Ukraine; Bosnia and Herzegovina; and Croatia (OSCE, 1998: Internet). These 'long term'
missions perform a range of functions: fact-fInding; monitoring troop withdrawals; promoting
observ~tnce

of human rights; providing expertise in developing legal and democratic institutions;

and state-building. In addition, the OSCE has dispatched personal representatives and assistance
groups38 and has also established negotiation forums under the OSCE umbrella, such as the Minsk
Group39.

Like UN peacekeeping, OSCE long-term operations cannot use enforcement strategies unless
authorised by the UN Security Council, but compliance with the 'civilian composition' regulations
in the Helsinki Document has given OSCE missions a different character from the military
composition of UN peacekeeping missions. OSCE 'long term' mission civilian operatives use a
range of strategies including good offlces, monitoring and fact-finding (Ronzitti, 1997: 253-254).
Curiously, tl1ere are no provisions for funding long-term missions in the Helsinki document, yet
fInancial provisions for possible OSCE peacekeeping missions are well addressed. "The main
characteristic of peacekeeping operations is that they have a sound legal basis in the Helsinki
Document, unlike long-term missions which have evolved from OSCE practice. Moreover a
peacekeeping operation requires a diffused presence on the ground, while this is not necessary for a
long-term mission" (Ronzitti, 1997: 254). Though OSCE long-term missions are distinct from
'peacekeeping' roles, it is evident that long-term missions admirably complement more traditional
peacekeeping, allowing the organisation to maintain a visible presence whilst continuing
peacebuilding and encouraging further dialogue, as was the case in Bosnia and Herzegovina40 •

Further explanation of peacebuilding, preventive diplomacy and peacemaking is appropriate here as
a peacekeeping role often transforms to include these functions as dispute circumst~nces evolve.
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali clarifIed the scope of these roles in terms of the UN in
dispute management in his 1993 report, An Agenda For Peace. Boutros-Ghali emphasised preemptive strategies as well as management strategies, detailing four types of UN missions:

pl'eventive diplomacy, peacemakingy peacekeeping and peacebuilding. Formalised
mediation complements Boutros-Ghali's four initiatives and can be employed simultaneously with
each strategy. Primarily, what is used to differentiate the initiatives is the timing of their application.
);>
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Preventive diplomacy is action to prevent disputes from arising between parties, to prevent
existing disputes from escalating into major disputes and to limit the spread of the latter when
they occur.

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 290.

39 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 279.
40

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 269.
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Peacemaking is action to bring hostile parties to :lgreement, essentially through such peaceful
means as those foreseen in Chapter VI of the Charter of the United Nations.

);>

Peacekeeping is the deployment of a United Nations presence in the field, hitherto with the
consent of all the parties concerned, normally involving United Nations military and/or police
personnel and frequently civilians as well. Peacekeeping is a technique that expands the
possibilities for both the prevention of conflict and the making of peace.

);>

Peace building is an action to identify and support structures that will tend to strengthen and
solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict (Boutros-Ghali, 1993a: 11).

Some of Diehl's categories are also considered characteristic of traditional 'preventive diplomacy',
specifically: peacekeeping, observation, pacification, preventive diplomacy and initiation of
protective services (Diehl, 1994,1998; Plano and Riggs, 1967). Though it is generally assumed that
preventive diplomacy occurs prior to hostilities, it also encompasses attributes normally associated
with peacekeeping. "Pre,'entive diplomacy is complementary to peaceful settlement in that both
seek to ease tensions in a dispute, both need the consent of the state or states involved, and both
have the objective of acnieving a stabilisation of the situation" (plano and Riggs, 1967). The
OSCE's use of confidence and security building measures (CSBM's) can also be identified as
'preventive' strategies.

The peacemaking phase occurs after the dispute has already begun, whilst peacekeeping is engaged
during the dispute in an effort to contain or control the dispute. Peacebuilding, though commonly
associated with the process of rebuilding trust and confidence between the parties after a dispute,
its application is by no means limited to the post-dispute period (Boutros-Ghali; 1993a: 11-12,3234). "Peacebuilding underpins the work of peacemaking and peacekeeping by addressing structural
issues and the long-term relationships between conflictants ... " and" ... tries to overcome the
contradictions which lie at the root of the conflict" (Galtung, 1996; Miall et alia, 1999: 22). Current
research is often separated into these simplified categories despite the difficulty in identifying
distil'::tive dispute phases (Sherman, 1987, 1994). Boutros-Ghali's address refL:.ts the ir;"portance
of early dispute identification as one of the most urgent concerns facing the development of
international dispute management. The complementarity of mediation with these strategies, "with its
perceived impartiality and fairness, informality and flexibility, and lack of hidden agenda ... can
strengthen international capacity for preventing deadly conflicts" (Bercovitch, 1997b: 244).

Mediation

International mediation can be utilised in conjunction with many of the other methods of
diplomatic intervention but is more often utilised in independent, formalised attempts. Mediation
is but one of the diplomatic, peaceful methods of dispute management available to the
organisations. In addition to the facilitative role of the Secretary-General, mediation is utilised in a
complementary fashion to the diplomatic strategies of peacekeeping, peacebuilding, observer
missions and preventive diplomacy. Mediation generally occurs when four dispute preconditions
exist:
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1.

"an international dispute is long, drawn out, and complex;

2.

the adversaries' own conflict management efforts have come to an impasse;

3.

neither side is prepared to countenance further escalation of the dispute; and

4.

the adversaries are sufficiently cooperative and prepared to break the stalemate by having some
contact and communication" (Bercovitch 1989: 285).

\V'ith the exception of occurring during a multilateral or approved unilateral enforcement measure,
mediation is frequently used to engage the disputants in dialogue and promote an increased level of
detente for further peacemaking. Mediation sometimes precedes an enforcement strategy or
alternatively, is employed after the use of enforcement measures, but generally, a situation requiring
the use of force does not produce an environment conducive to mediation.

Good Offices, Shuttle Diplomacy and Timeliness
'Good offices' is a passive form of mediation and is often described as a diplomatic method of
dispute management (Figure 1). This strategy does not accord third parties the full range of active
mediation techniques. The mediator acts as a facilitator or go-between but does not persuade or
press disputants to reach a resolution (Yarrow, 1978). The third party here can only offer a channel
of communications, supply information (shuttle diplomacy) or arrange facilities and meeting places
for the disputants. By strict defInition, the use of 'good offlces' does not allow third parties to offer
suggestions for the terms of settlement. "By providing a neutral ground for the negotiation or by
offering to carry messages between the disputants, the third party displays a friendly desire to
promote a settlement without getting involved in the issues at stake" (Bennett, 1988: 102). Though
not listed in Article 33 of the Charter with the other seven methods of dispute management, good
offlces is a traditional mediation strategy and is frequently used in conjunction with all of the other
non-binding diplomatic strategies. The Good OffIces Committee was an early mode of UN fIeld
operations and only intervened in The Netherlands/Dutch East Indies - Indonesian Independence
Dispute Qate 1945 - November 1949)41. Subsequent mediation committees have engaged in other
strategies besides the use of good offlces.

Fetherston describes this possible exchange and flexibility between strategies as a potential of
complementarity (Fetherston, 1994: 159). The potential for complementarity between this passive
mediation role and the other methods of dispute management is great (Figure 1). 'Good offlces'
has the hallmarks of diplomacy and it is not unusual for a 'good offlces' role to expand into broader
mediation roles in subsequent contacts. Mediator initiative and adaptability is imperative given the
evolving nature of disputes. Expertise, experience; flexibility; a favourable disputant/mediator
background; diplomatic skill; credibility of the offlce and the individual; personality, knowledge of
the dispute and disputants; a level of impartiality; and well-developed interpersonal skills all help to

41 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 006. Also refer to Critchley, 1994: 243-249.
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establish a level of trust and confidence and can increase mediation success 42 • A mediator's
experience has been seen as a significant determinant of mediation success (Carnevale and
Pegnetter, 1985; Kolb, 1983, 1985). The Secretary-General's use of good offices as an effective
stand-alone strategy exemplifies the importance of many of these factors. This mediation strategy
relies a great deal on the disputants' perception of the Secretary-General, both as a representative of
the organisation and the reputation of the individual though the position is more visible as a highest
level interaction amongst state officials (Tunnicliff, 1984; Skjelsbrek, 1991). It is also evident
however that competency in the role as Secretary-General depends a lot on the person who holds
the office and the individual's particular operational style (Skjelsbrek and Fermann, 1996: 89-91).

Organisational representatives have experienced mixed success when employing 'shuttle
diplomacy'. During the Namibian independence struggle, the UN Secretary-General acted as a gobetween in negotiations during November 1984. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar received
letters and proposals from both South Africa and Angola, though neither party accepted the others'
proposals 43 • Mediation attempts by the UN in the Yom I<:ippur War (October 1973), aided greatly
by the shuttle diplomacy exercised by US Secretary of State, Henry I<:issinger, were on the whole
very successful. UNEF II provided logistical and technical assistance throughout the dispute,
acting as a buffer zone and an observer team, as well as a facilitator in troop redeployment44•

Despite its successes, shuttle diplomacy is not always beneficial to the resolution of a dispute.
Shuttle diplomacy by the OSCE-initiated Minsk Group inadvertently eliminated much of the
implied legitimacy that the involvement of the USA and Russia lent to the Group's mediation
attempts 45 • During the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict, the OSCE brought together the 'Minsk
Group' comprising high-level representatives from Azerbaijan, Armenia, Russia, Turkey, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, France, Switzerland and the USA. Nagorno-Karabakh representatives
attended the meetings as an interested third party. The membership of the Minsk Group altered
after 1992 but the main actors, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Russia, Turkey, France and the USA,
continued to function within the group. The changing membership of the Minsk Group has been
cited as one of the problems faced by the OSCE. \V'ith each change, and there were four rotations
of Chairmanship, the dynamics of the mediator-disputant relationship altered. Evidence of this
change can be seen in the USA's marginalised role in the Minsk Group after 1993 (Ellingwood,
1997: 221). Marginalising such an important actor (:ecreased the perceived legitimacy of the Group
and undoubtedly affected its mediation efforts.

The successful use of good offices, shuttle diplomacy, and in general mediation strategies,
frequently rests on the ~g of intervention. Regional organisations are better positioned to
("

--

See Bercovitch, 1984, 1986, 1991; Brouillet, 1988; Carnevale, 1989; Franck, 1988; Jackson, 1952; Lewicki and Litterer, 1985; Ott, 1972; Rubin
and Brown, 1975; Touval and Zartrnan, 1985; Touval, 1995; Wehr, 1979; Young, 1967, 1972.
43 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 125.
44 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case" 157.
45 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case" 279.
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provide timely intervention and can often persist with simple mediation strategies where logistics of
travel would hinder immediate UN preventive diplomacy. For instance, the OAU established an ad
hoc commission as a mechanism to provide good offices to the disputants during a border dispute
between Algeria and Morocc0 46 • The "provision of good offices over a long duration allowed the
OAU to successfully resolve the border dispute between Algeria and Morocco in 1963 and
eventually restore diplomatic relations between the disputants" (Merrills, 1991: 214). Regional
organisation timeliness is exemplified in two disputes 47 • OAU Secretary-General Eteki Mboumosa
made one, timely mediation in a territorial dispute between Uganda and Kenya. President Amin
(Uganda) had appealed to both the UN and OAU Secretaries-General to initiate an investigatory
mission to assess the situation, stating that Uganda was prepared to take further action if the
situation was not resolved. The parties indicated their willingness to resolve their dispute and
resume normal relations prior to the finalisation of a settlement under the guidance of the OAU
Secretary-GeneraI48 • 'Same day' action by the OAS saw a border dispute between Costa Rica and
Nicaragua nipped in the bud. On October 15, 1977, Gauzalo Facio, the Costa Rican Foreign
Minister, protested to the Nicaraguan government about incursions into Costa Rican territory and
airspace. Also on October 15, 1977, an OAS team mediated between the parties in Nicaragua. The
mediation achieved a full settlement with OAS observers being stationed along the border as a
precautionary measure. After this intervention the dispute abated. Like most mediation strategies,
good offices and shuttle diplomacy can be implemented speedily and may prevent a complete break
down in disputant dialogue.

b.

Forum for Airing Dispute Issues
~~

Both the UN and regional organisations provide a valu,ble

foru~'fqr airing disputant grievances

"

and issues. The organisations' forums provide disputants with:
1.

an arena for lllformal and formal discussion;

2.

a neutral environment;

3.

an opportunity to internationalise or localise their dispute;

4.

accessibility to mediation or more informal negotiation.
)' ,/; i)

((

{,I

Once a re'te!rral is m'ade and a dispute is under consideration, the Security Council must evaluate the
extent of the dispute and decide upon an appropriate course of action. The Security Council
debating chamber becomes tl1e hub of discussions between the disputants and UN representatives
in an effort to obtain a peaceful solution. The working role of the UN as a forum is best described
by a former President of the UN Security Council:
"The most striking feature of the Council's working procedures was the careful and prudent
preparation by way of extensive informal consultations ... members were in contact almost daily. The
methods of consultation ranged from daily informal, bilateral contacts ... to full, informal consultations
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 099.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 178, 190.
48 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 259.
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in the President's office in the presence of permanent representatives, assisted by their own staffs, and
senior Secretariat officials, normally including the Secretary-General himself. Formal meetings were
called for two reasons: (a) to give the parties an opportunity to present their case formally and
officially; (b) to record any agreement or decision reached during the consultations. No substantial
negotiations took place during the formal meetings. They were, rather, the end-product of a long
process" (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 190).
Agreements can appear piecemeal at first but discussions in the Council chamber are part of an
incremental process. "Quick agreement on a solution to the underlying substantive dispute is
uncommon, but an understanding is frequently reached as to the appropriate limits of Security
Council action" (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 190). \'Vhat begins as an agreement to dispatch a Special
Representative in an investigatory capacity often leads to acceptance of active mediation.

UN -initiated summit meetings are another formal variation of the forum environment.
Superpower dialogue in this low-pressure environment allowed parties to discuss arms-control
negotiations more than before and also saw the establishment of a fresh framework for multilateral
consultation to improve inter-state relations (Vayrynen, 1985b: 159). The ease of detente dialogue
determined the extent of reliance on the UN as a universal forum. \'Vhere bilateral blockages
occurred in communications, often the UN offered an alternative to a complete breakdown in
relations. "The Security Council is not obligated to discuss every complaint that a state chooses to
submit to it, and potentially inflammatory debate may sometimes be avoided by prior consultation
and informal decision not to place an item before the Council" (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 190).
Thirteen disputes considered here have noticeably shown the value of the UN as a forum 49 , with the
UN General Assembly providing a forum in two disputes 50 •

Regional organisations also provide a useful forum for the discussion of disputants' concerns in
existing or potential disputes. Taking a dispute issue to a regional organisation can bring the issue
to public attention in a formal environment but it can also allow the disputants the opportunity to
negotiate informally during the course of their contact or meeting (Merrills, 1991: 213). The airing
of a dispute in the OAU forum was instrumental in resolving a border conflict between Mali and
Upper Volta (Burkina Faso)51. The OAU fOlum aided disputant dialogue in four disputes 52 •
Alternatively, OAS experience as a forum was received poorly by disputants who expected the
organisation to take a stronger role in resolving the territorial dispute over the Lauca River Dam53.
The fact that the OAS only acted as a forum for the disputants to air their grievances, frustrated
Bolivia to the extent that it temporarily withdrew from the organisation in June 1963, withdrawing
again in protest at the lack of OAS action in September 1963.

Though this study is primarily concerned with mediation, it is important to note that the
organisations' broader 'forum' is not just a mediation environment, it also allows disputants the
Refer to Appendix 3:
Refer to Appendix 3:
51 Refer to Appendix 3:
52 Refer to Appendix 3:
53 Refer to Appendix 3:

49

50

Dispute Cases· 004, 013, 018, 041,045,061,080, 134, 144,220,263.
Dispute Cases· 031, 194.
Dispute Case· 164.
Dispute Cases· 099, 109, 155 and 164.
Dispute Case· 088.
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freedom to conduct their own negotiation in a private setting. If disputants are willing to engage in
dialogue, the organisations' broader forum provides an informal, neutral environment where
contact is perhaps made easier and more accessible.

c.

Referrals

The use of referrals by the UN is an i~ere~t1gmediation technique considering what they entail.
Referrals have had an amazing success rate after their application. A referralis simply an action
whereby a disputant or concerned party requests that an international organisation consider a
dispute, its issues and implications, with the desire that the organisation will become involved in the
dispute's management. Referrals fall within the spectrum of techniques available to mediators
which ranges from the ostensibly passive role, such as acting as a go-between, to the more active
role, where mediators can impart persuasive techniques and offer settlement incentives to
ciisputants (Bercovitch, 1996a: 81). By their 11ature, referrals are indirect acts of negotiation
involving a third party. Referrals can involve third parties in a persuasive role even though they
may not always engage in face-to-face negotiation and may provide non-binding decisions.

Both the UN and regional organisations can receive referrals. In the case of the UN, a referral
brings a dispute to the Security Council's attention and places it on the international agenda as a
matter of importance. The referral is evidence of the UN's unique position of leverage and power
in its international role, achieving a result by merely referring the dispute to the Security Council.
In his 1986 study of collective international dispute management, Haas did not consider referrals in
his statistical analysis saying that a "referral was purely symbolic [and that] circumstances made any
real organisational impact impossible" (Haas, 1986: 73). In this study, Haas' assumption that a
referral is purely symbolic is refuted. \\1hen a referral is tabled to the Security Council, it is an
indication of the <eriousnc "s with which the international community views the situation. I t also
indicates an organisation's intention to deal with a dispute, possibly with weightier treatment if the
disputants do not make a greater effort to come to some agreement. The prospect of increased
external involvement in the internal affairs of a state can often be a persuasive tool in its own right.
Certainly, the unpredictability of judicial settlements is a deterrent for the same reason (Riggs and
Plano, 1989: 197). Disputants are reluctant to engage in a dispute management process if there is a
greater possibility that it will end unfavourablr.

Adjudication and Arbitration

Judicial settlement in the International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the last method of peaceful dispute
settlement and is the only truly international legal approach to dispute settlement (Figure 1). There
are four characteristic features distinguishing the judicial process of arbitration from the

Refer to Section 2.3 on disputant preferences and perceptions of 'in tern ationali sing' or 'regionalising' disputes. For further distinction between
referral and an offer of mediation only refer to Section 5.5.
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consultative role of mediation:
1.

"the selection of arbitrators by the parties;

2.

the submission of a precise question for decision;

3.

the agreement of the parties to accept a decision or award as binding; and,

4.

the application of international law to the facts to reach a decision" (Plano and Riggs, 1967: 233)

The ICJ, sometimes referred to as the \V'orld Court, functions as a court and in an advisory
capacity, if so requested. "Judicial settlement was never intended to replace negotiation among the
parties as the primary means of resolving international disputes, and it has not done so.
Nevertheless, it has settled a number of cases brought before it and it symbolises the ideal of
dispute resolution by law rather than force" (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 199). Referrals to the IC] have
o~curred

in only three disputes considered :lere5S but the Court has handled 53 cases and written 17

advisory opinions over the period from 1946 - 1986 (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 194).

Some regional organisations have set out procedures for initiating a judicial process for the
settlement of disputes between member states. The OAU has a Commission of Mediation,
Conciliation and Arbitration, the EU established a Court of Justice and the OSCE has a Court of
Conciliation and Arbitration. If disputants prefer to submit their dispute to the IC], usually for
reasons of impartiality, a regional organisation can hand the matter over to the ICJ for a decision.
Equally, disputants can be reluctant to refer a dispute to the IC] if it is likely to result in an
unfavourable outcome (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 197). The IC] was established under the UN
Charter as one of the organisation's principle organs (Chapter III, Article 7) and is regulated by five
Articles in Chapter XIV:
Article 92
The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the United Nations. It shall
function in accordance with annexed Statute, which is based upon the Statute of Permanent Court of
International Justice and forms an integral part of the present Charter.

Article 93
1.
All Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute of the International Court
of Justice.
2.
A state which is not a Member of the United Nations may become a party to the Statute of the
International Court of Justice on conditions to be determined in each case by the General Assembly
upon the recommendation of the Security Council.

Article 94
1.
Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to comply with the decision of the International
Court of Justice in any case to which it is a party.
2.
55

If any party to a case fails to perform the obligations incumbent upon it under a Judgement

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 040, 149, 164.
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rendered by the Court, the other party may have recourse to the Security Council, which may, if it
deems necessary, make recommendations or decide upon measures to be taken to give effect to the
judgement.
Article 95
Nothing in the present Charter shall prevent members of the United Nations from entrustincrb the
solution of their differences to other tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or which
may be concluded in the future.
Article 96
1.
The General Assembly of the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to
give an advisory opinion on any legal question.
2.
Other organs of the United Nations and specialised agencies, which may at any time be so
authorised by the General Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal actions
arising within the scope of their activities.
Structured to provide neutrality and promote independence in the international community, the ICJ
is charged with a responsibility to act in the 'common interest' of the community.

The ICl's "jurisdiction rests on party consent, and its decisions have no formal status as precedents.
Yet, IC] decisions are regularly relied on, and the court has on important occasions acted as
expositor of fundamental values ... " (Abbott and Snidal, 1998: 23). The ICJ deals with a range of
legal disputes detailed in Statute of the International Court of]ustice, including:
1.

"the interpretation of a treaty;

2.

any question of international law;

3.

the existence of any fact, which, if established, would constitute a breach of an international
obligation;

4.

the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an international obligation"
(Riggs and Plano, 1989: 196).

"The mere possibility of binding external intervention may bring recalcitrant states to the
bargaining table and make negotiating positions more reasonable. The most common dispute
resolution mechanism of this kind is arbitration. Participating states agree on arbitrators,
procedures, and jurisdiction and agree to be bound by the arbitrators' decision" (Abbott and Snidal,
1998: 22).

The main weakness of the ICJ lies in the fact that its legally 'binding' decisions only occur with the
consent of the disputants, not with the Court. That is, f1tst the disputants must agree to make a
decision legally binding and then they must be willing to implement it for it to be effective. At the
least, non-compliance with a binding decision could be diplomatically damaging and, in the
extreme, it could result in the enforcement of the decision by the UN. "Unlike domestic courts,
the IC] must be granted jurisdiction by parties to a dispute. Most cases have arisen under treaties
that include submission to ICJ jurisdiction. The ICJ also issues advisory opinions to UN organs
and specialised agencies. The court has issued a number of decisions of significance but has not
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been heavily used by states" (Abbott and Snidal, 1998: 23). The ICJ has a number of institutional
weaknesses to address if the body is to become more effective but the fact that its jurisdiction can
be limited by disputant states is clearly the biggest impediment to implementation of proper judicial
process (Riggs and Plano, 1989: 194-200).

1.5

Implementation of Dispute Management

Several common questions arise when we consider when and how organisations become involved
in managing disputes. For instance: \V'hen do international and regional organisations become
involved in dispute management? Do the organisations have to await an invitation from one of the
disputants before becoming active in the dispute's management or can the UN and regional
organisations independently initiate dispute management? Are all invitations to initiate dispute
man?gement readily accepted? Are there any critpria to be met before an organisation c.n beccme
involved in a dispute's management?

On the whole, the UN and regional organisations become involved in dispute management when:
1.

an international dispute is referred because one or more of the disputants request the assistance
of an independent third party;

2.

an international dispute is referred by a neighbouring or concerned member state;

3.

the organisation independently offers assistance to the disputants; or,

4.

the organisation refers or delegates the handling of a dispute to another organisation, where
the other organisation is considered better equipped to deal with the particular dispute or
disputants.

The organisations generally have to await an invitation from one of the disputants before becoming
active in the dispute's management (Di Blase, 1978: 55-94). An appeal for UN and regional
organisation intervention can come from a government or, in the case of intrastate disputes, from
proponents with legitimate claims to centralleadership5S. Calls for third party intervention do not
have to come from organisation members, nor do disputes necessarily have to involve organisation
members. Referrals involving non-member states can be problematic for an organisation, reducing
the organisation's ability to apply effective leverage, as was the case in the Vietnam \Var57 and the
border conflict between South Vietnam and Cambodia58 • \V'here no request for intervention has
been made, an organisation can offer disputants organisational assistance to peacefully resolve their
dispute (Dry, 1987: 225). Voluntary participation is a prerequisite for mediation and so, when an
offer of assistance has not been accepted, mediation cannot occur. Even when an offer of
mediation is made, it is not always accepted59 • Rejection of a third party offer is at the disputants'
discretion and may rest on whether the disputants' wish to internationalise their dispute (refer

For example, Case 161: Kurdish secessionists appealed to the UN for assistance in 1974.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 111.
58 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 107.
59 For example Case 099: the Arab League offer of mediation during the Tindouf War was refused.
56
57
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Section 2.2 - The Decision to Regionalise or Internationalise Dispute Management).

Adhering to international principles of state sovereignty, organisations do not regularly initiate
dispute management without request from at least one of the disputants. Aside from the Charter
obligations of each organisation to 'maintain peace between its member states', there are no official
organisation guidelines dictating when an organisation can become involved in a dispute's
management. The initial offer of third party assistance demands no use or threat of force.
"If the belligerents accept the terms for agreement, then they and the intervener receive the benefits
they associate with the proposed outcome. If the proposal is rejected, then the intervener must decide
between three courses of action: withdraw, maintain low-intensity mission in pursuit of goals such as
humanitarian assistance, or escalate its level of intervention in an attempt to force compliance"
(Carment and Rowlands, 1998: 578-579).

Once the third party has accepted the management role, it tries to select the most appropriate
management strategy.

An organisation intervenes with an appropriate degree of force to coerce disputant acceptance of
more peaceful methods of dispute resolution. Though it is generally assumed strategy selection is a
rational process based on the notion of 'appropriate' management, trade-offs are made.
Concentrated and often lengthy management efforts can be more effective, pressuring disputants to
settle. However, these operations are costly and e'{tensive involvement can be a heavy burden on
organisation resources. Unfortunately, "choosing alevel of intervention somewhere in between
may be the worst solution, raising costs without improving outcomes" (Carment and Rowlands,

1998: 579). Generally, the level of resource commitment is indicative of an organisation's
commitment and that of its membership to resolve intractable disputes.

There are no criteria for determining whether the UN or a particular regional organisation should
handle a dispute. Haas finds .hat there [lave really been no definitive patterns of selectivity based
on 'regional expertise' and that the UN and regional organisations are really competing dispute
managers (Haas, 1986: 34). In his comparisons of UN and regional organisation dispute
management success, Haas concludes that the regional organisations are no more capable than the
UN in achieving a workable solution and that they operate in a relationship of complementarity
(Haas, 1986: 33). "The regional record of success excels that of the United Nations in some of the
contextual categories in which UN performance has been weak, but on the who~e, with the
exception of the period 1971-75, regional organisations dealt with cases that were far less intense
than those the United Nations addressed" (Haas, 1986: 29-31). Haas explains that the majority of
disputes referred to regional organisations rarely involved warfare and these disputes were smaller
state disputes.

In contrast, Riggs and Plano observed that "before 1955 the typical regional dispute tended to be of
low intensity, between small and middle powers, with minimal armed conflict. Since then, regional
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organisations have entertained a range of disputes not much different from those handled by the
UN, and referral to one or the other hinges on the political circumstances of each case" (Riggs and
Plano, 1989: 193). These observations are questioned later when contextual circumstances of UN
and regional organisation mediation are compared. At present no set involvement criteria have
been identified. A further examination of how mediating organisations interact could confirm the
presence of a 'division of labour' between the organisations, thus implying the existence of subtle
organisational criteria dictating the division of dispute management resp:~msibilities. There are two
other important factors affecting the question of which organisation is to be involved: the exercise
of disputant preferences and mediator motivations. These factors are examined in Section 2.3.

1.6

Problems with Current International Dispute Management

Three key problems undermine the improvement of cu~rent dispute management practices: (1) the
need for earlier intervention; (2) the identification of an optimal time for intervention; and, (3) the
appropriateness of dispute management strategies in various dispute conditions.

Previous research has shown that dispute management strategies initiated in the early stages of a
dispute can considerably reduce the deterioration of the dispute and allow disputants an early
opportunity to resolve their dispute without losing face (Fetherston, 1994; Ippolito and Pruitt,
1990; Richmond, 1998). As a result, prompt detection and earlier intervention have become
crucial elements of effective

di~pute

management. Being pro-active and employing preventive

strategies requires earlier dispute detection and quicker reactions to this information providing
more timely management efforts. The OAU's recently established Mechanism for Conflict
Prevention, Management and Resolution [MCPIvlR] (1993) and the OSCE's Conflict Prevention
Centre [CPq are just two of 475 organisations created world-wide to specifically gather dispute
information for this purpose (I<lein, 1998: 265; Miall et alia, 1999: 55; Ramsbotham and
\\1oodhouse, 1999: 188-189). The current emphasis of dispute management research focuses on
preventive measures, but how to pinpoint precisely the optimum moment for third party
intervention remains unanswered in the literature. Just posing this problem begs the question; can
disputes be managed at all? It is certainly presumptuous to think that a dispute can be addressed
simply by prescribing a particular remedy. Indeed, the dynamic nature of a dispute does not
provide an easy formulaic approach for its management. Deterioration of a dispute could present
greater problems for the international community so, often, containment and management
strategies are used to limit the spread and escalation of hostilities.

Researchers are earnestly trying to identity a disputeYs ripe moment, that moment when
disputants are most prepared to settle rather than fight. Discovery of an optimum moment for
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intervention is at the forefront of dispute management research60 • These studies question how third
parties can identify and even induce the point of ripeness. Zartman proffers some theories on how
effective mediation provides mediators a propitious point of settlement or window of opportunity.
"As Zartman expresses it: 'Only time resolves conflict, but time needs some help.' According to
Zartman, mediators can create a perception among antagonists that a moment is ripe, but to
achieve this, a potential mediator needs leverage ... to convince the parties" (Kleiboer, 1994: 111).
The problem of realising the moment of 'ripeness' remains, but with a better understanding of
dispute management and earlier recognition of dispute phases, organisations should be able to
initiate more preventive approaches. Initiating a mediation strategy at a time when a window of
opportunity is evident could mean the difference between achieving a speedier resolution or
engaging in a prolonged and costly peacekeeping operation.

The question of matching dispute management strategies to dispute conditions poses the third
problem for international dispute management. Matching strategies to suit particular dispute
conditions would be the next step in effective dispute management (Isard and Smith, 1980). To do
this, mediators and researchers need to begin to identify "key principles and concepts tlut can lead
to doctrines of 'best practice' in third party interventions by different, that is, mltltiple, sets of actors,
using different instruments and techniques, in distinct societies, and at different point in the conflict
cycle" (Crocker et alia, 2001: 64). The contingency approach to mediation analysis used here
follows this course. In effect, the contingency approach is a simplified method of testing and
identifying predictors that could assist in the 'matching' of strategies and mediators to different
dispute situations to achieve the best result.

1.7

Research Approaches to Dispute Management

Disputes are analysed using several fields of inquiry: psychology investigates aggressive behaviour,
motivations and attitudes; anthropology considers cultural influences; sociology examines social
structures relating to propensities for dispute initiation; economics takes into consideration
economic competition, scarcity and gain; and political science investigates decision-making and
systemic influences (Haas, 1974: 15-19). Dispute research is prolific and so too is the research
seeking to understand dispute management. Dispute management literature varies greatly in its
focus, level of analysis and theoretical approach. The main proponents in dispute literature have
studied its causes, characteristics and incidence but have not always discussed its management:"l.

After the establishment of the UN in 1945, research in the field of international dispute

See Aggestam, 1995; Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997, Haass, 1988; Kriesberg, 1987, 1991; Kleiboer, 1994, 1996; Kleiboer and fHart, 1995,
Mitchell, 1995, Zartman, 1985.
61 See Bailey, 1982; Brecher, 1993; Brecher et alia, 1995; Bremer, 1993; Deutsch, 1969, 1990; Diehl, 1990; Galtung, 1965, 1976, 1980, 1989;
Gochman, 1993; Haas, 1974; Haass, 1994; Holsti, 1966; Huth, 1996; Isard and Nagao, 1983; Lebow, 1984; Levinger, and Rubin, 1994; Levy,
1990; McNeil, 1965; Maoz, 1990; Maoz and Abdolaili, 1989; Singer, 1960 and 1989; Stoll, 1993; Vasquez, 1993; Wallensteen and Axell, 1994;
Wallensteen and Sollenberg, 1995, 1997,1998; Wright, 1965.
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management flourished. Bailey acknowledged the great variety of new approaches used in the study
of peaceful dispute settlement and the new reliance on scientific approaches to studying disputes.
In 1971 it was his impression that "the newer studies could be characterised by (a) an attempt to
use strictly scientific methods and to avoid impressionism, and (b) considerable reliance on
abstraction and analogy" (Bailey, 1971: 28). Since 1971, literature on peace research and dispute
management snowballed. J«riesberg's chronologically detailed advancements in the study of
dispute resolution and numerous scientifically based studies have researched the conditions
required to achieve peaceful settlements or have developed conceptual approaches to explain the
mediation process (Kriesberg, 1997: 51-77).

A review of mediation literature over the past decade identified 176 titles on mediation alone (\'Vall
and Lynn, 1993). Although many of Wall and Lynn's 176 studies have not looked at organisation
mediation exclusively, they have been instrumental in setting st?ndard analysis criteria on which
further research has been based. Ideally, "scholars can contribute to the political agenda of policy
makers by:
1.

clarifying the conceptual terrain [sound diagnoses of the situation],

2.

flushing out the normative and evaluative criteria and,

3.
identifying conditional generalisations, i.e. findiags about which approaches tend to work, and
why" (Leatherman and Vayrynen, 1995: 78).
Many of the studies detailed in the following section have done just this. Indeed, many have been
definitive and influential: clarifyir..g cOllceptual approaches, setting out examinable criteria; and
furthering our understanding of international dispute management and mediation.

This review of dispute management literature fulftls two main purposes: it assesses the scope and
shortcomings of existing work awl brings rerspective to new approaches presented in this thesis.
Earlier studies of international dispute management and mediation have developed along three
main research paths:
1.

'historical descriptive analyses;

2.

legal examinations, refining terminology and definition' (Bercovitch, 1985: 740); and,

3.

empirically-tested conceptual approaches (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston,
199:;, 1996,2000; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Houston, 1997; Jackson, 1998).

All three approaches have been useful in the development of mediation theory and practices. The
third approach however, which is utilised herein, allows a more systematic examination of
international organisation dispute mediation and will be used in this study (refer Section 4.4).

Historical descriptions of disputes and organisational involvement in disputes have been collated in
works by Allsebrook (1986), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997), Brecher etalia (1988), Butterworth
(1976), Nye (1971), Tillema (1991), United Nations (1990, 1996) and Zacher (1979). Descriptions
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of this nature are useful tools for gathering secondary information about disputes but, often, the
case descriptions did not refer directly to international organisation intervention, nor were the
descriptions governed by tlle same definition of 'international dispute' used here. For instance,
although the analysis by Brecher et alia (1988) took into consideration all international organisations
acting between 1929 and 1979, the study was only based on data of foreign policy 'crises '.
Allsebrook (1986) and the United Nations publications (1990, 1996) offered detailed accounts of
UN dispute management but did not offer compnative information on other organisations
involved, with the exception of the joint endeavours of UN and EU representatives in the
Yugoslavian Civil \Var dispute52 • Information in these two sources was not restricted purely to
mediation efforts, leaving a greater scope for the determination of what constituted a 'mediation
attempt' according to the coding definitions and guidelines for this data set.

Nye (1971) and Zacher (1979) produced case analysis comparisons of international organisation
conflict management. Nye examined the handling of nineteen regional disputes and relative success
of the OAS, the OAU and the Arab League over the period from 1945 - 1970. The case studies
were analysed using the same criteria for each dispute and considered such details as: the nature of
the conflict (e.g. interstate, internal); the level of hostilities, if present; the issues involved; the
particular role the regional organisation performed; the resources of the regional organisation; and
the effect of regional organisation action. Nye concluded that the organisations aided settlement in
32% of the nineteen conflicts as well as helping to: abate 58%, isolate 74% and end fighting in 44%
of the conflicts. Focusing on collective security intervention by the UN, OAS, OAU and the Arab
League from 1946 to 1977, Zacher found that tlUrd party involvement in 40 of 116 disputes
produced a 52.5% success rate (Bercovitch, 1985: 741). Although both of these case study analyses
offer an initial comparison of international organisation dispute management and some degree of
empirical assessment, neither focused specifically on mediation as a dispute management strategy or
used a large data set.

Other historical case study analyses of international dispute management have generally focused on
the efforts of one organisation, giving a critical account of its experience in several disputes. In this
anecdotal manner, dispute management by the OAU was studied by Oluo (1982), Meyers (1974),
Wallerstein (1966), Wild (1966, 1971) and Zartman (1999). The OAU's handling of disputes was
also analysed by Andemicael (1976) in a simultaneous comparison of the OAU's relationship with
the UN. Bothe et alia (1997) examined the conflict prevention and management record of the
OSCE in twelve hot spots including areas around Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Chechnya,
Kosovo, Nagorno-Karabakh and Georgia. Claude (1968, 1973) and Levin (1974) considered
aspects of regionalism in the relationship between the OAS, the UN and the United States in their
handling of disputes in Cuba, Haiti, Panama and the Dominican Republic. Esman and Telhami
(1995) restricted their analysis, looking at how different international organisations handled ethnic
52
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disputes, in part:icular the intractable disputes in Lebanon and the former Yugoslavia. Riggs and
Plano (1967, 1989) and Doyle et alia (1997) focused on the UN, its powers for dispute settlement
and its history of success and failure in several specific case studies. Sutterlin (1995) makes an
assessment of the potential of regional organisations by comparing the performance of regional
organisations, namely the EU and the OSCE, with that of the UN in the Yugoslav crisis 63 • Sutterlin
recognises the potential for increased cooperation between the UN and regional organisations. He
sttPsses that the capabilities of regional organisations should be tapped to enhance UN and regional
organisation preventive strategies (Sutterlin, 1995: 93-111). These studies have not necessarily
detailed the organisations' mediation efforts, but have presented a broad overview of the
organisations' roles in international dispute management.

Similarly, detailed case studies have focused solely on the mediation efforts of one or two
organisations in one dispute to allow close examination and comparison. Reviewing tl1e joint
mediation efforts of the UN and the EU in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Atiyas (1995) aimed to ascertain
levels of mediator flexibility during the dispute64 • Ottaway (1991) concentrated on the prospect of
mediating a resolution in Eritrea, a state undergoing a major governmental transition65 • Rothchild
and Hartzell (1991) compared great power and medium power mediation efforts in Angola66 • A
more conceptual theoretical approach was taken by Webb et alia, (1996) in their analysis of
European mediation in the Yugoslav crisis. The United Nation's use of mediation was the focus of
Tunnicliff's study (1984). Keashly and Fisher (1990) took a more theoretical approach, using
contingency theory, to illustrate how mediation was used in the Cyprus conflic(:67. Alternately, some
studies have focused on one type of conflict issue and analysed how organisations and other actors
have intervened to deal with this type of conflict. For instance, the prevalence of ethnic conflict
has resulted in an upsurge of literature examining the reasons for ethnic disputes and the handling
of ethnic-based disputes by international organisations (Cooper and Berdal, 1993; Esman and
Telhami, 1995; Rupesinghe, 1987).

A broad range of dispute management strategies have been examined empirically by Haas, 1974,
1983, 1986, 1993; Haas, Butterworth and Nye, 1972; Nye, 1971; Wilkenfeld et alia, 1988; and
Zacher, 1979. Mediation and pacific methods of dispute management have undergone rigorous
empirical testing but, to date, none of these studies have focused comparatively on the role and
effectiveness of international organisations as international mediators (Bercovitch, 1986a, 1986b,
1989; Bercovitch, Anagnoson and Wille, 1991; Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997; Bercovitch and
Houston, 1993, 1996; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and
Wells, 1993; Carnevale et alia, 1989; Holsti, 1966, 1968; Jackson, 1998; Ott, 1972; Princen, 1987,
1992; Raymond and Kegley, 1985; Zubek et alia, 1992). Most of these empirical studies have
63
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considered various aspects of mediator behaviour that impact on the outcome of mediation
attempts. Psychological approaches have involved analyses of specific mediator behaviours and
motivations (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993; Hiltrop, 1985; Ippolito and Pruitt, 1990; Kaufman and
Duncan, 1990, 1992; Shapiro et alia, 1985; Tyler, 1987) and the use of different mediation strategies
(Bercovitch and W/ells, 1993; Carnevale, 1986; Carnevale et alia, 1989; Carnevale and Pegnetter,

1985; Harbottle, 1979; Kolb, 1983, 1985; Kriesberg, 1982; Moore, 1986; Regan, 1995).

Historical descriptive approaches have commonly focused on the universal picture, that of the
global set of mediation attempts. Holsti's taxonomy of international conflict management
examined various types of mediator behaviour and mediation outcomes (1966). Holsti found that
even though UN intervention often led "to a stalemate between two countries or between two
warring factions within a country, such an arrangement may eventually lead to 'passive' settlements
or to formal agreements, while unilateral intervention by outside powers usually has tl1e purpose of
gaining a clear victory for one side" (Holsti, 1966: 288). This study showed the UN and various
regional organisations managing to forge agreements in 37% of the cases where they used more
active mediation strategies, proposing terms of agreement or initiating procedures of settlement.
Levine's study in 1971, identifying 388 mediation attempts, showed just how frequently mediation
was utilised in international disputes between 1816 and 1960. On average, mediation attempts
occurred about every 4.5 months over the period (Bercovitch, 1985: (41).

Butterwortl1's assessment of Do COIif/iet Managers Matter?, joined Holsti's 1966 study, in analysing
institutionalised responses to managing conflict (Butterworth, 1978). He reviewed 255 interstate
conflict management attempts over a twenty-nine year period, from 1945 - 1974. Of tl1ese 255
attempts, the UN and regional organisations accounted for 71 % [181 attempts] of all management
efforts (Butterworth, 1978: 203). Empirical analysis of UN dispute management has frequently
been conducted in conjunction with research on regional organisations (Haas, Butterworth and
Nye, 1972; Butterworth, 1978; Wilkenfeld and Brecher, 1984; Haas, 1986, 1987; Sherman; 1987,

1994; Diehl, Reifschneider and Hensel, 1996). The most comprehensive of these was by Haas,
Butterworth and Nye in 1972. The existence of complementarity between the regional
organisations and the UN was investigated along with the organisations' respective degrees of
success and failure in certain conditions, and the need for strong, versatile leadership. Despite the
fact that the study did not concentrate on mediation, its comparative findings were interesting. Of
all the organisations in this study, Haas et alia concluded that "the UN was, by far, the most
versatile of international organisations ... for all system eras, irrespective of the relative distribution
of failures and successes" (Haas, Butterworth and Nye, 1972: 56). Their findings on UN versatility
though, did not hold constant for all types of conflict environments. This is one of the early
findings that will be questioned here, but analysed in the terms of the organisations' mediation
attempts.
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Empirical papers investigating the role and interventions undertaken by regional organisations have
focused on the broad range of intervention strategies rather than concentrating on the use of
mediation as a singular, independent strategy (Haas, Butterworth and Nye, 1972; Zacher, 1979).
The processes of preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peacebuilding all utilise a
number of strategies including negotiation, good offices, inquiry, and conciliation, and mediation is
usually included in this. The UN and regional organisations have utilised formal mediation as a
free-standing strategy during all phases of the dispute where it was perceived that a conduci-Ire
environment for mediation existed. Formal mediation attempts take their own place as a dispute
management strategy, quite independent of the other strategies the organisations have at their
disposal. The recognition of mediation in this thesis, as a singular strategy, is essential to
understanding how the international organisations engage

strategi~s

and how appropriately applied

mediation attempts can improve their overall management results.

The study by Haas, Butterworth and Nye (1972) was conducted to analyse the dispute management
responses of international organisations which were mandated to deal with international disputes.
Their criteria for an organisation's inclusion in the study took into consideration the global
perception of the organisation's role in a given dispute, as well as the organisation's accepted
functional responsibilities stated in its organisational goals and objectives. The League of Arab
States, OAS, OAU and the Council of Europe were included, along with the United Nations, under
these criteria and analysed over the period from 1945 - 1970. More narrowly, Haas later
investigated the record of the UN in its functioning role as an international dispute manager in
explanation of Wry Tf7e Still Need the United Nations (1984). Both of these studies are very
comprehensive examinations of the broad spectrum of interventions available to the organisations,
but both equally fail to recognise the significance of mediation as a singular strategy. UN mediation
has been studied specifically using a case study method, detailing leadership experience and
membership support as two major factors affecting success (funnicliff, 1984). Haas conducted a
substantial empirical analysis of collective forms of dispute management involving the UN and
regional organisations in 1986 and 1987. This study examined a number of correlates of UN
success over the period from 1945 - 1984, including dispute conditions, strength ofleadership
within the organisation, and the strength of decision-making. More recently, Bercovitch produced
a brief empirical paper summarising the UN's role and performance as a mediating body
(Bercovitch, 1996a). In comparison, this study is an empirically based analysis of data gathered
from press sources and the existing data set of discrete mediation attempts by both the UN and the
regional organisations.

This review has pointed out that many scholars have considered collective means of international
dispute management, including efforts by international organisations and regional organisations
comparatively (Haas, Butterworth and Nye, 1972; Butterworth, 1978; Zacher, 1979; Wilkenfeld and
Brecher, 1984; Haas, 1986; Haas, 1987; Sherman; 1987). These studies have examined a whole
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range of dispute management strategies but have often only addressed mediation as a strategy of
secondary or lesser importance. Generally, studies of international mediation have been limited to
the efforts of one organisation and have also been limited to a case study analysis of a particular
dispute or disputes centred in a specific regional sphere of organisational interest. Haas'studies
(1986, 1993, 1996) focused on a broader spectrum, studying UN and regional organisations
together and examining the variety of intervention strategies used. Zacher (1979) comparatively
studied the collert1vc security measures of the UN, the OAS, tb.c OAU and the Arab League.
Although a very relevant and insightful expose of the international organisations' interventions
from 1946 - 1977, Zacher's observations were limited to analysing the compliance or noncompliance of disputants to organisational directives and resolutions. Neither of these comparative
studies tackled mediation as a singular strategy. After seeing an overview of the existing literature, it
is evident that there is a need for a comparative empirical analysis specific to organisation
mediation.

In essence, mediation is underestimated as a method of successful international dispute
management. \V'ith the emphasis in international diplomacy focusing on negotiation as a principal
strategy for the disputants, it is no wonder that mediation has had little coverage and receives little
or no recognition for the main part (Bercovitch, 1989: 285). "Often, indeed, negotiation is the only
means employed, not just because it is always the first to be tried and is so often successful, but also
because states may believe its advantages to be so great as to rule out the use of other methods,
even in situations where the chances of a negotiated settlement are slight" (Merrills, 1991: 2).
Mediation though should not be classified as a strategy of secondary consideration as it comes into
its own when negotiation fails to achieve a resolution. When the disputants have reached a
stalemate or impasse in their negotiations, mediation by an impartial third party can break down the
barriers and re-open the channels of communication culminating in constructive dialogue. In a
study of third party interventions it should receive a level of equality in its importance amongst
management strategies, especially as it is a strategy that is cheap to employ, accessible, flexible and
effective (Bercovitch, 1989: 286). To date, the need to assess the unique roles international and
regional organisations have as dispute mediators has not been adequately addressed.

Earlier studies helped to develop conceptual frameworks for systematic analyses of the mediation
process 68 • In recent studies elements like tl1e characteristics of the dispute, the characteristics of the
disputant, the type of intervention and the type of outcome achieved, are commonly present as the
fundamental framework for variable groupings. Called the 'contingency approach to mediation',
this approach appears to offer the most comprehensive framework for analysis by way of variable
generalisation. This approach has proven to be both a popular and useful means of dispute

See Bercovitch 19S5 and 19S6; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1992; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996; Bercovitch and
Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Kleiboer, 1995; Kleiboer and 't Hart, 1995; Kressel, 19S7; Kressel and Pruitt, 19a9; Kriesberg, 1991;
Moore, 19S6; Ott, 1972; Touval and Zartman, 1985, 19S9; Young, 1967, 1968, 1972.
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management analysis 69 • Later, Section 4.4 explains the contingency approach to mediation in more
detail as this approach provides the basic framework for the empirical analysis used in this study.

All of these studies highlight the role of international dispute managers and the need for developing
efficient methods for deciding when dispute mediation is appropriate. Beyond basic critical
commentary on the performance of organisational dispute management)O, the majority of empirical
literature has endeavoured to determine why the organisations succeed or fail. :Nrore recently,
analyses have concentrated on trying to identify propitious moments in a dispute, those moments
that could best accommodate a timely intervention)l. Logically, improvement of dispute mediation
requires detailed appraisal of current mediation use. Providing a fresh appraisal of organisation
mediation is aimed at recognising any inefficiencies or effectiveness in its present employment.

1.8

Gaps in Existing Research

The previous section has highlighted the range and diversity of dispute management research.
Many scholars have considered collective means of international dispute management, including
efforts by international organisations and regional organisations comparatively72. These studies have
examined a whole range of dispute management strategies but have often only addressed mediation
as a strategy of secondary or lesser importance.

Often, studies of international mediation are limited,

eithl~r

by focusing on the efforts of one

organisation or by using a case study approach to analyse a particular dispute or region. Though
many of these analyses did not investigate mediation specifically, their findings are important for
this study, shedding some light on the operation of international organisations and organisation
decision-making. \Ve know, for example, that

factor~

such as voting patterns and alignments within

the organisation affect its decision-making processes and thus, can have an impact upon major
dispute management decisions (Kim and Russett, 1996). After surveying the research literature, it is
also noticeable that even less empirical analysis has been conducted in the examination of
mediation attempts by regional organisations. This study aims to update the literature in this field
and add to our understanding of mediation as a viable method of international dispute management
by the UN and regional organisations.

Assessing the adequacy of current organisation theory in this analysis will identify more definitively
interorganisational relations during the mediation process. Developing a theoretical framework for
the analysis of interorganisational relations will provide clear linkages between dispute theory and

See Bercovitch 1985, 1986; Keashly and Fisher, 1990; Fisher and Keashly, 1991; Fisher, 1993; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Lamare,
1992; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993.
)0 See Bell, 1993; Eban, 1995; Helman and Ratner, 1992; Keyes, 1986; Touval, 1994; Urquhart, 1989, 1990.
)1 See Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997; Haass, 1988; Kleiboer, 1994; Kleiboer and t'Hart, 1995; Kriesberg, 1987; Peck, 1991; Sherman, 1987, 1994;
Zartman, 1986, 1989.
72 See Haas et alia, 1972; Butterworth, 1978; Zacher, 1979; Wilkenfeld and Brecher, 1984; Haas, 1986; Haas, 1987; Sherman; 1987.
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organisation theory. By clarifying the nature of interorganisational relations, organisations will be
able to develop more appropriate mediation responses with a view to increasing their success rate
in dispute management efforts.

Still, there remains a gap in current literature for an empirical study devoted to assessing the
comparative effectiveness and application of UN and regional organisation mediation. A
comparative study to assess mediation as a singular strategy and to analyse why it succeeds, and why
it fails, is not a unique approach, but one conducted to compare mediation attempts by the UN and
regional organisations which covers fresh ground. To date, the organisations' dispute management
roles have only been examined empirically across the broad spectrum of strategies. Current
literature largely concentrates on: improving peacekeeping efforts and effectiveness; membership
participation and voting; various assessments of dispute management strategies and factors leading
to success or failure; theoretical designs to aid research in the newer dispute management
techniques; and the general development of various international organisations as mechanisms of
dispute management. Only one recent overview of the role of mediation in international dispute
management specifically concentrated on the role of the UN in this field. Bercovitch's overview of
the UN summarised the effectiveness and importance of the organisation's mediation role
(Bercovitch, 1996a). However, a deeper analysis of the differences between international mediating
organisations and their employment of mediation is imperative if we are to give proper
consideration to mediation as a preventive means of dispute management.

In summary, this study intends to address the above-mentioned 'gaps' by:
1.

providing a comparative empirical analysis of mediation by international organisations;

2.

linking theoretical explanations of international organisation and interorganisational relations
with the reality presented by empirical analysis;

3.

assessing the adequacy of current organisation theory regarding interorganisational mediation
relations;

4.

updating analyses in mediation research thereby developing a broader understanding of
mediation as a viable method of international dispute management;

5.

developing a typology for recognising interorganisational relations;

6.

assessing the viability of a systematic procedure for deciding which organisation manages
particular types of disputes.

It is the central proposition of this thesis that: international mediation can be improved with a
better understanding of how the international and regional organisations mediate and interact in the
management of disputes.

The purpose of this thesis is twofold: it initially examines the effectiveness of organisation
mediation in different dispute circumstances; and secondly, it explores the nature of
interorganisational relations between mediating organisations. The first part of the analysis assesses
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contextual situations in which the UN and regional organisations mediate, considering impacting
factors such as geographical location, fatality levels, dispute issues and disputant histories. This
type of contextual analysis will determine how effectively mediation is used in different
circumstances. A comparative analysis of organisation mediation, comparing efforts by the UN
and regional organisations, will help to identify similarities and differences in the mediation
practices of the UN and its regional counterparts.

The second part of the analysis focuses on identifying interorganisational mediation relations
between the UN and regional organisations. It aims to ascertain how varying degrees of
interorganisational cooperation affect the application and outcome of mediation. In his 1976
exploration and development of interorganisational theory, Evan acknowledged d1e scarcity of
research in the emerging subject. Later, Gordenker and Saunders remarked that "Evan's own work
is perhaps the first model capable of organising the subject as a whole. His introductory article has
not yet been elaborated with relevant research" (Gordenker and Saunders, 1978: 101). This
research aims to elaborate on one type of interorganisational interaction, that which occurs during
mediation (refer Section 4.3).

In this data analysis three degrees of interorganisational relations have been identified and
categorised: independent participation; cooperation; and coordination. This study aims to
determine how interorganisational relations impact on the overall mediation of an international
dispute. Sometimes these attempts are conducted sequentially over the course of a dispute without
the organisations joining forces - independent participation. On occasion, the organisations will
deploy joint mediation teams, share in the execution of a mediation strategy, pool their resources,
expertise and personnel in a mutually agreed programme of action - cooperation (Sutterlin, 1995).
Alternately, where it sees fit, the UN delegates the task of dispute mediation to a regional
organisation, usually where a dispute is within the regional organisation's geographical sphere of
influence. In this last relationship, some degree of pre-planning or a programme of mutually agreed
action is entered into between the UN and regional organisation, a relationship where knowledge of
the regional organisation's progress is reported to the UN and information is shared by both
organisations - coordination. It is commonly assumed that there is a division of labour between
the UN and regional organisations (Haas, 1986; Ramcharan, 1997). This analysis aims to show
whether this division of labour does in fact exist and what interorganisational relationship is
'standard practice' in the organisations' mediation of international disputes (Section 4.3).

The contingency approach to dispute analysis is possibly the closest political scientists have come to
making predictions about how successful certain types of intervention strategy are in particular
dispute conditions (Section 4.4). Multiple disputes studied in a contingency manner produce
evidence of trends or patterns common to the general evolution of disputes. Though this method
of analysis cannot provide a fail-safe diagnosis or prescription for the resolution of a dispute, it can
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be utilised as a practitioner's tool to identify the more appropriate mediation strategies to suit the
circumstances. An empirical, comparative analysis of mediation by the UN and regional
organisations will fill a gap in mediation and organisation research.

Previously, no comparative empirical analysis of organisation mediation has been conducted.
Other empirical studies have examined dispute management on two paths:
1.

international organisations and their use of general dispute management strategies, without
exacting distinctions between the types of pacific strategies73 ;

2.

specific analyses of mediation and pacific methods of dispute management, but with no singular
focus on the role and effectiveness of international organisations 74 •

In addition to analysing the effectiveness of organisation mediation, this study aims to assess
interorganisational relations between mediating international organisations. Previous comparative
assessments of organisation conflict management have considered the broader scope of dispute
management techniques but detailed comparisons of organisation dispute mediation have not been
conducted. This thesis therefore expands on the comparative works by Nye (1971), Haas,
Butterworth and Nye (1972), Zacher (1979) and Haas (1983, 1986, 1993), this time concentrating
solely on the organisations' use of mediation.

1.9

Structural Overview of this Thesis

Central Objectives of the Study

a.

Contribution of this Study to the Overall Field of International Dispute
Management

This thesis aims to provide an updated assessment of the role of international organisations as
mediators in international disputes. Initially, disputes were extracted from Bercovitch's Correlates
of Mediation data set, based on the presence of identified formal mediation attempts by
international and regional organisations. A total of 161 disputes were singled out from the main
data set (309 disputes) for this analysis. After researching dispute management efforts of the Arab
League, ASEAN, EU, OAS, OAU, OSCE and UN, the data set has been expanded in three ways:

1.

Nine disputes that were previously excluded from the data set have now been coded. The
characteristics of these disputes now fit the broader criteria for inclusion, i.e. inclusion is no
longer limited by a fatality threshold.

2.

A total of 339 previously unrecorded mediation attempts by international organisations have
been coded, as have several details of existing mediation attempts. Dates, mediator details and
some location details on a number of other attempts have been clarified.

See Haas, 1974, 1983, 1986, 1993; Haas, Butterworth and Nye, 1972; Nye, 1971; Wilkenfeld et alia, 1988; Zacher, 1979.
See Bercovitch, 1986, 1989; Bercovitch,Anagnoson and Wille, 1991; Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996;
Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Carnevale et alia, 1989; Holsti in Kriesberg, 1968;
Jackson, 1998; Zubek et alia, 1992.
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3.

Six new variables 75 have been coded for the purposes of this analysis. Mediators have been
coded according to: their rank and status within the organisations (Variable CM25); the number
of organisational mediators and non-organisational diplomats involved in the mediation attempt
(CM26), and the degree of organisational coordination, cooperation and independent
participation as determined by the involvement of more than one organisation in the mediation
of the dispute (CM50, CM51). UN delegation and the referral of a dispute's management by a
regional organisation has also been coded to assist in the analysis of interorganisational relations
(CM31 and eM51). Developing interorganisational relations are registered by coding the
progression from one relationship to another (CM53 and CM54).

4.

A detailed chronological reference guide to organisation mediation has been compiled
(Appendix 3: Dispute Case Summaries). The references follow events in each dispute (161 in
total) describing the actions and mediation of intervening organisations and organisation
representati ves.

The new data collected here on the use of mediation by the regional organisations will help to
formulate a detailed comparison between the different international organisations and their abilities
as mediators and the diverse situations in which they act.

Detailed descriptions of each dispute were meticulously compiled to present a comprehensive
chronological resource (refer Appendix 3: Dispute Case Summaries). Each case history gives an
overview of organisation mediation and involvement for the disputes in this study, supplementing
existing data with a 'real world' view of the contextual environment in which organisation
mediation occurs. Case histories follow the course of the dispute and the actions taken by
orfsanisations and organisation representatives. Additional facts precede each case providing an
explanation of the total number of recorded fatalities and mediation attempts and, as far as it can be
ascertained, the fmal outcome of the dispute.

b.

Improving Mediation Practices: Timing and Tailoring Responses

One of the central aims of this study is to evaluate current strategy application and make
recommendations on the possibilities for tailoring responses to any dispute by matching dispute
management strategies with the specific characteristics of the dispute (see also Crocker et alia, 2001;
Isard and Smith, 1980; Peck, 1991). Identification of an optimal phase in a dispute, when
mediation is most likely to succeed, could seriously improve the current process of management
strategy selection (Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997; Haass, 1988; I<Jeiboer, 1994, 1995, 1996a, 1996b;
Kleiboer and t'Hart, 1995; I<riesberg, 1987; Peck, 1991; Sherman, 1987, 1994; Zartman, 1986,
1989). Further research of all types of intervention available to the UN and regional organisations;
the variables which affect the selection of an intervention strategy; and the success of interventions
should proffer some assumptions about the establishment of a set of principles of 'appropriate use'.
That is, the initiation of intervention strategies could be implemented to suit specific dispute
characteris tics.

At present, criteria for initiating organisation intervention has the semblance of a casual method of

75

Raw and grouped coding categories are located in Data Coding Sheet in Appendix 4. In the text, variables are identified with a label.
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selection, not based on the dispute's characteristics as a whole, but more often, on other external
variables impacting on the decision. External variables, such as the ideological agendas of the
intervener, underpin intervention decisions and indirectly affect the outcome of a dispute
management strategy, as was evident during the Cold \V'ar period. Selection of an intervention
strategy can be made by an inductive process, learning from the experiences of past interventions.
This method however, does not consider the multitude of other complex variables impacting on
strategy selection, and ultimately, does not fully explain the impact of these variables on
intervention success. This study focuses only on the application of mediation strategies, aiming to
assess the 'appropriateness' of their use and timing in certain contextual conditions; it does not seek
to speculate on the personal motivations or inductive decision-making process that may precede the
use of mediation.

However, it is evident that further research into organisation mediation is necessary in order to
understand 'how and when' mediation is initiated and assess whether it can be initiated more
effectively. Fetherston states that the objectives of research in dispute management are obvious, to
find "a more coherent, long-term approach ... based on greater understanding [and therefore better
implementation] of the links between pre-conflict peacebuilding, peacemaking, and peacekeeping,
and post-conflict peacebuilding, [which] will increase the W\:elihood that intervention will be
successful" (Fetherston, 1993: 12). The benefits of appropriately applied international mediation
could prove most beneficial and cost effective to the organisations and ultimately, the disputant
parties. This study examines what makes organisation mediation effective and, alternatively
ineffective; where an organisation's greatest chance of success lies and what conditions need to be
utilised or recognised to increase the success rate of mediation.

c.

Assessing Levels of Organisation Cooperation

Analysing mediator performance under certain dispute conditions will help to explain how and
when the UN and regional organisations are most effective or prone to failure. A comparative
analysis of this nature draws to the surface some of the organisations' mediation differences,
deficiencies and strengths. Equally, there may be some advantage in having different international
dispute mediators acting independently in a dispute. If, indeed, a division of labour exists between
the UN and the regional organisations via a system of delegated mediation

re~ponsibility,

the

organisations' mediation performance needs to be accurately assessed before performances can be
enhanced (fouval, 1994: 55). One way of determining the existence of a division oflabour is to
evaluate the extent of interorganisational cooperation (refer to discussions in Sections 3.3 and 4.3).

Here, interotganisational cooperation is understood from a mediator's perspective, identifying
when different organisation mediators have cooperated in their efforts, when they have acted
independently of each other or when they have only sought to keep the other informed of
developments. Developing interorganisational cooperation is identified by a progression from one
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relationship to another during the course of a dispute. Two variables record the transition from a
previous relationship to a current relationship and in tum, from a current relationship to a
subsequent relationship (CMS3 and CMS4). Similarly, two variables acknowledge whether this
transition increases cooperation (i.e. a positive transition) or decreases cooperation (i.e. a negative
transition). This analysis of interorganisational relations studies organisation mediation from a
behavioural perspective, a novel approach that gives consideration to the effects of organisation
interaction on mediation success.

Limitations of this Study

Considering the full range of dispute management procedures available to the UN and regional
organisations, one can question why this study is limited to the use of formal mediation (Figure 1).
\\1ith the convenience of being present throughout all phases of the dispute, mediation provides an
easily accessible opportunity for resolution at any stage. It affords a level of flexibility and
compromise not always possible with the other binding forms of dispute management such as
arbitration and adjudication. Its importance as a viable and recognisably independent dispute
management strategy is frequently overlooked. And, where other forms of dispute management are
both costly and can lead to an entrenched involvement, as is evident in exhaustive peacekeeping in
Cyprus76 , direct mediation early in a dispute offers a healthier alternative.

Medi~tion's

versatility and

accessibility during all dispute phases, and its complementarity with many other methods of
international dispute management, make it an ideal strategy to develop and enhance both the
prevention and resolution of disputes (Fisher and Keashly, 1991; Fisher, 1993).

\\1ith regard to the scope of this study, it is essential to point out that there is no control group for
this analysis which can be accurately observed. It is impossible to suggest what the world would be
like if there were never any attempts at dispute mediation. lndeed, 11v study has endeavoured to
assess, with any exactitude, just how great the importance of UN and regional organisation
mediation has been in the settlement of international disputes since their emergence; The only way
to equate this in real terms would be by comparison and as yet, no analysis has compared
contingency data on dispute and mediation characteristics collected prior to the advent of
international organisations to data collected after their emergence. Although we cannot presume
that mediation is an essential stimulus in reducing the incidence of global disputes, we can recognise
that, where it is aptly applied, mediation can lead to earlier and more durable dispute resolutions.

The overall incidence of disputes should not be used in a severe judgement of international
organisation efficiency in dispute management. There are many factors to explain the increase or
decrease in the incidence of disputes and the fluctuations in dispute counting. Prior to the advent
of international organisations, mediation received little or no press coverage. A comparative study

76

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case 101, Case 163.
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of all mediated dispc:tes prior to 1945, before mediation was formally recognised in the UN
Charter, would rely heavily on historical description and would probably be less accurate due to the
infrequency of reporting and limitations of earlier news services. The lack of control data in this
study is compensated for by the inclusion of low fatality disputes, giving a more complete picture of
organisational mediation, and by the comparison of UN and regional organisation mediation
through the data. The data set used here provides a substantial sample for a comparative empirical
analysis and with a total of 219 variables, the data presents a solid foundation for generalised
quantitative testing.

Definitive answers to all of the questions posed in this thesis may not be forthcoming. This thesis
is designed to be an investigation, exploring the effectiveness of organisation mediation and
offering some explanation of the interorganisational relationship between the mediating
organisations. Organisation mediation behaviour has not been studied comparatively before, so
this study aims to clarify theories of organisation interaction by observing the characteristics of
mediating organisations. A detailed analysis of the effectiveness of organisation mediation can
identify characteristics of successful organisation mediation as well as disclose worthwhile paths for
future research or improvements in organisational cooperation.

Thesis Structure and Chapter Outline
Chapter One has explained the need for conducting a comparative empirical analysis of mediation
attempts by international organisations (Section 1.1). A review of the literature exemplifies the
need to compare regional organisations and the UN in their use of mediation (Section 1.5). Basic
theoretical and characteristic differences are drawn between the organisations in Chapter Two and
a global perspective is given to each organisation, presenting a concise summary of dispute
involvement and mediation respons~s (Sectic.:ls 2.1). r.:.'he question of how organisations becume
involved in dispute management is covered in Section 2.2, along with an explanation of disputant
preferences and mediator motivations in Section 2.3.

Chapter Three presents an overview of each organisation and examines evidence establishing the
existence of interorganisational relations. The first two sections descriptively examine the
organisational characteristics of the UN and regional organisations, looking at the differences and
similarities between the organisations and their mediation practices. Both the UN and regional
organisations operate with several organisational constraints, only serving to complicate an already
dynamic mediation environment with the political complexities of an equally dynamic
organisational environment (Section 3.1 and Section 3.2). Most crucially, the mediating relationship
between the UN and regional organisations is explained and conceptualised (Section 3.3). The
degree of organisational cooperation is categorised on three levels: coordination, cooperation and
independent participation. These classifications are defmed and illustrated with reference to
specific cases of dispute mediation. \\!here possible historical reference has been given by way of
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reference to actual disputes (Appendix 3: Dispute Case Summaries). Further organisational details
are summarised in AppencIL'C 2: Organisation Summaries.

Drawing on previous research, a theoretical approach to organisation mediation is developed in
Chapter Four. The theoretical framework combines the functional theory of international
organisation (Section 4.3) and the contingency theory of mediation (Section 4.4). Both approaches
present clear conceptual explanations of 'real world' phenomena and aid the linkage of theoretical
explanation and empirical analysis to dispute management reality. An explanation of the variables
and earlier findings is presented in Chapter Five.

The contingency framework is used to present a systematic quantitative analysis of dispute and
mediation variables in Chapter Six. The chapter explains the choice of statistical methods used
and then embarks on building an empirical overview of mediation use, its context and general
characteristics of organisation mediation. Log-linear analysis is then used to examine, more
thoroughly, the impact and interactions multiple variables have on mediation outcome (Chapter
Seven). Bivariate and multivariate analysis of the data will link the theoretical framework and
concepts with the actuality of 'real world' observations collected in the data, analysing organisation
mediation effectiveness and interorganisational relations.

Chapter Eight draws this thesis to its logical conclusion by summarising findings from the
statistical analysis. Based on these fmdings, comparative assessments of UN and regional
organisation mediation and their performance over the last fifty years are made. Some comparison
is also made to the literature and previous studies in the field and in summary, ideas are offered for
future research and some observations and recommendations made on the interorganisational
relationship between the UN and regional organisations. It is hoped that this empirical analysis
provides some practical recommendations for improving international and regional organisation
mediation.
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ORGANISATIONAL DiFFERENCES AND MOTIVA TlONSFOR DISPUTE
MANAGEMENt

2.1

Differentiating between International and Regional Organisations

Defining Organisations - Terminology

Intemational dispute management is conducted by a variety of intemational actors including state
representatives, Papal Nuncios and private individuals like Jimmy Carter, former president of the
USA. However, the UN and regional organisations (AL, ASEAN, EU, OAS, OAU, OSCE), the
focus of this study, are some of the most active mediators in international disputes. So what exactly
is an intemational or regional organisation? How do the UN and regional organisations differ?
And why conduct a comparative analysis focusing on six particular regional organisations?
Answering these questions begins by examining classifications of intemational and regional
organisation and their characteristic organisational differences. This section elucidates the
differences between these two categories and identifies how regional organisations themselves are
categorised.

'Intemational organisation', in its broadest definition can refer to both a process and a structural
by-product of that process (Archer, 1992: 2; Claude, 1966: 4). Cooperative organisational structures
have been classified based on the actors involved, being either intergovemmental organisations
(IGO's) or non-govemmental organisations (NGO's). The UN and regional organisations in this
study are intergovernmental organisations, in simple terms, "cooperative arrangements instituted
among states, usually by a basic agreement, to perform mutually advantageous functions
implemented through periodic meetings and staff activities" (Cheever and Haviland, 1954: 6).
There are a number of identifying characteristics attributed to IGO's and NGO's:
1.

"a permanent organisation to carryon a continuing set of functions;
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2.

voluntary membership of eligible parties;

3.

a basic instrument stating goals, structure, and methods of operation;

4.

a broadly representative consultative conference organ; and,

5.

a permanent secretariat to carryon continuous administrative, research, and information
functions.

IOO's are, additionally, established by treaty and usually, in order to safeguard state sovereignty,
operate at a level of consent, recommendation, and cooperation rather than through compulsion or
enforcement" (Bennett, 1988: 3).

IGO's possess all of the characteristics identified in organisational theory: a fully developed
bureaucratic structure, an organisational hierarchy and standard operating procedures.

The terms 'transnational institution', 'international organisation' and IGO all describe "institutions
whose membership transcends traditional state boundaries, but which have no clear power or
authority to enforce their decisions or desires on their members" (papp, 1984: 41). International

organisations are defined as 'a staffed and functional organisation involving the voluntary
participation of two or more sovereign states, established and operated for the purpose of
performing a particular cooperative function, be it economic, political, military, social or technical'
(papp, 1984: 41). International organisations are a product of intergovernmental interaction
whereby states establish and participate in organisations to fulfil a need for systemic order (refer
Section 4.2). The notion that state interaction in the international system is chaotic (i.e. anarchy)
ignores the fact that autonomous states recognise the need for some degree of order and form
international organisations as a result.

The voluntary nature of organisation membership does not directly challenge state sovereignty,
allowing states to continue to act in their own best interests. Participation in an "institutional
framework adds stability, durability and cohesiveness to individual relationships which otherwise
might be sporadic, ephemeral, and unstable" (Archer, 1992: 2). In addition, state-created
cooperative forums can provide many advantages for member states. Studying the UN and
regional organisations involves treating "governments as participants and, formally, states as
members of institutions. States exist only formally and theoretically.... Governments have a more
concrete existence ... " (Gordenker and Saunders, 1988: 85). This intermeshing of actors and
participants in an organisation involves an assembly of diplomats and government officials, hordes
of NGO representatives, interest groups and individuals. Both the UN and regional organisations
involve a broad spectrum of actors though the universalistic nature of participation in the UN
dwarfs that in regional organisations.

Defining characteristics associated with 'intergovernmental organisations' and 'international
organisations' transcend definitions of 'regional organisation'. It is important to acknowledge
organisational similarities such as voluntary participation, development of structures and a
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functional focus but it is also essential to identify the differences between 'international
organisations' and 'regional organisations'. Regional organisations are quite distinct in their identity,
scope and capabilities.

Types of Regional Organisation
Classifications of regions, regionalism and regional organisations are examined in a number of
earlier theoretical studies n. It is recognised that the most powerful incentive for establishing and
participating in cooperative regional organisations has been the desire for regional security
(padelford, 1954; Miller, 1970, 1973). Besides a basic focus on security issues, regional
organisations can derive a 'regional' identity from one or a combination of three sources:
1.

the geographical proximity of its membership;

2.

the organisation's functional focus; and,

3.

the origins of the organisation.

Clearly, strong regional organisa,tions require a geographically proximate membership, a common
purpose and shared history of organisational evolution.

Identifying a regional organisation based on the presence of one characteristic or another is
problematic. For instance, categorisation centred on an organisation's geographical makeup can be
difficult to delineate; territorial regions can blend into each other expanding or decreasing
organisational membership (Archer, 1992: 50). Despite a lack of definitive criteria, cat'=gorisation of
regional organisations based on certain characteristics is useful. Regional categorisation
demonstrates similarities and diversities between types of 'regional' organisations and also
highlights differences between these limited organisations and the UN. The selection of six
regional organisations for this study involved identifying certain regional characteristics that
distinguished these organisations from other 'regional' ass :ciations. Characteristically, these
distinctive regional organisations:
1.

comprise a geographically defined membership and regional identity;

2.

operate as 'cooperative' organisations;

3.

recognise and are recognised by the UN Charter as 'regional arrangements' for dispute
management; and,

4.

adhere to explicit orsanisational objertives to prevent, >:.::duce, control or contain disputes in
their region.

The following three sections explain the distinctive characteristics of the AL, ASEAN, EU, OAS,
OAU and OSCE, also identifying the differences between these regional organisations and other
types of regional arrangements.

n See Archer, 1983, 1992; Bennett, 1991; Burton, 1972; Cantori and Spiegel, 1970; Claude, 1964, 1968, 1973; Falk and Mendlovitz, 1973; Haas
and Rowe, 1973; Keohane and Nye, 1973; Miller, 1968a, 1968b, 1970, 1973; Nierop, 1994; Nye, 1968,1971, Taylor, 1993; Thornton, 1991;
Waters, 1967; Yalem, 1973; Zartman, 1991.
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a.

Regional Identity Derived from Geographic Proximity and Membership

Synonymous with 'regional organisation' is the notion of a regionally defined geographic identity, a

region. 'Regions' are identified by five characteristics: social and cultural homogeneity; shared or
similar attitudes and external behaviour; political interdependence; economic interdependence; and
geographic proximity (Archer, 1992: 47; Waters, 1967: 57; Yalem, 1973). A regional organisation's
strength or weakness is often gauged on the presence and intensity of these features. The extent of
membership determines an organisation's universalism or regionalism (Archer, 1992: 68). In
addition to describing shared 'regional' characteristics, regionalism is used to describe the nature
of integration, in simple terms, the propensity of states to join and taclde problems at a regional
level (Taylor, 1993). Regionalism, in this sense, is international organisation based on geographic
proximity. Regional association is recognised by a common language, cultural or defence ties
linking inhabitants of a particular geographic region. Miller points out that limited association,
where membership is

g.~ographically

concentrated to a particuLlt regiun, is the main distinguishing

,

characteristic of a regional organisation (Miller, 1970: 361, 1973: 412-431).

However, regiunal organisations are not just defined by the geographic proximity of their

membership. Archer argues that "it is far better to refer to organisations with limited membership
[and one of the limits may be that of geography] as opposed to organisations with more open or
extensive membership" (Archer, 1992: 50). The nature of the Commonwealth as an association has
also been described as 'regional' in reference to its sense of community even though its
membership is far from geographically distinct. It is clearly not appropriate to clas:.ify a regional
organisation solely on the presence of this attribute. A combination of geographic proximity and
shared characteristics is fundamental to regional organisation. As with international organisations,
states have incentives for joining and developing ties with regional organisations. Increased
regiC'nal cooperation can be advantageous to states wanting to strengthen collective sew"ity or
maximise on economic solidarity. Regardless of the functional focus or geographic congruity of the
regional organisation the founding principle of cooperation governs the interactions between the
member states. \\lhen relations are tense between member states or member states are involved in
a dispute, the real level of cooperation becomes more evident in their collective security, economic
or defence arrangements (Miller, 1970: 361).

b.

Categorisation Based on Organisational Purpose and Function

Regional organisations possess more functional mechanisms and structures than the consultative
roles assumed by signatories of bilateral pledges, treaties or alliance pacts (Miller, 1970). :N1iller's
typology offers a means of distinguishing between types of regional organisations by identifying the
organisation's function: cooperative organisations, alliance organisations and functional
organisations (Archer, 1992; Miller, 1970: 375; Cantori and Spiegel, 1970). This typology, presented
in Table 4, shows the different types of regional organisations with their functional focus. These
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categories are not mutually exclusive, the involvement of the Commonwealth in the management of
some disputes between its member states being evidence of this. Not eveq regional organisation
neatly fits the typology. The Commonwealth combines tl1e characteristics of both a cooperative
and functional organisation and is moreover, territorially diffused. Despite possible oversimplification, the typology does clarify some ambiguity in the usage of the term 'regional
organisation'.
TABLE 4: MILLER'S TYPOLOGY OF REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS78
Projects an image of regional solidarity in the face of external forces.

e. g. Arab League, OAS, OAU,
OSCE, EU, ASEAN.

Possesses the machinery and the structure of an organisation, e.g. able to mobilise
peacekeeping operations.
Cooperative

Aims to control the use of force in their region.
Organisational cooperation can allow the formulation of a common policy to address
international intervention.
Aims to promote the settlement of disputes between members within the
organisational structures.
Usually bound together by multilateral defence treaties.

e. g. North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO), the
, Warsaw Pact, the Australia-New
No organisational structure and so lacks the capabilities for coordination a truly
Zealand-USA Defence Treaty
multilateral response.
I (ANZUS), South East Asia Treaty
Organisation (SEATO), Central
Generally born out of the perception of a common threat.
1 Treaty Organisation (CENTO),
Possesses no mechanisms for the control of the use of force between the members. Western European Union (WEU),
I Commonwealth of Independent
I States (CIS).
Broad lines for collective security consultation.

I

Alliance

I·

-----..---.-.------.--------------..-----.-------..---------f------·-----.......:------Organs of economic and political consultation.
Not generally concemed with the regulation of force and the control of disputes.
Functional

. . Can have institutional structures in operation but these structures function for the
purposes of economic and technical cooperation and mutual advantage.
Can operate under the umbrella of a broader regional organisation.

I e. g. The EurOpean FreeTrade
r Assocration, Organisation for

I Economic Cooperation and

I
I

Development (OECD),European
Economic Community (EEC),
Arab Petroleum Exporting
'[ Countries (APEC), Council fo.r
Mutual Economic Assistance
(COMECON), Latin American
I Free Trade Association (LAFTA).

I

Miller's typology of regional organisations has been adapted from Miller, L.H., 1970, "Regional Organisations and Subordinate Systems", Cantori,
L. J. and Spiegel, S. L. (eds.), The International Politics of Regions -A Comparative Approach, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
USA; 357-409.

Cooperative regional organisations, with which we are concerned, are based on two principles:
the desire to manage and settle disputes within their membership; and the presentation of a united
militaq, political or economic front when threatened by an outside actor. Characteristically, the
regional organisations studied here operate cooperatively, possessing both the organisational
structure and ilie machineq to facilitate the settlement of the disputes in their region. IvIiller
describes these cooperative regi.onal organisations ,,5 having a m01'e permanent make-up than the
alliance and functional categories. They are committed to the maintenance of peace, as most of
them have declared in their charters, and "their raison d'etre springs from territorial unity, which
itself may contribute to an eilinic or ideological common ground" (Miller, 1970: 362). Such
cooperative characteristics act as the basic criteria for ilie inclusion of the regional organisations
chosen for this analysis.

78 This representation of Miller's typology of regional organisations has been adapted from Miller, L.H., 1970, "Regional Organisations and
Subordinate Systems", Cantori, L. J. and Spiegel, S. L. (eds.), The International Politics of Regions -A Comparative Approach, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, USA; 357-409.
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'Alliance' organisadons generally originate from the perception of a common threat. The
'alliance' organisation response to controlling conflict is only directed to external sources of
concern. Besides perhaps a verbal condemnation of member activities, alliance organisations have
no mandate to regulate or intervene in their members' affairs for matters of dispute resolution.
Instead of using the alliance organisation as medium for collective action, individual member states
deal with disputes on their own. Though alliance arrangements are generally multilateral, a military
response is more likely to be an approved unilateral action because alliance organisations do not
have the trappings of organisational structure to coordinate a truly multilateral response.
Numerous treaty organisations and security arrangements are also labelled 'regional' organisations.
Many of these associations are regional in scope, aim to promote regional collective security and
control the spread of international violence. Classic examples of alliance organisations include
NATO, \\1EU, CIS, The South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO), the Warsaw Pact and the
ANZUS Agreement.

Alliance organisations are structurally insubstantial and are generally bound by defence agreements,
but they too perform a function in the provision of collective security arrangements. NATO has
been heavily involved with the maintenance of peace and security but, as was pointed out earlier,
this organisation is generally classified as a security arrangement and cannot rightly be classified as a
'cooperative regional organisation' according to Miller's typology (plano and Riggs, 1967: 279-285).
NATO has acted in support of the UN, EU and OSCE, most notably in the former Yugoslavia79 •
As a security organisation, its strength lies in its military capabilities, an asset for peacekeeping that
none of the organisations studied here physically possess. The Western European Union (\V'EU),
the European equivalent of NATO, is designed, in part, to provide military logistical support for
EU peacekeeping operations. So far, the WEU has failed to provide the necessary means for
effective peacekeeping. It has no readily available troops, no command structure and no agreement
within the organisation itself on peacekeeping initiation and objectives (Sutterlin, 1995: 100).
Neither of these security arrangements have official representation at the UN and have no
interorganisational agreements based on constitutional consistency with the UN, EU or OSCE.
"This was a distinct disadvantage when NATO agreed to undertake military enforcement action in
behalf of the UN in Bosnia. Rules of engagement were agreed to only after different and
sometimes acrimonious negotiations" (Sutterlin, 1995: 101).

Acceptance of The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) as a cooperative regional
organisation is also strongly debated. \Vhilst the UN approved the official observer status of the
CIS, CIS peacekeeping forces have not been granted the same privilege. The predominantly
'Russian' composition of CIS peacekeeping forces has led to questions of its level of 'regional'
representation. Despite Russian requests for funding assistance, the UN has been reluctant to
79

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case" 269.
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bestow official recognition and financial backiug for CIS peacekeeping operations, "not wishing to
authorise action that might prove inconsistent with the UN Charter. However, the Security
Council eventually endorsed the CIS operations as legitimate peacekeeping. The UN did not
extend financial support" (Sutterlin, 1995: 98). Though the CIS and NATO are both capable of
providing adequate logistical support for peacekeeping, neither organisation fulfils the criteria for
classification as a tmly 'cooperative' organisation.

tv1iller's labelling of regional organisations in a separate 'functional' category in this typology merely
implies that 'functional organisations operate with one specific economic or technical
organisational objective. Apart from this particular economic or technical purpose, the functional
organisation has no other role. It may have the appearance of an organisation, with institutional
stmctures and standard operating procedures, but these are only the necessities of business. To
eliminate potential confusion over the use of the term 'functional' in };liller's typology, it is
necessary to clarify };liller's usage of 'functional organisation' in conjunction with Mitrany's
functionalist approach to be explained later in Section 4.3. All regional organisations are functional
according to Mitrany's functionalist perspective. The classification tv1iller makes between
organisations is based on their function, degree of structure and level of member interaction. The
distinction };liller makes between 'cooperative' and 'functional' categories does not imply that
cooperative organisations or alliance organisations lack functional purpose. The cooperative
organisations considered here, function as regional dispute managers and possess the means to
initiate dispute management procedures.

c.

Organisational Experience: Evolution and Origin

The regional organisations examined here have evolved via two different avenues:
1.

they were established explicitly for the maintenance of regional sec.lrity and ;or the promotion
of regional integration (Macdonald, 1965: 7); or,

2.

they developed from integrating economic structures, where increased cooperation between the
membership has provided a platform for additional security oriented functions.

ASEAN is indicative of an organisation primarily established to ensure regional economic growth
and development, having only recently begun to exercise its mandate to promote regional peace
and security (refer Section 3.2). The EU is also a product of the second phenomcna (refer also
Section 3.2). \\1ith its role broadened to include the role of collective security, the EU now acts as a
regional organisation in the management of disputes between its member states as well as
continuing its political and economic functions.

Reasons for the formation of an organisation can give some clue as to the level of regional
homogeneity in an organisation. Members of the Arab League and the OAU hold in common the
experiences and cultural developments of an imperial history. A shared historical development in
this respect has acted as a unifying factor for the members, reinforcing their sense of regional
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identity and focusing their attention to security issues, both internal and external. For globally
dispersed 'regional' organisations homogeneity is assumed by means other than just geographic
proximity. Homogeneity from common political or economic goals, experiences, shared cultural
backgrounds, language, ethnic composition and religious values, can affect the responsiveness and
cohesiveness of the organisation, particularly in moments of crisis. \Vhile a level of organisational
homogeneity is desirable, the notion of a world environment based on the clustering of regionallyhomogeneous, security organisations is not yet conducive to increased global cooperation (Farer,
1993: 169). And, despite the level of homogeneity in the regional organisation, "regional solidarity
cannot be assumed, especially if substantial interests are at stake" (Merrills, 1991: 220). OAU
problems have stemmed from ethnic differences within its membership, so regional proximity is
not always a reliable indicator of organisational cohesiveness.

Many organisations attempt dispute management but only six regional organisations were selected
for this study. It is important to point out that this selection of organisations is not arbitrary. A
regional organisation may trace its origins to a founding agreement based on some collective
purpose, but it is the establishment of organisational mechanisms to pursue the collective goal,
mainly that of the maintenance of regional peace, which set it apart from more alliance-based
associations (Miller, 1970: 360). This selection is based on specific criteria: distinct 'cooperative'
regional organisation characteristics; constitutional consistency with UN policy; comparable
organisational obligations and objectives; and commitment to a central function, the peaceful
settlement of disputes. Thus, six particular regional organisations are selected here because each of
these cooperative organisations has:
1.

stated obligations to pursue the peaceful settlement of disputes in their respective regions;

2.

organisational objectives conducive to the principles outlined in the UN Charter (Chapter VIII);

3.

agreed to regulate member state behaviour in a manner consistent with constitutional
requirements in the UN Charter;

4.

been recognised specifically by the UN Charter because of their central function,fegional dispute
management. "The UN Charter is not concerned with all regional organisations; rather, only
those dealing 'with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as
are appropriate for regional action'" (Sutterlin, 1995: 94).

Differentiating Between the UN and Regional Organisations

How can we distinguish between the UN as an international organisation and the regional
organisations? This is an obvious question to ask but the fact that a number of geographically
regional arrangements are equally described as 'international' organisations shows how widely the
term can be applied. The term 'international organisation' can be loosely applied to: treaty
arrangements, such as The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and The South East Asia
Treaty Organisation (SEATO); and groups formed to promote economic and political cooperation
amongst member states, The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
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and even the British Commonwealth. The term is by no means exclusively applied to the UN and
indeed regional organisations have also been classified as international to a degree. To distinguish
between types of international and regional organisation four different characteristics are
considered: organisation objectives, organisational function, scope and membership.

Differentiation between the United Nation's universalistic nature as an international organisation
arid the 'regional' scope of the regional organisations is most commonly used to distinguish
them. What obviously distinguishes regional organisations from the UN is "an absence of intention
to become universalistic in scope. Although the reasons for the limited membership of these
associations may vary widely, in general it is safe to assume that these reasons are historical in
nature, the product of perceived political, cultural, economic, or military ties" (lvWler, 1970: 358359). The UN Charter recognises the potential role of regional arrangements in the management of
local disputes (Chapter VIII, Articles 52 - 54). At the time of the UN's conception, these Articles
bore specific reference to the utilisation and development of dispute management activities by
'regional arrangements', at the time, the Arab League, OAS and OAU.

As an international governmental organisation (IGO), the UN provides a cooperative forum in
which governments can negotiate, lobbied by non-governmental organisations (NGO's) and other
interest groups. It operates within a set mandate, has voluntary membership and must conf()rm to
implicit norms operating in the international 'system', most significantly, the recognition of state
sovereignty. The UN is not a 'supranational organisation' with "the power to make decisions
binding on the members whether they have participated in the decision or not" (Taylor and
Groom, 1978: 220). \V'hilst the UN performs specific functions on behalf of its members, it can
not impose binding decisions on its members. It is acknowledged though that the UN is supreme
to regional organisations.

Though differences between regional organisations and the UN may seem insignificant,
differentiation is not just definitive nuance. The differences between the organisations are reflected
in the disputants' choice to engage one organisation or another by making a conscious decision to
regionalise or internationalise their dispute's management.

2.2

The Decision to Regionalise or Internationalise Dispute
Management

Disputants and mediators can both potentially find the regionalisation or internationalisation of
dispute management advantageous. Engaging a regional organisation can ensure the

'regionalisation' or localisation of dispute management, keeping it a regional affair. Seeking UN
involvement expands the dispute's management to an international level, thus 'internationalising
the dispute. Internationalisation of a dispute can have five main effects:
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1.

legitim ising the efforts of the regional organisations or other mediators (Burci, 1997; Rubin,
1992);

2.

setting the dispute on the international political agenda resulting in increased international
interest and, in some cases, political embarrassment for the disputants involved;

3.

helping to balance the power parity between weak and strong disputants by empowerment of the
weaker party and/or legitimisation of a weaker party and its claims80;

4.

reducing fear of interference in the dispute by neighbouring states;

5.

presenting timely temporary intervention or prolonged extraneous intervention in the sovereign
affairs of a disputant state (Nye, 1971; Richmond, 1998).

Regional organisation involvement can have a legitimising effect for external multilateral
intet-vention or, additionally, can enhance the credibility, legitimacy and authority of another third
party. Enhancement of third party intervention was apparent in the Hutu and Tutsi Conflict
between Rwanda and Burundi over January 1964 - January 1965 81 • The OAU Council asked that
President Mobutu (Congo-I<:inshasa) mediate between members from Burundi and Rwanda. He
conducted three meetings and successfully secured the free movement of refugees. In this dispute
the OAU was seen by the parties to be an impartial third party whose assistance was welcomed.
There is little doubt that OAU backing and support for President Mobutu's mediation attempts
helped to legitimise his involvement. In some cases, localisation of a dispute is preferred and the
UN is merely informed of the regional organisation's approach and progress. In the Dominican
Republic's Constitutionalist Rebellion, the OAS played an important part in the dispute by
'multilateralising' the USA's unilateral intervention, thereby legitimising the intervention attempt.
The OAS Meeting of Consultation of Foreign Ministers put to the vote the degree of OAS
involvement. The ministers' consent to the creation of an OAS Inter-American Peace Force gave
the US intervention a more multilateral semblance62 •

Inviting medi .~on to address inequity in the disputants' power is not always desirable to the
stronger party. Intrastate disputes often involve disparate groups with diverse demands. "It must
be remembered that disputants are rarely a coherent group .... The difficulties in accepting a
mediator for the stronger party in a conflict lie in their perception of the possibility of acceptance
leading to direct or indirect recognition of their adversaries' claims, or of the rebel party"
(Richmond, 1998: 712). In this way, mediator involvement can also have a legitimising effect on
the status of m!110r disputants, a result sometimes not welcomed by stronger disputants. An
example of internationalisation providing disputant empowerment can be seen in Cyprus, where
"the issue of internationalisation has been vital for both sides as it is in the interests of both sides to
bring in a third party that will strengthen their position83 " (Richmond, 1998: 710). The effects of
internationalisation can be seen in the account of the Quemoy ConfrontationS4 • Though there was
80 e.g. Case: 002 and 101 . UN intervention in Cyprus.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 092.
Troops numbering approximately 2,000 from Brazil, Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua and Paraguay joined US troops stationed in the
Dominican Republic by the end of May 1965 (Case: 119).
63 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 101 and Case: 160.
S4 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 041.
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little action taken by tl1e UN in this territorial dispute involving China, USA and Taiwan, the
international attention paid to the matter via the UN forum helped to minimise the possibility of
escalation.

The effectiveness of regional organisations in the settlement of localised disputes has been argued
on two fronts. Some argue that the geographical homogeneity of regional organisations, and
therefore the proximity of its members to a specific dispute, acts as an impediment to its
settlement. Motivations of regional actors in regional organisations can come into question, as did
motivations of the OSCE Ivlinsk Group member states in their mediation role in the dispute over
the status of Nagorno-Karabakh territory's. A series of mediation attempts illustrated Russia's
vested interest in the resource-rich territory and eventually Russian impartiality was seriously
questioned by the OSCE in 1994. After Russian mediation continued without OSCE consultation,
the OSCE Budapest Summit Meeting eliminated Russian unauthori~ed mediation in a declaration
(Dehdashti, 1997: 471). ''Regional organisations, to the extent that they are dominated by a single
power, are functionally equivalent to spheres of influence. Most regional organisations that are
moderately effective have a small group of states that are willing to contribute disproportionately to
tl1e 'collective' enterprise. In some instances they might be acting as an agent of the regional
community, but in others such an agency is tied to self-interest" (Barnett, 1998: 98). Alternatively,
it is argued that shared regional history and mutual associations can be regarded as a beneficial
element of regional organisation involvement rather than a hindrance in its role.

Regional organisation dispute management can also be considered more preferable than UN
management. 'Regionalisation' or localisation of dispute management can be considered
advantageous in four ways (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 204-205):
1.

G:.npolitical knowledge - It is recognised that "regional states and arrangements "~!1 have
superior knowledge of the dynamics of local conflicts and strong incentives to resolve them and,
by definition, they have staying power" (Bennett, 1998: 137). This was the case in a recurring
border dispute between Tanzania and Uganda over October 1978 - May 1979 86 • The initial
proposal of UN involvement in this dispute found disfavour with African nations that preferred
the OAU to handle the dispute. The OAU did indeed handle the mediation of this dispute along
with officials from Kenya, Libya, Nigeria and Zambia, and just kept the UN informed of its
progress. In Lebanon, during the second phase of the Lebanese Civil War over February 1975 1992, the Arab League took on a very active mediating role 87 • Though the UN was heavily
committed, deploying the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), it was the Arab League that
conducted extensive mediation to try to resolve the dispute.

2.

Proximity to the dispute - Coupled with the benefit of 'regional knowledge' is the capability of a
regional organisation to act on potential disputes before hostilities begin. "Certain regional and
ideological associations have an advantage over the UN. As a means of preventing or settling
disputes, talking is more productive and certainly easier, the greater the general feeling of
sympathy and friendship among the participants" (Nye, 1971: 130). The proximity ofregional
organisations to potential flash points allows the organisation to react faster in assessing a dispute
situation, engaging preventive diplomacy or initiating a speedy intervention. During border
clashes between Uganda and Tanzania, over the period from September 1972 to October 1972, a

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 279.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 195.
87 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 168.
8S

86
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timely mediation effort by OAU Secretary-General, Nzo Ekangaki (Cameroon), paved the way
for a later joint mediation attempt by President Siyad Barreh (Somalia) and OAU SecretaryGeneral, Nzo Ekangaki. The result was a peace agreement and full resolution between the
disputants only a month after the dispute had begun 88 •

3.

Providing a Forwnfor Dialogue and Cooperation - Regional organisations can provide a formal
or informal discussion environment for disputants (Section 1.4). The importance of this role can
be seen in several disputes handled by the OAU and the OAS89.

4.

Homogeneity of Membership and Shared Culture - The level of cultural and regional knowledge
displayed in UN interventions has sometimes impeded UN efforts to smooth disputant relations.
UN peacekeeping in Somalia suffered because of a lack of knowledge about local culture and
society (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 205). It can also be noted that the membership
homogeneity of regional organisations can be advantageous in dispute management decisionmaking. "Regional organisations can advance consensus, make intervention more acceptable to
the disputants, and provide greater insight into local problems and the root causes of conflict"
(Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 205). The settlement rate of disputes occurring within a
regional organisation'S sphere of influence is examined in Chapter Five.

88 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 132.
89 OAU (Cases: 099,109,155 and 164) and the OAS (Case: 088) both provided a forum for formal and informal discussion.
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2.3

Disputant Preferences, Perceptions and Mediator Motivations

Analyses of mediation often overlook the reciprocal nature of the interaction between the mediator
and disputants (Bercovitch, 1996b: 6). This duality leads logically to the recognition of two
perspectives underpinning the invitation to mediate and the process of mediation: disputant
preferences and mediator motivations. Regional organisations have adopted general UN principles
and obligations for peaceful dispute settlement however disputants are still able to exercise a
preference for UN management. A disputants preference for organisational involvement can
be based on perceptions of mediator objectivity, bias and balance in the mediation process and
influences of organisational involvement on the dynamics of the dispute. Disputants' perceptions
of the mediator and the mediation process are crucial but are often underestimated factors in
understanding the reciprocity in th .... mediator and disputant relationship (bercovitch, 1996b: 6).
"As the fate of a mediator depends on more than just personal qualities or actions, but also on the
disputants' requirements, the mediator's perceived fairness, his perceived ability to aid the process
and support its outcome, the conflicting parties' perceptions of a mediator must be expected to
evolve throughout the process" (Richmond, 1998: 709).

\V'hile the impact of disputant preferences and mediator motivations on the mediation process can
be acknowledged, evaluating this impact is extremely problematic, especially as mediation is,
characteris:.ically, a private process. The subjectivity of any data based on perceptions, prcfereHces
and motives basically rules out incorporating these behavioural elements into the empirical
equation. Obviously, the impact of personal motivations and member state interests cannot be
fully evaluated in an analysis of organisation mediation. However, qualitative analysis can
approx-ilUate

dis~-,utant

perceptions by looking at the third parties' history and mediation

relationship with the disputants (See Appendix 4 - Variables CM8, CM9, CM49). Sequential
mediation attempts are used to evaluate how the mediator is perceived. A favourable perception is
based on successive invitations for the mediator to return (CM9). Clearly, there is scope for further
analysis in this area.

Disputant Preferences

There are a number of theories as to why disputants request and accept mediation. The most
recognised theory is that of a 'hurting stalemate' (Aggestam, 1995; IvIitchell, 1995; Richmond, 1998;
Zartman, 1985; Zartman and Aurik, 1991). Essentially, the 'hurting stalemate' or 'plateau' model
suggests that disputants only seek mediator assistance when "".no party can envision a successful
outcome through continuing current strategies, nor an end to increasingly unbearable costs"
(IvIitchell, 1995: 39; Richmond, 1998: 711). Secondly, IvIitchell outlines an 'imminent mutual
catastrophe' or 'precipice' model, when avoiding a worsening situation acts as an incentive for
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di~putants

to resolve a dispute. In this model, disputants "only consider conditions npe for de-

escalation and conflict resolution when they face an imminent major catastrophe of some sort"
(Mitchell, 1995: 40). A third theory, the 'entrapment' model, describes a situation in which
disputant leaders are committed to pursue victory after weighing up the costs and investment in the
dispute's outcome. The fourth model, argues that disputant leaders merely see mediation as means
to achieve their own objectives. In this 'enticing opportunity model' disputants supposedly view
mediation as a cost-effective means to an end (Richmond, 1998: 711). Indeed, disputants often
engage the help of a mediator to achieve some objectives of their own. Richmond argues that
parties inevitably view "the potential roles for the mediator as being an agent of the legitimisation
of their objectives and positions, an agent of empowerment [or dis empowerment of their
opponent], an ally, or a channel of internationalisation to gain support on the international stage"
(Richmond, 1998: 713). This acknowledgement of disputant motivations is paralleled by
assumptions of mediator motivations.

Intervention by the UN or regional organisation can be viewed by the disputants with distrust,
suspicion of bias, or vested interest in the outcome of the dispute. Disputant states often regard
regional organisation intervention warily as they are generally suspicious of external interference in
their sovereign affairs, particularly when such interference may involve neighbouring states.
Richmond identifies four main areas of the mediation process where perceptions or misperceptions
can evolve:
1.

"The balance of power b.:tween the disputants and bilaterally between each disputant and the
third party, issues of legitimacy, initiation of the process and the roles the disputants expect the
third party to take up [e.g. UN invitation to mediate in Cyprus helped to balance the power ratio
between the disputants];

2.

The third parties' past record and objectives in entering the process of negotiation, including the
various direct/indirect resources brought into play;

3.

Perceptions of what the third party may achieve, ranging from a compromise to empowerment,
and the methods used, ranging from facilitation to directive;

4.

The mediator's objectivity and tendency towards bias" (Richmond, 1998: 710).

Clearly, the ability of UN or regional organisations to use mediation is dependent on disputant
preference for the organisation to handle the management of the dispute. Haas acknowledges that
regional organisations possess some specialised skills for dealing with local, low-intensity djsputes
but also recognises the potential for 'forum shopping', whereby states select a dispute manager
based on a desire to achieve underlying objectives (Haas, 1987: 24-25).

Mediator Motivations

Organisations, like other types of third parties, operate with underpinning modvadons, objecdves

and agendas. An organisation's decision-makers can seek to influence a dispute to an end they see
desirable, other than to purely seek resolution based on the disputants' best interests. This conduct
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is not generally evident to the observer but often post-intervention theorising usually generates a
considerable degree of speculation about actor motivations and impartiality. It is preferable to
assume that, as organisational bodies, the UN and the regional organisations attempt to operate as a
reflection of their sense of 'international community will'. International organisation motivation
"connotes only those coercive actions [economic and military sanctions] taken by the community of
states to alter the domestic affairs, behaviour, or policies of a targeted government or insurgency
that flouts international norms and resists the expressed will of the international community"
(\V'eiss, 1994: 110). Though, like all organisations, the UN and regional organisations are criticised
when their interventions are perceived to benefit powerful organisation members rather than the
protagonists of the dispute. Despite speculation surrounding a decision to intervene, the
fundamental presumption of third party intervention remains its desire to resolve the dispute
impartially.

Impartial intervention and mediator motivations are the subjects of many examinations of
mediator behaviour (Bendahmane and McDonald, 1986; Carment and Rowlands, 1998; Kaufman
and Duncan, 1992; Kressel and Pruitt, 1985; Richmond, 1998; Zartman and Touval, 1985).
Though mediator motivations will not be analysed here, it is important to emphasise that the
mediator is not an actor of incontrovertible impartiality. Mediator motivations need to be
acknowledged in a rational-actor approach, in recognition that mediators operate on a cost-benefit
decision-making process and can have substantial interests at stake in the mediation outcome.
Therefore, they have a reason to mediate in the f1tst place (Zartman and Touval, 1985: 32).

The mediation process is not immune to pressures caused by resource availability and political
posturing from within the organisation. "Unlike the disputants, the mediator has no primary stake
in the outcome, typically has no tangible resources to transfer, and acts only to alter the decision
ingredients of the disputants through information. Yet the mediator is also a decision-maker, with
incentive involving process and rewards - often not tangible - from dispute outcomes" (I<:aufman
and Duncan, 1992: 691). And, though a mediator's agenda is not formulated purely on selfmotivation, it is sometimes not free of nationalistic bias. Organisation mediators have been
suspected of representing nationalist affiliations rather than organisational responsibilities.
Bendahmane and McDonald (1986) noted that there were unsubs tantiated reports that Javier Perez
de Cuellar was acting more as a Peruvian diplomat than as an impartial Secretary-General of the
UN when he mediated in the Falklands \V'ar. In this case however, the Secretary-General's office
was not privy to what motivated the intervention until the Secretary-General's initiative had
virtually failed (Bendahmane and McDonald, 1986: 83). A mediator's neutrality and impartiality
must be above reproach if mediation is to be effective. "The Secretary-General should avoid a high
political proftle that may put his neutrality in jeopardy .... He has to keep himself above the conflict
and not become part of it by making controversial statements" (Skjelsbxk and Fermann, 1996: 83).
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Generally, disputants perceive a mediator's offer of assistance without ulterior motive or bias,
unless given cause for concern based on mediator history or actions. \Vhere mediator motivations
are concerned, Kressel and Pruitt state the facts frankly saying, "many effective mediators are not
neutral, either in regard to the disputants or to the eventual outcome. Indeed, in many cases the
mediators' greater closeness to one party forms the basis of that mediator's acceptability to the
other party. Zartman and Touval (1985) make this very clear for international mediation" (Kressel
and Pruitt, 1985: 190). The ideal of complete mediator impartiality is not generally a reality.
Disputants recognise that the involvement of international organisations is coupled with the
objectives of the organisation and their predilection for a particular result. "Zartman and Touval
(1985) observe that in such settings the parties are by no means naive to the mediator's less
altruistic motives. Indeed, parties sometimes gain leverage over a self-interested mediator by such
knowledge" (Kressel and Pruitt, 1985: 190). Disputants were able to exercise a degree ofleverage
over mediators in the dispute between Azerbaijan and Armenia over the status of the Na~;orno
Karabakh territoryw. Such was the competition between the self-interested mediators, that the
disputants were able to utilise their pivotal bargaining position and pitch the mediators against each
other (Dehdashti, 1997: 459-478).

Realistically, international and regional organisations are not above self-interested motivations. "A
mediator will seldom be indifferent to the terms being negotiated. The mediator sometimes seeks
peace in the abstract, but usually seeks to promote terms that are in accord with its own interests.
Yet these interests usually allow for a wider range of acceptable outcomes than do the interests of
the antagonists" (Zartman and Touval, 1985: 257). Mediator self-interest is questioned in several of
the disputes 91 • Though mediator motivations are undoubtedly present in some situations, this study
is based on the notion of ideal mediation, where mediators act impartially to assist disputants in
achieving a peaceful settlement. Organisation mediation is centred on the achievement of specific
solutions and not just drawing routine agreements from the disputants. "They try to promote
solutions that can be interpreted as compatible with the standards of the Geneva Conventions and
of their charters, respectively, and that protect their image as a guardian of these standards"
(Zartman and Touval, 1985: 257).

A question of impartiality becomes more crucial for disputants when neighbouring states become
involved in the settlement of their dispute via organisational channels. "Impartiality may be more
easily found among the 'extraneous actors' in tlle global organisation", actors who may not have a
vested interest or stake in the outcome of the dispute (Nye, 1971: 130). The impartiality of Arab
League mediation was seriously questioned in the North Yemeni Royalis t Rebellion92. The Arab
League Council found that it was unable to discuss the dispute in its own forum, such were the
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 279.
See Case 095 - EgypVYemen and Saudi Arabia - North Yemeni Royalist Rebellion (September 1962· October 1967); Case 218Argentina/United Kingdom· Falklands War (April 1982 - June 1982); and Case 279 - Azerbaijan/Armenia - Status of Nagomo-Karabakh Territory
(August 1990 - Ongoing).
92 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 093.
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dichotomic stances amongst its members. Despite a tour of Arab capitals by the Arab League
Secretary-General and Chairman of the Council, the Arab League was unable to overcome the
perception of bias resulting from divisions in its membership (Nye, 1971: 163). The UN mediated
unsuccessfully in the dispute in two subsequent attempts and later withdrew the UN Yemen
Observer Mission (UNYOM) because of the disputants lack of commitment to disengagement
objectives.

Organisations can also display some preferences for the types of disputes they handle. Regional
organisations have deferred involvement in a number of disputes for various reasons 93 :
1.

When there is a deadlock within its own ranks, e.g. OSCE proposed peacekeeping in NagornoKarabakh and the OAU split over recognition of a new Angolan government94 ;

2.

When a regional organisation lacks impartiality or perceived impartiality, e.g. Arab League
members were too opinionated over issues in the North Yemeni Royalist Rebellion and the
OAU's .nediation was perceived as biased after it had announced its support for Nigeria95 ;

3.

When the regional organisation had inadequate resources to 'manage' the dispute, e.g. the OAU,
Arab League and Organisation of the Islamic Conference [OIC] mediated independently and
cooperatively with the UN, but were ill-equipped to deal with the scope of civil war in Somalia96 •

Additionally, the OAU's disparate membership has experienced deadlock on two other occasions 97 •
ASEAN has only been deadlocked once, when its members appeared to be split over Chinese
actions in China's border war with Vietnam98 • Malaysia and Indonesia viewed the action more
seriously than Thailand and Singapore. The neutral response from ASEAN was symbolic of its
unwillingness to take sides in the matter. It appeared that regional actors feared Vietnamese
supremacy in the region as much as they feared the growth of Chinese Communist influence. The
offer of mediator assistance by Indonesia and Malaysia was not accepted, with Vietnam pointing
out that ASEAN states were better to refrain from intervention in the dispute between China and
Vietnam.

The OSCE has not been immune to this type of paralysis either. The organisation's mediation in
Nagorno-Karabakh became hamstrung because of one of its members was acting in self-interest99•
Though it is difficult to evaluate the degree to which the OSCE-initiated 'Minsk Group' memberstates' interests affected the Group's mediation, it can be assumed that the Group's activities were
not devoid of motive in the pursuit of regional interests. The disputed territory was resource-rich,
the focus of oil interests and of significant geo-strategic importance. Member states operating in
the Minsk Group were perceived as either pro-Armenian or pro-Azerbaijanian depending on
whether they exhibited a vested interest in the region. To further complicate the situation, Iran and

Some of these reasons also highlight times when a degree of complementarity between the UN and regional organisations is evident. That is,
the UN can be expected to act whenever: "(a) no adequate regional machinery exists; (b) when the dispute is too intense for the capabilities of the
weak nations in the region; and (c) when the dispute has already spread beyond the region or threatens to do so" (Haas et alia, 1972: 60).
94 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 279 and Case 174 respectively.
95 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 093 and Case 132 respectively.
96 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 261.
97 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 103 and Case: 132.
98 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 198.
99 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 279.
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Rmsia were weary of the CSCE and the lvIinsk Group as dispute management institutions because
of their \\1estem affiliations. Russian mediation continued without consultation with the CSCE and
consequently the relations between the CSCE and Russia became tense. The mediation climate
became more complicated with the mediators acting out of self-interest and the disputing parties
utilising their pivotal bargaining position to pitch the mediators against each other. Eventually, the
unification of mediation strategies and elimination of competition between Russian and OSCE
mediation was galvanised in the Final Declaration. The declaration ensured that mediation by the
OSCE and Russia would be "a single coordinated effort within the framework of the OSeE"
(Dehdashti, 1997: 471).

Membership deadlocks, most frequently in the Security Council, have also plagued UN resolutions.
UN Security Council decision-making reached a state of paralysis during six disputes from 1945 1995 100 • During the Hungarian uprising of 1956, unable to act on a referral from France, the UK
and USA, the Security Council passed the matter to the General Assembly for consideration on
November 4, 1956. A General Assembly resolution called for a withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Hungary but initiated no UN intervention lOl • There have been numerous cases where the UN has
deferred management, calling on the regional organisations to handle the dispute. In some cases,
the UN has refrained from involvement altogether in favour of regional organisation management.
The UN officially deferred or 'delegated' dispute management in favour of: the Arab League in 1
dispute; the OAS in 5 disputes; the OAU in 7 disputes and the OSCE in 1 dispute lO2 • The UN has
generally deferred involvement \"hen it is perceived that a regional organisation has a stronger
relationship with the disputants and when UN decision-making is hamstrung and unable to act
effectively.

Like the UN, the regional organisations rely on the support and willingness of their members for
the resources needed for the implementation of dispute management strategies. "The value of an
organisation's ability to deploy resources is well illustrated by two disputes between Costa Rica and
Nicaragua which came before the OAS soon after its creation" (Merrills, 1991: 216). Burci cites the
case of UN legitimisation for the OSCE missions to Nagomo-Karabakh as a case where UN
legitimisation sl.1perseded fears of Russian self-interest (Burci, 1997: 306-309). "The United
Nations might legitimise peace operations by regional actors if these actors agree to rules, norms,
mandates, and observers that guard against political biases" (Bennett, 1998: 137). Nevertheless, the
availability of resources is an essential element of disputant preferences. In most disputes,
particularly intrastate disputes, intervention only works effectively when disputants believe that the
organisation is able to enforce a settlement between rival ethnic groups. Poorly equipped regional
organisations can seriously undermine dispute management and where organisations lack resources

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 055, 092, 111, 135, 168 and 197.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 055.
102 The UN had deferred/delegated management of a dispute in favour of the Arab League in 1 dispute (Case: 081); the OAS in 5 disputes (Cases:
042,080,097,104 and 194); the OAU in 7 disputes (Cases: 103, 132, 133, 155, 163, 195 and 220); and the OSCE in 1 dispute (Case: 279).
100
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and commitment to enforce a settlement indefinitely, political credibility is lost (Carment and
Rowlands, 1998: 580).
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TflE·U/lif[EDNA TlONs,·REGIO~ALORG-ANI!3A TlONS AND
INTERORGANISATIONALRELATIQNS .

3.1

United Nations: International Organisation
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The UN is truly unique in the field of international dispute management: it is the only organisation
to be charged with a primary operative to uphold international'peace and security. Replacing its
ineffective predecessor, the League of Nations, the UN was born into an environment reeling from
the devastation of World War II (Baehr and Gordenker, 1999: 11-14; Plano and Riggs, 1967: 15).
Fifty states formally agreed to uphold uinciples of international peace and security, ratifying the
UN Charter on June 25, 1945. Provisions for 'maintaining international peace and security' ate
stated in Chapter VI of the UN Charter, "Pacific Settlement of Disputes" (Appendix 2). However,
three basic functions set out in the Charter shape the organisation's dispute management role. The
Charter "sets out the structures of the UN ?;:td their interrelationships; it establishes a set of rules
and principles which form the legal framework and justification of the UN's action in the
international sphere; and it sets out norms for behaviour between states" (Fetherston, 1994: 3).
Indeed, obligations are set out in Chapter VI requiring disputing parties to show some
responsibility for dispute settlement. If a dispute's continuation is likely to threaten international
peace and security, disputants are obliged "to seek a solution by negotiation, inquiry, mediation,
conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other
peaceful means of their own choice" (Article 33/1).

In 2000, the UN comprises a membership of 185 states. Ironically, universal membership, one of
the organisation's crowning assets, also creates one of its main problems, weak membership

cohesion. IvIany critics suggest that UN dispute management success, to a great degree, relies on
the support and commitment of its members. In fact, it is aptly observed that the UN can be

Much of this Section is referenced from a forthcoming chapter, Freller, J. M., "International Organisations and Conflict Managernent: The United
Nations and the Mediation of International Conflicts", Bercovitch, J. (ed.), International Organisations and Conflict Management.
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nothing more than the sum of its members (Roberts and Kingsbury, 1988: 4). "Critics charge that
states tend to abandon to the UN 'orphan disputes' for which states lack either political will or
resources [or both] to resolve. However, the UN's effectiveness depends on the political will and
resources of its member states; alone it lacks leverage, and increasingly, also credibility"
(Leatherman and Vayrynen, 1995: 67). Having no standing army of its own to engage in dispute
management strategies, the UN must rely solely on the support of its members to give its
resolutions credibility and its actions strength. ThE fact that UN membership and participation is

voluntaryis central to why the Charter founders were reluctant to give watertight provisions for
the application and limitation of UN pacific settlement practices. They were "not ready to commit
their governments to any radical departure from established practices. The sovereignty of states
and the protection of the prerogatives of the major powers were the basic conditions around which
all other features of the Charter had to fit" (Bennett, 1988: 101). Consequently, member states are
only committed as much as they want to be.

Four organs, namely the Security Council, Secretary-General, General Assembly and the Court on
Conciliation and Arbitration, were established by the Charter to handle dispute management. The
Security Council, the main decision-making body, has the 'primary responsibility' for the
maintenance of international peace and security (Article 24). "The Council is required, 'when it
deems necessary,' to call upon the parties to a dispute likely to endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security to settle it by peaceful means [Article 33/2]. The Council is also
authorised by the Charter to recommend approrriate procedures for settling such disputes [Article
36/2]" (Murphy, 1983: 14). It is the Security Council's responsibility to determine what constitutes
a 'threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression' (Article 39) and decide what
measures take to maintain or restore international peace and security (Articles 41 and 42). Most
commonly, the Security Council handles dispute referrals and authorises the initiation of UN
management strategies.

Early in its development "the permanent members of the Security Council had to sanction all
action; their failure to agree meant inaction" (Haas, 1986: 5-6). Inaction caused by internal
disagreement has been extremely costly to the UN in terms of leverage and reputation. As a result
of dissension between the two voting bodies (Security Council and General Assembly) and between
the leading members of the Security Council, the UN is often seen as an ineffective dispute
manager. Hesitancy in Bosnia, Haiti, Somalia and Rwanda does not reflect the organisation's
inability to determine or agree on issues of international law, nor legal constraints, but more, it
reflects a lack of decisive will in the Security Council to follow through with the resources for such
ventures (Evans, 1994: 8). On rare occasions when the use of vetoes has hamstrung Security
Council action, the General Assembly has voted to initiate dispute management104 • Disputes are

104

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 055.
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rarely tabled at the General Assembly and only three are documented in this study105. The Court on
Conciliation and Arbitration can make recommendations on UN action but this body has not been
extensively utilised. Disputes requiring legal determination, disputes involving territorial issues for
example, are generally referred to the ICJ for a legal solution (Article 36/2).

When the Security Council is unable to come to a decision, the Secretary-General is able to
intervene on his own initiative 106 . The Secretary-General, who is on the whole constrained by the
will of the Security Council, needs visible Security Council support in order to attempt any
mediation with a view to achieving a successful resolution (Tunnicliff, 1984: 332-333; Skjelsbxk and
Fermann,1996). Unfortunately, any lack of consensus, indecision in the Security Council, or
semblance of disunity severely undermines the perceived legitimacy of the Secretary-General's
position (Tunnicliff, 1984: 9-11). As a figurehead representative of an organisation, the SecretaryGeneral's position is supposed to epitomise the unified voice of the organisation it represents. The
Secretary-General's position carries with it the aura of legitimacy, the support and authority of the
UN organisation and usually some recognition of the personal attributes and diplomatic expertise
of the appointed Secretary-GeneraI107 • Kolb points out that where some mediators' authority is
derived referentially, others derive theirs from expertise and their reputation as a mediator (IZolb,
1985: 24). The Secretary-General derives authority from his position as spokesman of a global
body. Membership support and confidence in the incumbent Secretary-General is "a precondition
for satisfactory performance" (Skjelsbxk and Fermann, 1996: 86). In turn, the Secretary-General
can only act effectively if the UN has the semblance of a cohesive entity or, at least, an organisation
in one voice on its dispute management objectives (Touval, 1994: 47).

The Secretary-General's organisational position is a political role involving administrative
responsibility as well as diplomacy. According to Tunnicliff (1984), Skjelsbxk (1991) and Skjelsbxk
and Fermann (1996), the role of the Secretary-General is increasingly hindered by the duality of the
position. It requires more skill balancing the pressures of administration, financial constraints and
organisational bureaucracy and allows less time to be spent conducting mediation and performing
the tasks involved with 'good offices', a function that requires visible commitment. On the whole,
the Secretary-General's role has certain operating considerations:
1.

'Resource Constraints: With few physical resources at his disposal, the Secretary-General's
ability to offer carrots or wield sticks is limited.

2.

Modus Operandi: The Secretary-General has the choice to rigidly expound Charter principles or
deliberately refrain from giving open political criticism and maintain a semblance of impartiality.
These stances have the potential to jeopardise or enhance the Secretary-General's potential as a
mediator but, more often, the general political environment governs the choice of stance.

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 031, 055, 194.
Masculine pronouns are used advisedly. To date, all seven appointees to the position of UN Secretary-General have been men. For a list of
the appointees, refer to Appendix 2: Summaries of United Nations and Regional Organisations - Functions and Composition.
107 It is widely recognised that 'personality' is also an important factor in the UN Secretary-General's ability to provide effective leadership. "A
dynamic Secretary-General (e.g. Hammarskjold, Perez de Cuellar) enhances the performance of the organisation, whereas an ineffectual
Secretary General (e.g. Waldheim) diminishes if (Falk et alia, 1991: 137).
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3.

Constituency Support: Confidence in the neutrality of the Secretary-General can affect how
much support UN members are willing to give. A lack of confidence, particularly by the five
permanent members of the Security Council, can render the Secretary-General's actions
ineffective. Membership approval for the Secretary-General plays an important part in
determining how much support is given. The Secretary-General is wise to maintain a broad
constituency of support rather than focus on the concerns of one ideological or geographic ilk at
the expense of others.

4.

Organisational Position: As a principal organ of the UN, the Secretary-General can take
independent initiatives but he is also responsible to the General Assembly, the Security Council
and three other UN councils (UN Charter, Article 98). A flexible relationship exists between the
Secretary-General and the other organs. The relationship can be one where the Secretary-General
takes a leadership role or alternately, is dependent on the other organ. Most commonly, the
Secretary-General interacts with the Security Council, maintaining an open line of
communication about his activities using his good offices.

5.

Personal Skills: Some character traits are particularly desirable in a Secretary-General. Most
importantly, he must possess: the ability to alter his style to suit circumstances; competency in
organisational, financial and diplomatic matters; the ability to maintain neutrality or uphold
organisational principles under pressure; an even temperament; a non-judgemental attitude; a
strong notion of duty; expertise in 'quiet diplomacy'; and good communication skills. A strongly
independent Secretary-General however, risks admonishment from the powerful Security Council
members' (For further explanation of these factors see Skjelsb::ek and Fermann, 1996).

\Y'hile it is "very difficult, if not impossible, to measure the influence of the Secretary-General in
specific situations", this analysis attempts to assess the validity of this criticism by specifically
examining the Secretary-General's mediation role in comparison with other organisation mediators
(Skjelsbrek and Fermann, 1996: 85).

International mediation relies heavily on the leverage of the third party. W1hen the UN is able to
authorise collective action with consensus, the organisation's position of leverage is strong.
Unfortunately, collective action is sometimes questioned by member states and any apparent

incohesiveness in the organisation devalues its leverage. Support of its membership is essential
for the running and perceived stature of the world organisation. "Some of the UN leverage derives
from its institutional standing and the kind of norlns it exemplifies, but beyond that UN mediation
is hampered considerably by lack ofresources' (Bercovitch, 1996a: 86). In recent times there has
been a growing reluctance by members to be committed to deteriorating disputes. This diminished

level ofcommittnentamong member states is reflected in the extent of overdue annual financial
contributions. The USA for example, is the UN's biggest financial contributor as well as its
principal debtor. "The USA remained the largest peacekeeping debtor, owing $US975 million out
of a total of $US1.6 billion at. the enJ of 1998, followed by Ukraine, Russia and Japan" (I<:arhilo,
1999: 102). A general lack of commitment is also reflected in members' reluctance to provide
military personnel and equipment, one of the most visible ways the organisation can add substance
to otherwise symbolic Security Council mandates.

Cold \Y'ar complications have also emphasised the importance of membership cohesiveness. The
view that UN strength is derived from its membership is more evident when members take
ideological positions and show minimal solidarity in the authorisation of dispute management. The
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ideological agendas of major powers, primarily the Soviet Union and the USA, frequently disabled
decisive and cooperative action in the Security Council. As a result, much-needed dispute
management was only employed "in a later phase of the dispute when it had already broken into
open hostilities and threatened regional and/ or global stability. However, when great powers cooperated, the results tended to be visible as the Near Eastern crisis of 1973 shows" (Leatherman
and Vayrynen, 1995: 67). Even when Cold War ideological alignments have almost disappeared,
conSenSl!3 is still difficult to reach with new North-South alignments emerging to fill the vacuum
(Kim and Russett, 1996: 651). Clearly, cooperation between member states is not essential to
operations but it has distinct advantages, allowing the UN to act decisively and project an aura of
legitimate authority.

The perception oflegitimacyis crucial to UN leverage. UN mediators derive much of their
power from the organisation's status and the support of its 'universal' membeiship. Some UN
mediation success can be attributed, in part, to its position as an international organisation and its
international backing. \V'hat is clear is that UN objectives must be laid out plainly and more
coherently in order to intervene with the most appropriate intervention strategy, one more
amenable to success. Vague Secretariat objectives often result in unclear organisational policies and
insufficiently defined mandates (Diehl, 1997: 163-164). Ambiguous Security Council mandates or
rapidly transforming mission objectives, such as those of the United Nations Operation in Somalia
[UNOSOMI, are extremely problematic for delivering effective field operations (\Veinberger, 1995:

172-175). Even when the UN intervenes successfully in intrastate disputes, little credit is given to
tl1e completion of its mandates. "Amidst all the distortion and misunderstanding surrounding the
UN mission in Bosnia, it is often forgotten that its mandate was simply to sustain the people of that
country in the midst of civil war, and to try and bring about the conditions necessary for a peaceful
resolution of that war ... that mandate, by the end of 1994 had, by and large, been fulfilled" (Rose,

1996: 170).

The UN Protection Force to Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR) is one of 12 peacekeeping missions active
during the period from 1945 - 1995. In a total of 117 disputes, the UN mediated on 698 occasions
and dealt with 120 referrals. The reality of UN mediation indicates it is often a last-ditch method of
dispute management. Expectations of achieving a settlement after such a long period of hostilities
seems virtually impossible from any international organisation and it just appears that, as yet, UN
mediation attempts have not struck that optimum moment of resolution. This merely highlights
the need to study UN mediation attempts more closely to assess when the organisation's attempts
will have a higher probability of success, and when too, they are more likely to be unsuccessful. If
the current emphasis on preventive methods and early intervention are to become effective,
offering mediation in earlier dispute phases becomes crucial.

The UN operates under a number of constraints performing its role as a third party mediator,
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indeed more than regional orgaillsations, NGO's or private individuals. These constraints come
mainly from the UN's position as a 'global' organisation because, regardless of its official status, it
remains the product of "an institutionalised response" (Falk e/ alia 1991: 68). Systemic pressures,
resource availability and membership commitment are inextricably linked to the UN's role as an
international mediator. As an 'international' organisation it must operate within the bounds of the
international convention regarding state sovereignty, a constraint that often sees disputes becoming
entrenched before international assistance is sought or internatioually condoned.
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UN mediation can be impeded by seven operational cotun:raints:
1.

Voluntary Participation - Member states only participate as much as they are willing: choosing
or refusing to participate. The fact that the UN cannot force members to participate presents a
major stumbling block in UN dispute management.

2.

Level of Membership Commitment - Membership commitment affects the level of financial
support, and personnel and equipment availability. The perceived level of commitment aids the
perception of UN strength and leverage in mediation situations. The UN generally lacks
resources of its own and so gains credibility for its actions through the support of its members.
UN indecision over intervention in Bosnia, Haiti, Somalia and Rwanda was mainly due to a lack
of political will in the Security Council rather than any systemic constraints (Evans, 1994: 8).

3.

Level of Membership Cooperation - Disagreement can promote inaction and hesitancy, with
sluggish responses unlikely to result in a quick outcome. A lack of consensus and disunity within
the organisation reflects unfavourably on a mediator who is assigned to represent the organisation
as a whole. A mediator's position can be undermined if organisation support for the mediation
effort is divided. UN cohesion enhances the leverage position of the UN mediator.

4.

'Strategic Voting' in UN Organs - Issues put to the Security Council have caused ideological
division in the General Assembly and the Council itself, resulting in bloc voting. The use of the
veto by the members of the Security Council has been used as an indicator of the UN's resolve to
deal with disputes in other studies (Junn, 1983). South Africa's exclusion in 1974 and the matter
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of Palestinian LiberatilJ(j Organisation [PLO] observer status clearly show that the disagreement
between the two voting bodies makes decisive colIective action almost impossible (Viiyrynen,
1991: 232-235). France and Britain used the veto to offset their interventions in the Suez crisis in
1956 and left the matter in the hands of the General Assembly. Both Security Council members
eventually acquiesced on their decisions after the General Assembly had called for an immediate
cease-fire and foreign party withdrawal (Roberts and Kingsbury, 1988: 35). This is one of the
few instances where the decisions of the General Assembly brought about an alteration in the veto
stance.

5.

Systemic Constraints - Principles of state sovereignty, conventions of international relations, state
motivations and bloc alignments all impede decisive UN action. Prioritising national interests
over UN directives presents a common predicament for the organisation. "If the major powers
employ international organisations chiefly as public relations vehicles and fail to supply them
with the means to get the job done, then the credibility of those organisations, and that of
collective norms and decisions, wiII suffer" (Luck, 1992: 148).

6.

Explicit operating principles set out in the UN Charter - The Charter's binding prescriptions and
procedures denote the UN's international position and primary responsibility. The Charter sets
out restrictions on the UN's use of force and expresses its obligation to use peaceful means of
conflict settlement, where possible, before forceful measures are engaged.

7.

Consensual Decision-making Procedures - The UN system is based on consensual decisionmaking. Achieving the required vote approval and just the general bureaucratic process can
hinder a quick response in a crisis situation.

\V'hen entering into a dispute, the UN relies on its international status as a global organisation, the
legitimacy it acquires from this status, its credibility as an international actor, the cohesiveness of its
membership, and its mediators' experience and persuasiveness. \\1ith little resources of its own, the
organisation is limited in its ability to offer inducements or threaten penalties. Invariably, the UN is
reliant upon its international status to give its resolutions the weight to be taken seriously. It is clear
that the UN's international status can be the organisation't; strength or its handicap.

3.2

Regional Organisations: An International Mediation Alternative

Regional organisations operate under many of the sanle organis«tional constraints and resource
limitations as the UN. Similarities and differences with the UN's experience as a mediator are
identified and discussed in this section, preparing a comparative background for comparative
empirical analysis. SL'{ regional organisations are compared with the UN in this thesis: the League
of Arab States (AL), the Organisation of American States (OAS), the Organisation of African Unity
(OAU), the Organisation of Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the European Union
(EU) and the Associrltion of South East Asian Nations \ASEAN). The following sections present
an overview of each 'cooperative' regional organisation in this study providing a brief summary of
each organisations' dispute mediation and an outline of the organisational factors impacting on
their mediation attempts.

Basic regional organisation profiles are provided in Appendix 2 and give general details about: (1)
the organisation's geographic sphere of interest; (2) the underlying concerns of the organisation; (3)
the organisation's stated obligations towards the peaceful settlement of disputes; (4) the date and
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circumstances of the organisation's inception. The summary proftles also provide: (5) a list of the
structural hierarchy in the organisation, from the most powerful position to the least powerful; (6) a
list of the current members of the organisation; (7) a list of those organs whose function is to
mediate in international disputes; (8) a brief summary of the organisational strengths and level of
homogeneity in the membership; and (9) the number of disputes in which the organisations
attempted mediation. For a closer examination of specific regional organisation mediation, refer to
the dispute case summaries in Appendix 3. \\1here possible, specific details have been recorded
providing a summary of: how the organisation responded to the dispute, mediator names and rank,
dates of the attempt, details of the contextual situation, location of the mediation attempt, what the
mediation attempt entailed and the outcome of the attempt.

Development of preventive regional mechanisms reflects the current emphasis of dispute
management: prevention rather than containment and management of a hostile situation. Three of
the regional organisations have already established preventive mechanisms for dispute management:
ASEAN's Regional Security Forum (RSF); ED's European Community Monitoring Mission
(ECMM); OAD's Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution [IYfCPMR]

(1993); and the OSCE's Conflict Prevention Centre (CPC). Mediation is, undoubtedly, a primary
preventive strategy that could be utilised more frequently and more effectively. Regional
organisation mediation responses are summarised here, highlighting the unique 'regional' mediation
experience and giving a background to the statistical analysis in subsequent chapters.

League of Arab States (AL)

The Arab League 108, formerly The League of Arab States was established under the Alexandria
Protocol, October 7, 1944. The organisation's purposes and operations were specified later in The
Pact of the League of Arab States, signed March 22, 1945. The ::>bjective: of the organisation
regarding dispute management are stated in Article 2 of the Pact (Appendix 2). The Arab League
dispute management experience has mainly concerned disputes of a territorial nature. Over the
period from 1945 - 1995, the Arab League conducted mediation in 15 disputes, making 41
mediation attempts alone and 2 cooperative mediation attempts with the UN and OAU109.

Characteristically, the disputes occurred in the same geographical region, Lhe Middle East, and
"with the exception of Iraq's descent on Kuwait, the life of the Arab League has coincided with the
absence of open war between any of its member states" (Farer, 1993: 174). Disputes handled by
the organisation generally involved a member state as a disputant, with the Somalia Civil \Var (1vIay

1988 - 1995) the only exception, not involving members of the League as disputants 110 • The
organisation has even gone to the length of inducting a new member to assist in the peaceful
108 For

a definitive work on the Arab League see: Hassouna, H. A., 1975, The League of Arab States and Regional Disputes - A Study of Middle
East Conflicts, Oceana Publications, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, New York, USA.
109 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 261.
110 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 261.
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settlement of a dispute. Extraordinary manoeuvring by the Arab League in the Kuwaiti
Independence Crisis (June 1961 - February 1962) helped to avoid a potentially serious dispute111 •
On June 25, 1962, Iraq announced claims to the entire territory of Kuwait. Although Kuwait was
not a member of the Arab League, many of the other Arab League members felt strongly about the
potential for serious conflict in this dispute. After discussion indicated to the Arab League that
Kuwait was in favour of replacing British occupying forces with an Arab League force, Kuwait was
duly inducted into the Arab League. Iraqi claims over the territory eventually relaxed, reluctantly
acknowledging Kuwaiti claims to independence (1vI:errills, 1991: 218).

Arab League strengths can be attributed to membership homogeneity and ample financial and
military resources. However, a low level ofregional solidarity has effectively countered this. "A
major reason for tl1e relative ineffectiveness of the Arab League has been the deep division of
opinion in the membership on major issues of policy" (1vI:errills, 1991: 221). Membership division
has sometimes proved crippling for the organisation. During the Norili Yemeni Royalist Rebellion
between Egypt, Yemen and Saudi Arabia (September 1962 - October 1967), the Arab League
Council found that it was unable to discuss the dispute in its own forum due to the dichotomic
stances of its members. T11is membership division seriously undermined perceptions of the
League's impartiality. Subsequent mediation by the Arab League Secretary-General and ilie
Chairman of ilie Council was fruitless 112 • It is interesting to note that the only 'regional outcast'
excluded from Arab League membership, Israel, has been involved in 17 disputes over the period
from 1945 -1995 (Nye, 1971: 132; Ramsbotham and Woodhous~, 1999: 129). Ironically, shared
hostility toward Israel has been effective in unifying Arab League members (Goodspeed, 1967:
591).

In general, the weaknesses of the Arab League are:

111
112

1.

Consensus Decision-Making - Decisions in the Arab League Council must be unanimous and
achieving consensus on dispute management has proved difficult. Consensus has not been
forthcoming even over the League's position on Israel (Goodspeed, 1967: 591).

2.

No Obligation to Refer Disputes -Under conditions in the Pact, member states are under no
obligation to refer disputes to the Arab League Council for management. Despite the Council's
decisions being binding, it is possible that the Council will not even vote on how to manage a
dispute (Merrills, 1991: 212).

3.

Lack of Regional Sulidarity - The Arab League has a small, geographically and linguistically
homogenous membership. Despite membership homogeneity and a shared cultural history, the
Arab League has frequently been divided over dispute issues (Cases: 070, 093).

4.

Lack of Financial Support - It is not that the organisation does not have ample resources among
its members, more it is a matter that consensus over any action is not forthcoming. Funding
problems caused by a lack of consensus have forced the organisation to curb dispute management
operations (Nye, 1971: 134; Sutterlin, 1995: 107). A general reluctance to front up with
membership dues has hampered the Arab League, with the United Arab Republics (UAR)
membership payments often in arrears.

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 081.
Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 093.
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The Arab League has utilised observer and fact-finding missions and has even attempted to initiate
peacekeeping1l3 • However, successful dispute management by the Arab League has been minimal.
Of the 15 disputes involving Arab League mediation, the League has only been influential in aiding
resolution in 5 disputes l14 .

Organisation of American States (OAS)

The OAS is the oldest of the regional organisations. Originally founded in 1890 for commercial
purposes, the OAS was only officially established in the 1948 Charter of Bogata Treaty, to all
intents and purposes, the Charter of the OAS; and the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement, or
Pact of Bogata 1948 (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 189). The Treaty established a legal
framework and the Pact elaborated on dispute management mechanisms, recommending a number
of peaceful strategies, namely mediation, inquiry, conciliation, arbitration and adjudication.
However, "the system envisioned is relatively uncoordinated and none of the provisions are
compulsory" (Taylor, 1984: 143). The chief weakness of the OAS is also one of its Treaty's
fundamental principles, that "no state or group of states has the right to intervene in any way,
directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other state"
(Article XIII). Ostensibly, the OAS was reinvented to stem hostilities between its members and
encourage the peaceful settlement of their disputes but one of most beneficial aspects of OAS
dispute management for Latin American states has been the reduction of US interference in Latin
America.

Obsessed by the need to eliminate and contain communism in South America, the US was initially
reluctant to adhere to the principle of non-intervention and actually sponsored covert interventions
in Guatemala Oate 1953 - June 1954) and in Cuba (1960's)115. "By the late 1960's, the United States
could no longer command the weighted majority in the OAS requirec. for authcrising coercive
action by its members ... So after successfully if narrowly securing post facto ratification by the
OAS of its invasion of the Dominican Republic in 1965, the United States did not again seek
legitimation for its coercive initiatives in the hemisphere" (Farer, 1993: 165). It is unclear as to
whether tl1e level of US satisfaction with OAS dispute management grew in the 1970's however, it
is evident tl1at a spate of leftist uprisings in the 1980's once again challenged US adherence to the
principle of non-intervention and pitched it against most of the

~AS'

Latin American members

(Farer, 1993; Taylor, 1984: 149).

113 For more information on Arab League fact·finding missions see Case: 143 and Case: 261. Arab League peacekeeping is recorded in Case:
081 and Case: 168.
114 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 143, 148, 168, 189 and 199.
1151n relation to the ~AS' pattern of anticommunist intervention (also anti-authoritarian regimes) over the 1950's and 1960's, Drier (1968) posits
that "the outright failures of the regional collective security system ... have been those concerned not with truly inter-American disputes but with
broader power conflicts, essentially those of the Cold War, which lie outside the competence of a regional system as such. Such was the case of
Guatemala in 1954 and of Cuba since 1960" (Zacher, 1979: 109). For further information regarding US covert operations in Guatemala
(Guatemalan Exiles Invasion 1953-1954) and Cuba (Bay of Pigs Incident, 1961), refer to Butterworth (1976: 166-168,295-299,340-341) and see
Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 042, 080, 092.
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The OAS functions via five mains organs: the Inter-American Conference, the General Assembly,
the Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Permanent Council, the Secretariat
and Secretary General. The Permanent Council, the Secretary-General and the specialist body, the
Inter-American Committee on Peaceful Settlement, usually handle dispute management. The
original role of the Secretary-General, specified in Article 116 of the OAS Charter was limited to
administrative duties. Prior to 1985, the Secretary-General of the OAS merely acted "with voice
but without vote in all meetings of the Organisation" under Article 110 of the OAS Charter. The
Protocol of Cartagena de Indias (1985), Article 116, expanded the role of the Secretary-General,
bringing it parallel to the role served by the UN Secretary-General.

After revision of tl1e role, the OAS Secretary-General is now instructed to alert the General
Assembly or Permanent Council to "any matter which in his opinion might threaten the peace and
security of the Hemisphere or the development of the Member States" (Merrills, 1991: 210). This
amendment has allowed the Secretary-General to perform a more active role in dispute
management. The UN has delegated responsibility for dispute management in Central America to
the OAS Secretary-General on several occasions 116 • Cooperative efforts by the UN and OAS
Secretaries-General assisted the OAS-affiliated Contadora Groupl17 (Merrills, 1991: 210;
Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 57).

The OAS is unique among the regional organisations because it is the only organisation to
'challenge' the supremacy of the UN in the role of dispute management (Claude, 1968). A
resolution passed in 1954 pressured members to "Try OAS First" before referring a dispute to the
UN (Claude, 1968: 3-21; 1973; Taylor, 1984). This doctrine was considered quite radical and came
to mean "that American states are bound to treat the OAS as the international agency of first resort
and that the organs of the UN are obligated to respect the jurisdictional priority" (Claude, 1973:
289). 'Preferential management' became apparent in ten disputes until the policy was eventually
abandoned after 1964118• The OAS never managed to stem disputes between its member states but
the policy did minimise the influence of the UN Security Council over OAS dispute management
efforts in 'routine' cases and thus, minimise superpower involvement in the region (Claude, 1973:
289). The organisation was largely unwilling to see anticommunist sentiment reduce the region to
an ideological battlefieldll9 • A previous study by Haas and Nye concluded that OAS dispute
management success was twice that of the OAU and almost four times more successful than
attempts by the Arab League over the same period (Taylor, 1984: 148-149).

116 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 042, 080, 097,104 and 194.
117 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 206 and 245.
118 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases - 042, 044, 049, 057, 060, 072, 088, 097,100 and 104.
119 The US-sponsored invasion of Cuba by Cuban exiles in 1961 and the subsequent Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 clearly provide the exception to
this unstated OAS goal. These instances illustrate that where at least Cuba was concerned, OAS members willingly supported the US'
anticommunist stance. In 1961, Cuba did not even bother to protest to the OAS about US interference, preferring to go directly to the UN with ils
concerns. "Cuba probably recognised that most OAS members were strongly prejudiced against if (Zacher, 1979: 107). And, when the US made
threats of military invasion during the Cuban Missile Crisis, "not only did the Latin American slates fail to support Cuba, but they supported a USbacked resolution calling on all OAS members to take action to prevent Cuba from receiving missiles to ensure that the weapons did not become a
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Some OAS success can be attributed to its resource capabilities. Of the earlier established
organisations (OAU, OAS and Arab League), the OAS has the greatest amount of material
resources at its disposal. The OAS has a membership of predominantly developed states, with
USA its largest proponent, initially providing two-thirds of the organisation's budget (Nye, 1971:
133). Though no formal restrictions were imposed on the OAS membership of Canada, the state
has not become an active member of the Inter-American organisation but offers support for the
organisation's principles (Goodspeed, 1967: 573). Beyond general funding, OAS membership is
better able to provide the personnel, resources and leadership needed for the mobilisation of
dispute management. The strength of the organisation is mainly derived from its ability to

provide adequate resources and strength ofmembership. Financial and logistical support has
proved easier for the OAS, especially with the US acutely concerned about regional issues in
Central America. Much of the organisation's strength is derived from US participation and support
even though the OAS comprises mainly developed states witl1ill its geographically defined region.

Operational limitations affecting OAS dispute management are:
1.

Policy of Non-Intervention - Charter provisions are indicative of a traditional unwillingness to
become involved in the domestic affairs of other states.

2.

Ideological Stances - Fears that the OAS was being used as a vehicle for US-sponsored
anticGmmunist intervention strained membership relations in 8 disputes, particularly those
involving the Dominican Republic and Cuba120 (Goodspeed, 1967: 580).

Overall, OAS observer missions conducted investigations and mediation in 27 disputes 121 • The
OAS has not employed a comprehensive peacekeeping force but the IAPC aidecl settlement in 5
disputes 122 •

Organisation of African Unity (OAU)

After rapid de-colonisation had taken its toll in the African region during the late 1950's and early
1960's, many of the newly independent states saw the need for some regional integration and
looked toward the creation of a pan-African organisation. The newly independent states held
common concerns regarding: social and economic development; the after effects of de-

colonisation; regional defence; racial discrimination, namely South Africa's policy of apartheid; and
a desire for increased regional cooperation (Taylor, 1984: 154-155). The OAU was formed from a
desire to coordinate African common interests, not a need to provide a means for regional dispute
settlement (Merrills, 1991: 211). The culmination of almost si.." years of discussion resulted in the
creation of the OAU on May 25, 1963 in Addis Ababa (\V'allerstein, 1966: 774). The first Council
threat to the hemisphere" (Zacher, 1979: 107).
120 Namely, Case 010: Dominican Republic/Haiti and Cuba· Regional Aggression (Early 1947 • December 1951); Case 049: Cuba and
Venezuela/Dominican Republic - Dominican Republic Aggression (February 1956 - January 1962); Case 072: CubalHaiti - Haitian Exiles Conflict
(August 1959); Case 080: USA/Cuba - Bay of Pigs Dispute (April 1961 - May 1961); Case 092: USA/USSR - Cuban Missile Crisis (September
1962· November 1962); Case 100: CubalVenezuela - Cuban Subversion Attempt (November 1963 - May 1967); Case 128: Bolivia· Guerrilla
Insurgency and Attempted Revolution (November 1966 • July 1970) and Case 206: HonduraslNicaragua - Contra War (January 1980 . February
1994).
121 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 010,020,042,044,049,057,060,072,097, 100, 104, 119, 138, 182, 190, 194,206 and 245.
1221APC involvement was recorded in 5 disputes see Cases: 010, 042, 049, 057 and 104.
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of lvIinisters meeting was held in August 1963, followed by meetings of the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government and the Permanent Secretariat in 1964. In 1965, a Committee of Five, later
known as the Committee of Nine or the Liberation Committee, was created to assist nationalist
movements (faylor, 1984: 155).

The recognition of the sovereign rights ofstates, a fundamental principle in the Charter of the
OAU, has served as a serious impeJiment in its dispute management role. Unlike t.h.e OAS, the
OAU has a less rigid interpretation of organisational obligations, basing its decisions more on
questions of morality rather than adhering to a stricter legal interpretation of the Charter
provisions 123 • The OAU's emphasis on respect for a member's national sovereignty is illustrated in
the level of power imbued in its four main organisational bodies (l'v1errills, 1991: 211). Member
states are committed to the "peaceful settlement of disputes by negotiation, mediation, conciliation
or arbitration" (Article 3), whilst Article 19 provides that rilember states settle all disputes among
themselves by peaceful means or via the OAU Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and
Arbitration established for this purpose.

The organisational structure of the OAU has four main echelons. The Assembly of Heads of State
and Government is the primary organ of the OAU. It meets annually and has no power to

enforce its resolutions despite being able to debate matters and pass resolutions. Its resolutions
are basically "only recommendations to the completely sovereign member states" and this is
highlighted by the fact that it cannot expel any of its members for non-compli~nce (Meyers, 1974:
349). The Council of Ministers meets twice a year and is the organ that is designed to implement
the decisions of the Assembly. Answerable to the Assembly, it also coordinates and promotes the
cooperation of the African members. The General Secretariat of the OAU performs an
administrative function in the organisation. The Secretary-General holds the main position in this
body of the OAU but, in comparison to roles played by Secretaries-General of other organisations,
the OAU Secretary-General has a very limited role. The founders of the OAU were fully aware of
the scope of the Secretary-General's role in the UN and the independence that could be exercised
by the individual appointed to that role. In light of this observation, the founders of the OAD
opted to create a Secretary-General's role that would be more akin to an administrative official, a
role with less independence and less control over the organisation. Thus, the real power of the
OAU would remain with the Assembly of the Heads of State and Government. To reinforce the
difference between the OAD Secretary-General and counterparts in other organisations, the official
title of the OAD Secretary-General was altered in the OAU Charter [Article 16] to read,
'Administrative Secretary-General' (Meyers, 1976: 510).

The OA U's official channel for dispute management is the Commission of Mediation, Conciliation

123 It is worth noting that a former OAS representative and Chilean diplomat assisted the Emperor of Ethiopia in the drafting of the OAU Charter
(Nye, 1971: 133).
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and Arbitration. The Commission was established in 1964 and was to operate with a panel of 21
elected Assembly members. The action of the Commission was made reliant on the consent of the
parties to the dispute. The Commission cannot order member states to appear before it.
Additionally, it lacks the authority to give its own legal interpretation of the OAD Charter, a
privilege reserved for the Assembly of Heads of State and Government, and it does not possess the
means to enforce its decisions. In comparison with other organisational arbitration arenas, the
\V'orld Court and the International Court of Justice, the OAD Commission of Mediation,
Conciliation and Arbitration is virtually powerless (IvIeyers, 1974: 350). As a result of these binding
limitations on what was to be its main forum for dispute management, the OAD has allowed its
other organisational arms to become more functional than had previously been planned. "The
OAD introduced the African Mechanism Apparatus for Preventing, Managing and Resolving
African Crises 124 at its 1993 summit; the procedure allows the OAD Secretary-General to undertake
mediation and fact-finding missions and to send special envoys" (NGall et alia, 1999: 118). Thus, the
role of the Administrative Secretary-General has evolved to a more active role than was originally
envisaged in the Charter (IvIerrills, 1991: 212).

Along with the minimalist interpretation of the OAD Charter provisions, the organisation's lack of

homogeneity has been cited as one of its most intrinsic weaknesses (Wild, 1971a: 36-50). With the
inclusion of some Arab states on Africa's northern frontiers, the organisation was no longer African
in membership composition. The OAD's "unity is paper thin. As is still true of the Arab League, a
central strand of the rope binding together the OAD's disparate parts in an association of symbols
and rhetoric was a bete noir [South Africa] linked with a collectively recalled experience of
humiliating domination by Europe's imperial states" (Farer, 1993: 175). Exacerbating the lack of
unity is the persistence of nationalism among the African states. Assertion of nationalism has
meant that many states have refused to relinquish any sovereignty to assist OAD missions. The
whole principle of 'non-intervention' as expressed in the OAD Charter has virtually paralysed OAD
action to prevent or stem the abuse of human rights. Ironically, the Charter's firm
acknowledgement of distinct territorial boundaries has not precluded border disputes between its
members (Taylor, 1984: 160-161).

Lack of membership homogeneity is not the only wealmess in the OAD's membership. Having
developed states within an organisation's membership enhances the organisation's capability to
provide adequate resources and leadership for effective dispute management mobilisation. Both
the OAD and the Arab League have a relatively minimal access to resources and funds. The
OAD has only a few developed states in its membership and so struggles to provide resources and
leadership for dispute management efforts. The organisation was suffering a $DS2.5 million debt
only two years after its foundation (Nye, 1971: 133). "The OAD's feeble attempt in Chad in the
Also known as the Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution (MCPMR). The organisation assisted in establishing the
Cairo Center for African Crisis Solving within the MCPMR framework, an initiative designed to train "specialised African corps in predicting,
managing, and solving crisis in Africa" (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 205).
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early 1980's unravelled because of internal political tensions and a lack of financing" (Farer, 1993:
175). The OAU has consistently suffered from a lack of trained staff, technical expertise and
funding.

To summarise, OAU weaknesses lie in the organisation's:

1.

Lack of homogeneity - Disparate membership with broad differences over issues e.g. apartheid.

2.

Lack of resources - Personnel, technical expertise, material and financial resources are often
scarce.

3.

Historical Legacy of Colonialism - Many OAU members are still dealing with the remnants of
colonialism.

4.

Weak Charter Provisions - Concerned with moral obligations rather than legal obligations. The
voluntary nature of membership and particularly, the overriding principle of state sovereignty
reinforced in the Charter make dispute prevention and management difficult.

5.

Limited Authority of OAU Organs - Member states cannot be compelled to appear before the
OAU Commission. The Commission also lacks the authority to interpret the OAU Charter and
has no authority to enforce decisions or expel members for non-compliance. The role of the OAU
Secretary-General, previously limited to administrative functions, has only just evolved to allow
more active mediation.

6.

Major Power Presence - The OAU is the only regional organisation not to have one of the super
powers as a member. This weakness can also be argued as an organisational strength, allowing
the OAU to avoid super power involvement in regional disputes (Merrills, 1991: 211-215;
Meyers, 1974: 345-373).

Despite these organisational weaknesses, the OAU has mediated in 35 disputes, on 76 occasions
over the period from 1945 -1995, 7 cooperative attempts with the UN and 2 attempts with the
UN and Arab League. The OAU first employed its dispute management role in a border dispute
between Kenya and Somalia in 1964. Since then, the organisation has provided a useful informal
forum for it members, unsuccessfully expanded its methods of dispute management to
peacel:~eping

and attempted to use the Secretary-General's good offices 125 •

European Union (EU)
Primarily a vehicle for continued economic integration, the European Economic Community
(EEC) and European Community (EC) officially became the European Union (EU) after the
signing of the Treaty on European Union or Maastricht Treaty, 1993. "In November 1993, the
European Community became one of the three 'pillars' that made up the new European Union"
(McCormick, 1999: 79-80). The EU has evolved to encompass defence issues and security
responsibilities in its regional sphere. The Treaty on European Union sets out the EU's obligations
toward peaceful dispute settlement (Article ].1):
);>

to safeguard the common values, fundamental interests and independence of the Union;

);>

to strengthen the security of the Union and its Member States in all ways;

125 The OAU is used as a forum in Cases: 099,109,155 and 164. The organisation tried peacekeeping in Case: 191 and employed the OAU
Secretary·General's good offices in Cases: 146, 154, 163, 165, 178, 191,211,220,254,261,262,280,296 and 309.
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);-

to preserve peace and strengthen international security, in accordance with the principles of the
United Nations Charter as well as the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the objectives of
the Paris Charter;

);-

to promote international cooperation;

);-

to develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law, respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms (Barbour, 1996: 53).

The EU is a structurally complex organisation but organs have well-defined responsibilities with
regards to handling disputes.

Dispute management can be placed on the agendas of the European Commission, the Council of
the European Union, the European Parliament and the European Court of Justice, though those
actually involved in management efforts are usually specially appointed bodies. In the initial stages
of a dispute, the Council of Ministers provides a forum for discussions and negotiation based on
"compromise, bargaining and

dip~omacy"

(1vlcCormick, 1999: 100). Thc Council is the most

powerful of the EU organs. The power to initiate proposals remains the bureaucratic domain of
the Commission and decision-making is only carried out by the Council of Ministers. The
Parliament functions in much the same way as any elected governmental institution but it has
limited legal and policy-making powers. The Secretariat-General does not match the high profile
role afforded the office in the UN. The Secretariat is a basically a bureaucratic role acting in
support of the Council of Ministers (Iv1cCormick, 1999: 99-101).

The Presidency of the Council of Ministers is more akin to the organisational role of the UN
Secretary-General though it is a position held by a country and not a person. The holder of the
presidency "mediates and bargains, and is responsible for promoting cooperation among member
states .... Holding the presidency allows a member state to convene meetings and launch initiatives
on issues of n2.tional interest, to try and bring those issues to the top of the EU agenda, ;; i.r} to ear;·
prestige and credibility, assuming it does a good job" (Iv1cCormick, 1999: 99). The European Court
of Justice performs a mostly legislative and interpretative function but in comparison to the IC], its
decisions are binding (Iv1cCormick, 1999: 107-113).

EU membership is smaller and more regionally homogenous than the OSCE making it easier for
the org>tnisation to take decisive action (Sutterlin, 1995: 100,106). The EU comprises 14 members
and is generally considered to have a resource-rich membership. However, the EU does not have
peacekeeping capabilities or a standing army of its own, relying on its membership to provide it
with the necessary modalities. Instead, the EU has co-operated extensively with the UN and has
also mobilised small mediation missions.

A European Community Monitoring l\!1ission (ECMM) was established specifically as a preventive
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mechanism in Yugoslavia in July 1991 126 • After a series of successful diplomatic initiatives by the
ECMIvI in Yugoslavia, a cease-flre was reached and the EU set about monitoring troop
withdrawals. An initial EU mission of 150 personnel entered the area to fulftl this role
(Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 88).

\V'hen the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia (ICFY) was convened in London on
August 26 - 28, 1992, among the parties attending were foreign ministers from most European
states, the UN Secretary-General, and the President of the Council of Ministers of the EU. The
EU President and the UN Secretary-General acted as co-chairmen in the initial conference. The
ICFY decided to create a Steering Committee that was to be co-chaired by the UN SecretaryGeneral's Personal Envoy, Cyrus Vance [USA] and the European Community mediator, Lord
David Owen (United Nations, 1996: 492). Lord David Owen succeeded Lord Carrington as the
European Community mediator and Thorvald Stoltenberg took over from Cyms Vance in May
1993. Later in June 1995, Carl Bildt (Sweden) succeeded Lord David Owen. Together, the co-

chairmen mediated on 63 occasions.

The ICFY was a useful mechanism for the parties during the dispute. It was a well-utilised fomm
for discussion between the parties and helped to negotiate a cease-flre agreement in Croatia (March
29, 1994) and to formulate prospective implementation plans. Amongst other notable

achievements, the ICFY recommended,
"the preventive deployment of UNPROFOR in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
negotiated joint understandings between the Governments of the Republic of Croatia and the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia [Serbia and Montenegro]; provided a framework for addressing humanitarian
issues; negotiated confidence-building measures; defused tensions involving ethnic and national
communities and minorities; and sponsored efforts looking towards reconstruction and economic
development in the area" (United Nations, 1996: 492).

Tb", ICFY \vl,rked to improve relations between the parties in economic, political and :'.13titutiOl''l1
channels but the ICFY was eventually discontinued after January 31, 1996. Co-Chairmen, Cyms
Vance and Lord David Owen, were able to bring the parties to agree on a series of peaceful
settlements over the period from January 1993 to March 1993, culminating in the Vance-Owen
Peace Plan on March 25, 1993. The Vance-Owen Peace Plan set out measures to expand the UN
peacekeeping role in Bosnia and Herzegovina, allowing the creation of a demilitarised zone,
monitoring of borders and a cease-flre, restoration of economic and political infrastructeres and a
separation of hostile forces.

In 1991, EU observers were also deployed alongside OSCE observers in Croatia. At the same time,
EU representatives were drawing up a joint UN/EU initiative, preparing for the deployment of
UNPROFOR (McCoubrey and \V'hite, 1995: 92). The EU has mediated in 4 regional disputes,
most extensively in the Yugoslavian crisis, mediating a total of 101 attempts 127 •

126
127
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Organisation of Security and Cooperation (OSCE)
Originally created as a 'functional' security regime, the Conference of Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE) 128 developed over the period from November 1972 - August 1975. The Paris
Summit of 1990 transformed the CSCE from a conference based 'functional' organisation to a
structured 'cooperative' regional organisation. However, it was not until the 1994 Budapest
Summit that the evolution of the CSCE was acknowledged, changing the name of the organisation
to the OSCE.

The CSCE initially operated as a forum for consultation, dialogue and negotiation between the East
and \Vest until the collapse of the East-\Vest divisions.
"From 1975 to 1990, the CSCE, as its name implied, functioned as a series of conferences and
meetings where new commitments were negotiated and their implementation reviewed. The Paris
Summit meeting in 1990 marked the beginning of institutionalisation aimed at meeting the challenges
presented by the post-Cold War period' (OSCE Internet, 1997).
At this time, the organisation's "constant emphasis on dialogue rather than confrontation provided
the European security community with a forum for creative debate" and, in part, contributed to the
introduction of broader Confidence and Security-Building Measures [CSB1'v1J (Ramsbotham and
Woodhouse, 1999: 190). Clearly, this open environment for discussion and the freer exchange of
information during CSBMs provided a positive political atmosphere for the sweeping Soviet
reforms of the 1980's (Woodhouse, 1999: 190). Dubbed 'the child of detente', the organisation
could not have been established without the cooperation of the Soviet Union and USA and has
since provided a bridge between the East-West ideological divide (Birnbaum and Peters, 1990: 306).

The OSCE organisation operates under four main principles:
1.

It was established as a 'negotiation framework of equals' allowing smaller member states to
table issues th2.t may conflict with former East or West alignments and their respective
superpower;

2.

It has 'comprehensiveness' in its regional membership (including the USA) and in the range of

issues it is willing to address;
3.

It works on a principle of 'cooperative bias' where issues are addressed with the cooperative

management of intergovernmental and inter-systemic relations;
4.

It is provides 'continuity', regulating member state behaviour in procedural and legalistic terms
under the Helsinki Final Act, 1975 and the Helsinki Document, 1992 (Birnbaum and Peters,
1990: 312).

OSCE members, 55 in total, pledge to refrain from the threat or use of force, to promote
cooperation and the peaceful settlement of disputes and to respect human rights and the selfdetermination of peoples. "As a regional arrangement under Chapter VII of the Charter of the
United Nations, the OSCE has been established as a primary instrument in the OSCE region for
early warning, conflict prevention and crisis management in Europe" (OSCE Internet, 1997). The

For a definitive work on the OSeE see: Bothe, M., Ronzitti, N. and Rosas, A. (eds.), 1997, The OSCE in the Maintenance of Peace and
Security - Conflict Prevention, Crisis Management and Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, The Netherlands.
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obligations of members were carried to extraordinary lengths when the connection was made
stronger between the respect for human rights and general security and cooperation. Despite the
acknowledgement of sovereignty, non-intervention in internal affairs and the territorial integrity of
states, the OSCE established "that a country systematically violating the fundamental liberties of its
own citizens could not be internationally trusted and should even be considered as a potential
threat to other countries" (OSCE Internet, 1997).

OSCE limitations stem from a lack of membership cohesiveness; consensus decision-making
procedures; a lack of military personnel, experience, command structures and equipment and lastly,
it lacks clearly defined operating procedures providing interorganisational cooperation with firm
foundations. OSCE dispute management is authorised on a basis of consensus and the
organisation's results are a reflection of its disparate membership (Sutterlin, 1995: 106). The
OSCE has the broadest geographic base of all of the regional organisations (comprising 55 member
states) and the resulting lack of cohesion makes it difficult for the organisation to achieve
consensual collective decisions e.g. OSCE action in Yugoslavia129 (Sutterlin, 1995: 101). The
organisation relies on its members for experienced personnel and equipment. Having no military

force or expertise in organising and commanding a military force, the OSCE can only "elaborate
norms of good behaviour, insert itself as a mediator, and find out facts on which other institutions,
including the Security Council and NATO, could act if action was required" (Farer, 1993: 178).

The OSCE has engaged a number of dispute management strategies, dispatching its first factfinding mission to Georgia in October 1992 (Greco, 1997: 283) and engaging eleven OSCE longterm missions and observer missions as described earlier (Section 1.4). Although the OSCE has
not engaged independent peacekeeping missions, its cooperative relationship with UN
peacekeeping missions is well-documented (Burci, 1997: 289). In addition, the OSCE established a
Conflict Prevention Centre (CPC). The Centre is charged with supporting CSBM's implemented
by the OSCE Council. "CSBM's typically include limitations on military manoeuvres, advance
notification of such manoeuvres, exchanges of manoeuvres, military-to-military contacts, and
exchange of information about force structures, weapons acquisitions, and the import or export of
military hardware" (Auton, 1998; 146). This role has expanded to include dispute reduction and
prevention, with the CPC performing an early warning function for the OSCE High Commissioner
for the Protection ofIYIinorities (Sutterlin, 1995: 99, 105). In total, the OSCE has mediated on 58
occasions in 6 disputes l3O •

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

In the beginning, ASEAN's concerns were primarily economic and though regional security was a
major motivation for the founding states in 1967, it was not addressed as such. "It was
129
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contemplated in practical terms as a by-product of institutionalised regional reconciliation. To that
end, the five founding governments hoped in time to attract to their ranks all of the states of
Southeast Asia" (Leifer, 1989: vii). Most importandy, ASEAN members expressed a strong
organisational commitment to the peaceful setdement of disputes in its region. To achieve this
goal, ASEAN's members have focused more on providing a 'collective political defence' rather than
providing any form of military defence. Economically, ASEAN comprises a resource-rich
membership and though it is also geographically homogenous, the organisation has lacked
cohesiveness where security issues have involved member states (Grinter and Kihl, 1987: 3-4). "In
corporate decision-making, ASEAN has abided by the principle of consensus which has meant that
policy initiatives can arise only on the basis of a common denominator" (Leifer, 1989: 27).

ASEAN has taken time to develop into a multilevel organisation, from the first Declaration in 1967
to the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, signed in Indonesia on February 24,
1976. Only the AnnuallYIinisterial Meeting (AMM) was utilised by the organisation in its first
decade but the organisation now has four structures responsible promoting "habits of dialogue and
functional cooperation among its members" (I<hong, 1997: 331). ASEAN's structures for dialogue
and dispute management include: the ASEAN Heads of Government Summit Meetings, the AMM;
the Secretariat and Secretary-General; and specialist ad hoc bodies. Heads of Government Summit
Meetings are so infrequent that 'the AMM has effectively become the primary decision-making
body of the organisation (Wah, 1995: 431). The AMM is a plenary body of foreign ministers and
can meet more than once through the year. According to the Treaty, member states were
committed to setde disputes through regional processes, namely, through an established High
Council. The High Council was to "take cognisance of the dispute or the situation and recommend
to the parties in dispute appropriate means of setdement such as good offices, mediation, inquiry or
conciliation. The High Council could however offer its good offices, or upon agreement of the
parties in dispute, constitute itself into a committee of mediation, inquiry or conciliation" (Article
15). Though specified in the Treaty, this dispute management mechanism was never activated
(Haas, 1989: 127).

There was originally no general Secretariat, this role being later established in Jakarta in 1982.
Initially, the role of ASEAN's Secretary-General was not accorded a similar status to the UN
Secretary-General's role. The Secretary-General occupied a subordinate position within the
organisation and was only given the limited tide of "Secretary-General of the ASEAN Secretariat
and not of ASEAN" (Leifer, 1989: 26). The position's scope did not surpass the authority of
national secretariats. Secondly, the Secretary-General was not an active mediator. Appointed by
the ASEAN Heads of Government under the advisement of the AMM, the Secretary-General has
had a limited administrative role. So limited was the position, it was critically described as a
'glorified post office', operating within a minimal budget, few staff and short-term tenure (\'(7ah,
1995: 432). Clearly, this administrative role did not realise the potential of the position to the same
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degree as its UN counterpart. In 1993 however, the role was enhanced and allowed the SecretaryGeneral "to initiate, advise, coordinate and implement ASEAN activities and the status of the
Secretariat, the Secretary-General is now re-designated as the secretary-general of ASEAN and
given ministerial [as opposed to the previously ambassadorial] status" (\Vah, 1995: 434). The
Secretary-General provides an important functional link between the A:MIVI and economic
institutions but, so far, the role has not been utilised as a means of organisation mediation.

Since 1990, ASEAN has undergone a series of institution-building measures, broadening the
organisation's capacity to deal with its role of promoting regional cooperation and security,
however the organisation has no functional bodies specifically mandated to deal with dispute
management. Dispute management is discussed at various ministerial meetings and foreign
ministers can be sent to mediate disputes as official organisation representatives. The organisation
utilises a relatively new dispute management mechanism, an ad ho&' body of mediators. The group
was "established as a legal mechanism for the peaceful settlement of disputes. ASEAN members
are legally bound to seek its help before turning elsewhere for assistance in the event of a dispute.
Members so far have not needed to make use of this facility" (Sutterlin, 1995: 96). Open
discussions on ASEAN peacekeeping and peacemaking roles were held in 1996 between ASEAN
representatives and UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali (Alley, 1998: 195). At present,
ASEAN has no mechanism for conducting peacekeeping, though ASEAN contributed extensively
to the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia [UNTAC] (Alley, 1998: 212-213). Ministerial and
civil service cooperation with the UN is fostered through the ASEAN Regional Forum [ARF]131
established in 1994 (Alley, 1998: 180; I(hong, 1997: 336-339; Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999:
14). Indeed, the founding of the ARF was a response to UN Secretary-General Boutros BoutrosGhali's recommendation for an integrated approach to dispute management in his 1992 report, An

Agenda for Peace (Alley, 1998: 180).

A prevention mechanism, ASEAN's Regional Security Forum [RSFJ aims to maintain the
consensus of South East Asian nations and prevent regional disputes, operating with a central
principle: non-interference in internal state matters (1vliall et alia, 1999: 117). ASEAN is only
beginning to take its position as a regional dispute manager and will probably evolve a more defined
role as it becomes more active. However, Alley predicts that the extent of ASEAN's cooperation
with the UN in a broader dispute management role will be dependent on "unresolved North/South
asymmetries" (Alley, 1998: 195). Greater cooperation between the UN and ASEAN is dependent
on UN Security Council reform, allowing a greater regional representation and small state presence.

In practice, ASEAN has conducted mediation in 2 disputes, having minimal impact l32 . The
131 The ARF comprises ASEAN foreign ministers and ASEAN dialogue partners, namely, Australia, Canada, the European Union, Japan, New
Zealand, South Korea and the USA. For broader regional security discussions seven other regional actors can participate: Cambodia, China,
Laos, Papua New Guinea, Vietnam and Russia (Khong, 1997: 336·337; Sum, 1996: 221).
132 Refer to Appendix 3: Case: 197· The Cambodian Civil War (January 1979 • Ongoing) and Case: 198 • ChinaNietnam . Border War (January
1979 - June 1982).
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Cambodian Civil \\lar (J anuaty 1979 - Ongoing) saw ASEAN make its ftrst appearance in the arena
of international dispute mediation. Though ASEAN offered to mediate between the parties, the
offer was not accepted. This dispute has been very intense, resulting in approximately 500,000
fatalities to date. ASEAN's ability to resolve the situation has been directly affected by the presence
of competing foreign interests in South East Asia and its potential to cause serious regional
instabilityl33. ASEAN's offers to mediate were refused but despite this, the organisation provided a
valuable forum for discussions hetween members of the Ad Hoc Committee and ASEAN foreign
ministers at Kuala Lumpur (July 6, 1985 - July 8, 1985). Overall, ASEAN's performance during the
Cambodian Civil War bolstered the organisation's political solidarity (Sutterlin, 1995: 97).

Any strengthening of organisational cohesiveness gained after ASEAN's effort in Cambodia was
not particularly evident during the Border War between China and Vietnam (January 1979 - June
1982)134.

ASEAN offered assistance but generally its response was to maintain an air of neutrality.

ASEAN appeared divided over how seriously to approach the Chinese acts of aggression. Malaysia
and Indonesia viewed the action more seriously than did Thailand and Singapore. The neutral
response from ASEAN was symbolic of its unwillingness to take sides on the matter. It appeared
that regional actors feared Vietnamese supremacy in the region as much as they feared the growth
of Chinese Communist influence. After the Chinese seventeen-day invasion, ASEAN leaders
engaged in a number of visits and talks. On March 4, 1979, after meeting in J ogjakarta, the heads
of government of Indonesia and Malaysia decided to open communications with Vietnam and
China. The offer of mediator assistance by Indonesia and Malaysia was not initiated, with Vietnam
pointing out that ASEAN states were better to refrain from intervention. The evidence of ASEAN
practice suggests that though the organisation has a strong degree of regional solidarity it was only
able to act symbolically at best when disputes involved member states. Further evidence of this
weakness can be seen in the organisation's approach to the status of Myanmar (formerly Burma).
ASEAN states, who "as a group, have strongly resisted calls for the application of sanctions against
Myanmar", have done so despite the ongoing nature of this complex ideological dispute (Farer,
1993: 169).

So far, ASEAN has only mediated twice (independently) and once with the UN (cooperatively).
The infrequency of ASEAN mediation could be considered grounds enough to exclude it from this
analysis, however two specific reasons justify its inclusion in the study, one theoretical and the other
speculative. Theoretically, ASEAN complies with IvIiller's criteria, identifying it as a 'cooperative'
regional organisation (Section 2.1). Though it could be argued that ASEAN is better categorised as
an 'alliance' organisation, without the necessary machinery to control the use of force between its
members, ASEAN does possesses distinct 'cooperative' regional organisation characteristics:
organisational institutions; constitutional consistency with the UN Charter; and cooperative

133 For instance, ASEAN proposed a resolution for the cessation of hostilities in South East Asia in February 1979 but the USSR rejected it.
134 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 198 - China/Vietnam - Border War (January 1979 - June 1982).
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organisational obligations and objectives. The second, speculative reason gives recognition to the
organisation's potential role in the Asia-Pacific region. With the development of the ARF, ASEAN
has become a new "player in the regional security network by creating opportunities to enter
'dialogue with the adversaries'. In this regard, one can argue that ASEAN is seeking to serve as
regional security balancer or mediator" (Sum, 1996: 221). With what is commonly known as the
'arc of instability' stretching from Melanesia through the Pacific to Asia, the need to develop a more
active dispute management presence in the region is paramount and it appears that ASEAN is
poised to take up this challenge.

3.3

Officiallnterorganisational Relations and Reality

There are two approaches to interpreting interorganisational relations: the stated legal obligations
and official line, and the presence and practice of interorganisational relations. These approaches
complement each other but they are not necessarily co-dependent in reality. First, the legal
obligations of international and regional organisations to act together and cooperate are examined.
This official line is put into perspective by considering the presence and practice of
interorganisational relations in the experience of the UN and regional organisations. Secondly, the
existence of a division of labour between the organisations is discussed, providing evidence and
insight into questions and speculation surrounding this phenomenon.

Legal Foundations for Interorganisationai Relations

\Y'hen the drafting of the UN Charter took place, the OAS and Arab League, the only active
regional organisations at the time, assisted in the formulation of the UN provisions for regional
arrangements (padelford, 1954: 211). The UN Charter provides for the coexistence of regional
organisations in the pursuit of peace and security but with certain limitations on the use of
enforcement actions. Chapter VIII, entitled Regional Requirements, specifically refers to the
arrangements and operations of regional organisations:
"Article 52 (1)
Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for
dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as are
appropriate for regional action, provided that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are
consistent with the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
Article 52 (2)
The Members of the United Nations entering into such arrangements or constituting such agencies
shall make every effort to achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional agencies
before referring them to the Security Council.
Article 52 (3)
The Security Council shall encourage the development of pacific settlement of local disputes through
such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initiative of the states concerned
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or by reference from the Security Council.
Article 53 (1)
The Security Council shall, where appropriate, utilise such regional arrangements or agencies for
enforcement action under its authority. But no enforcement action shall be taken under regional
arrangements or by regional agencies without the authorisation of the Security Council, with the
exception of measures against any enemy state ...
Article 54
The Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in
contemplation under regional arrangements or by agencies for the maintenance of international peace
and security".

The UN Charter itself acknowledges the gradual expansion of regionalism but is a compromise at
best in its provisions for co-operating with regional organisations (Sutterlin, 1995: 94). In Claude's
v1ew:
"The finished Charter conferred general approval upon existing and anticipated regional
organisations, but contained provisions indicating the purpose of making them serve as adjuncts to the
United Nations and subjecting them in considerable measure to the direction and control of the central
organisation. The Charter reflected the premise that the United Nations should be supreme, and
accepted regionalism conditionally, with evidence of anxious concern that lesser agencies should be
subordinated to and harmonised with the United Nations" (Claude, 1964: 106).
Chapter VIn of the UN Charter implies that all nations would be best served by joining a regional
group, regardless of their bloc alignment (\V'aters, 1967: 61). Overall, the Charter welcomes
regional dispute management with the provision "that such arrangements or agencies and their
activities are consistent with the purposes and principles of the United Nations" (Article 52/1).
The apparent clarity of the Charter articles does not always translate into a clear interpretation of
interorganisational relations. Interpretations vacillate between considering the limitations of
regional organisation authority in maintaining international peace and security, and deciding if the
exhaustion of regional dispute management efforts is necessary before a dispute is tabled at the
Security Council (1vferrills, 1991: 227).

Constitutional consistency is recognised in many of the regional organisations' founding documents
(Appendix 2). OAS provisions for cooperation are indicative of stated regional organisation legal
obligations to the UN. The Charter of the OAS states that: "within the United Nations, the
Organisation of American States is a regional agency" (UN Charter, Chapter 1, Article 1). OAU
constitutional consistency is captured in OAU Charter (Article 2) in the declaration that its
members will promote international cooperation, respecting the principles of the UN Charter and
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. ASEAN consistency is detailed in Chapter IV (Article

17) of the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, 1976:
"Nothing in this Treaty shall preclude recourse to the modes of peaceful settlement contained in
Article 33 [1] of the Charter of the United Nations. The High Contracting Parties which are parties to
a dispute should be encouraged to take initiatives to solve it by friendly negotiations before resorting
to the other procedures provided for in the Charter of the United Nations" (ASEAN, Internet: 2000).
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The OSCE took the unusual step of declaring that it was a regional arrangement as recognised by
Chapter VII of the UN Charter (Sutterlin, 1995: 95). The Treaty on European Union sets out the
EU's responsibility "to preserve peace and strengthen international security, in accordance with the
principles of the United Nations Charter as well as the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the
objectives of the Paris Charter" in Article].1 (Barbour, 1996: 53). Generally, regional organisations
are bound by charter obligations to notify the UN of any issues of concern. As discussed earlier
(Sections 1.5 and 2.2), disputes come to the notice of the UN after a regional organisation has
exhausted its own lines of dispute management or after regional organisation has referred the
disputants' situation directly to the UN for consideration. An immediate referral to the UN is
generally made when the regional organisation has neither the resources nor its member states'
commitment to provide a speedy dispute management strategy.

The Arab League is the only organisation not to write an explicit commitment to co-operate with
the UN in its Charter. Article 2 of the Arab League Pact (1945) states that:
"The League has as its purpose the strengthening of the relations between the member-states, the
coordination of their policies in order to achieve cooperation between them and to safeguard their
independence and sovereignty; and a general concern with the affairs and interests of the Arab
countries" (Appendix 2).

The reason for this exclusion is due to simple chronological fact. The Pact was signed before the
UN had officially come into existence. The Arab League anticipated the formation of the UN,
charging the Council with the "task to decide upon the means by which the League is to co-operate
with the international bodies to be created in the future" (Article III). But essentially, the Pact
focused on promoting closer cooperation between Arab League members. The Pact fostered
cooperation both within the organisation and between individual member states in matters of
finance, commerce, communication, culture, nationality, social affairs and health issues (Article III).
A relationship of cooperation between UN and Arab League has since been recognised. In
December 1960, a Memorandum on Cooperation and Liaison was released, detailing 'unofficial'
agreement on increased inter-organisation cooperation between the UN Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold and Arab League Secretary-General, Abdel Khalek Hassouna. The Memorandum
envisaged cooperation to include: "mutual consultation, joint action, exchange of information and
documentation, exchange of representation and other arrangements for liaison" (Hassouna, 1975:
11-12,441-446).

The UN has formally defined interorganisational relations with some regional organisations but
provisions for cooperation are general. Clearer lines of definition and formulated procedures are
needed to allow the organisations to work effectively together. In several cases, regional
organisations have entered into supplementary formal agreements with the UN e.g. the OAS and
UN came to an unofficial agreement in 1995 (Sutterlin, 1995: 95), and the OSCE Chairman-inOffice drew up an agreement with the UN Secretary-General in May 1993 (Klein, 1998: 268). The
potential of UN and regional organisation cooperation is discussed in detail by Sutterlin (1995) in
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his comparison of the performance of the EU and the OSCE with the performance of the UN in
Yugoslavia 135 • Sutterlin concludes that regional organisations certainly have dispute management
potential but the cooperative nature of operations needs development and empirical analysis.
Developing regional dispute management is clearly important considering that "the regional effects
are both outwards - 'spill-over', 'contagion', 'diffusion' - and inwards - 'influence', 'interference',
'intervention'" (Miall et alia, 1999: 81). Regional organisations are better able to provide early
warning for potential disputes, up-to-date local information and effective peace- and confidencebuilding measures (Sutterlin, 1995).

UN dispute management practice falls short of fully exercising the Charter's principles of
regionalism (Claude, 1964: 107). Article 52/3 categorically states that "the Security Council shall
encourage the development of pacific setdement of local disputes through such regional
arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initiative of the states concerned or by
reference from the Security Council". However, it seems that one of the fundamental problems
facing international dispute management has been the lack of cooperation and coordination of the
roles of the UN, regional organisations and ad hoc multilateral coalitions of 'willing states' (Bennett,
1998: 137). Claude recognises that, though present legal arrangements between the UN and
regional organisations are a far cry from achieving a constitutional balance, their founding
documents certainly display elements of complementarity. Weighing universalism and regionalism
is, perhaps as Claude suggests, more a matter of managing the problem rather than solving it (Claude,
1964: 109). Adapting current legal arrangements and developing better interorganisational
procedures may provide a better interorganisational foundation for increased cooperation and

coordination within existing constitutional complementarity.

Interorganisational Relations in Practice

Interorganisational relations have been described in a number of ways. Mayne described a
conceptual world where regional spheres of influence [with a degree of accountability] operated
with support from 'designated' major powers, responsible for the maintenance of peace in the
region and empowered with the authority to enforce this mandate (Barnett, 1998: 98). \,(/inston
Churchill envisioned a supreme UN organisation and secondary regional organisations saying that
"there should be sever;l] regional councils, august but subordinate, [and] that these should form the
massive pillars upon which the world organisation would be founded in majesty and calm" (Claude,
1964: 106). As yet, this ideal of regional organisations as 'massive pillars' relieving an overburdened super-organisation, has not been realised.

There are several different conceptual views of UN and regional organisation relations but one
common assumption prevails in international organisation theory, that there exists an organisational
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Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 269.
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hierarchy. The UN Charter gives credence to this assumption, as do regional organisations'
founding documents, enforcing the notion of UN supremacy and regional organisation
'harmonisation' with UN policy. In terms of OSCE interorganisational cooperation for instance:
"the usual pattern has been established by relations between the UN and regional organisations:
regional organisations are entitled to take enforcement measures if so authorised by the UN Security
Council and this organ can 'utilise' regional organisations for enforcement action 'under its authority'.
This concept is based on the supremacy of the Security Council, under the authority of which regional
organisations can act" (Ronzitti, 1997: 250-251).
\V'hen the term UN supremacy is used it should not be interpreted with elements of constitutional
dictatorship or supranationalism in mind. In reality, interorganisational relationships are ad hoc,
based more on cooperation than on formalised operating procedures.

Recognition of levels of interorganisational cooperation came in 1995 with the release of the UN's

Rep011 ojthe Secretary-General on the Work ojthe Ofl,anisation l36 (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999:
204-205; refer AppendL'{ 10, Part 1/16). In the document, Boutros Boutros-Ghali identified five
different forms of cooperation between the UN and regional organisations:

1.

Consultation - Affirmations of increased cooperation between the organisations are formalised,
e.g. Unofficial agreement between the OAS and UN in 1995 (Sutterlin, 1995: 95), official
agreement between the Chairman-in-Office of the OSCE and the UN Secretary-General in May
1993 (Klein, 1998: 268), and a Memorandum on Cooperation and Liaison between the UN and
Arab League in December 1960 (Hassouna, 1975: 441-446).

2.

Diplomatic Support - Provision of technical or local information e.g. OSCE 'local knowledge'
assisted its involvement in the Abkhazian Secession War (Case: 267), and UN counsel on the
implementation of an OSCE mission in Nagorno-Karabakh l37 (Case: 279).

3.

Operational Support - Provision of logistical support to improve an organisation's chance of
success, e.g. UN Security Council authorisation of NATO air support to defend 'safe areas' in
Bosnia and Herzegovina l38 (Klein, 1998: 253-254).

4.

Co-deployment - Regional organisation and UN peacekeeping or observer missions operate
simultaneously, e.g. UN Observer :Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) coordinated efforts with
Economic Community of West African States Military Observer Group (ECOMOG) during
Liberia's civil war l39 •

5.

loint Operations - UN and regional organisation missions are combined under one command
presenting a unified approach, e.g. In Rwanda, the OAU Neutral Military Observer Group
(NMOG II) was absorbed into the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR)
and, the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia (ICFY) was jointly chaired by a UN
and EU Steering Committee l4o •

More recently, the UN has taken steps to develop closer cooperation during peacekeeping
operations. The UN document, entitled "Cooperation betJveen the United Nations and Regional

Ofl,amsations/ Arrangements in a Peacekeeping Environment - Suggested Principles and MedJamsms': suggests
some cooperative operating procedures to improve joint peacekeeping missions and eliminate the
ad hoc nature of current practices (1999: Appendix 10). Though this document focuses on
Refer to Appendix 10: UN Document: "Cooperation between the United Nations and Regional Organisations/Arrangements in a peacekeeping
Environment - Suggested Principles and Mechanisms", March, 1999.
137 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 267 and Case: 279 respectively.
138 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 269.
139 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 271.
140 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 280 and Case: 269 respectively.
138
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peacekeeping practices, it teiterates the underlying principle of UN supremacy in the development
of more cooperative interorganisational relations. In practice, three levels of interorganisational
relations appear to characterise organisational interaction during mediation: integration or
cooperation; coordination; and independent participation.

a.

Coordination

For the purposes of theoretical development in this thesis, Taylor and Groom's definition of
coordination has been adapted, redefIning international organisations as 'coordinating' mediators.

'Coordination involves the adjustment of UN policy by a process of intensive consultation with a
regional organisation in order to establish and maintain a programme which is designed to obtain
goals generally regarded as being overwhelmingly important. In brief, there is a goal, which is
believed can only be obtained through a common programme. The international organisation has
the task of deciding the programme with the advice and consent of member stares. In
coordination, it can be the regional organisation that is delegated the power and responsibility for
executing the common task of mediating the dispute or a mutually agreed plan of action is entered
into by the international organisations concerned' (Taylor and Groom, i978: 120-121).
Coordination between the UN and regional organisations allows a level of freedom for the regional
organisations to handle disputes with a greater degree of regional autonomy, utilising regional
knowledge and expertise. Mediation efforts are coordinated when the organisations:
1.

decide, via consultation, which organisation is to mediate;

2.

agree to inform the UN of regional organisation progress via reporting and monitoring.

Thus, a regional organisation can conduct mediation with the benefIt of broader UN support and
yet save face by not abrogating its role completely (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 198). And,
"exceptional cases that could not be dealt with at the regional level should be referred to the UN"
(Ramsbotham and Woodhouse, 1999: 191).

To exemplify the presence of coordination, Taylor refers to the interlocking projects and plans of
the member states of the organisations of NATO and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), and between them and the Commission of the European Economic
Communities. He stresses that,
"the linking of the functions of a mediator of high status with the availability of a wide range of
information, adequate to the formulation of a convincing oversight on the common programme, is
more likely to be achieved through a formal institution: 'informal exchange among donors is not likely
to provide the sustained and intensive information flows and discussion that effective coordination
requires'. International institutions have an important role in the construction of a coordinated
programme" (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 197).

Coordination between mediating organisations is formalised through procedures of delegation and
referral. Taylor and Groom identify three main elements in a coordination relationship: "the actors
have an area of discretion; policies are adjusted by them in an agreed direction; and policies are
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fitted into a programme which is seen to be of mutual advantage" (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 195).
Coordination is identified when the UN has referred the management of a dispute to a regional
organisation, or the regional organisation has referred the management of dispute to the UN.
Referral or deferral of dispute management is another way to see interorganisational relations in
practice (Section 1.4). \Vhere 'delegation' has occurred, the UN is frequently informed of progress
made by the regional organisation in resolving the dispute. Records of dispute events, mediation
attempts and overall dispute management have specifically referred to regional organisation reports
being given to the UN Secretary-General and the UN Security Council after the UN's initial
delegation of the handling of the dispute.

Definitions of coordination and cooperation are often confused. Coordination has been described
along a spectrum of cooperative initiatives, indicated by varying degrees of interdependence and
operational exchanges. \'1/ einberger identifies multinational coordination with the UN by the
formation of a unified command structure (Weinberger, 1995: 166-169). Boutros-Ghali's 'codeployment' is closest to the level of collaboration implied in 'coordination'. In this thesis,
coordination does not involve UN and regional organisation mediators sharing the management of
the dispute or combining resources and expertise in a mediation attempt. This loose relationship
allows regional organisations greater freedom to handle disputes with regional efficacy and within
regional conventions. 'Separability' of organisation involvement is maintained when specific
organisational areas of concern are determined by delegating dispute management responsibility.
Thus, the organisation responsible for the management of the dispute, after delegation has
occurred, operates within a specific 'area of discretion' in a coordinated plan of action.

b.

Cooperation

Organisational cooperation describes ;he combining of UN and regional organisation mediation
resources and expertise in a joint effort to resolve a dispute. Adapting a definition of cooperation
from Taylor and Groom's integration theory, cooperation is the 'involvement of international
organisations in a joint enterprise, limited both in scope and duration, and focused upon a specific
pre-determined objective' (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 124-125). Cooperation is recognised as a
mediation attempt where the UN and regional organisation have agreed on a mutually satisfactory
programme of action and share the imrlementation of the proposed action. The UN and regional
organisation are seen to act jointly, sharing expertise, personnel and information in a jointly
executed mediation attempt. This category is the most interactive interorganisational relationship
and is made functionally possible by the development and implementation of joint policy.

The integrated approach used by the EU and UN in the former Yugoslavia is one of the best
examples of interorganisational cooperation141 • Lord Owen, EU Co-Chairman of the Steering
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Committee of the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia (ICFY), remarks that joint
UN and EU efforts enhanced the provisions of Chapter VII in the UN Charter. The joint efforts
in the former Yugoslavia certainly prove that regional organisations can work in partnership with
the UN. "In this way the UN can harness the special commitments and concerns of a region. This
is evident already in the European Community and member states' considerable fmancial
response ... and provision of over 11,000 of UNPROFOR's personnel. They work, however, under
the authority of the UN and are dependent of key UN personnel for ensuring an effective and
integrated UN command" (Ramcharan, 1997: 1216).

The absorption and merging of peacekeeping missions by the UN is an encouraging sign that
cooperative practices are at work. The OAU Neutral IvIilitary Observer Group (NMOG II) in
Rwanda, a 130-member mission, was incorporated in the UN monitoring group, United Nations
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAI'v1IR) 142. Joint action between the UN Observer Mission in
Liberia (UNOMIL) and the Economic Community of West African States Military Observer
Group (ECOMOG) is another illustration of cooperative integration between UN and regional
peacekeeping operations l43 • In April 1999, the UN took steps to assist in the revitalisation of the
OAU's dispute management role by developing a political liaison office with the OAU. The office
was established in Addis Ababa (I(arhilo, 1999: 121). Though neither of these interventions can be
described favourably in terms of 'success', they do suggest that organisational integration in dispute
management is a viable possibility.

c.

Independent Participation

Independent Participation is identified when the UN and regional organisations act
independently of one another in the mediation of the same dispute, where the mediation efforts of
the UN and regional organisation occur sequentially thrOl·:;hout th,· dispute but are neither
coordinated nor cooperative. Independent participation is the least interactive intetorganisational
relationship, with the UN and regional organisations maintaining complete separability in their
dispute management efforts. In this relationship there is no evidence of referral, delegation,
coordination or cooperation. Organisations conduct mediation sequentially and separately, often at
different venues and with different participants. Regional organisations can act quite separately,
perhaps only informing the UN of its actions after implementation. "During the Cold War,
regional organisations often acted without any authorisation from the Security Council [the best
example is the Organisation of American States]" (Ronzitti, 1997: 251).

Member states of both organisations, the UN and the involved regional organisation, have
sometimes played their position advantageously. "Given the obstacles encountered within the

142 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 280. In early Aug 1993, the OAU-sponsored NMOG I mission was renamed NMOG II after it expanded to
include some 130 observer personnel. NMOG II mission was established to supervise the cease-fire of Oct 31,1993.
143 Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case - 271.
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OSCE, the Russians developed a parallel campaign to obtain the legitimation of their peacekeeping
activities from the United Nations. After all, as a permanent member of the Security Council,
Russia enjoys a privileged status within the UN which it lacks in the OSCE" (Greco, 1997: 272).
Exercising this pivotal position did not appear to damage future inter-organisational relations.
Evidence of member state interest however, could tarnish disputant perceptions of impartiality if
future organisation intervention comprised personnel predominantly from the interested member
state.

Questioning the Existence of a Division of Labour

The question of whether a 'division of labour' exists between the UN and regional organisations is
commonly debated in organisational literature but is not a new concept. Essentially, a division of
labour describes the formal or informal distribution of tasks between the organisations. Burton
discusseCl associative collaboration and dissociative barriers between the UN and regional
organisations (\V'aters, 1967: 57-68). In 1968, Claude presented case study analysis of the working
relationship between the OAS and UN: The OAS, the UN and the United States (Claude, 1968: 3-21).
Claude's work was an exploration of interorganisational relations, UN supremacy and regionalism.
Anderrucael (1976) considered the operational relationship between the UN and the OAU and,
more recently, Burci (1997) specifically addressed the existence of a division of labour between the
UN and the OSCE in peacekeeping operations. Klein considered the interaction between
organisations that shared similar functions, comparing the Inteiface betJveen NATO/lf:7EU and

UN/OSeE (Klein, 1998: 249-277). Klein's study analysed the operational interaction of the
organisations in the field and discussed the case for establishing a clear division of labour between
the UN and the OSCE (Klein, 1998: 270-271). Ramcharan (1997), Ramsbotham and Woodhouse
(1999), Barnett (1998) and Touval (1994) also mention an unofficial but real division of labour
between the UN and regional organisations. Sutterlin describes the presect state of
interorganisational dispute management relations in his summary of The Potential ojRE:giolJal

Organisations (1995: 93-111).

The UN Secretary-General has already acknowledged the existence of a 'division of labour'. UN
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali addressed the International Conference on the Former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [ICFY] and described th-;: division of labour that existed
between the EOvllvI and the UN (Ramcharan, 1997: 1186). The EcrvllvI was involved with the UN
on both diplomatic and military levels.
"Political decisions by the European Community had an impact on the parties' perceptions however,
with the result that UN personnel were increasingly asked to perform functions that - in the agreed
division of labour between the European Community and the UN - properly were those of the
ECMM" (Ramcharan, 1997: 1182).
However, regardless of enthusiastic public recognition, international debate continues over the
extent of a division of labour.
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Empirical research seeking proof of the existence of a division of labour is sparse. Haas (1986,
1987) questioned the existence of a division of labour in an empirical analysis of collective conflict
management. His 1987 study supports the conclusions of Haas and Rowe (1973) and Butterworth
(1976), confIrming "not only that the regionals are increasingly successful at the UN's expense but
also that the reverse is true. There is no global division of labour among conflict management
agencies now and there probably never was one" (Haas, 1987: 28). Butterworth (1976) provided
evidence that UN member states do not coordinate their UN policies with regional organisation
action. Generally, assumptions about a division of labour have considered interorganisational
relations from a member state perspective and have aclmowledged the subjective nature of member
state motivations. Analysing interorganisational relations on an actor level, in this case a mediator
level, provides a more accurate picture of organisation interaction. The question of whether a
division of labour exists in organisational mediation needs to be further examined to assess its
impact on the mediation process.

In terms of developing interorganisational relations, and even a network system, scholars have been
divided, some writing about the positive potential for increased interorganisational cooperation and
some concerned by the 'challenge' regional organisations pose to UN supremacy. Klein (1998)
points to advantages gained by developing a clearer division of labour between the organisations.
When regional organisation involvement is considered questionable due to mediator motivations, as
was illustrated by Russia in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute l44, closer cooperation with the UN can
ensure that international standards of impartiality are observed and that state interests do not
overtake the central aim of resolving the dispute (Klein, 1998: 262; Section 2.3). Merrills argues
that regional organisations should be encouraged to deal with disputes, where feasible, as this would
allow the UN to concentrate its efforts on entrenched intrastate disputes, "thereby achieving a
useful division of labour" (Merrills, 1991: 229). In a similar vein, Sutterlin concludes that the
organisations would benefIt from developing a free exchange of information and mutual support.
"By sharing ... experience through training programs, the United Nations can hasten the day when
regional organisations can assume a greater share of the burden and do so effectively" (Sutterlin,
1995: 109). These theorists do not advocate the decline of UN supremacy but they do call for
greater acknowledgement of regional expertise l45 •

Other theorists consider the advantages of further organisational integration via decentralisation
and development of network structures. Touval suggested that "decentralising mediation efforts by
making greater use of regional organisations might ease the plight of the overburdened UN Security
Council and Secretariat" (Touval, 1994: 56). Touval also contemplated a reversal of roles where the

Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Case· 279.
See Appendix 10: UN Document "Cooperation between the United Nations and Regional Organisations/Arrangements in a Peacekeeping
Environment - Suggested Principles and Mechanisms', March 1999. The report recognises that the regional organisations "may know more than
the UN about the root causes of a conflict in their respective regions and may have a better knowledge of the parties and personalities involved in
the conflicr' (Part 1/30). Though this report focuses its attention on peacekeeping, the reasons for improving cooperation are readily applicable to
mediation efforts.
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UN encourages or charges a state with the responsibility to mediate in an associated dispute.
Claude had observed earlier that, in practice, choosing a regional or international approach is not
based on abstract notions of organisational superiority. He concluded that 'one approach is not
generally selected to the exclusion of the other' (Claude, 1968: 3). A commonly shared opinion is
that the UN should learn from its successful mediation experiences and develop interorganisational
relations, institutionalising cooperative mechanisms if necessary, to harness the advantages of a
division of labour. In this way, "allowing each organisation to contribute what it does best"
(fouval, 1994: 55). Can interorganisational relations be more regulated to provide a formulaic
approach to international dispute management? The question remains unanswered. In terms of
this thesis, the question asked is: to what extent do interorganisational relations impact on
mediation? And if so, can mediation be improved by developing interorganisational procedures for
mediation?
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DEf(ELOPING.ATHEORETlCALAPPROACH.FORANALYSIIVG
fNTERORqANISATlONALREtATIONS AND MEDIATION .

4.1

Theoretical Approaches and Analytical Frameworks

Quite simply, "theory is a systematic body of generalisations of descriptive, explanatory, and
predictive value... Theories of international politics, by concentrating on certain phenomena,
perceptions, and judgements, provide a simplified and more comprehensible approximation of
reality or a significant segment of the larger reality" (Bennett, 1988: 11). Theoretical approaches explain
reality from an abstract conceptual perspective. Those concepts considered here, namely
interorganisational relations and mediation, "are rymbols of phenomena, not the phenomena
themselves", representing a generalised view of multiple mediation events (Frankfort-Nachmias and
Nachmias, 1996: 27). In comparison, theoreticalframelvorks are designed to explore, examine and
evaluate sociological phenomena in an empirical manner. Basically, frameworks operationalise
theoretical concepts via modelling and allow systematic variable generation and analysis.

Development of a coherent theoretical approach generally follows a methodological process
involving five steps:
1.

Conceptualisation of the problem or question by defining key terms and identifying their
characteristics and identifying hypotheses (i.e. international and regional organisations,
mediation, interorganisational relations).

2.

Examination of the problem via existing theories identifying relevant theoretical perspectives
and existing gaps in the literature (i.e. reviewing existing literature).

3.

Utilisation of a scientific approach to the analysis by modelling thesis propositions into
examinable variables, understanding the measurement of variables and generating relevant data
(i.e. operationalisation of the contingency approach).

4.

Testing of the problem using statistical method to analyse the generated data (i.e. statistical
analysis of the data).

5.

Evaluation of results and modification of the research problem conclude the methodological
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process. Once the importance of the findings is evaluated in relation to earlier research
propositions, an analyst can refine the scope of research and formulate new propositions146
A systematic and comprehensive approach is required to simultaneously examine organisation
mediation and interorganisational relations.

Organisation mediation theory is based on simplified assumptions of organisation interaction and
mediation behaviour. So far, we have considered the realities of organisation interaction identifying
three levels of interorganisational relations, but what theoretical factors underlie these phenomena?
Theories of interorganisational relations are deficient in the literature and, even when cooperative
interactions are discussed, none investigate the nature of interorganisational relations between the
UN and regional organisations during mediation. \V'here organisation dispute management is the
focus, comparative analyses have provided only general summaries of dispute management, rarely
focusing on mediation activities. Even then, analyses of organisation mediation are limited: most
consider the raw impact of mediation on the dispute whereas the impact of organisational identity
or interaction on the mediation outcome is scant.

What is needed here is a fresh approach, the development of a holistic theoretical approach that
adequately explains the nature of interorganisational cooperation whilst recognising the established
theoretical concepts of international organisation theory. This is done by deriving elements from
the most suitable organisation theory (in this case, Mitrany's theory of functionalism) and an
adapted theory on interorganisational relations (in this case, Evan's theory of interorganisational
relations). Both Mitrany and Evan's theories are conceptualised and linked in the next section with
explanations of 'international organisation' and 'functional cooperation' (Section 4.2 and 4.3). This
holistic approach must then be modelled into a framework that has the capacity for comparative
empirical analysis. The framework must combine international relations and organisation theory
with behavioural approaches to allow an analysis of how interorganisational relations impact on
mediation (Section 4.3). The contingency approach to mediation provides this central framework,
allowing levels of interorganisational cooperation to be analysed alongside other mediator
characteristics (Section 4.4)

4,2
International Organisation Theory: The Notion of Functional
Cooperation

General Themes in International Organisation Literature

The importance of understanding international organisations is fuelled by the proliferation of
international organisations and by their increasing influence on the conduct of international

146 See Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 292; Frankforl-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996: 20; Jackson, 1998: 98; Jones, 1971, 1984: 4; Miller, 1995b:
157.
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relations. Indeed, since yearbook reccrds began to document international organisation growth in
1909, the number ofIGO's has increased from 37 to 6,250 in 1998147 (Union ofInternational
Associations [ed], 1998: 1764). Growth in this field has also spawned a wealth of literature detailing
various international organisations, their functions and mechanisms for conflict management148
(I<lein, 1998; Plano and Riggs, 1967; Tharp, 1971). Generally, organisation literature has branched
into three areas of international relations:

1.

theoretical explanations of international organisation (Archer, 1983, 1992, 1994; Claude, 1966;
Goodspeed, 1967; Groom and Taylor, 1975, 1990; Haas, 1964; Keohane, 1986; Keohane and
Nye, 1973, 1988, 1989; Mitrany, 1966, 1975a, 1975b, 1991; Taylor and Groom, 1978, 1988);

2.

legal and structural examinations of organisation administrations, powers and internal processes
(Bennett, 1988; Cassese, 1978; Merrills, 1991; Meyers, 1976; Papp, 1984; Waters, 1967);

3.

empirical analyses, detailing the functions and observed involvement of organisations in the
international environment, simply put, organisation behaviour (Diehl, 1997; Gallarotti, 1991).

Many theories seek to explain how and why states O1:gallise in the international system questioning
the theoretical nature of international organisation (the process) and the global roles of the UN and
regional organisations.

Theoretical approaches to understanding O1:gallisation have generally taken a sociological perspective,
examining behavioural aspects of management, industrial relations and political bureaucratic
institutions from interpersonal or managerial levels of analysis l49 • International organisation theory has
also developed along various lines of inquiry out of a scholarly desire to understand the broader
context of state interaction, cooperation and relations in the interm :1onal 'sys tem'. There are four
common 'themes' underpinning international organisation theory: (1) organisations operate in an
international.rystem; (2) organisations provide a degree of order in international systemic interactions;
(3) organisations perform spedalisedfill1dionswithin the international system that states cannot; and,
(4) organisations are established and function on the premise th".t a degrFe of cooperation exists
between member states.

\V'hile many theoretical explanations of international organisation overlap, all theories conceptualise
state interaction, to varying degrees, within an international system. The notion that states operate
within a framework or system underlies all theoretical ideas on relations between states, with the
exception of chaos or anarchy theories. Morgan recognises a system as basically "a set of
interrelated entities and their interrelationships" (Bennett, 1988: 14). Modelling systems in a global
context, Haas clarifies the nature of the international system as "an aggregation of all politically

147 In theoretical terms, the growth of organisation in the international system has been attributed to the presence of liberal democracy at a state
level (Plano and Riggs, 1967: 7).
148 For more information on general structures and functions of international organisations refer to Archer, 1992; Bothe et alia, 1997; Dinan, 1998;
Grinter and Kihl, 1987; Haas, 1987; Khong, 1997; Knight and Yamashita, 1993; Leifer, 1989; MacDonald, 1965; Nye, 1968; Ruggie, 1974; Taylor,
1984; Wild, 1966, 1971a, 1971b. Literature on regional organisations generally provides an overview of one organisation, its structure, functions,
and role in the international environment.
149 Weber (1947,1967) studied means of organising tasks to bring efficiency to the workplace. And since, Weber's study has been used by
Barnard (1947) and Selznick (1957) to examine the nature of leadership in organisation and has also been applied to studies of government
bureaucracy (Gordenker and Saunders, 1978: 86-88). More recently, Amason and Schweiger (1994) examined organisational conflict and its
influence on strategic decision-making and performance.
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autonomous and semi-autonomous societal systems" (Haas, 1974: 324). International system
'structures' are best understood as loose, fluid state associations or alignments rather than rigid
theoretical moulds l50 • Solidity in international 'system' structures is only substantialised by the
formation of an organisation. It is important to recognise that no matter which theoretical model is
used to explain the 'reality' of the international system, organisations are the product of an evolving,
interdependent system and possess some unique characteristics as a result (Chapter 3).

Organisation theory assumes that states organise in a structured way to create a degree of order
within the international system. Duverger argues that "an institutional framework adds stability,
durability and cohesiveness to individual relationships which otherwise might be sporadic,
ephemeral, and unstable" (Atcher, 1983: 2). "Organisation in a general sense refers to the fact that
there is a system, that behaviour is not random and that it has an element of repetition which
creates additional systemic inputs, while wstitutions or ... international organisations are structures
within, by and through which systemic functions are performed... " (Taylor and Groom, 1988: 4).
\V'hile a degree of systemic 'order' may result from nation state interactions within an organisation,
it is logical to assume that an organisation based principally on membership cooperation can only
reflect the nature of fluctuating relationships amongst its membership. Often, the consensual,
democratic nature of international organisations works to the organisation's disadvantage when
member discord impedes prompt dispute management151 • Despite differences between national
political actors and state actors, international organisations are governed by general principles of
democracy and are based on a consensual process (plano and Riggs, 1967: 7).

International and regional organisations perform an array of specialised functions. In this study,
'international organisation' clearly incorporates the central notion that organisations are established
to fulfil functions, those functions not necessarily met by states. Dealing with security, economic
and judicial issues, organisations can operate as:

1.

instruments offoreign policy - providing member states with alternative avenues to exercise and
achieve foreign policy objectives (McCormick and Kihl, 1979: 502);

2. forums or arenas - providing a neutral environment in which member states can interact; and,
3.

independent actors - fulfilling a variety of functions on the international scene, in this case as a
mediator (Archer, 1992: 131-178).

International organisations also fulfil several interactive roles between member states, acting as
'neutral information providers, trustees, allocators of scarce resources, arbitrators and avenues for

150 Systemic approaches to understanding intemational politics can vary but can baSically be divided into two 'structural' conceptual models
describing state interaction in the 'system'. The 'billiard ball model' of contemporary global society depicts an intemational system that operates in
anarchy, essentially, a world comprising many independent sovereign states that are answerable to no one. Hierarchy in the state-centric anarchic
environment would be decided by might, be it military, political or economic power (Groom and Taylor, 1975: 96-97). The 'cobweb model'
describes the "world as a myriad of systems of transactions acting within and across a variety of functional dimensions" (Groom and Taylor, 1975:
97). The revisionist paradigm, explained later in this Section, comprises many of the characteristics attributed to the 'cobweb model'. For more
explanation on systemic approaches and theories see Waltz, 1979: 38-59.
151 An example of the difficulty in achieving organisation consensus occurred during the bipolar period when the low level of support and
agreement between the two major powers [USA and USSR] in the intemational system was recognised as a factor affecting the success of UN
mediation attempts (Tunnicliff, 1984; Haas, 1986, 1987).
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facilitative or binding intervention' (Abbott and Snidal, 1998: 20-23).

Interstate interactions can take place on a number of levels, one such level involves transnational
interactions within an organisation. It is assumed that the conduct of international organisation
activities involves some degree of cooperation between states. Indeed, an organisation's capability
to carry out specialised functions (in particular, that of international dispute mediation) relies
heavily on the commitment and cooperation of it member states. Following this logically, a degree
of cooperation must exist betJveen mediating organisations when they jointly mediate or coordinate
mediation efforts in a dispute. Thus, it is understood that a level of intemrganisational cooperation
exists when cooperation occurs betJveen organisations.

\'\1hile many theories seek to understand why international organisations exist, their raison d etre,
systemic role, function and cooperative character, they may not necessarily espouse all or many of
these themes. In fact, the extent to which theories exhibit these themes can also be used to
differentiate them (see Table 5). When establishing a theoretical approach to analysing UN and
regional organisation mediation, the presence of all four 'themes' is important. \'\1hy? The UN and
regional organisations exhibit characteristics associated with all four theoretical themes: (1) it is
understood that they operate within an international system (2) they are founded on the principles
of maintaining peace and security in the international system [i.e. maintaining and perpetuating
systemic 'orderj; (3) they perform specialised functions [in this case mediation]; and, (4) they are
categorised as cooperative organisations (refer Section 2.1, Table 4 and Table 6).

Understanding Functional Cooperation Between International Organisations

To better understand the nature of 'international organisation', Archer (1992) reviewed a myriad of
~heoretlr;a1

perspectives, dividing them into four broad schools of thought: traditi,nalism,

revisionism, structuralism and globalism (Archer, 1992: 71-130, Table 5). Within these paradigms,

revisionism encompasses the work of several integration theorists who consider international
organisation based on levels of national interest, integration, interdependence and cooperation.
Studies in this field have generated theories of behaviouralism, functionalism, neo-functionalism,
integration, constitutionalism, adjustment, association, coordination, harmonisation, regionalism,
federalism and supra-nationalism152 •

Of the theories within the revisionist paradigm, functionalism holistically embodies all of the
themes discussed earlier (though sometimes too idealistically). In comparison, the other revisionist
theories focus more on a particular aspect of international organisation. Neojunctionalism places an
emphasis on the importance of relations between NGO's and state-actors (a factor considered

See Claude, 1966; Deutsch, 1966; Goodspeed, 1967; Groom and Taylor, 1975; Falk et alia, 1991; Haas, 1964, 1968; Katzenstein, 8t alia, 1998;
Keohane, 1986; Keohane and Nye, 1973, 1988, 1989; Mitrany, 1966, 1975a, 1975b, 1991; Puchala, 1988; Rosenau, 1992; Sondermann et alia,
1979; Taylor and Groom, 1975, 1978, Taylor, 1993, Yalem 1973.
152
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deficient in functionalism). Trallsadiollalism takes an economic focus, concenLrating on the rise of
transnational, non-state associations in international relations and the importance of economic links
across national borders. Interdependence describes the possibility that progressive cooperation,
improving transnational interactions and growing state interdependence will result in greater
international integration.
TABLE 5: FOUR THEORETICAL PARADIGMS IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION LITERATURE

Paradigms and Theories

Theorist

General Paradigm Characteristics

Traditionalist

Intemational Legal
Perspectives and
World Law School
Intemational
Govemment
Realism
Neo-Realism
Functionalism
Neo-Functionalism
Transactionalism
Interdependence

• Jenks (1945, 1962), Clark and
Sohn (1966)
e Woolf (1916)
• Morgenthau (1960, 1970)
• Waltz (1959,1979, 1986)

- Considers IGO's to be "part of the institutionalised
relationship between states and govemments" (Archer,
1992: 72).
- Take a state-centric view with little interest in
intemational non-govemmental organisations (INGO's).

• Mitrany (1966, 1975a, 1975b,
1991)
• Haas, E. (1964,1368)
• Deutsch (1966)
• Keohane and Nye (1973, 1988,
1989) & Keohane (1986)
(For a summary also see: Puchala,
1988)

}>

Marxism
Marxism-Leninism
Chinese Marxism
Dependencia
Developmentalism
Neo-Marxism

}>

One Earth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- Acknowledges the rise of transnational, non-state
associations in international relations and the
importance of economic links acros~ national borders.
- Stresses the importance of developing cooperation
between nations via organisations (also expanded by
neo-functionalism to emphasise the importance of
relations between NGO's and non-state actors).
- Recognises the 'functional' nature of organisations.
- Recognises the possibility that progressive
cooperation, improving transnational interactions and
growing state interdependence will result in greater
intemational integration.
- Considers a neo-colonialist view of growing economic
dependency between states which then characterises
transnational and intergovemmental relations.
- The divide between the Third World and developed
West is translated into a class divide within
organisations between developed (rich, exploiting) and
underdeveloped (poor, exploited) countries.

}>

}>

}>
}>

.-

Revisionist

}>
)>
}>
}>

_._.-

Structuralist

}>
}>
}>
}>
}>

Globalist

Marx and Engels (1965)
Lenin (1966)
Mao Tse-tung
Amin (1977)
Prebisch
Wallerstein
Ward and Dubos (1972)

- Vague on organisation structures and networks.
- Organisations are to be concerned with the well-being
of the global ecosystem and survival of the human race.
- A 'small' world view, not concemed with state-centric
organisations, national boundaries or power politics.

'Information presented in ti1is Table 5 WI'S extracted from: Archer, C., 1992, Intemational Organisations, Second Edition, Raul/edge, London, UK;
71-130.

In relation to interorganisational interactions, each of these theories describes an important
theoretical aspect. However, the focused nature of transactionalism, neo-functionalism and
interdependence, means that a more holistic theory is required, one that encompasses these aspects
whilst also acknowledging the likelihood of interorganisational cooperation and the role of
international organisations in performing specialised functions. In comparison to other revisionist
approaches, functionalism emphasises the importance of developing interorganisational
cooperation and specialisation. Unfortunately, while functionalism fulftls these requirements, there
are several problems preventing the theory from being adopted in entirety. The following
discussion explains the theory of functionalism, its relevance, flaws and criticisms.

Mitrany's theory of functionalism is associated to and links many of the other theories of
international organisation (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 236). Essentially, functionalism describes the
development of international organisations via several processes: (1) organisation development; (2)
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growth of cooperation and integration, beginning with economic integration and 'spilling over' into
political arenas; and, as a consequence of further integration, (3) an eventual state of international
peace. Functionalist theory argues that war is primarily a product of circumstance, a result of
poverty, pestilence, poor education and socio-economic underdevelopment. It also proposes a
practical response to these problems through increased international economic and technical
cooperation.
"Functionalism proposes to promote peace by eliminating objective conditions which are deemed
conducive to war, introducing new patterns of organisation which may transform the global
institutional system, and initiating the development of subjective trends which may cause the 'erosion'
of sovereignty, thereby assisting 'states to work together and so gradually develop a sense of
community which will make it psychologically more difficult to press the claims of sovereignty in
ways that are anti-social" (Claude, 1966: 350-351).
Specialised international organisations are developed to foster conditions conducive to the
promotion of peace by building a base of common interest and cooperation. Mitrany envisaged
that specialised functional organi:ations would eventually supersede the

~eparatist

nature of state

sovereignty with an all-pervasive level international cooperation (Ivlitrany, 1975b: 125).
"Accordingly, functionalism points to the potential contribution of the specialised agencies of the
United Nations to the improvement of conditions which otherwise encourage violence" (Mitrany,
1975b: xi). Claude acknowledged that the foundations of functionalism were present in the UN
blueprint (Claude, 1966: 359).

According to 1vlitrany's theory of functionalism, 'form follows function' and "the function,
problem, or task itself suggests the extent of the area and form of the administration within "lhich
it is to be tackled" (faylor and Groom, 1978: 238). Bureaucratic structures in the UN and regional
organisations are fairly similar, operating with a secretariat, a general assembly of member states, an
administrative body, a judicial arm or procedures for judicial recourse and various co-operating
economic or tf'chnical sub-organisations. The UN and regional organisations characterio!ically
display a "competence in particular functional areas, the territories of which intersect and overlap
with each other" (faylor and Groom, 1978: 245). Like Mitrany, Archer acknowledges that "the
number of IGO's has grown precisely because they have a function which cannot be fulfilled by
national states and groupings. In their roles as instruments, forums and actors they perform
functions that help to keep the international political system working" (Archer, 1983: 169). The
specialist function of the UN and regional organisations as international mediators is the focus of
this thesis.

If 'form follows function' as functionalism suggests, how long will it be before the UN and regional
organisations develop "a formal institutionalised cooperative network" for implementing dispute
management and mediation? (faylor and Groom, 1978: 276-283). A formal institutionalised
cooperative mediation network could emerge, as Nordic cooperative institutions have in the
Scandinavian region, "consolidating existing cooperative behavioural codes of conduct which have
developed incrementally, informally and in an ad hoc manner" (Nilson, 1997; Taylor and Groom,
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1978: 283). Neilsson's analysis of Nordic institutions described a 'parallel national action process',
considering cooperation at a state level within transnational organisations (Nielsson, 1990: 78-108).
Theoretically, development of such a network could be regarded as a manifestation of functional
integration l53 • Certainly, agreements between the organisations indicate that institutionalisation of a
cooperative mediation network, and therefore a division of labour, is already a reality (Section 3.3).

Unfortunately, the theory of functionalism is flawed in four obvious ways. Firstly, not all disputes
are born of socio-economic deficiencies. Secondly, state sovereignty remains a strongly
safeguarded tenet of organisation membership. Functionalism describes a progressive integration
process, where frontiers and national boundaries eventually became meaningless, superseded by
growing cooperation and common activities pursued by common specialised organisations
(Mitrany, 1975 b: 120). Weiss and Siotis (1975) ascertained the reality of functionalist influence in
the UN Secretariat by examining rhetoric content of policy announcements by the SecretaryGeneral. Their findings confirmed that the incremental functional approach, 'peace by pieces'I54,
was not reflected in rhetoric or organisational ideology. Even though peace and welfare objectives
are central to the organisation's activities, "the functionalist path was always interrupted by the need
to recognise the primary political interest of governments" (Groom and Taylor, 1975: 178). Claude
points out a third theoretical flaw, that functionalism as a theory based on growing economic
cooperation and modernisation, is virtually irrelevant when a number of states are underdeveloped
(Groom and Taylor, 1990: 250). Lastly, the transfer of cooperation in social and economic areas of
international interaction has not led to a spill over in all other areas of international relations to the
extent purported by functionalist theory - national political boundaries still exist. Complete political
integration into the functional model of international organisation has so far not occurred. Though
the EU still operates with firm national boundaries, it is closest to fulfilling the functionalist ideal of
organisation, continuing to integrate and develop deeper cooperation between its member states
(Bennett, 1988: 14; Archer, 1992: 127).

In addition, functionalist theory has been largely abandoned, superseded by regional approaches to
integration and organisational development, neo-functionalism and regionalism. Only discussions
of regionalism, integration and the growth of regional organisation still allude to functionalism to
develop new theories for understanding international and regional organisation (Antola,1989;
Bennett, 1088; Groom and Taylor, 1990; Haas, 1993; Luard, 1990; lYIitrany, 1991; Taylor, 1978,
1984; Yalem, 1973). Haas acknowledges the relevance of the functional approach in the
development of regional organisation theory.
"Voluntary groups coming from a regional setting are much more likely to achieve integration than an
organisation consisting of representatives from the entire globe. Regionalism may foster an

153 "Integration is defined operationally as an increasing function of: (1) Functional Scope - Le. the range of decision·making functions delegated to
central authority; (2) Institutional Capacity- i.e. the extent to which the collective systems can process demands. It includes, (a) the authority of
supranational institutions to make decision-making and to have them accepted; (b) intergovernmental agreements about decision-making rules
and norms in bargaining" (Groom and Taylor, 1975: 43-44).
154 The term 'peace by pieces' was coined by Frederick l. Schuman in The Commonwealth of Man (cited in Claude, 1966: 347).
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underlying homogeneity of values and expectations, and is therefore c!"ucial with respect to the
accuracy of the proposition" (Haas, 1964: 49).

Earlier Claude noted the need to form regional organisations to allow specialisation in the
resolution of regional issues, a development proffered in the functionalist approach. "Peace
requires solutions of economic and social problems which can be achieved only by problem-solving
agencies coterminous in territorial competence with the problem areas" (Claude, 1966: 348).

Despite having theoretical deficiencies, suffering historical obsolescence (the theory is now
considered passe because of systemic change, post-Cold \V'ar developments and constant EU
expansion) and lacking recent theoretical examination, functionalism is still "applicable at the
regional level and thus could be a factor in integration theory pertaining to regional organisations"
(Bennett, 1988: 13; Mitrany, 1975b; Taylor, 1993). Here, it provides theoretical relevance to
cooperation in the development of interorganisational interactions and explains the concept of
functional specialisation, a factor sLill ir!lporrant in understanding UN mediation delegation to
'specialised' regional organisations. It should be noted that using functionalism here is not a
wholesale adoption of all of its hypotheses. For example, the notion that increasing economic
cooperation, development and modernisation will eventually reduce conflict and promote peace is
s till theoretically flawed.
TABLE 6: COMBINED FUNCTIONAL ApPROACH TO INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS

~

~

UN is only informed of regional organisation
action,

'O;ganisations act independently:

Specialised functions - collective security
~

Treaty-based

~

Lacks structure for organising multilateral
response.

Partial cooperation:
~

Delegation, referral and deferral.

~

Regional area of discretion - 'separability'.

~

Consultation between regional organisations
and the UN.
.

Cooperative Regional Organisations \<.l.g.
Arab League, ASEAN, EU, OAS, OAU,
OSCE).
Cooperative International Organisations (e.g.
UN).
o·

~

Operational cooperation:
~

Achievement of a 'Working
Peace System'

~

Absorption/merging of missions.

~

Shared planning and implementation of a
plan.

~

Mechanisms for dispute management.

~

Aims to control the use of force and promote
dispute settlement between member states.

~

Operati:lg in an organisational division vr
labour.

Integrated Interoraanisational Relations

Fully-Integrated Organisations

~

~

Full Integration of the regional organisations
under a UN umbrella.

~

Centralised decisions with a distinctly
regional response.

~

'Functional Devolution' - a clearer division of
labour between the UN and regional
organisations via definitive co-operating
procedures.

Supranational
organisation
operating with
'regional branches'.
Unified approaches
and procedures for
dispute mediation.

Joint missions - shared expertise, personnel,
information, logistical support.

Organisational structure for economic and
political consultation.

Further integration with increased
cooperation in the 'functions' of the
organisations, i.e. creation of cooperative
organisational structures to perform dispute
management functions.

~

Complete cooperation between international
and regional organisations.

~

A cooperative mediation network
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\V'hile functionalism is generally considered passe and functional integration is hotly debaLed, it still
provides a useful perspective for studying international organisation and interorganisational
relations (Archer, 1992; Imber, 1985a: 153-155, 1985b: 207-214; McLaren, 1985: 139-152). And
despite criticism, functionalism provides a measured approach to interpreting a proliferation of
international organisations and growing interdependence in the international system (Groom and
Taylor, 1975: 96-98; IvIitrany, 1991: 153-162). More importantly, functionalism supports the notion
of progressive international cooperation leading to a 'working peace system' and explores reasons
for establishing organisations (Mitrany, 1966; 1975b: xi; Table 6155). The functional approach
respects the unique nature of each organisation and also recognises its capacity for cooperation in

specific areas of concern, in this case, the mediation of international disputes. In this way,
functionalism explains the central characteristics of international organisation, encompassing the
essence of the organisations in this analysis and recognising their interorganisational capacity for
cooperation.

In spite of its continued relevance in describing certain aspects of the international system,
functionalism does not adequately explain the types of interaction betweell functional organisations
(Keohane and Nye, 1989: 20-21; Plano and Riggs, 1967: 7-11). To this end, another theoretical
framework is needed to understand interorganisational relations and examine how organisations
interact during mediation (Section 4.3)156. In doing this it should be possible to assess whether
networking between the UN and regional organisations has become institutionalised and if so, to
what extent. Speculation about an emerging cooperative mediation network can only be evaluated
after organisation mediation and levels of interorganisational cooperation have been assessed.

4.3

Interorganisationai Relations: A Behavioural Approach

Organisatiollal theory has explained what international and regional organisations are, what roles they
play in international dispute management, and detailed other aspects of organisation. theory and
behaviour. By comparison, theories of interorganisational interaction are extremely underrepresented in the literature. Gordenker and Saunders recognise this deficiency saying: "instead of
a theory of interacting organisations, a theory of the interaction of organisations ... is needed"
(Taylor and Groom, 1978: 98-99). Willetts considered interorganisational relations in broad
conceptual terms, discussing the nature of transactions, networks and systems within the fout
paradigms of realism, functionalism, structuralism and global politics (\V'illetts, 1988; 1990: 255-

155 Ideas

presented in Table 6 are collected from several of sources: Miller, L.H., 1970, "Regional Organisations and Subordinate Systems",
Cantori, L. J. and Spiegel, S. L. (eds.), The International Politics of Regions -A Comparative Approach, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, USA, 357-409; Miller, l. H., 1973, "Regional Organisations and Subordinate Systems", Falk, R. A. and Mendlovitz, S. A. (eds.), Regional
Politics and World Order, W.H. Freeman & Co., San Francisco, USA, 412-431; Mitchell, C. R. and Banks, M., 1996, Handbook of Conflict
Resolution -Analytical Problem-Solving Approach, Pinter Publishers, London, UK; Mitrany, D., 1975a, The Functional Theory of Politics, London
School of Economics and Political Science, Martin Robertson and Company Ltd., London, UK; Mitrany, D., 1991, "The Functional Approach to
World Organisation", Chapter 8, Falk, R. A., Kim, S. S. and Mendlovitz, S. H., (eds.), The United Nations and a Just World Order, Studies on a
Just World Order, No.3, Westview Press,lnc., Boulder, Colorado, USA, 153-162.
156 The framework must be capable of allowing analysis on an interorganisationallevel (Le. within an organisation network) where organisations,
not member states, are the 'actors'.
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284). From a business perspective, Aiken and Hage (1976) assessed the nature of interdependent
and intra-organisational structures in health and welfare organisations. Mitchell (1976) examined
the influence of social networks as a means of organisational linkage. Evan (1976) looked
specifically at a manufacturing organisation, its supply or 'input' organisations and marketing or
'output' organisations, further developing the notion of cooperative interorganisational networks.

Evan came closest to providing a behavioural model of organisation interaction in his 1976 article,

An Organisation-Set Model iflnterorganisatiollal Relations. He identified four types of network
configurations:
1.

Dyadic Relationship - Only two organisations are linked in mutual interaction;

2.

A Wheel Network - One central organisation interacting with sub-organisations. Interaction in
this network is only with the central organisation. No mutual interaction occurs between the suborganisations;

3.

All Channel Network - All organisations interact freely. Each supporting organisation
interacting with the central organisation and with other supporting organisations; and,

4.

A Chain Network - Organisations are linked in sequence. The central organisation only interacts
with the first linking organisation in the chain network (Evan, 1976: 82-83).

Evan developed this interorganisational typology to assist in the study of "interaction network in
the 'input' and 'output' organisation-sets with a view to increasing organisational effectiveness"
(Evan, 1976: 89). The central construct of Evan's model can be adapted to create a framework for
analysing international interorganisational relations. Evan's interaction typology "can usefully be
described in three terms: its size, or the number of organisations in it; its diversity, or the degree to
which the organisations replicate or fail to replicate each others' functions; and its shape, or the
graph-theoretic classification into which it falls [chain, tree, wheel, etc.]" (Taylor and Groom, 1978:
88-89).
FIGURE 3: NETWORK OF INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS
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For this analysis of interorganisational mediation practices, the most appropriate relationship in
Evan's model is the all channel network the UN becomes the focal organisation, interacting with
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supporting organisations (regional organisations) that in turn interact among themselves. To assess
the extent of interorganisational interaction, Evan's level of abstraction needs to be reduced to an
actor level, that of the mediating representatives of the organisations. As Gordenker and Saunders
note, altering the level of abstraction is necessary in order to examine how interorganisational
relations work and assess their impact (Taylor and Groom, 1978: 89). Applying Evan's network
model to interorganisational relations generates a diagrammatic picture of interorganisational
mediation relations from a mediator's perspective (Figure 3157). Of course, conceptualising
interorganisational relations has a dual effect, clarifying interorganisational dynamics on the one
hand and over-simplifying otherwise multifarious interactions on the other. Essentially, "innovative
ideas designed to alter the organisational ecology of the focal organisation may include proposals
for cooperation, co-optation, bargaining, coalition, formation, consortia formation, amalgamation,
etc., with members of the input- and output-organisation-sets" (Evan, 1976: 89).

Combining the processes of theorising (Ivlitrany's functionalist perspective and Iv1iller's 'regional'
classifications), logical inference and observations of organisation interaction, three levels of
interorganisational cooperation are recognised. Interorganisational relations during the mediation
process are defined in terms of coordination, cooperation and independent participation (Section
3.3; Table 7). Cooperation is elemental in functionalism, embodying the ideal type of interaction
between organisations and organisational representatives. Generally, coordination, cooperation and
association are used to explain adjustment, integration and constitutional theories (Taylor and
Groom, 1978). Functionalism proffers a progressive theory of international interaction based on an
increasing level of cooperation between international actors.
TABLE 7: TYPOLOGY OF INTERORGANISATIONAL MEDIATION RELATIONS

Typology of Interorganisational Mediation Relations
Coordination
);>

the UN and regional organisations decide, via consultation, who is to mediate and formalising this decision through procedures of
delegation and referrat,

);>

Regional organisations agree to inform the UN of regional organisation progress via reporting and monitoring.

Cooperation
);>

the combining of UN and regional organisation mediation resources and expertise in a joint effort to resolve a dispute;

);>

agreement by the UN and regional organisations on a mutually satisfactory programme of action;

);>

shared implementation of the proposed action by the organisations- sharing expertise, personnel and information in a jointly executed
mediation attempt. Absorption or merging of mediation or peacekeeping missions is the most obvious sign of this phenomenon.

Independent Participation
);>

the UN and regional organisations act independently of one another in the same dispute;

);>

UN and

organisation mediation is conducted sequentially during the dispute but neither cooperation or coordination occursis maintained.

\'\!hile, functionalism provides explanations for systemic order and organisational raison d'etre, the
use of 'cooperation' as a measure of interorganisational relations is not made to support any
integration theory as such. Nevertheless, if 'form follows function' in accordance with the

Ideas in Figure 3 are adapted from Evan, W. M., 1976, "An Organisation-Set Model of Interorganisational Relations', Evan, W. M. (ed.),
Interorganisational Relations - Selected Readings, Penguin Books Ltd., Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, UK; 78-90.
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functionalist idiom, increasing levels of coordination and cooperation among international
organisations may trigger the development of institutionalised regional networks (Taylor and
Groom, 1978: 276). An initial determination of the extent of institutionalised dispute management
networking between the UN and regional organisations is made in this analysis.

Interorganisational relations are operationalised in four central propositions (Table 8). As
illustrated in this typology, coordination is identified when the UN refers the management of a
dispute to a regional organisation, or regional organisations refer management to the UN
(AppendLx 4: CMS1). Coordination was evident in 15 disputes with the UN deferring management
in favour of regional organisations in 43 mediation attempts l58 • Joint mediation efforts and the
shared implementation of dispute management by the UN and regional organisations are coded in a
cooperation category. A total of 110 cooperative mediation efforts are recorded in 15 disputes l59 •
Independent participation identifies separate organisation mediation, those attempts where
organisations intervene quite independently from one another in the same dispute and where there
is no record of 'coordination' or 'cooperation'. Independent participation characterises the majority
of organisation mediation comprising 88.2% (1141 attempts) of organisation mediation. A second
and third variable has been coded to identify developing interorganisational relations. These new
variables show the transition from previous to current relations and from current to subsequent
relations (CMS3 and CMS4).
TABLE 8: INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS PROPOSITIONS
Interorganisationaf Relations Propositions
1.

Interorganisational cooperation is more effective than independent participation.

2.

Interorganisational cooperation is more effective than coordination.

3.

Independent partiCipation is comparatively less successful than mediation conducted in a coordinated or cooperative manner.

4.

Development of stronger interorganisational relations, that is more cooperative relations, leads to more successful mediation by the
organisations.

This empirical comparison of interorganisational relations aims to identify which type of
organisational relationship operates more effectively in different dispute conditions (Table 8). The
impact of cooperation, coordination and independent participation is analysed in conjunction with
an analysis of organisation mediation practices and performance to assess how different levels of
interorganisational cooperation affect international organisation mediation. The most unique
element of this eclectic approach is that it seeks to realise the extent of cooperative
interorganisational mediation by empirical method, a breadth of analysis not previously examined.

4.4

Contingency Approach to Mediation: A Framework for Analysis

Dispute management studies commonly divide disputes into phases or dispute cycles (Galtung,
158 See Section 3.3, Section 6.2 and Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 042, 049, 064, 080, 081, 097, 103, 104, 178, 194, 195, 206, 220, 245,
279.
159 See Section 6.2; Table 18 and Refer to Appendix 3: Dispute Cases· 130, 133,163,165, 177, 178, 195,205,206,261,267,269,271,280,288.
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1965, 1976, 1980, 1989; 1vIiall et alia, 1999). Disputes are dynamic, constantly changing
environments generally evolving from disagreements where initially there is no overt use of
violence. "If the brewing confrontation is feared to be escalatory, efforts are made to prevent it by
peaceful change, accommodation or suppression. If the prevention fails, it moves to the next, noncoercive phase in which persuasion, manipulation and even threats are used to advance one's
cause" (Leatherman and Vayrynen, 1995: 57-58). Despite some evolutionary differences, disputes
possess many common characteristics that can be identified and analysed in 'factor

analy~is'.

Factor

analysis "delineates empirically separable clusters of variables that suggest the existence of an
underlying concept", in this case, an international dispute (Haas, 1974: 7). In this way, the

contingency approach recognises the 'genetic' characteristics of each dispute management
attempt, identifying a range of contingent factors. Basically, the contingency framework is an
abstract conceptualisation of simplified dispute events, recognising structural and behavioural
similarities of a dispute cycle and its management, whilst simultaneously allowing researchers to
pinpoint intrinsic differences through comparative analysis (Haas, 1974: 13).

Dispute conceptualisation identifies 'phases in which resolution, dispute management and
termination require different approaches and strategies' (Leatherman and Vayrynen, 1995: 57).
Ott's contingent approach to mediation describes success or failure as "heavily contingent upon
such factors as the nature of the issues at stake, the perceptions uf these issues, the distribution of
power among the protagonists, the personalities of key actors, and the identity of the mediator"
(Ott, 1972: 598). Bercovitch (1989) built on Ott's approach, developing a theoretical framework
for the express purpose of evaluating mediation strategies and behaviour (Bercovitch, Anagnoson
and Wille, 1991; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and
Wells, 1993; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996; Figure 4). "The contingency approach
encourages systematic empirical research because it stipulates variables and attributes with explicit
operational criteria. The approach also helps us to identify propositions about determinants of
effective mediation, and permits us to articulate a rudimentary theory of international mediation"
(Bercovitch etalia, 1991: 9).

Being simple and comprehensive, the contingency approach has even been adapted to formulate
theories for understanding the peacekeeping process (Fetherston, 1994). More recently,this
approach was used to comparatively analyse international mediation and negotiation Gackson,
1998) and investigate the impact of mediator behaviour on the mediation process (Houston, 1997).
Here, it provides a basic framework for analysing organisation mediation. Unlike case study
approaches recognising disputes as unique occurrences, the contingency framework is able to draw
out the uniqueness of individual dispute 'cases' whilst simultaneously allowing general dispute
attributes to be examined. Generalisations of dispute characteristics, development and actor
behaviour allow researchers to generate empirical data over a range of disputes showing traits,
trends and commonality.
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FIGURE 4: CONTINGENCY FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSING UNITED NATIONS AND REGIONAL ORGANISATION MEDIATION
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Observations based on generated data identify how mediation strategies perform in different
dispute phases and how strategies can be utilised more effectively. Clearly, the benefit of the
contingency approach lies in its duality, recognising dispute uniqueness as well as universally shared
dispute characteristics. In a similar way, the sample of organisational mediation can specifically
identify one organisation, and its activities, in one or several disputes. A more exacting comparative
analysis is possible using this empirical method of data collection and categorisation.

The Contingency Framework provides a systematic approach to the analysis of organisation
mediation (Figure 4). The framework follows the cycle of mediation by presenting an overall
picture of the mediation process, from the initiation of mediation to its outcome. It can equally
focus on one particular mediation attempt, a specific group of mediation attempts, one variable or
multiple variables. The mediation process is simplified on a conceptual level by dividing the
process into three central clusters: (1) antecedent attributes or conditions of the dispute; (2) current
mediation characteristics or conditions present during the mediation process; and (3) mediation
'consequences' or the outcome of mediation activities (Figure 5).
FIGURE 5: CENTRAL CLUSTERS OF THE MEDIATION PROCESS
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Most variable clusters clearly occur within one phase of the mediation process. The natlue of the
mediator (experience, rank, and identity) and other external influences (sys temic occurrences)

occur more broadly and can be present in more than one phase of the mediation process (Figure 4).
'Other external influences' represent the impact of motives and voting stances within the UN,
pressures of systemic or domestic politicking and mediator agendas. \V'hile it is appropriate to
acknowledge the influences of external factors on international mediation (remembering that
attempts take place within a very active global context), these factors are not included in the data
analysis. Reasons to exclude the influences of these factors centre on the need to maintain a
behavioural approach to the analysis. This is extremely important if problematic side-issues
associated with some variables are to be avoided. Operationalising notions such as disputant
motivations, the impact of systemic pressures and mediator agendas are better suited to a
psychological approach allowing analysis of this type of qualitative data.

Two other limitations with the framework should now be evident. Firstly, the framework 'zooms
in' focusing on the use and characteristics of mediation but how does the type of dispute influence
results in the study? Selection effects associated with not recognising the extent to which different
types of disputes attract mediation may significantly affect how mediation is reported and evaluated.
The types of disputes attracting UN and regional organisation mediation are not all the same. For
instance, disputes between democracies may attract more UN mediation than regional organisation
mediation but how does this reflect the organisations' level of involvement in 'democratic'
disputes? Thus, cross-comparisons of organisation effectiveness may be skewed without taking
into consideration the impact of different dispute circumstances in determining organisation
involvement. Similarly, which dispute conditions are needed to elicit interorganisational
cooperation? Indeed, there are certain problems associated with not modelling how international
organisations become involved in disputes. As a result, in certain circumstances mediation success
should be viewed with caution: a biasing effect can be expected until the process of organisational
involvement is also modelled and its effect evaluated.

The second significant shortcoming with the contingency framework is its linear conception of
disputes and dispute mediation. Disputes are not analysed as singular events requiring repeated
management. Similarly, mediation attempts are analysed as discrete events and the cumulative
effects of successive mediation are neglected in the assessnlent of 'success'. This problem is
somewhat addressed by analysing three variables that give an indication of the sequential effects of
mediation attempts (e.g. previous mediation between the disputants in other disputes [CM49], the
number of previous attempts in this dispute [CM8] and successive attempts by this mediator [CM9]
- refer Section 6.2 - Process Factors). However, though this linear approach expands on and
maintains a degree of comparability with earlier studies, it is inadequate at best. A revised
framework and alternative methods of analysis are needed to view of mediation effectiveness across
each dispute rather than considering each attempt as a discrete event with a discrete outcome
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(specific recommendations are made later in Section 8.3).

The following chapter explodes each cluster in the contingency framework. Not evely factor
influencing mediation outcome can be considered, so only the most theoretically important
variables are explained to provide an overview of organisation mediation characteristics. Findings
from previous studies are briefly summarised giving perspective to this analysis and associated
research propositions. A preliminary analysis then broadens previous research by providing a
comparative assessment of UN and regional organisation mediation and these initial findings are
then used to form the foundations for a deeper examination of organisation mediation and
interorganisational relations (refer Chapter Six).
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DEVELOPING A ·METHODOLOGICAL ApPROACH:CONTlNGE~CyCLUSTERS,
.VARIABLESANDPROPOSITIONS . .
.

5.1

Methodological Approach

Why Conduct an Empirically Driven Approach?

The contingency approach to mediation provides the basic framework for an empirical analysis of
interorganisational mediation practices (Section 4.4). \\lhy use this particular methodological
approach? Firstly, contingency modelling provides a holistic, empirically driven approach to
mediation analysis by simplifying 'real' dispute phenomena and mediation behaviour. This process
examines numerous mediation cases using the same analysis criteria, allowing greater generalisation
in the global environment. Secondly, other methods of analysis have shortcomings in a study of
this kind:
1.

Case study approaches entail a concentrated descriptive study of mediation in two or more
disputes l60 • This type of qualitative analysis can be comparative. Generally, comparative analyses
of this nature maintain a limited focus (i.e. two to four cases) because multiple comparisons can
often become unmanageable for the researcher and indigestible for the readerl61 • Case study
analyses can assist in the development of theory. However, "while the idiosyncrasies of an
individual case may be interesting, this approach lacks any sign of an attempt to form systematic
generalisations that may further our understanding of international mediation" (Houston, 1997:
53).

2.

Surveys involve the distribution, completion and collection of questionnaires or survey forms
(e.g. peacekeeper survey by Last and Eyre, 1995). This process is costly, unreliable
(questionnaires may be returned incomplete or not at all) and anecdotal. Surveys provide
subjective results relying on: a) sample selection criteria deciding who receives a questionnaire;
b) interpretation of questions by respondents; c) interpretation of anecdotal responses by the
analyst; and, d) the personal nature of respondents' responses to mediation and dispute situations.

See Andemicael, 1976; Atiyas, 1995; Bothe et alia, 1997; Claude, 1973; Doyle et alia, 1997; Esman and Telhami, 1995; Meyers, 1974; Nye,
1971; Oluo, 1982; Ottaway, 1991; Riggs and Plano, 1989; Rothchild and Hartzell, 1991; Tunnicliff, 1984; Wallerstein, 1966; Webb et alia, 1996;
Wild, 1966, 1971; Zacher, 1979.
161 An exception here would be the detailed comparative case study analYSis of foreign policy decision making by Alexander George et alia (1971,
1994).
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3.

Interviews provide personal insights into the mediation process. Interviews also generate
subjective results but can be useful in understanding mediator and disputant behaviour (e.g. Kolb,
1983,1985; Shapiro etalia, 1985; Walton and McKersie, 1963). Interviews are: a) retrospective
and only provide hindsight opinions from the mediator and disputants; b) sometimes affected by a
need for secrecy or 'diplomacy'; c) often limited by interviewee availability and accessibility; d)
sometimes affected by interpretation or language constraints; and are, e) dependent on the
formulation of specific questions. Houston lists eight such interview studies focusing on
understanding labour relations (Houston, 1997: 53).

4.

Observer Presence/Recording occurs 'on-the-spot' during the mediation process. This can
involve an impartial observer who record~ events as they unfold. The disputants aad mediator
may have approved the attendance of an 'unofficial' recorder during proceedings but such
attendance may potentially influence behavioural dynamics between the parties.

5.

Experimental Analysis has been usefully tested in some creative behavioural studies but it is an
impractical approach to the study of international mediation. 'Experiments' are conducted with
adequate controls on events or in a controlled environment (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias,
1996: 148). The global environment provides no such control over dispute events and so is not
suitable for experimental tests (e.g. Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Johnson and Pruitt, 1972;
Johnson and Tullar, 1972).

Thirdly, the empirical nature of this analysis provides a systematic way of dealing with this level of
abstraction and a multitude of variables and observations. Ideally, "empirical research should be
verifiable [e.g. replicable], cumulative [e.g. build on existing research], self-correcting, value-free I62 ,
and directed toward statistical generalis ability. Furthermore, it should be systematic and aimed at
enumeration" (Ellis, 1994; Haas, 1974;]ackson, 1998: 102;]ones, 1971, 1984; Miller, 1995b).
Empirical application of the contingency approach satisfies the research objectives whilst enriching
the field of empirical mediation research.

Lastly, the contingency approach is operationalised by identifying variables within specific
operational criteria. This scientific quantitative approach uses a larger resource base, allowing better
identification of characteristic organisational behaviour and providing more exacting comparisons
of UN and regional organisation mediation behaviour. In addition, this theoretical approach also
allows interorganisational relations to be' analysed b a scientific way using a combination of
induction and appropriate statistical analysis.

Reasons for Taking This Approach

The reasons for taking this empirical approach are threefold based on a desire to:
1.

initiate a deeper theoretical examinatlon of organisation interaction;

2.

expand on previous methodological approaches; and,

3.

contribute in a practical way to this field of research.

Interpretation of 'value-free' can be taken too broadly here, and literally, it is simply not an attainable reality for any researcher. Value
recognition is actually elemental to 'valuable' analysis. More accurately, a researcher strives to be 'bias-free' or 'objective' in data collection and
coding. As Haas puts it, variables ".... should be collected systematically and reproducibly and without bias from the data collectors (objectivity) .. ."
(Haas, 1974: 52). The author admits that data collection can never be totally bias-free but personal objectivity has been maintained as much as
possible in this process.
162
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a.

Theoretical Reasons

Primary aims of this study are: (1) to develop a theoretical framework which examines the use of
formal mediation attempts by international and regional organisations and, (2) to compare the usage
of mediation by the UN and regional organisations and discern how effectively each organisation
mediates in different types of disputes over the period from 1945 - 1995. \\1hilst this study
examines a range of factors impacting on organisation mediation, it also assesses the implications of
(3) interorganisational relations between the mediating international and regional organisations.
Studying levels of cooperation and interaction between the organisations will highlight which
interorganisational relationship operates more effectively in different circumstances. And lastly,
after empirical analysis, this study aims to improve organisation mediation by (4) developing a
typology for more effective mediation use.

So far, the tools for analysis have been explained in the combination of two theoretical approaches.
Contingency theory establishes an operational framework for conducting a comparative analysis of
mediation and interorganisational mediation behaviour. Coherent analysis of Bercovitch's
expansive data set is made possible by the simplicity of the contingency framework It allows
identification and testing of specific variables for the purpose of answering particular propositions.
Functionalism has provided a basic understanding of organisation theory and explains the notion of
increasing integration through cooperative interorganisational relations.

Before operationalising the contingency clusters, it is appropriate to summarise the direction and
scope of this analysis in specific research propositions. Many of these clustered propositions have
been examined before to understand other aspects of international mediation. In particular,
Jackson (1998) utilised Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation in a comparative assessment of
mediation and negotiation. Houston (1999) examined behavioural aspects of mediators using the
data. Here, propositions are designed with four purposes in mind:
1.

to examine the nature of organisation mediation and assess its effectiveness;

2.

to compare the effectiveness of mediation by the UN and regional organisations;

3.

to determine the extent of interorganisational relations and their impact on the mediation process;
and

4.

to expand on existing research and literature in the fields of mediation and organisation theory.

Using previous research as a foundation, propositions were formulated to explore mediation with
an organisational focus and to expand an understanding of interorganisational relations.
Propositions are analysed in the logical order provided by the contingency framework (Chapter
Six). Overall, the analysis aims to examine three central propositions, reiterated here in Table 9.
The preliminary analysis in Chapter SL'{ summarises the characteristics of organisation mediation,
identifying those conditions most conducive to organisation mediation. The analysis assesses the
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impact of factors in the antecedent, current and consequent elusters with a view to answering
the related propositions.
TABLE 9: CENTRAL RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS
Central Research
1.

Regional Organisations mediate more effectively than the UN in their respective 'regional spheres'.

2.

Cooperative interorganisational mediation practices between the UN and Regional Organisations increase the likelihood that mediation will
be successful.

3.

A division of labour exists between the UN and Regional Organisations in their mediation of international disputes. The appropriateness of
this division is evident when the UN defers/delegates mediation of a dispute to a Regional Organisation and mediation is successful.

b.

Methodological Reasons

Investigation into the processes of international organisation is severely limited, focusing on
historical descriptive approaches or legalistic approaches. When behaviouralism impacted in the
research literature, behavioural studies of international organisation were criticised for lacking a
coherent theoretical foundation. In 1970, Riggs observed the impact of behaviouralism on studies
about the UN and concluded that:
"Behavioural research has probably been the most disappointing in the area of its central concern, that
of theory-building. The grand theories tend to be heuristic in nature, divorced from the essential
database; and the best-supported propositions have the narrowest theoretical significance. Despite its
aims and pretensions, the approach has not yet produced a coherent set of explanatory propositions to
bring order or scientific exactness to the study of international organisation or any substantial segment
of it" (in Rittberger, 1973: 3).
Riggs was adamant that the development of a coherent behavioural study of international
organisations combined with a well-constructed theoretical approach was only a distant possibility.
Indeed, Alger also held this view in his 1970 survey of international organisation research. He
confttmed that research at the time was limited saying that, "unrelated oneshot generalisations and
bivariate propositions abound, but little effort is spent on pinpointing their theoretical relevance"
(Rittberger, 1973: 3). There remains a deficiency in current literature on international organisations
and organisation mediation, where behavioural study satisfactorily combines conceptual theoretical
development and empirical data analysis (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 299). This thesis
combines theoretical notions of functionalism and international organisation with the contingency
approach to mediation analysis to provide an adequate examination of organisational mediation
behaviour. Empirical analysis of event data is presented with coherent links to theoretical
explanations of phenomena in the 'real world', thus connecting physical data with theoretical
explanation.

An empirically-driven theoretical approach is preferable simply because it allows a more systematic
scientific study of 'real world' phenomena. Gordenker and Saunders (1978) already noted a stark
deficiency,

'~the

literature of organisation theory has little to say about the interaction of

organisations, which is the stuff of which much of international relations is made" (Gordenker and
Saunders, 1978: 101). The analysis of collated data, based on certain generalisations about the
dispute, the disputants and the mediator, lends itself more readily to a behavioural study of disputes
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and of dispute management strategies. This approach allows for the examination of incidence,
determine predictors and frequency by looking at particular variables and their occurrence. The
theoretical nature of the approach provides a coherent framework for the analysis of abstract
concepts such as 'international disputes', 'international organisation', 'interorganisational behaviour'
and 'mediation'.

c.

Practical Reasons

It is fortunate that, for this thesis, access to Ben'ovikh's COlle/ates ifMediatioli Data Set, an extensive
conflict management resource, was available. With the ultimate aim of answering questions about
the performance of organisation dispute management, existing data was expanded to incorporate
data specifically detailing UN and regional organisation mediation. From a total of 309
international disputes, 161 disputes register a total of 1294 organisation mediation attempts. This
contribution to mediation research expands upon what has already become a state-of-the-art
mediation analysis tool. In the process of researching organisation mediation, the original data set
has been expanded by including new dispute event data, additional mediation cases and several new
variables describing specific organisation characteristics. These additional variables provide a sound
empirical basis for analysing organisation mediation and assessing levels of interorganisational
relations. During the course of research, an extensive reference section was collated detailing
organisation mediation over the period 1945-1995 (refer Appendix 3: Dispute Case Summaries). It
is hoped that this reference section will benefit future research on the topic.

5.2

Research Design: Scope, Collection and Characteristics of Data

Collection and Expansion of Mediation Data Set

In the global context of this study, 309 international disputes were coded from 1945 - 1995,
expanding Bercovitch's Comlates ifMediatioli Data Set (Bercovitch, 1996b). Already an extensive
mediation resource, the data set lists all international disputes, as defined in this thesis, each with
reported details of formal mediation and negotiation (Bercovitch et alia, 1997). The following
empirical analysis expands Bercovitch's Data Set and employs a contingency framework to analyse
mediation by the UN and six 'cooperative' regional organisations (ASEAN, AL, EU, OAS, OAU,
OSCE). The reason for limiting the scope of this study to these specific organisations is explained
earlier (Section 1.3). Essentially, an empirical descriptive approach is used to examine sequential
mediation in a dispute context, providing observations of the mediation process and impacting
factors in the context of a global environment. This thesis proposes to develop a typology for the
implementation of organisation mediation thereby increasing the effectiveness of international
mediation.
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Expanding Bercovitch's Data Set entailed gathering details of each dispute involving international
organisation mediation, coding this information in variables and generating new variables to
describe specific organisational characteristics (Appendix 4 and 5). Event data was collected from
four main press sources, The NellJ York Times Index, The Times Index (London), ReuteIJ Online News

Service and Keesings Archives (renamed Keesing's Record of World Events), and supplemented by
selected sources, organisations' publications and internet web-sites l63 • 'Selected sources' refers
primarily to chronological dispute summaries by: Allsebrook, 1986; Bercovitch and Jackson, 1997;
Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser; 1988, 1989; Butterworth, 1976; Nye, 1971; Tillema, 1991; United
Nations, 1990 and 1996; and Zacher, 1979. Objectivity has been maintained, as much as possible,
by comparing data from one source with several other sources. As Bercovitch and Houston (2000)
explain, "data were collected and cross checked over four main sources and between coders and
achieved an intercoder reliability across the variables of 95%" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 185).
The vast majority of variables considered are, by nature, objective and gathered from factual
observations e.g. dates, times, attributed organisational ranks and calculated disputant power ratios.
Probably the three most criticised variables, in terms of their subjectivity, are strategy, dispute issue and

outcome (where outcome is handled dichotomously as success or failure). \V'hile intercoder reliability
brings consistency to the coding of these variables, an element of evaluation remains in their
assessment.

Within the Data Set, contextual event data identifies:

>-

start and end dates of the mediation attempt;

>-

details of those present at the attempt (e.g. names, rank and organisational position held);

>-

the location of the attempt (e.g. neutral territory, in disputed territory or a disputant's territory);

>-

strategies perceived to be in use by the mediator (e.g. communication-facilitation, procedural or
directive strategies);

>-

the outcome of the attempt (e.g. agreements, cease-fires, full settlements and the durability of such
outcomes); and,

>-

numerous contextual observations (e.g. presence of ongoing hostilities, system era, dispute issues and
the disputant's political environment).

Additional fact-based data expands the overall contextual picture of press and chronological
sources, while incorporating other relevant archives into the data enhances contextual observations.
For instance, data estimating state power ratios is adapted from the Cox-Jacobson Scale and the
Correlates of War Project's Militarised Interstate Disputes (MID) data (Cox and Jacobson [eds.],
1973; Hensel, 1998). The Sherfacs Crisis Data Archive provides information on dispute phases and
the Polity Data Archive provides details of state polity (Hensel, 1998; Polity III Code Book, 1998;
It should be noted that inherent cultural biases are probably present in the predominantly American and European [i.e. English language] media
sources (namely, Keesing's Contemporary World Archives, The New York Times Index and Reuter's New SeNice). Broader sources were not
systematically consulted to address this imbalance in an effort to maintain comparability and continuity with data collection guidelines used to
collate the original data set. This in·built cultural bias in the media sources may also affect the level of mediation reporting in various regions (i.e.
reporting more closely what affects Europe and America thus skewing the number of mediation cases reported in each region).
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Sherman, 1994).
FIGURE 6: OVERVIEW OF BERCOVITCH'S CORRELATES OF MEDIATION DATA SET
INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE MEDIATION

1945 - 1995
309 International Disputes
3207 Recorded Mediation Cases
219 Coded Variables

Mediation by
International and
Regional Organisations
161 Disputes
1294 Mediation Cases

UNITEb
NATIONS

REGIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

818 Mediation Cases

366 Mediation Cases

COOPERATIVE
MEDIATION
110 Mediation Cases

Though Bercovitch's Correlates ofMediation Data Set is a substantial resource on international mediation,
it contained insufficient detail about organisation mediation. This study addresses this deficiency
(Figure 6). A review of previous studies highlights how the Data Set has been developed and
expanded:
1.

Bercovitch (1986, 1989) - examines the period from 1945-1984, accepting a fatality threshold of
100 fatalities and recording 72 disputes, and 44 disputes involving mediation with a total of 210
mediation attempts.

2.

Bercovitch et alia (1991) - examines the period from 1945-1990, accepting a fatality threshold of
100 fatalities and recording 79 disputes and 44 disputes involving mediation, with a total of 284
mediation attempts. Bercovitch and Wells (1993) considered the period from 1945-1986 but the
basis of this study was produced earlier in 1991.

3.

Bercovitch and Houston (1993) and Bercovitch and Langley (1993) - examines the period from
1945-1990, accepting a fatality threshold of 100 fatalities and recording 97 disputes and 42
variables, with a total of 364 mediation attempts. Bercovitch and Lamm'e (1993) used the same
data later in 1993 and expanded the number of mediation attempts to a total of 395.

4.

Bercovitch and Houston (1996) - examines the period from 1945-1989, accepting a fatality
threshold of 100 fatalities and recording 241 disputes and l37 disputes involving mediation, with
a total of 593 mediation attempts.

5.

Houston (1997) - examines the period from 1945-1995, accepting no fatality threshold and
recording 295 disputes, comprising 2614 dispute management attempts, with 1529 mediation
attempts (excluding 189 cases where mediation was offered only).

6.

Jackson (1998) - examines the period from 1945-1995, accepting no fatality threshold and
recording 295 disputes. Jackson expanded the data to include 1153 negotiation attempts with a
total of 1666 mediation attempts (including mediation offered only from a total of 2819 dispute
management attempts).

7.

Bercovitch and Houston (2000) - examines the period from 1945-1995, accepting no fatality
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threshold and recording 295 disputes, 171 disputes involving mediation accruing a total of 1583
mediation attempts.
8.

This study (2001) - examines the period from 1945-1995 164 accepting no fatality threshold and
recording 219 variables and 309 disputes with a total of 3207 dispute management attempts
(mediation and negotiation). Fourteen previously unrecorded disputes now qualifying for
inclusion. Of these, 161 disputes involved organisation mediation with a total of 1294 cases of
organisation mediation (Figure 6). None of the previous studies focussed on analysing UN and
regional organisation mediation effectiveness or examining the effects of interorganisational
relations.

The Data Set concentrates only on 'formal' mediation. Generally, mediation reported in press
sources presents only top- to medium-level mediation, that is, mediation executed by mediators of a
high to medium rank. Limiting analysis to 'formal' mediation is based on more important reasons
than simply access to event data. Mediation is an activity inherent in peacekeeping and observer
missions but here 'formal' mediation events are identified as distinct from other types of
intervention (See PeaceKeeping and Observer Missions - Appendices? and 8). There remains an
undetermined level of 'informal' mediation carried out by peacekeepers during field operations.
Results of a recent peacekeeper survey indicate that field peacekeepers engaged in mediation on
local levels, though their attempts were relatively insignificant to the formalised peace process (Last
and Eyre, 1995). The inclusion oflow-Ievel mediation attempts may be useful to assess localised
peacekeeper interactions but survey data used to assess their impact tends to provide subjective
responses. In the end, informal mediation does not result in authoritative dispute resolutions, one
of the measurable indicators of mediation 'success' identified in this analysis.

For the purposes of this study, several basic assumptions simplify our understanding and approach
to the complexities of the mediation process. When considering decision-making during the
mediation attempt, it is assumed that decisions of state or military leaders have a greater impact on
the evolution of peaceful settlement than that of local citizens because of the rr:ources

t~-"ey

command and the position they representl65 • Recognising general principles of leadership, where
those in a position of power hold the authority or status to accept or refuse peace proposals, gives a
better indication of effective mediation in this official capacity. High-ranking representatives are
better able to provide a physical environment conducive to mediation and are often matched in
meetings with representatives of equal calibre and status. Top-level officials also exercise their
authority to engage in strategic decision-making during mediation. It is also assmned that the
participants, both the mediator and disputants, are rational actors l66 , whether they are identified as
an 'organisational body' or an 'individual' representative. Immediately, this assumption of
rationality requires further explanation.
164 The scope of this study is limited to the bounds set by earlier studies (Le. 1945·1995) for two reasons: (1) the maintenance of comparability with
earlier analyses of Bercovitch's data; and (2) the constraints of time placed on the completion of this study made it unfeasible to update the study
to include mediation attempts post-1995. While the author acknowledges the value of chronologically updating the data for future research, this
study concentrates on expanding the organisational content of the existing data set.
165 Of course, if a broader view of the dispute is taken, this assumption is not necessarily as valid, as could be argued in the case of so-called
'failed states' where a legitimate authority is not recognised and is contested.
166 For more detailed discussion on the pros and cons of these approaches refer to: Levy, 1997; Mintz, 1997; Morrow, 1997; Nyhamar, 1997; Stein
and Welch, 1997.
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In studies of decision-making in international disputes, the literature is divided into 'rational actor'
and 'cognitive or motivational' psychological approaches. Though the analytical superiority of
these approaches is disputed, their relative usefulness appears to be dependent on the theoretical
goals and context of an analysis (Stein and Welch, 1997: 51). The ratiollal adorapproach argues that
actors make 'rational' decisions, weighing up costs and benefits and 'competently matching means
to ends and to rank options accordingly' (Stein and \V'elch, 1997: 52). In this sense, "being rational
simply implies that the decision-maker uses a maximising strategy in calculating how best to achieve
his goals. The rationality assumption tells us nothing about how actors form their preferences but
rather shows how actors behave, given their preferences" (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981: 31). The

prychological approach argues that decision makers are "not expected utility maximisers" and make
cognitive decisions based on personal and motivational factors, tempered by individual judgement,
feelings and the effects of stress (Stein and Welch, 1997: 53, 60, 62).

There are several reasons for taking the rationality approach in this analysis. Firstly, rationality
recognises the need for general, transposable theories of decision-making (Stein and \V'elch, 1997:
58, 64). Rationality affords greater generality in an analysis of this magnitude and allows a more
parsimonious approach to data analysis ill this particular setting than either of the psychological
approaches. Highly problematic in this type of analysis, a psychological approach would expect to
analyse and compare unique and inconsistent actor promes (i.e. no mediation attempt involves an
identical set of cognitive decisions). Secondly, rationality was chosen for its explanatory and
predictive capability and not its descriptive accuracy. An examination of the contextual and
organisational factors affecting mediation remains the focus of the analysis rather than an
evaluation of mediator or negotiator decisions in the context of their personal experiences and
history, as would be the aim of a psychological approach (Stein and Welch, 1997: 53). "Identifying
the psychological processes involved in decision-making is difficult enough in the laboratory; it is a
daunting task in a naturalistic setting ... it requires a great deal of information to determine ... [e.g.
foreign policy schema, the egocentirc bias and response to other situational stimuli]" (Stein and
\V'elch, 1997: 61). Lastly, though the 'rational actor' approach has received criticism for oversimplification, ambiguity, inadequate recognition of the importance of mediator bias and informed
decision-making, rational models "have in fact demonstrated their explanatory and predictive value
empirically and that, as a class, they outperform all contenders" (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; Stein
and \V'elch, 1997: 68). Thus, mediator behaviour, tactics and strategy choices are based on an
assumption of rationality, that is, their decisions are selected to achieve a particular outcome (i.e.
settlement). It is also assumed that disputants 'rationally' act in the best interests of their
organisation or state.

Mediation is primarily a preventive strategy even though it is more frequently employed later in
disputes and often complements other dispute management strategies (Figure 1). Preventive
measures are employed early when the possibility of dispute escalation is recognised, regardless of
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whether fatalities have atready occurred (Boutros-Ghali, 1993a: 11). Singer and Small used a
threshold of 1,000 fatalities to limit the scope of the international disputes in their earlier study,
thus only analysing disputes that met their criteria (Bercovitch, 1986a: 166). A subsequent analysis
by Bercovitch et alia (1991) adapted this term of reference, but lowered the threshold to 100
fatalities (Bercovitch, 1989; Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 16). The imposed fatality threshold in
these earlier studies is not justified in this analysis. The reasons for this change are important.
Dispensing with the fatality threshold of earlier studies will allow a better examination of the
international and regional organisations' use of mediation as preventive measure. Earlier mediation
can prevent any intensification in the dispute.

Mediating when there are no fatalities indicates an organisation's use of mediation is in a preventive
capacity rather than as a means of containment. The implications of this are also reflected in the
development of the Data Set. Houston (1991) also placed no minimum d1reshald on the number
of dispute fatalities citing Dixon's earlier reasoning:
"International disputes arise initially because two (or more) parties clash over competing interests or
values. Transformation from dispute to crisis typically occurs when one (or both) of the parties
perceives little prospect of a satisfactory resolution and decides to communicate the strength of its
resolve by making explicit or implicit reference to the availability of military options. Once threats
are made and armed forces are set in position, the step across the next threshold to military violence
seems regrettably short. By this account, then, conflicts escalate by discrete movements across a
series of steps, or thresholds, marking distinct levels of hostility and violence" (Dixon, 1996: 656).
The removal of the fatality threshold has broadened the criteria for inclusion of international
disputes in the data. As a result of the altered definition of 'international dispute'167, Bercovitch's
Data Set has been expanded from 295 disputes to a total of 309 disputes, though a total of 161
disputes are considered in this analysis, i.e. those that involve organisation mediation. Event data
has been coded into a total of 219 variables, providing a resource for the explicit purpose of
studying research questions regarding international mediation. In addition, specific variables have
been developed to determine more about how international and regional organisations mediate.

This analysis expands Bercovitch's Data Set in four ways:
);-

Particular attention was given to the roles of the UN and regional organisations within the scope
of this analysis. Intensive research into UN and regional organisation mediation resulted in the
collection of 339 additional events of organisation mediation. The number of discrete
international and regional organisation mediation events in the data set now totals 1294.

);-

A total of 219 variables describe aspects of antecedent dispute factors, the current dispute
context and consequent dispute management outcome (Appendix 4). Details such as mediator
rank and combined mediation by the UN and regional organisations were not yet recorded. New
variables have been coded for all organisation mediation events to enhance details of
organisational involvement. Mediator rank was coded with 9 identifying ranks (CM25). Variable
labels were expanded to recognise joint mediation by the UN and regional organisations (CM24
and CM50), and to acknowledge the number of organisation representatives participating in the
mediation attempt (CM26). Supplementary mediation strategies were coded to show more of the
dynamics of mediator behaviour. Interorganisational relations are coded into three categories:
cooperation, coordination and independent participation (CM51).

167 The data now includes disputes with a fatality level under that of thresholds in previous stUdies.
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>-

Additional disputes, previously excluded to conform to a fatality threshold, are now included in
the data. Twelve disputes have been included in the data with the removal of the fatality
threshold, bringing the total number of disputes to 309. Disputes conform to criteria where
international disputes are defined as "an organised and continuous militarised conflict or a
demonstration of intention to use military force involving at least one state" (Bercovitch and
Houston, 2000: 184; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Singer and Small, 1972, 1982).

>-

In conjunction with ongoing research the author compiled a detailed chronological reference
guide to organisation mediation (Appendix 3: Dispute Case Summaries). The Dispute Case
Summaries follow the course of each dispute, 161 disputes in this analysis, giving descriptive
details about the actions and mediation of intervening organi~ations and organisation
representatives.

\V'ith the enlargement of the Data Set, this study has a broader empirical base and provides a useful
resource for studying organisation mediation. Adding such detail allows a quantitative study of
organisation interaction at a mediator level, an expose of interorganisational relations during
mediation. A quantifiable study of interorganisational relations during dispute mediation provides a
fresh angle to organisation mediation analysis.

5.3

Antecedent Dispute Context: The Mediation Environment

Understanding the Global Context
Mediation success is relative to the context and circumstances in which it occurs. The antecedent
dispute context involves a number of contextual variables describing pre-existing conditions in
which the UN and regional organisations mediate, that is, the dispute environment in which
mediation takes place. These independent variables comprise several dispute factors that impact on
disputant interactions and mediator behaviours namely, the nature of the
issues~ disputants~

dispute~

dispute

and their relationship with the mediator (Table 10). It is well

acknowledged in mediation literature that "the success or i'ailure of i1.1ediation is largely determined
by the nature of the dispute" (Ott, 1972: 597). The nature ofthe dispute presents a picture of
global dispute environments. The antecedent cluster of variables identifies regional-'hot spots'
(geographic region), the incidence of disputes in different system eras (system period) and whether
the dispute characterises an intrastate or interstate dispute (type of dispute). Here, dispute intensity
is also gauged, based on fatality levels (fatalities), hostility levels (hostility) and dispute
entrenchment (duration) _ The nature of the issues at stah or underlying causes of a dispute can
vary in substance and complexity. Some disputes evolve with a combination of tangible issues (e.g.
territory, resources) and intangible issues (e.g. ideological differences and ethnicity) increasing the
complexity of the dispute. The type and number of dispute issues involved can substantially reduce
the likelihood of mediation success (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 14).

The nature of the disputants attributes them with a 'character', recognising their 'state' identity
and elements of past and present behaviour. A disputant's identity involves understanding their
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bloc alignment, economic and military power ratio, societal levels of homogeneity and civil liberties,
and the nature of their internal political system. Behavioural indications of disputant 'character'
come from observations of past hostilities between the disputants (previous disputant relationship).
Earlier hostility between the disputants compounds their level of distrust and can cloud ongoing
dispute management. The nature of the relationship refers to the disputants' previous relations
with the mediator. Assumptions are made about the relationship between the disputants and
mediator by looking at evidence of their previous relations and previous experiences with a
mediator (previous mediation relationship). This factor has been identified as a significant
determinant in mediation outcome (Deutsch, 1973).
TABLE

10: CLUSTER ONE: ANTECEDENT DISPUTE CONTEXT

Clusler One: Antecedent

Context

Nature ofthe Dispute
1.

Geographic Region shows the distribution of mediation attempts and the frequency of mediation attempts in global areas, e.g. Africa, East
Asia and the Pacific, Middle East, South West Asia, Europe, North America, Central South America.

2.

System Period indicates when the dispute occurred, e.g. 1945·55; 1956·65; 1966-75; 1976-85; 1986-95.

3.

Duration of the dispute (measured in months) shows the level of entrenchment between the disputants.

4.

Fatality level indicates the intensity and hostility level of the dispute.

5.

Type of Dispute identifies the dispute as a civil or intemal dispute (intrastate) or interstate dispute.

6.

Superpower Involvement shows whether superpowers are involved in the dispute and in what capacity: an ally? a party? a mediator? or a
combination of these?

Nature of the Issues
1.

Type of issue at the centre of the dispute. There have been six main issues identified for this analysis: Territory/Sovereignty, Ideology,
Security, Independence, Resources, and a less specific category to account for Other unclassified issues. Issues may vary in number (i.e.
complexity) and degree of importance so they have been ranked on a scale of importance: core issue, additional issues (one and two).
Another difficulty with identifying the type of issue is the fact that issues can alter (or their importance can change) over the course of a
dispute.

2.

Dispute issues are divided into two categories denoting their substance: tangible and intangible issues. Are organisations more successful
mediating in disputes with tangible issues? Tangible issues are deemed to be Territory/Sovereignty, SecurityIMilitary,
Independence/ColoniaVPost-colonial, Economic/Resource issues. Intangible issues are those involving Ethnicity/Cultural and
Ideology/Political issues.

Nature of the Disputants
1.

Previous relations of the disputants, that is, whether they have had previous hostilities, a friendly relationship or suffer from ongoing
antagonism.

2.

Disputant attributes, such as bloc alignment, disputanfs power disparity, pulltical system or regime type, the level of civil liberties and
political freedom/political rights enjoyed in the disputant's state, the level of homogeneity in the disputanfs state.

3.

Similarity in the disputants' UN status - Disputants participate in a UN forum where pressures can be brought to bear on the disputants to
resolve their dispute.

Nature of the Relationship
1.

Previous relationship of the mediator to the disputants, that is, whether they share the same bloc alignment, are members of different blocs
or whether there is no previous systemic relationship.

2.

Number of mediation attempts by this specific mediator in the dispute. Repeated successful attempts by the same mediator can build a
strong foundation of trust and rapport with the disputants. In contrast, repeated unsuccessful attempts can have a detrimental effect on
continued mediation.

3.

Previous experiences between the disputanis in other disputes can assist or restrict the levei of cooperation between the parties in
subsequent disputes.

Generally, international mediators only become involved in complex, long, drawn-out disputes
where the disputants have reached a stalemate, but is this also characteristic of organisation
mediators? (Bercovitch, 1984: 13) Assessing the contextual factors affecting mediation will help to
identify specifically what sort of disputes the UN and regional organisations mediate, where and
when they mediate and how successful they are in different situations. A full list of contingent
variables relating to the mediation context can be found in the Variable Coding List (Appendix 4).
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Measuring the Impact of Environment on Mediation: Contextual Propositions

<:l.

Nature of the Dispute: Determining Dispute Characteristics

The type of dispute categorises the dispute as either interstate or intrastate, an important
distinction in terms of dispute complexity and mediator leverage

01ariable D17).

Intrastate

disputes occur between disputants within the same state and often involve a number of poorly
defined protagonists pursuing a range of political, economic, tribal, cultural or ethnic objectives.
Asserting sociological identities of an ethnic, religious, linguistic or national consciousness has
mobilised, unified and divided communities. By comparison, interstate disputes stem from
conflicting interests between politically defined states and generally involve issues of military power,
economic power, territory or resource issues. \V'ith generally fewer and more clearly identifiable
parties, these disputes tend to be less complex. Global dispute trends show a change in the nature
of international disputes reflecting a growing number of intrastate disputes (Bercovitch, 1996a: 75).
In 1998, the continuing disputes between India and Pakistan over the territory of Kashmir, and
between Eritrea and Ethiopia over border demarcation, were the only disputes to be classified as
interstate (SIPRI, 1999: 16).

Intrastate disputes are identified by three characteristics: (1) they occur within the boundaries of a
state; (2) the government of the state is identified as one of the disputants, and; (3) the opposition is
able to sustain resistance to the incumbent government (Regan, 1996: 337-338; Singer and Small,
1982). However, sometimes even opposition groups are divided into several political factions
exacerbating the problem of disputant identification. Identifying disputants is especially
problematic in disputes involving "unscheduled political violence Wee riots or civil wars, where the
corporate identity of at least one of the parties is often elusive" yet this process is recognised as
essential for mediation success (Kleiboer, 1996b: 365). \V'ithout clear identification, mediators face
the prospect that there is "no one to settle with" (Modelski, 1964: 142). Then again, a mediator
may have a perfectly clear understanding of the disputants' identities when disputants themselves
may not. Mutual recognition between the disputants may be stalled over issues of legitimacy or
political objectives, compounding the problem of party identification. To make matters worse,
when disputants are readily identifiable there is no guarantee that they will act as a cohesive
organised group or even be granted recognition by other parties if they do (I<:olb, 1996: 365).
During intrastate disputes mediator leverage may decrease as difficulties identifying the disputants
impairs a mediator's ability to compensate and award concessions. Concessions are commonly
used as compensation in disputes involving intangible issues, those issues generally associated with
intrastate disputes. The involvement of several disputants, intangible issues and high degrees of
issue complexity characteristically complicate intrastate disputes.

Intrastate disputes are becoming more prevalent, in particular those of ethnic division such as in
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Rwanda, Somalia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. In these cases, ideological tensions and general
misperceptions exacerbated the disputes, though these were not the sole cause. "In intrastate
conflicts, interests and instrumental objectives also matter, but they are often intertwined with
conflicting identities" (Leatherman and Vayrynen, 1995: 56). The rising incidence of intrastate
hostility has instigated an abundance of fresh literature questioning the causes, management and
consequences of intrastate disputes (Boutros-Ghali, 1992; Carment and Rowlands, 1998; Evans,
1994; Gurr and HarEf, 1.994; Regan, 1996: 336). Some analysts have looked specifically at root
issues of a dispute whilst others consider factors of issue complexity, the severity of fighting,
disputant characteristics and dispute conditions. This analysis compares organisation mediation in
interstate and intrastate disputes and then considers, more explicitly, other significant characteristics
of interstate and intrastate disputes such as the intensity, duration and dispute issues.

The second contextual indicator attributes geographical significance to a dispute. Geographic
region broadly identifies the global area where a dispute occurs (D12). Seven global regions are
categorised: North America; South \V'est Asia; Central and South America; East Asia and the
Pacific; Africa; :Middle East; and Europe l68 • Recognition of regional differences is important in
determining the success of organisational mediation. Firstly, resource availability, economic and
strategic significance and ability to deal with disputes can differ greatly between regions. Secondly,
it is important to determine how regional organisations respond to disputes within their sphere of
influence. A regional organisation may reflect some commonality between its member states and
the disputants (geographic proximity, levels of socio-economic development, historical legacy and
shared cultural background). Is geographic commonality advantageous to regional organisation
intervention or an impediment to effective dispute management? (Section 2.2). System period is a
fairly self-explanatory variable identifying the chronological era in which the dispute takes place
(Dl0). Some notable systemic events occurred ostensibly during a particular system era, for
example, the Cold War period (1945-1989) transcended all of the periods examined, the post Cold
War era (1990-1995) centred on the 1986-1995 period whilst the 1966-1975 period was an era
fraught with post-colonial disputes.

Dispute intensity can be measured on several levels: the number of fatalities, the length of the
dispute, negative perceptions, anger levels, the degree of previous hostilities, the type of issues at
stake and even the type of warfare used (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 177). However, some of
these indicators are too problematic to define, operationalise or quantify because they involve
subjective perceptions of disputant feelings and behaviour (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 675).
Like many of the variables examined here, low dispute intensity has been argued as both
advantageous and detrimental to mediation effectiveness. On one hand, low intensity is associated
with earlier intervention, when disputants have not had the time to develop a myriad of subjective

168 The delineation of these seven geographic regions can be criticised as arbitrary, inappropriate and problematic but identification here is in line
with earlier analyses of Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation Data Set.
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perceptions and issue complexity is, therefore, negligible. In contrast, Rubin (1980) suggests that
when a dispute has low intensity, disputants are more concerned with 'mending their own fences'
ostensibly because they do not want interference by a third party (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000:
177; Rubin, 1980: 389).

On different levels of analysis, researchers have found that dispute intensity has a variable but real
impact on the mediation outcome. At a localised level, Kochan and Jick's (19 7 8) study of labour
disputes concluded that this impact painted an identifiable negative relationship, where a dispute
with a high intensity is more likely to result in an unsuccessful mediation outcome. Considering
mediation at a community level, Felstiner and \\1il1iams' (1980) found that more intense disputes
were more conducive to a mediated settlement though these settlements were less likely to be
upheld by the disputants (Thoennes and Pearson, 1998: 116). Studies of international mediation
have shown that highly intense disputes are not amenable to mediation. An early empirical study
found that mediation was not only more likely to be accepted when dispute intensity was low, it
was more successful as well (Bercovitch, 1986a: 162).

Intensity is measured here using four contextual characteristics: the number of fatalities occurring at
monthly intervals (D5 and D5a); the level of hostility between disputants (D8) the duration of the
dispute (D4 and D4a) and the intensity of a dispute (D6). Fatalities are recorded in raw and
grouped data showing the extent of dispute-related deaths starting at 0-500 fatalities to over 10,000
fatalities (D5 and D5a). Raw fatalities are grouped presenting an overall tally of dispute-related
deaths. Bercovitch (1986) links fatalities to intensity, fInding that "only 15% of international
mediation had any degree of success in disputes of more than 10,000 fatalities, compared with 78%
in disputes of 100-500 fatalities" (Bercovitch, 1986a: 162). An updated study in 1991 shows similar
results with 42% in disputes with fatalities between 100-500 and only 17% mediation success in
disputes of more than 1,000 fatalities (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 13). A later analysis confIrms that
there is "a clear and significant relationship between low fatalities and successful mediation"
(Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 24). As a distinct variable, dispute intensity is m~asured by how
many fatalities occur each month (D6). The hostility level between disputants indicates what
degree of conflict exists between them (D8). Again, this variable is closely linked to dispute
intensity and fatality levels. Five hostility levels describe a full range of hostile disputant
relationships beginning from a point without militarised threat to a threat to use force, a display of
force, use of force and war.

A third measure of intensity is the dispute's duration (D4 and D4a). Duration, or how many
months a dispute lasts, is more specifIcally a simple indication of dispute entrenchment (Bercovitch
and Langley, 1993: 676). It is argued that the longer a dispute lasts, the more entrenched disputant
positions become, decreasing the likelihood of mediation success. \\1ith higher fatalities and
prolonged hostilities, disputants can become polarised, more likely to reject mediation and more
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willing to win at all costs (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 23; Brockner, 1982; Modelski, 1964).
This argument suggests that earlier mediation is more likely to succeed when disputes involve
negligible losses and disputants have not developed complete polarisation as adversaries
(Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 12).

An opposing argument claims that disputants must reach a certain 'threshold of violence' before
becoming willing participants in mediation (Edmead, 1971). Developing a ,villingness to cooperate
in the later stages of a dispute illustrates an alteration in the disputants' standpoint. Perhaps the
disputants realise that they have reached a 'hurting stalemate' and so need to readdress their
positions, lose some of their earlier intransigence and reassess their expectations in the continuation
of the dispute (Northedge and Donelan, 1971). Previous research validates this argument: the
longer a dispute continues the more amenable it is to mediation (Bercovitch, 1986a). However,
there does appear to be an optimum 'duration' at which mediation success is maximised.
Bercovitch et alia (1991) found that mediation was more successful in disputes that have a one to
three month duration (37%), in comparison to developing disputes ofless than one month duration
(23%) and evolved disputes of over twelve months duration [19%] (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 12-13).
Along with the dispute's raw duration, duration has been coded into eight grouped categories: (1) 01 months; (2) 1-3 months; (3) 4-6 months; (4) 7-12 months (5) 13-24 months; (6) 25-36 months; (7)
over .36 months; and (8) Unknown. Mediation 'timing' is related to dispute duration measuring, on
a similar temporal scale, when mediation is used in a dispute.

The various roles superpowers have in disputes are recognised in six levels of superpower
involvement (D26): (1) a party in the dispute; (2) an active ally; (3) a key member of an
organisation committee or mediation group; (4) a mediator; (5) a combined role, encompassing the
roles of a party, ally and mediator; and (6) no involvement. Earlier studies recognise the advantages
a command of resources affords international mediators. Superpowers are more able to apply
leverage, commanding more resources than medium or small powers and, consequently, their
mediation efforts are more likely to succeed (Bercovitch, 1986a: 164; Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 15;
Frei,1976). Based on this assumption, superpower involvement is expected to influence
organisation mediation outcomes, increasing the likelihood of success when they participate as
mediators. Previous literature infers that the likelihood of superpower involvement is low if
regional organisations are mediating a dispute. "Regional organisations ... can be powerful and
legitimate mediators to the extent that they possess control over regional resources and share
common interests and loyalties with the parties" (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 302). By this
observation one could argue that disputes involving regional organisation mediation are less likely
to enlist superpower assistance, because regional organisations already have ample resources and
demonstrate a genuine regional interest in dispute resolution. The validity of this assumption is
further examined in Chapter SL'{.
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b.

Nature of the Issues: Substance and Complexity of Dispute Issues

Dispute issues represent the central motivators inciting disputants to resort to hostile action (014,
D14a and D14b; refer Appendix 5: Variable Descriptions). Numerous studies question the linkage
between mediation effectiveness and dispute issues l69 • Dispute issues influence mediation by "the
substantive nature of the issues at stake, their number and complexity" (Bercovitch and Langley,
1993: 676). Six substantive issues are coded in this analysis: territory, ideology, security,
independence, resources, ethnicity and another residual category comprising less common issues.
A primary, secondary and peripheral issue was coded for each dispute.

1.

Territorial issues occur when disputants hold inconsistent claims to a particular tract of land,
body of water or waterway (either sea or river) and can involve claims of sovereignty, e.g. Case
104: PanamalUSA - Flag Riots (January 1964 - April 1964), Case 164: MalilUpper Volta
(Burkina Faso) - Border Conflict (December 1974 - June 1975), Case 248: IndialPakistanSiachin Glacier and Kashmir Conflicts (1986 - Ongoing), Case 152: IranlIraq - Shatt-al-Arab
Waterway Border War (January 1972 - February 1975).

2.

Ideological issues stem from intensely incongruous political, religious or value beliefs, such as
the ideological divisions during the Cold War, e.g. Case 013: USSRlYugoslavia - Ideological
Rift (Early 1948 - December 1954), Case 080: USA/Cuba - Bay of Pigs Dispute (April 1961 May 1961), Case 092: USA/USSR - Cuban Missile Crisis (September 1962 - November 1962),
Case 111: North VietnamlUSA - Vietnam War (August 1964 - May 1975), Case 135:
USSR/Czechoslovakia - Prague Spring Invasion (August 1968).

3.

Security issues arise from perceived threats to national security on frontiers, borders and
territor~es, e.g. Case 038: USSR/USA - Further Cold War Air Incidents (October 1952 - July
1956), Case 062: Francerrunisia - Military Bases Conflict (February 1958 - May 1958), Case
134: North KorealUSA - USS Pueblo Seizure (January 1968 - December 1968).

4.

Disputes triggered by independence issues are generally internal struggle1; arising when countries
seek to assert independence from another state (self-determination), e.g. Case 081: Iraq/KuwaitKuwaiti Independence Crisis (June 1961 - February 1962), Case 253: Suriname - Guerrilla
Insurgency (July 1986 - December 1992), Case 254: Togo/Ghana-Burkina - Overthrow Attempt
(September 1986).

5.

Resource issues are more readily identified, constituting disputes over material resources of
economic value, e.g. Case 088: ChilelBolivia - Lauca River Dam Dispute (March 1962September 1964), Case 278: Iraq/Kuwait and Coalition Forces - Gulf War (August 1990 - May
1991), Case 149: IcelandlUnited Kingdom, West Germany and Denmark- Cod War (November
1971 - June 1976).

6.

Ethnicity issues involve inter-ethnic rivalry and generally occur in intrastate disputes, e.g. Case
105: RwandalBurundi - Rutu and Tutsi Ethnic Conflict (January 1964 - January 1965) and Case
262: Burundi - Rutu Tribal Conflict (August 1988 - Ongoing).

The type of issue [D14d] is aclmowledged as a critical factor ina disputant's acceptance of
mediation and is also influential in mediator behaviour and success (Bercovitch and Hous ton, 1996:
24; 2000: 178). Tangibility or substance is commonly used to distinguish issues. Tangible issues,
such as territory, sovereignty, resources, security and independence are "concrete elements which
can be purchased or divided between the parties ... These issues appear most frequently on
negotiation agendas because they can be used as the basis for concession and rewards in an
See Bercovitch, 1984, 1986, 1989; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996; 2000; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993;
Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Burton and Sandole, 1987; Donahue, 1989; Fetherston, 1994; Goertz and Diehl, 1992; Huth, 1996; Jackson, 1998;
Kleiboer, 1996; Kressel and Pruitt, 1985, 1989; Lali, 1966; Lewicki and Litterer, 1985; Ott, 1972; Zubek et alia, 1992.
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agreement" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 178). Intangible issues comprise ideological, political,
ethnic and cultural differences. Unfortunately, the nature of intangible issues makes them difficult
to recognise and deal with early in a dispute. "Intangible issues are the non-substantive issues in
negotiations that derive from the parties' psychological needs ... Intangible issues may reflect
matters of principle such as moral rules, ... beliefs about one's rights, ... and normative standards"
(Zubek et alia; 1992: 550). Due to their intangibility, these issues seldom make it onto discussion
",gendas and, even if they are identified, their intangible nature makes them problematic topics for
discussion often resulting in the psychological development of negative attitudes, deep convictions
and distrust (Lewicki and Litterer, 1985: 129-134; Zubek et alia, 1992: 549-550,567). In turn,
distrust can drive disputants to extremes where they feel justified in presenting misleading facts or
being uncooperative (Kimmel et alia, 1980; Walton and McKersie, 1965; Zubek et alia, 1992: 549).
Substantial resolutions in this type of environment are difficult to facilitate. Thought-provoking
mediation strategies are most useful in situations where there is a presence of high disputant
hostility, many intangible issues and joint problem-solving has proved negligible (Zubek et alia,
1992: 569).

It is frequently argued that early mediation, when tangible issues are prevalent, is more successful
(Zubek et alia, 1992). However, associations of issue substance and successful outcome reveal
mixed findings. This argument appears to hold in community-based mediation where there is a
strong relationship between intangible issues and continued hostility. "Parties who mentioned
more tangible issues were more hostile and contentious, employed less joint problem solving and
had less short-term success ... By contrast, the number of tangible issues was not significantly
related to short term success and its predictors" (Zubek et alia, 1992: 559). In international
mediation, intangible matters of national honour or principle are highly problematic (Bercovitch,
1984; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 677; Hiltrop, 1989; Kressel and Pruitt, 1989). Disputants can
come to place an unhealthy importance on intangible issues in the later stages of a dispute, thus
complicating what may have been simpler tangible issues 17o• Indeed, mediation is the most effective
form of intervention early in a dispute but this is only "when the objective or substantive issues are
prevalent.. .. and alternately that it is less effective in the later stages of conflict when subjective
elements have come more to the fore .... Mediation, which focuses on objective elements of conflict,
will be more effective at certain points in the conflict. .. " (Fetherston, 1994: 116).

A dispute becomes more complex when multiple issues are involved. \V'ith a greater degree of
issue complexity [D14c], mediators may find it increasingly difficult to attain resolution
(Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Kolb, 1983; Moore, 1986). However, other studies suggest that a
high degree of issue complexity can be an advantage, creating "greater opportunities for trade-offs,
sequencing, and packaging, thus enhancing the chances of successful mediation" (Bercovitch and
See Bercovitch, 1984, 1986, 1989; Bercovitch ef alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996; 2000; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993;
Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Jackson, 1998; Kleiboer, 1996; Kressel and Pruitt, 1985, 1989; Lall, 1966; Lewicki and Utterer, 1985; Ott, 1972;
Zubek ef alia, 1992.
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Langley, 1993: 677; Jackson, 1998; Lax and Sebenius, 1986; Raiffa, 1982). Earlier studies found that
issue complexity and substance had some impact on mediation outcome (Bercovitch, 1984;
Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Kolb, 1983; Moore, 1986). A dispute with tangible primary issues
holds a higher probability of mediation success than a dispute involving ethnic or ideological
differences (Table 11). Circumstances involving intangible and complex issues can diminish
mediator effectiveness. Leverage may well be reduced in these situations as mediators face
difficulties identifying which disputants are deserving of inducements or penalties. To compound
these problems, disputants may not agree on which issues are being disputed, let alone which issues
are important. The impact of issue complexity and substance on mediation outcome is assessed
further in Chapter SLX.
TABLE 11: ANTECEDENT PROPOSITIONS
Antecedent Pm,nnc,ilinln~
DISPUTE CONTEXT
1.

Mediation in interstate disputes is more likely to result in a successful outcome than mediation in intrastate disputes.

2.

Regional organisations are more successful in mediating disputes within their regional area of expertise.

3.

Mediation is more successful when dispute fatality levels are low.

4.

Mediation is more succAssful when the dispute's intensity is low.

5.

Mediation is more successful when hostilities have not escalated to a state of 'war'.

6.

Mediation is more successful when the duration of the dispute is short.

7.

Mediation is more successful when superpowers are involved as mediators and less successful when they are involved as a disputing
party. Disputes in which regional organisations mediate are less likely to involve superpowers.

,----

-

-

DISPUTE ISSUES
1.

Mediation is more successful when the principal issue in the dispute is tangible, involving resources or territory.

2.

Mediation is more successful when tangible issues are at stake and less successful in disputes where intangible issues are at stake.

3.

Mediation is more successful where dispute issues are uncomplicated i.e. a single issue at stake in the dispute.

-------,--------

DISPUTANT CHARACTERISTICS

--------

Intemal Characteristics:
1.

Disputants with similar levels of homogeneity are more amenable to mediation.

2.

Disputants with similar levels of political rights are more amenable to mediation.

3.

Disputants with similar levels of civil liberty are more amenable to mediation.

4.

Disputants with similar religions are more amenable to mediation.

5.

Disputants with similar political systems are more amenable to mediation.

6.

Democracies in dispute are more amenable to mediation than non-democratic states and non-states.

7.

Disputants aligned to the same bloc or security alliance will be more likely to engage in successful mediation.

8.

Mediation is more successful when disputant power ratios are similar.

International Characteristics:
9.

Disputants that are both members of the UN are more amenable to rnediation. Disputants with sirnilar UN membership status are more
amenable to mediation.

10.

Mediation is more successful when the parties have previously enjoy8d amicable relations. If the nisputants have shared a history
peppered with hostility the opposite will be true. Mediation is more successful when past relations between the disputants have not
involved military engagement.

11.

Mediation is more successful when there is no enduring rivalry between the

c.

Nature of the Disputants: Disputant Identity and Characteristics

The nature of the disputants is a very important aspect of assessing the mediation process.
Essentially, the degree of commonality or disparity between the disputants' characteristics relates to
the disputants' willingness to actively participate and cooperate in the mediation process. Several
studies have concluded that social commonality and political similarity between disputants increases
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the likelihood of successful mediation (Bercovitch, 1985; Ember et alia, 1992). Disputant disparities
are measured in terms of the disputants' regime identity, homogeneity, power, alignment, UN
membership and previous disputant relationship.

A disputant's identity is characterised by the type of political system Iregime operating within the
state (p14a and P14b). A spectrum of nine regime types are examined here including democratic,
totalit~rian,

communist, authoritarian, monarchy, military regime, non-state becoming iwlcpendent,

non-state ethnic-regional based and non-state political-military based. Previous analysis has shown
that 'multiparty states', a category embodying democratic characteristics, are only "slightly more
amenable to mediation than those involving other regime types" (Bercovitch et alia; 1991: 10;
Kleiboer, 1996b). The question considered here is which type of disputant regime is most receptive
to organisation mediation? Are states with similar political systems more conducive to mediation?
Do each of the organisations experience similar results with various political systems? In particular,
we examine whether democracies are more amenable to organisation mediation than repressive
political systems.

Analysts generally argue that democratic states are less likely to engage in hostilities with other
democracies 171 • The perception that democracies are less likely to war with each other is based on
three arguments: (1) democratic political cultures share norms espousing the peaceful settlement of
disputes; (2) democracies are systems with established checks and balances, institutionalising
constraints on decision-makers; and lastly, (3) democratic leaders hold similar beliefs or perceptions
about how to peacefully manage disputes 172 • Such theorising about democratic or pluralistic regimes
is echoed in mediation inquiry, where analysts question whether democracies are more receptive to
mediation and other forms of dispute management (Bercovitch etalia, 1991; Dixon, 1993; Kleiboer,
1996a, 1996b; Raymond, 1994). The common reason for increased expectations of mediation
success is that democratic political cultures are more accustomed to dealing with volatile issues in
domestic political arenas and are more willing to accept compromise. Continuing with this logic,
democracies are probably more likely to agree to compromise in dispute situations. That is, "the
more democratic a state the more likely its political leadership will maintain conciliatory norms of
dispute resolution, and leaders with conciliatory norms are more likely than others to adopt or at
least accede to conflict management efforts" (Di:mn, 1993: 43, 46).

In addition, previous findings suggest "that democratically governed countries are more likely to
resolve their disputes with the assistance of third parties" (Raymond, 1994: 26; Dixon, 1993).
Consequently we would expect that disputes involving joint-democracy dyads have a greater
likelihood of engaging third party mediation than disputes where only one democracy was involved.

171 See Benoit, 1996; Bremer, 1992; Dixon, 1993, 1994; Ember et alia, 1992; Hermann and Kegley, 1996; Mack and Snyder, 1957; Maoz and
Abdolali, 1989; Maoz and Russett, 1992; Morgan and Schwebach, 1992; Mousseau, 1998; Raymond, 1994, 1996; Russett, 1993; Schweller,
1992; Simon and Gartzke, 1996; Singer and Small, 1982; Siverson and Emmons, 1991.
172 See Ember et alia, 1992; Kleiboer, 1996: 366; Raymond and Kegley, 1985; Raymond, 1994; Simon and Gartzke, 1996.
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It is also argued that if mediation success is improved when disputants espouse democratic norms,
"it would seem most likely that both parties' level of democracy must come into play joindy and
simultaneously" (Dixon, 1993: 52). Therefore, three questions are posed: (1) are disputes betlJleeli
democracies more likely to engage the assistance of a third party?; (2) are disputes between
democracies more conducive to organisation mediation?; and, (3) is mediation involving a
democratic disputant more likely to succeed than efforts between non-democratic disputants? To
examine these questions another variable was coded to reflect incidence of democracies in

dispute (P14c). This variable distinguishes between democracies and non-democracies in

SL'\:

adversarial categories: both democracies, both non-democracies, both non-states, democracies
versus non-democracies, democracies versus non-state, and non-democracies versus non-states.

Closely related to a disputant's type of political system and notions of democratic freedom are

levels of civil liberty and political freedom (p22c, P21c; Appendix 5). Supposedly, high levels of
civil liberty and political freedom reflect a disputant's propensity for tolerance and compromise,
attributes often considered prerequisites for a flourishing democracy. These two factors are
analysed because research has shown that "sociocultural attributes are more potent in accounting
for foreign policy outcomes in open, democratic polities than they are in closed polities" (Raymond,
1994: 26). These disputant characteristics are also used to assess the impact of internal differences
between disputants. Elements of domestic political behaviour, in particular the observance of
human rights, have been assigned a score to denote a level of 'civil liberties' and 'political rights'.
The scores rank political environments from the 'most free' (e.g. free elections and participation
and political competition) to the 'least free' (e.g. repressive systems - dictatorships, military juntas,
autocracies). These rankings are based on coding criteria developed by the Freedom House Survey
Team (1990).

Homogeneity considers the degree to which the disputants' internal characteristics are alike (p20a,
P20b; Appendix 5). Sharing a similar economic, cultural, social and political background and
resource or power attributes is believed to increase the level of cooperation and understanding
between disputants (Gochman, 1993; Simon and Gartzke, 1996). Common disputant
characteristics are thought to be advantageous in mediation allowing disputants to more readily
identify with one another, reducing their negative perceptions of each other and easing
communication (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 178-179). In contrast, disputants with little in
common are more likely to perceive their opponent as a threat, distrusting them in negotiations.
Another consideration in homogeneity is the possibility of behavioural differences during
mediation. Disputants with different backgrounds may handle negotiations following particular
cultural norms or political protocol (Brecher, 1993). It is the mediator's task to use communicative
strategies to break down these obstacles, clarifying central issues and focusing the parties' energies
on resolving the situation.
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Disputants with similar systemic alignment are considered most compatible (P7). "The alignment
of parties in the international system, both formal and informal, determines the context in which
states interact, the types of interests and differences dominating their relationships and conflicts,
and the level of interdependence and independence and spheres of influence each state has over
others in the system" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 177; Kriesberg, 1982: 12). Seven types of
bloc relationships are used to classify disputant alignment: members of opposing blocs; both
unaligned; members of the same bloc; different regional organisation; bloc member vs. unaligned;
disputants in the same regional organisation; and disputants in a regional organisation vs. unaligned
disputants. Alignment may also affect the type of strategy a mediator uses. Mediators employ
more manipulative strategies when one or both of the disputants are unaligned (Bercovitch and
Wells, 1993: 18,22).

Power denotes the relative strene;th of a disputant and allows the analys' to estimate the degree of
power disparity between disputants (pl0a, Pl0b, Plla and P11b; Appendix 5). Power parity has a
clear impact on the success or failure of mediation (Bercovitch, 1989: 290; Bercovitch et alia, 1991:
11; Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 21-22; Ott, 1972; Randolph, 1973; Young, 1967). It is generally
considered that mediation is most successful when power disparities between the disputants are
minimal (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 21; Ott, 1972; Young, 1967). Most analysts are in
agreement that "a balance of power between the disputants is crucial for successful mediation to
come about" and empirical findings on the subject strongly support this conclusion (Bercovitch,
1985; Kldboer, 1996b: 368; Kriesberg, 1982; Touval, 1982; Young 1967; Zartman, 1981.). In a
recent study, Bercovitch and Houston (1996) observe that, where only a minimal power disparity
exists, the chances of mediation success were rated at 51.4%, in comparison to a 33.3% rating when
power disparity between the disputants was high (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 22). In addition
to affecting outcome, evidence suggests power disparity can significantly affect the type of strategy
a mediator employs. Mediators use more active strategies (directive strategies) when disputants
display equal or low power disparity (Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 18).

Alternatively, it has been suggested that when disputants mutually acknowledge power disparities
and legitimacy, ambiguity in the disputants' relationship is reduced. In a sense, the mediation
process is clarified: the disputants recognise their relative power and position and who is expected
to make concessions. Strong states enjoy some advantage when it comes to making concessions or
compromises in mediation. In this case, "the acceptance of mediation [and so its potential success]
in a situation of power disparity depends in particular on the weaker party's acknowledgement of its
position in the dispute and its subsequent willingness to make the greater concessions" (Bercovitch
and Houston, 1996; Deutsch, 1973; Kleiboer, 1996b: 368). In order to measure the relative 'power'
of disputants, states are scaled large to small, based on an adapted power index, the Cox-Jacobson
Scale (1973). The power index includes measures of a state's gross national product (GNP) per
capita, territorial size, military spending and population. In the Index, states are rated as weak or
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strong based a score of these power indicators, 0-5 indicating a weak state and 15+ a strong state.
In other studies state mediators have also been measured in this manner but it is inappropriate to
rank organisation mediators using this index as they do not officially represent a state's interests
when mediating.

It is argued that "if parties are members of the organisation that the mediator represents, then it is
easier to establish legitimacy, open communication channels, and emflhasise common ideal and
interests" (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 302; Carnevale et alia, 1989b; Merrills, 1991; Skjelsba:k,
1986). Following this logic, we assume that similarity in the disputants' membership status will also
enhance the likelihood of mediation success because membership implies receptivity to
organisational approaches and procedures. In addition, membership with an organisation can
imbue a certain degree of 'equality' that may not otherwise be present if disputants exhibit a
significant power disparity. This type of 'levelling' within an organisational forum can be
advantageous in mediation. In this vein, the status of a disputant's membership with the UN was
coded (p9a, P9b and P9c). Six levels of membership status were coded identifying whether both
disputants are UN members, neither was a UN member, both are 'emerging' UN members, and
different combinations of these categories. This variable reflects a disputant's familiarity with UN
mediation processes, perhaps indicating a propensity to cooperate with the UN in the dispute's
settlement and an obligation to adhere to the norms of the international community as expressed in
the UN Charter. UN membership can enhance the leverage position of mediators acting for the

UN, enabling them to press disputants or offer concessions more effectively. Similarity in the
disputants' UN membership status (P9d) may give disputants a point of commonality in their
contact within the organisation's forum. This last, UN membership variable is a compression of
information from variables P9a, P9b and P9c.

Previous relationship between the disputants seeks to evaluate the level of amicability or
animosity in the disputants' relationship, a factor that is important in increasing a disputant's
willingness to participate in mediation (P12). "Both the history and the nature of the relationship
are important in this respect: parties in an ongoing relationship are far more interested and 'willing
to invest to preserve this relationship than parties that have only a short-term relationship, and
parties with a history of friendship or cooperation will also approach emerging disputes more
cooperatively" (Kleiboer, 1996b: 367). Previous disputant relationships are divided into five
defined categories: friendly; antagonistic (unfriendly but with no previous hostilities); previous lowlevel hostilities; previous dispute between the disputants; and multiple previous disputes between
the disputants. Research on the effects of previous hostility shows that mediation is more lilcely to
succeed when disputants enjoy a relatively friendly relationship (Bercovitch, 1989: 290; Bercovitch

et alia, 1991: 12). A later study in 1996, also supported these findings showing that a friendly
relationship was the most conducive to successful mediation [80%] and success was seriously
impaired when the disputants had previously engaged in one dispute [40%] or more [46%]
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(Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 22). Like many of the contextual factors examined, the disputants'
previous relationship can be a significant influence on the choice of mediation strategy. Though
only a slight statistical association was revealed in the choice of strategy, mediators used more
manipulative strategies to contend with antagonistic relationships and hostile disputant relationships
(Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 18-19).

Closely linked to the nature of the disputants' previous relationship is whether the disputants have a
history of recurring disputes between them. More definitively, enduring rivalry is understood as
"a long history of conflict and hostility between disputants ... [or] a prolonged competitive
relationship ... that is characterised by mutually reinforcing conflictual interactions that are very
resistant to many outside efforts aimed at their termination" (Bercovitch et alia, 1997: 768; D29).
Several studies have sought to understand the nature of protracted disputes and their impact on
dispute management but it is generally agreed that enduring rivalries between so-called 'risky states'
are extremely difficult to manage 173 • In fact, one recent study concludes "conflict management
efforts in the form of mediation and other outside interventions had little impact on the behaviour
of states in a protracted conflict. .. The level of conflict remained largely unaffected by conflict
management" (Bercovitch et alia, 1997: 768). In relation to how enduring rivalry affects
international mediation, Bercovitch and Regan found that "risky states experience mediation, in
terms of both frequency and mediator's strategy, in patterns very similar to those of non-risky
states" (Bercovitch and Regan, 1997: 197). In fact, disputants with enduring rivalries were no more
likely to engage mediation when it was offered or more receptive to directive mediation strategies
than other strategies. This study questioned whether enduring rivalry between risky states was
indicative of a learned response whereby states developed a growing reliance on coercive measures
with each successive incident or entanglement. It remains to be answered whether such states can

learn to engage in peaceful dispute management rather than perpetuate the dispute cycle by repeated
conflictual behaviour (Bercovitch and Regan, 1997: 200-201).

UN experiences with enduring rivalries in Cyprus, Israel and Somalia have not been particularly
encouraging and rivalries have also prolonged the need for regional organisation management in
South America. Enduring rivalries were identified and coded as a distinct variable in Bercovitch's
Correlates of Mediation Data Set. Particular enduring rivalries were identified and coded in 16
categories e.g. China-USA, Greece-Turkey, Iran-Iraq, Egypt-Israel, Argentina-Chile, Peru-Ecuador,
Jordan-Israel, Syria-Israel, India-Pakistan, USSR-USA, Somalia-Ethiopia, North-South Korea,
Lebanon-Israel, Thailand-Cambodia, Nicaragua-Costa Rica, Israel-Arab States. One other category
identifies disputes where no enduring rivalries are present. For this analysis these specific rivalries
were collapsed generating a simplified variable denoting: (1) no enduring rivalry and (2) enduring
rivalry present (D29a). The aim in this analysis is to understand what effect enduring rivalries have

173 See Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997; Bercovitch et alia, 1997; Bercovilch and Regan, 1997; Diehl et alia, 1996; Goertz and Diehl, 1992;
Rupesinghe, 1986; Starr, 1999.
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on mediation success. The likelihood of mediation success is expected to decrease considerably if
an enduring rivalry is present.

5.4

Current Mediation Conditions: The Mediation Process

Elements of the Mediation Process

The second contingency cluster explains the process or current conditions affecting mediation.
There are two main components to consider in the mediation process: the nature of the mediator
and mediator behaviour and mediation strategy (Table 12). The nature of the mediator
describes a mediator's identity, experience and skills. The contingency approach recognises
reciprocity in the mediation process (the previous relationship between the mediator and
disputants; number of subsequent mediation attempts by a mediator), though the private nature of
perceptions and motivations are too subjective for scientific analysis (Section 2.2 and 2.3).
Leverage is also an immeasurable determinant in the mediation process but it can be partially
evaluated by considering a mediator's rank, a factor that is measurable.
TABLE 12: CLUSTER Two: CURRENT MEDIATION CONDITIONS
Cluster Two: Current Mediation Conditions
Nature of the Mediator

1.

Rank of the mediator denotes the position, status and power of the mediator. Success may be very dependent on the rank of mediators,
their ability to use leverage strategies and their credibility.

2.

Mediator identity can have some influence on the disputants' perception of a mediator if the mediator is preceded by a reputation. Other
mediator characteristics considered are the number of mediators, the composition of the mediating group and changes in mediator and/or
mediator rank.

3.

Level of mediator experience can add to the credibility of the mediator and can also increase the mediator's efficiency in the appropriate
selection of a strategy. Experience can assist the mediator in recognising a moment of ripeness and deciding when it is more prudent to
engage one strategy over another.

4.

Initiator of Mediation - Mediation can be Initiated by or.a or both of the disputants, the mediator, a regional organisation or an intemational
organisation.

5.

Mediator's Experience with the Disputants - Previous experiences with the mediator and the number of attempts by a mediator can colour
current mediation interactions.

6.

Type of Interorganisational Relationship - The degree of cooperation between the organisations based on three identified types of
interorganisational relations: independent participation, coordination, and cooperation. Though this factor is explained in an earlier Section
4.3, the nature of interorganisational relations is a factor affecting Current Mediation Conditions.

Nature of Mediation Strategy and Mediator Behaviour

1.

Mediation strategy employed by the mediator. Six strategies categorise the full spectrum of mediation skills from passive to active
strategies. Passive strategies are those in which the mediator can use 'good offices' and exercises no pressing tactics to prompt the
disputants to a resolution. The more active strategies involve mediators who can exercise directive tactics, suggesting or persuading the
disputants to reach a point of settlement. Here, mediators can even apply what leverage they have as inducements or penalties to prompt a
settlement from the disputants. Supplementary strategies identify occasions where the mediator uses a combination of strategies. Other
aspects of the mediation attempt include the duration of the mediation attempt and the previous strategy used by a mediator.

2.

Mediation environment determines where mediation takes place i.e. whether mediation was conducted in neutral territory or in a disputanfs
territory. Several other environmental conditions can be evaluated for their impact on mediation: hostilities reported during mediation, the
dispute phase in which mediation takes place and the presence of UN activities.

3.

Timing of the mediation attempt. The attempt is registered as occurring within six time frames during the course of the dispute: within 1·2
months from the start of the dispute; 3·6 months; 7·12 months; 13·24 months; 25·36 months; and lastly, mediation attempts occurring after a
36 month
of hostilities.

The nature of the mediation strategy and mediator behaviour, encompasses several aspects of
the mediation process: mediator tactics and strategies; environment; and timing. Current
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conditions are related to the preconditions of the dispute in that mediation strategies are not
employed randomly, but are selected holistically to deal appropriately with dispute conditions and
disputant relations. The actual process of strategy choice, factors such as leverage, preferences and
impartiality, is subjective, intangible and immeasurable. Strategy choice is assumed to be the result
of a rational process and thus, this aspect of mediator behaviour is based on which strategy the
mediator initiated. Similarly, disputant preferences, perceptions of mediator impartiality (or
partiality) and motivations cannot be accurately quantified.

Assessing Mediation Activities: Process Propositions

a.

Nature of the Mediator: Leverage, Rank, Identity, Experience and Impartiality

The impact of mediator characteristics on the mediation process itself is still a matter of debate
(Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 298). Are mediators influential in the process (Ott, 1972; Young,
1968), or do they exert minimal influence on proceedings? Studies of the mediation process have
generally centred on understanding (1) the nature of the disputants, (2) the influence of mediator
characteristics, and (3) the impact of mediator behaviour. The operationalisation of variables
\vithin these levels of analysis must adhere to strict behavioural criteria in order to avoid
problematic side-issues associated with some variables. When collating an extensive longitudinal
study such as this, the operationalisation of side-issues and related 'notions of leverage, fairness,
impartialitv, justice, efficiency, legitimacy, reputation, rapport building and satisfaction is

simp~y

impracticable', more suited to a qualitative psychological analysis Gackson, 1998: 106). Though
these side-issues are intrinsic to mediation effectiveness it is unrealistic to evaluate their effects via a
behavioural analysis. To place operationalised mediator characteristics in a broader perspective,
these notions are discussed here in conjunction with the characteristics mediators bring to the
process (i.e. rank, identity and experience) and the behaviour of mediators during the process (i.e.
strategy used).

Leverage is an important asset for mediators, enhancing both their position and chances of
achieving a successful outcome (Bercovitch, 1989: 295). Zartman and Touval identified three main
sources of leverage:
1.

leverage emanating from the disputants' desire for a mediator to come up with an acceptable
solution to their problems;

2.

leverage coming from the disputants' susceptibility to 'pressing' strategies employed by a
mediator;

3.

leverage derived from the resources a mediator commands, depending on the disputants' interest
in bargaining for incentive offers and concessions ['carrots'] or the withholding of such
incentives if the disputants are unwilling to co-operate ['sticks'] (Zartman and Touval, 1985).

The third strategy relies on the attractiveness of a proposal and any resource incentives a mediator
can offer with the proposal. Unfortunately, "in each case the source of the mediator's leverage lies
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with the disputants, a characteristic that increases the difficulty of finding leverage" (Zartman and
Touval, 1985: 40). Previous studies have shown that high ranking mediators have the advantages of
status, authority, legitimacy, bargaining resources and the leverage derived from these attributes
(Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993; Frei, 1976; Pruitt and Johnson, 1970;
Rubin and Brown, 1975; Ippolito and Pruitt, 1990). Mediators with greater prestige, accessibility to
leverage 'carrots' and organisational backing to add weight to their involvement and 'sticks',
generally have a better chance of achieving successful outcomes (Bercovitch, 1986a: 164). Effective
use of leverage 'tools', in particular pressing strategies and resource 'carrots and sticks', rely heavily
on the mediator's rank within their organisation. As notions of mediator credibility, authority and
legitimacy are concepts better suited to qualitative research, leverage is inferred in the quantifiable
variable 'rank'.

Rank, like leverage and mediation pre-history, involves the disputants' perception of the mediator.
"Much of their influence stems from the expressive management of their expertise, their rapport

with the parties, and the parties' perceptions of their contributions to progress and settlement in
the current case and in others external to it" (Kolb, 1985: 23). "It is especially useful for mediators
to build rapport and structure the discussion and to act as a channel for interpretation of a
communication with the other party" (Carnevale et alia, 1989; Hiltrop, 1989; Zubek et alia, 1992:
552). Rank denotes a mediator's position, either one of political or military influence where the
mediator holds enough status and authority within an organisation to empower decisions.

Rank is an important aspect of a mediator's level of credibility. The variable of 'rank' used in this
analysis incorporates elements of both organisational authority and expertise, though mediators
can derive their authority in a number of other ways. Reputation, based on the individual and on
the organisation, is an additional benefit but most of an organisation mediator's personal leverage
comes from their expertise (I<olb, 1985: 24). "\V'hat authority a mediator requires will depend, in
part, on strategic intent and agenda ... For the mediator who seeks to have a defmitive impact on
the substance of the package, credentials of either expertise or reputation will have to be firmly
established early in the process and reinforced by evidence of efficacy in the current case" (I<::.olb,
1985: 25). Reputation, like notions of credibility, legitimacy and authority, is a psychological sideissue based on the disputants' perception of the mediator. For the purposes of operationalising
'organisational rank' as a variable, reputation has been omitted from coding considerations.

Previously, 'rank' had only been coded into categories identifying the highest rank of the mediator
ranging from representative or leader of a regional or international organisation to small or large
state representative and private individual (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 306; CM5). This
analysis identifies mediators in a new variable according to their organisational position and rank.
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Organisational rank describes nine types of organisation mediator l74 (CM25):
1.

Organisation Mediator - This mediator was identified as an organisation mediator but the details
of identity and rank remain unspecified.

2.

Leader of the Organisation - Head of Organisation and the executive position of authority in the
organisation. In most organisations this position is held by the Secretary-General, although in
some it is a position of President. Frequently mediation may be requested by specific groups or
councils within the organisation or equally are offered by the Head of Organisation him/herself.

3.

Security Council- The organisation may have a permanent council to deal with urgent problems
of security and peace. One or both of the disputants or other parties that are members of this
organisation usually initiate mediation by referring the dispute to the Council. The referral places
the disputants' issue on the international agenda and poses the possibility of international
intervention. In the case of the regional organisations, a referral holds the possibility of unwanted
regional involvement.

4.

Organisation's Permanent Structural Committee or Body - Organisations are composed of
permanent bodies such as councils, general assemblies, secretariats, committees, heads of
member states etc. who deal specifically with the business of the organisation. These permanent
bodies are, in some cases, mandated to specifically deal with the pacific settlement of disputes
and are able to establish sub-committees to deal with specific dispute issues, e.g. UN Good
Offices Committee.

5.

Commission or Special Mission or Task Force - Frequently the task of fact-finding and
negotiation is delegated to a special mission established for a specific dispute. Special missions
are generally more mobile than permanent organisational bodies and can be sent directly to a
dispute situation to engage in assessment and dispute management duties. In the case of the UN,
Special Mission's are established by the Security Council to manage particular disputes. The
Secretary-General is kept informed of the Mission's progress and reports are also made to the
Security Council on the Mission's progress.

6.

Special Envoy or Special Representative of the Secretary-General- Appointed by the Head
(Secretary-General, President, etc.) this representative usually represents the Head of the
organisation when it is imprudent for himlher to mediate personally. For example, the situation
may be too controversial or the Head of the organisation may not wish to give the situation such a
high profile by attending personally.

7.

Field Commander/High Rank Military Official- This category relates to high-ranking military
personnel stationed in the field, generally the Head or Commander of an organisation's
peacekeeping mission or taskforce.

8.

Appointed High-Ranking Mediator - A high-ranking organisational official, diplomat or
dignitary of a member nation, this mediator has been selected to represent the organisation.

9.

Appointed Low-Ranking Mediator - A low ranking representative or official that may have no
former diplomatic or representative experience with the organisation.

Rank is an important element of mediator identityl75 but identity also involves some other
fundamental characteristics: the number of mediators involved, the composition of the
mediating group and the organisational 'purity' of the mediating group (CM18, CM18a,

174 Field peacekeeper efforts are not included in this study, even though their contribution to the development of good relations and community
healing in dispute situations is often underestimated. The effect of 'grassroots' mediation by peacekeepers during peacebuilding or preventive
management would be an interesting subject for further research, however this study focuses on high- or medium-level mediators. Unfortunately,
such lOW-level mediation is frequently overlooked because its value and success can only be accurately detenmined by intensively SUiveying the
peacekeepers themselves and the embattled communities in which they operate. One such survey conducted by Last and Eyre (1995) appraised
the efforts of field peacekeepers in Bosnia and Croatia. Contrary to expectations, they found that the peacekeeper's most frequent interactions
were with interpreters, civilian police, belligerent factions and then the local citizens. Undeniably, mediation occurs at a grassroots level but the
informal nature of this type of mediation makes researching and assessing these attempts subjective and problematic.
175 A total of 559 individual mediator identities are listed in Appendix 6.
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CM18b, CM26 and CM26a) 176. Various drawbacks and benefits are associated with multiparty
mediation (i.e. mediation involving more than one party). Crocker et alia (2001) surveyed a number
of institutional mediators (including state actors, and mediators from the UN and NGO's) about
their mediation experiences and developed a balance sheet of the liabilities and benefits of
multiparty mediation (refer Table 13). As emphasised in their balance sheet, the number of
mediators and the composition of a mediating group can have significant effects on the mediation
process.
TABLE 13: BALANCE SHEET OF THE DRAWBACKS AND BENEFITS OF MULTIPARTY MEDIATION
Balance Sheet of the Drawbacks and Benefits of Multiparty Mediation'
Drawbacks

Benefits

Different mediators can confuse the disputants. There may not be
a common understanding of the problem or clear lines of delegation
and authority between the mediators.

A mediator can borrow leverage from their colleagues in multiparty
mediation. Leverage can be more influential in collective mediation
efforts with mediators having a broader range of inducements and
rewards to bargain with.

No common vision among the media!·?rs can lead to mixed
messages and mediators working at crossed purposes. There is the
possibility that multiple mediators will become too focused on narrow
agendas without seeing the other important elements in the dispute.

Multiple mediators, with differe"t stre;-:gths, capabilities and
resources, have more freedom to adjust the level of mediation
and gain entry to mediate a dispute. Levels of fonmality or informality
can give mediation a high or low profile. Adjusting the level of
mediation formality can potentially increase or reduce tension
between disputants.

----

Disputants may go forum shopping, comparing the costs and
benefits of mediation with different mediating parties. Forum
shopping can be used as a delay tactic to buy time, not usually for
furthering the peace process but for a continuance of the dispute.
--_.....
Difficulties can arise when there is a lack of continuity or
consistency between different mediators. When mediators hand
over responsibilities during the attempt, misunderstandings and
conflicting interpretations can arise.

Forum shopping can open new channels of communication.

f--

Multiple mediators can employ different approaches and strategies to
facilitate a change in the disputants' positions and break down
barriers and impasses.

'''-'-

With multiple mediators, there is more opportunity for different
mediators to pass the buck, fob off responsibilities or distance
themselves when mediation fails or is on the verge of failure. In
addition, some mediators are simply expected to take up the slack
when mediation becomes too challenging (e.g. calling on the UN as a
last resort).

Changing mediators can also open new channels of
communication. Multiparty mediation can allow different mediators to
'take the lead' in sequential or simultaneous attempts.
Burden sharing is more possible as multiple mediators generally
have different strengths or capabilities and can possess different
resources. Having the right capabilities or resources at the 'ripe' time
can mean securing an agreement then and there, thus avoiding
unnecessary uncertainty while arrangements are being made.
Involving a number of different regional mediators can also prompt
broader systemic change, increasing cooperation in the region.
This is particularly evident when mediators and disputants have an
interest in limiting the spread of a dispute in their region.
Mu::iparty mediation allows multilevel mediation whereby non"
official dialogue can facilitate formal mediation at an official level.
Once official dialogue is underway, domestic relationships can be
restructured and redeveloped via intercommunal mediation.

'Information presented in this Table 12 was extracted from: Crocker, C. A., Hampson, F. O. and Aall, P. (eds.), 1999, Herding Cats: Multiparty
Mediation in a Complex World, United States Institute of Peace Press, Washington, D.C., USA, and Crocker, C. A., Hampson, F. O. and Aall, P.
(eds.), 2001, '~Crowded Stage: Liabilities and Benefits of Multiparty Mediation", Intemational Studies Perspectives, Vol. 2, Issue 1, February; 51"
67.

In addition to the number of active mediators, the composition

of the mediatingpar!J1 recognises levels of

organisation and external mediator involvement177 • Are multiple mediators more likely to succeed?
How does 'organisational purity' affect the likelihood of multiparty mediation success? If we accept
that forum shopping is advantageous in organisation mediation it should be evident when pure
176 The number of mediators was originally coded in Variable CMI8: one mediator; two mediators; two mediators with similar interests; two
mediators with different interests; group of mediators with similar interests; group of mediators with different interests; and no mediation. This
variable was collapsed into CM18a to reflect only the number of mediators: one, two, or group of mediators. Mediation interests were also
identified in CMI8b: one mediator; different mediation interests; and similar mediation interests.
177 Variable CM26 has 9 categories: organisational body only; single organisation mediator only; organisational body and specified organisation
mediator; two organisation mediators; multiple organisation mediators; one organisation mediator and other diplomats; two organisation mediators
and other diplomatic mediators; multiple organisation mediators and other diplomatic mediators; referral to organisation; and, unspecified
organisation mediators. Variable CM26 (collapsed CM26a) simplifies the data, reflecting the composition of the mediating group: referral only;
unspecified mediator; organisation mediators only; and mixed mediator composition (Le. organisation and other diplomatic mediators).
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organisation attempts are compared with mixed mediation attempts and those involving
organisation and non-organisation representatives. To simply argue that pure organisation attempts
are more successful because of their 'purity' denies the argument that forum shopping is a wel1established disputant practice during mediation. Thus, mixed mediation is also expected to show
the advantages of forum shopping.

Another aspect of mediator identity is whether there is a change in the mediator or a change in
the rank of the mediator. These two factors are tested to assess whether "multiparty mediation
involving sequential or simultaneous interventions in which a new or different mediating agent
takes the lead is what is required" and whether changing mediators can be more effective than
maintaining mediator continuity (Crocker et alia, 2001: 62-63; CM39 and CM40a). Neither of these
factors have been considered in previous empirical analyses so it will be interesting to see what
impact changing the mediator has on the process and indeed, what effect a change of the
mediator's rank has on mediation outcome. Considering that perceptions of the mediator are based
on attributes such as experience and rank, it is logical to suppose that mediation success is more
likely if a mediator of higher rank replaces the active mediator.

It is commonly assumed that mediator experience is related to a mediator's rank, where more
experience corresponds to a higher rani<:. Experienced high-ranking mediators are known by their
reputation. They can exude an air of confidence in their approach, an aura of experience and can
knowledgeably make offers or exert political influence to the decision-making process with an
element of credibility. In comparison, low-ranking mediators come to the table with a less visible
position and, possibly, without a recognised diplomatic reputation and risk being perceived by
disputants as carrying less authority and influence. Studies investigating the experience level of
mediators' have concluded that experience is a key factor in their level of success. "Kessler (1978)
asserts that an experienced mediator is more likely to facilitate a settlement between the disputants
than an inexperienced mediator. Her argument is that experienced mediators tend to be perceived
as credible and to instil trust" (Zubek et alia, 1992: 551). Several other studies have also identified
'experience' as a key factor in mediator success (Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Kochan and Jick,
1978; Pearson, Thoennes and Vanderkooi, 1982). Identifying the rank of the mediator into nine
categories provides a later opportunity to assess the extent to which mediator rank affects
mediation outcome. By comparing mediator performance, based on their authority and status
within an organisation, it is possible to assess which mediator 'rank' is more likely to succeed in
certain situations. The categorisation of rank in this analysis does not link the mediator's level of
experience with the elements of status, position or authority. In terms of this analysis, experience
can be more accurately determined by a mediator's repeated record of involvement in a particular
dispute or in previous disputes. Both the impacts of rank and experience during organisation
mediation will be examined in later analysis.
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Mediators with more experience achieve more and higher quality settlements (Bercovitch and
Houston, 2000: 184; Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Kochan and Jick, 1978; Pearson, Thoennes
and Vanderkooi, 1982). Disputants beginning to appreciate the mediation process with repeated
mediation thus developing their enthusiasm, acceptance and confidence in the process could
explain these fllldings. This success could also "result from the rapport built between the mediator
and the parties over successive mediation efforts, enabling the mediator to manage the process
effectively" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 184; Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Karim and
Pegnetter, 1983; Kochan and Jick, 1978; Kolb, 1985). However, earlier research is in disagreement
as to whether successive mediation significantjy improves chances of success (Bercovitch et alia, 1991:
13).

A mediator's rapport with the disputants and familiarity with dispute conditions is derived from the
number of mediation attempts made by a mediator (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 307;
CM9). Counting mediation efforts made by individual mediators or groups seeks to find out what
effect successive mediation has, namely, whether successive attempts improve the chances of
mediation success. In fact, "though there may be some cumulative effects of mediation, they only
seem to occur very early on. A dispute that has resisted a few attempts at mediation will probably
also resist several subsequent attempts" (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 13). Previous studies record that
mediation after one or two previous attempts achieves 32% success whilst the chance of success
decreases for subsequent attempts, 23% success for one attempt-four attempts, 13% for seven or
more attempts and 22% for disputes with 10 or more attempts (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 13). The
number of previous mediation attempts in a dispute can also have a measurable effect on
mediation outcome, even if a different mediator made the earlier mediation attempts (Bercovitch
and Houston, 2000: 183; CM8). Disputants may already have confidence in the mediation process
if earlier experiences have been favourable. Alternatively, if previous mediation efforts have failed,
depending on the apparent reasons for failure, disputants may view the process with caution or
even dis trus t.

Mediator impartiality is considered to be another crucial factor associated with mediation success
(Bercovitch, 1986a: 163; Jackson, 1952; Kressel and Pruitt, 1985; Touval and Zartman, 1989: 121124; see Section 2.3). High disputant perceptions of mediator impartiality have been linked to
successful intervention and disputants show more confidence in mediators they believe are acting
impartially (Bercovitch, 1986a: 163; Northedge and Donelan, 1971; Young, 1967: 81). Though the
perception of impartiality is recognised as inherent to mediator credibility and acceptance, it is only
quantifiable if a qualitative psychological approach is taken.

b.

Nature of Mediation: Strategy and Behaviour

Mediator behaviour and strategies are heavily contingent on the nature of the dispute and the
disputants. Several empirical studies assess the impact of behaviour and strategy on the mediation
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process l78 • Behaviour and strategy, though inextricably linked, have become blurred terms in mediation
analysis. The fact that classifications of these factors have no universal definition has meant that
definitions could only be attributed to the particular study in which they were found. In the case of
mediator analyses, the inevitable amalgamation of the role and the practice itself has been passed on
in the terminology. Raymond and Kegley reviewed extensive literature identifying an array of
mediator functions and the numerous discrete tasks involved in these functions (Raymond and
Kegley, 1985). Their "taxonomy of mediative functions" details twenty-three identifiable discrete
mediator functions ranging from relatively passive functions to the more active roles (Raymond and
Kegley, 1985: 35-36). \v'ays of categorising mediator functions have seen a growth in the number
of typologies l79 • Generally, these typologies are structurally ranked on the degree of mediator
persuasion involved in strategies.

Behavioural approaches usually define mediation strategies in accordance with the level of
persuasion and assertiveness the mediator exacts. A mediator's behaviour is measured and "is less
reactive and more proactive and systematic than popularly thought... mediators are skilled
practitioners of a learned craft - not innately intuitive artists" (Shapiro et alia, 1985: 101).

Behaviour is, definitively, the way of conducting oneself and describes the mediator's approach
towards both the situation and the disputants. The behavioural approach can instil a level of
confidence and trust, build rapport, encourage the parties and exert influence. Kolb describes these
sorts of tactics as "the behavioural manifestations for the various strategies; the operational, and
observable behaviours that categorise each strategy" (K:olb, 1983: 249). By contrast, mediation
strategy describes "an overall plan, approach, or method a mediator has for resolving a dispute ... It
is the way the mediator intends to manage the case, the parties and the issue" (Kolb, 1983: 249).
Here, strategy denotes a specific plan of action, a function, a means by which mediators hope to
achieve mediation objectives. \Y'here mediator behaviour is subjective, mediation strategies are
objective, visible and quantifiable actions.

The enmeshing of the terminology between the mediator's behaviour and mediation strategy lies in
the fact that the choice of mediator strategy and function can depend on what level of behavioural
intervention is required of the mediator. Mediator behaviour is commonly divided into four
categories ranging from "establishing a working alliance with the parties to improving the climate
between them, addressing the issues and applying pressure for settlement" (Deutsch, 1990: 251).
Carnevale e/ alia collated 43 behavioural strategies in use and with further modes of mediator
behaviour added since, this division into four categories has helped to simplify the process of
analysis (Carnevale et alia, 1989: 221). Carnevale identified four behavioural categories in the
strategic-choice model of mediation, namely:
See Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996,2000; Bercovitch and Rubin [eds.], 1992; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Brett et alia, 1986; Camevale,
1986; Camevale et alia, 1989; Camevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Deutsch, 1990; Hiltrop, 1985; Houston, 1997; Kolb, 1983, 1985; Kressel and Pruitt,
1985,1989; Raymond and Kegley, 1985; Shapiro et alia, 1985; Zubek et alia, 1992.
179 See Bercovitch and Rubin [eds.], 1992; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Camevale, 1986; Camevale et alia, 1989; Camevale and Pegnetter, 1985;
Hiltrop, 1985; Kolb, 1983, 1985; Raymond and Kegley, 1985; Kressel and Pruitt, 1985; Zubek et alia, 1992.
178
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1.

Integration - a conciliatory position integrating the parties;

2.

Pressing - a more persuasive role, pressing the parties towards a settlement;

3.

Compensation - a position promoting a level of compromise by compensating or offering rewards
for settlement; and lastly,

4.

Inaction - where the third party backs off and lets the disputants handle the dispute by themselves
(Carnevale, 1986; Carnevale et alia, 1989: 345-348).

Based more on mediator motivations and mediator evaluation of dispute circumstances,
Carnevale's approach is too methodologically problematic to accurately measure mediator strategies
in the global environment. Firsdy, there is the difficulty in determining motivations and
perceptions. Secondly, the approach is best used in a controlled environment. The dynamics of
international disputes do not offer conditions conducive for this type of experimental testing.
Lasdy, the focus on mediator motivations is restrictive, excluding other factors that can affect a
mediator's ability to act effectively, e.g. a low level of available resources can limit the nnge of
strategies at a mediator's disposal (Bercovitch and Rubin, 1992: 16-19; Bercovitch and \V'ells, 1993:

10-11). However, Carnevale's typology has helped to define strategies involved in this analysis. His
strategies cover the full range of mediator behaviour from the less instructive roles of
communication-facilitation, to the organisational functions of the procedural role and to the
directive position that allows the mediator a greater degree of intervention.

Hiltrop (1985) took another approach, identifying the effectiveness of the mediator by considering
the rational selection of a mediation approach and strategy, and its contingent effectiveness under
different circumstances. Hiltrop modified Ivessel's distinction between non-directive and directive
mediator approaches that identifies passive and active functions performed by the mediator.

"Non-directive techniques refer to attempts at increasing the probability that the parties
themselves, with a minimum of manipulation or suggestion from the mediator, will achieve a
mutually acceptable solution to the dispute" (Hiltrop, 1985: 93). In contrast, Hiltrop describes

directive strategies as tactics that range from suggestion to pressure to bring the disputants to a
point of setdement. Directive tactics usually involve the mediator in promoting agreement on a
certain solution. Mediators use what leverage they have to offer inducements or penalties for
setdement. Ivessel identified a third grouping of mediator approaches: reflexive interventions.
Reflexive interventions are techniques "by which the mediator attempts to orient him/herself to the
dispute and to establish the groundwork upon which later mediation activities will be built"
(Ivessel and Pruitt, 1985: 188). Reflexive strategies can include: building rapport with the parties;
gaining entry to negotiations; bonding and confidence building; diagnosing the needs of the parties
and the situation; and even perhaps a litde humour, to lubricate what could otherwise be an
awkward meeting (Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985: 67-68). These strategies occur earlier in the
attempt and are too subjective to be identified without an observer recording the more private
aspects of each meeting.
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\Vith over a hundred mediator techniques already identified, a simpler categorisation of mf'diation
techniques is required (Wall, 1981; Wall and Lynn 1993). The broad range of mediation strategies is
narrowed to four principal mediator tasks, ranging from relatively passive strategies to more active
roles (Table 7, Append.L\: 4 - CM6). These four strategies comprise:

1.

Mediation offered only as a strategy recognises those cases where mediation was offered to the
disputants but was not initiated. In some disputes offers of mediation are refused. Other disputes
may have abated swiftly making offers to mediate null. Referrals to an organisation sometimes
also result in no action being tahn.

2.

Communication-facilitation strategies see the mediator acting in a very communicative way.
Strategies in this category include: contacting disputants; building trust, confidence and a rapport
with the disputants; presenting a clearly impartial stance in discussions; identifying key issues;
providing information; clarifying the situation by supplying missing information; giving positive
evaluations of progress; and also encouraging meaningful and open discussion of all the parties'
issues.

3.

Procedural (formulation) strategies encompass mediator functions such as: the selection of a
mediation site; arranging meeting formalities (seating, timing, setting out an agenda, and
establishing meeting protocol); maintaining a conducive physical environment for proceedings;
suggesting procedural approaches to smooth the process; reducing tension; prioritising of simpler
issues; keeping disputant focus on the agenda and issues; and maintaining the disputants'
participation at the table.

4.

Directive (manipulation) strategies fundamentally involve changing disputant expectations and
perceptions with the suggestion of a solution or pressing disputants to reach agreement. A
mediator can utilise leverage by offering 'carrots' or employing 'sticks' to induce cooperation or
penalise non-cooperation. This classification recognises strategies that include: providing and
filtering information; suggesting how parties can make concessions and reinforcing their
responsibility to do so; rewarding or penalising the parties by using resources or other
concessions to press for a resolution; formulating a framework for an acceptable outcome;
altering the parties' perceptions and expectations by making substantive suggestions and
settlement proposals; and lastly, offering to oversee compliance with agreement conditions
(Bercovitch, 1992: 17-18; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 8-9).

An additional category, Unspecified, was also coded for those cases where a specific mediation
strategy was not discernible. Nine supplementary strategies have also been coded recognising when
a combination of strategies is uLpd (Appendix 4: Supplementary Strategies - CM6a). Formulation of
these categories originates from Touval and Zartman's three-tier taxonomy (Bercovitch, 1992: 1718; Touval and Zartman, 1985: 10-14). Their taxonomy of strategies described mediators as
communicators, formulators or manipulators.

The idea of mediators using manipulative strategies is quite contrary to our definition of
'mediation', however, mediators ('ommonly use assertiveness strategies to 'press' disputants.
'Assertive strategies are more likely to be used when: (1) mediators have certain objectives or
interest in the outcome; (2) the intensity of the dispute and the animosity between the disputants is
high; and, (3) the mediator is under organisational pressure to minimise the cost of the resolving the
dispute' (Kressel and Pruitt, 1985: 193). Assertiveness and use of assertive strategies are linked to
higher levels of settlement more than to any deterioration in the mediation process. "Mediators
respond to disputant hostility with an increase in directive tactics such as pressure for concessions;
and that pressure is especially effective in reaching agreement in difficult cases" (Bercovitch and
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Houston, 2000: 177; Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Hiltrop, 1985; Zubek eta/ia, 1992: 552). The
positive relationship between the use of assertive strategies and settlement has been most apparent
when the dispute is very intense.

The contingency approach accepts the concept of the 'rational' mediator 1Bo, assuming that mediators
select the most appropriate strategy to suit the contextual environment, the animosity between the
disputants and the intensity of the dispute (Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 10). Rational choice of
strategies is based on an assessment of objective factors, contingent to the nature of the dispute, the
disputants' and mediator's previous relationship with the parties. A mediator's evaluation of the
situation is a subjective process, but event data allows a researcher to focus on objective facts and
make certain assumptions about the mediator's choice of strategy. In this way, strategy selection,
and consequent mediation outcome, are heavily contingent upon the contextual factors of the
dispute. A recent study points to the context of the mediation environment as the most influential
factor in strategy selection (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 197). Kressel and Pruitt (1989)
recognised that mediators make rational choices, "adapting their intervention tactics to the
particular circumstances under which various mediator tactics are effective" (Zubek et alia, 1992:
551). Bercovitch and \V"ells (1993: 4) agreed, saying that "it seems reasonable to suggest that, in any
one dispute, their choice of a strategy, or mode of behaviour, depends on (a) the kind of actors they
are and, (b) the kind of dispute they intervene in". A mediator's choice of strategy Lan be restricted
by availability of resources and by the mediator's rank and level of experience, but often too by
disputant perceptions of the mediator.

One conceptual problem with the contingency approach is its focus on the mediator during the
mediation process, insufficiently considering disputants' behaviour and reaction. It is important to
remember that interactions in the mediation process are reciprocal. Omitting disputant influences
in the process phase is one way in which contingency theory is deficient in its representation of
reality. However, in pointing out this deficiency, it should be noted that disputant reaction is highly
subjective and does not lend itself to scientific empirical method. Mediator behavib-ur on the other
hand can be evaluated: a mediator's use of a strategy (or combination of strategies) is an observable
event and indicates a mediator's level of involvement and persuasion.

This analysis does not look explicitly at the mediation process (meeting and seating arrangements)
or mediator behaviour (tactical interactions between the parties) though elements of these factors
are taken into account in strategy variables (CM6 and CM6a). Rather, it examines organisation
mediation characteristics more closely, the impact of factors such as: mediator rank (CM25), the
number of mediators involved (CM26), referral or deferral of dispute management, cooperative
efforts and independent sequential mediation attempts (CM51). Often the sheer prospect of
organisational intervention elicits the desired response from disputants, indicated by a prompt
180

Refer to earlier comments in Section 5.2 regarding the problems associated with assuming actor 'rationality'.
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resumption of negotiation. Success of referrals is interesting because disputing parties are not
compelled to engage in a face-to-face negotiating situation.

c.

Nature of the Mediation Environment: Timing, UN Activities and Location

Timing indicates when mediation is initiated in a dispute, that is, how long the dispute has lasted
before mediation takes place (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 676). The concept of timing refers
more broadly to the opportune use of mediation, at a time when a dispute has reached a 'deadlock'
or 'plateau' and is 'ripe' for resolution (Zartman, 1985). Northedge and Donelan recognised that
"the position is more favourable when there exists a concatenation of circumstances which are
already in operation as tending toward an improvement of the situation" (Northedge and Donelan,
1971: 308). Preconditions for well-timed intervention by a mediator are reputed to be one of the
primary reasons for the subsequent success or failure of a mediation attempt. This notion of
ripeness is considered by a number of researchers 161 •

Timing is recognised as a crucial factor in the success or failure of organisation mediation (Hiltrop
1985: 97). Nevertheless, two differing arguments have developed over the identification of an
appropriate time for mediation. The first view argues that mediation is more effectively used earlier
when disputant positions are still flexible and dispute conditions have not become entrenched
(Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 676; Claude, 1971; Edmead, 1971). Ott (1972) and Pruitt (1981)
make the opposing argument that mediation is more propitiously employed later in the dispute
when disputants have reached a 'hurting st:1lemate'. In fact, Rubin argues that a premature third
party intervention could even be detrimental to achieving a resolution through mediation because
the disputants had to have reached a certain degree of motivational tension where they would be
less rigid and more willing to consider settlement (Hiltrop, 1985: 90). "Early offers of mediation
could make the intermediary unpopular with

on~

or more parties to a particular dispute and ruin its

chances of playing a useful role at a later stage" (Skjelsbxk and Fermann, 1996: 76). It is assumed
that mediators use the most appropriate strategy at their disposal, at a time they deem to be equally
appropriate. Matching dispute management strategy's appropriateness is a notion posited by Isard
and Smith (1980) and Crocker et alia (2001). Identifying dispute 'ripeness' could help organisations
develop better procedures for matching dispute management strategies to suit dispute situations.
The timing of mediation is examined later in an effort to pinpoint the moment or phase in a dispute
when it is most likely to succeed.

One way the mediation process can be influenced is by the presence of other UN activities
(D27). UN activities include peacekeeping operations, sanctions and embargoes and are measured
in five categories: no UN involvement; peacekeeping established in this dispute; peacekeeping
operations already active; peacekeeping/ sanctions/ embargoes established; and
161 See Aggestam, 1995; Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997, Haass, 1988; Kaufman and Duncan, 1990; Kriesberg, 1987, 1991; Kleiboer, 1994, 1996;
Kleiboer and t'Hart, 1995, Mitchell, 1995, Zartman, 1985.
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peacekeeping/ sanctions/ embargoes established and previously active. The mediation
environment itself can also have a considerable effect on mediation outcome. Four mediation
environments identify where mediation takes place: (1) in a neutral environment; (2) in the territory
of either of the disputants; (3) in the mediator's territory; or (4) in a composite of any of these
environments. Bercovitch and Houston (1996) reveal that mediation held in neutral territory
[49.5%], including the third party's territory [54.4%], is more conducive to mediation success than
attempts conducted in the disputants' territory [45%] or in any composite of these environments
[36.4%] (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 29). The location of a mediation meeting can affect the
success or failure of mediation and this f111ding should be similarly reflected in organisation
mediation analysis.
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All of the process propositions examined here in regard to the mediation environment, strategies
and behaviours are presented below in Table 14.
TABLE

14: PROCESS PROPOSITIONS

Process

PmNI~:itioln~ -

1.

Mediation Environment and

St",tQrliM

Mediation is more successful when conducted in third party or neutral territory.
The type of mediation environment is a strong determinant of which mediation strategy is used, with communication· facilitation being more
broadly used across different environments.

2.

Mediation is more likely to succeed when UN operations are active in a dispute.

3.

The presence of ongoing hostilities during mediation attempts reduces the likelihood that mediation will be successful.

4.

Directive mediation strategies are more successful than procedural or facilitative strategies. Communication·facilitation is used most
frequently.
Different strategies are more likely to produce different outcomes. It is assumed that directive strategies are not only more successful than
other strategies but directive strategies produce more full settlements than other strategies.
A high level of power disparity between the disputants significantly affects the mediator's choice of strategy.
If dispute phases are hostile, the mediator'S choice of strategy is significantly affected and the likelihood of employing more assertive
strategies increases.
High intensity levels significantly affect the mediator's choice of strategy, increasing the likelihood that more assertive strategies will be
employed.

5.

Additional strategies supplement primary strategies and improve the likelihood of mediation success.

6.

Mediation is more successful when the duration of mediation attempts is shorter.

7.

Mediation initiated earlier in the dispute is more successful than mediation employed later in the dispute. Regional organisations are more
likely to engage mediation earlier in the dispute and are therefore more successful because of prompt action.

Process Propositions - Mediator Attributes and the Mediator's Relationship with the Disputants.
1.

The number of mediators is significant in mediation success. Individual mediators have a greater likelihood of success in comparison with
'multiple' mediators because the intemal dynamics of the mediation attempt are less complex and there is less opportunity for disputants to
play one mediator against another.

2.

Composition of mediating parties is more successful when the party is a single mediator. If composition involves multiple mediators
representing a combination of interests, that is, the mediating party does not exemplify organisational purity, mediation is less successful.

3.

High-ranking mediators are more likely to achieve a successful mediation result than lower ranking mediators. Different organisations use
certain ranks more frequently than other ranks. High-ranking mediators employed directive strategies more successfully than any other rank
while low-ranking mediators rely on communication-facilitation.

4.

More experienced mediators are more successful than inexperienced mediators.

5.

The previous relationship between the disputants and mediator, where the disputants and mediator share political alignment, is more
amenable to mediation. If only one of the parties shares the mediator's alignment, the likelihood of failure increases (Bercovitch and
Houston, 1993: 316).

6.

If disputants have experienced mediation in previous disputes, the likelihood of success in the current dispute improves.

7.

Successive mediation by the same mediator improves the likelihood of sur-cess as the mediator builds up rapport and trust with the
disputants.

8.

Mediators do not generally change their strategy during the course of mediation and if a change occurs the likelihood of mediation success
decreases. Mediators initially use a range of strategies for the first few attempts and then resort to more manipulative strategies i.e. directive
strategies (as per findings by Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 21).

9.

Mediation is more successful when initiated by both disputants. Mediation initiated by regional organisations is more likely to succeed than
UN-initiated mediation.

10.

Interrupting mediator continuity by changing the mediator during the course of dispute management decreases the likelihood of mediation
success.

11.

Changing the rank of the mediator during the course of dispute management alters the likelihood of mediation success, i.e. the likelihood of
success improves if a higher ranking mediator replaces the active mediator and decreases if the new mediator is replaced with a lower
mediator.
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5.5

Consequences of Mediation: The Mediation Outcome

Evaluating Mediation Outcome
The final stage of analysis looks at the consequences of mediation (Table 15). Thr> consequences
of mediation comprise dependent variables, those dependent on antecedent dispute characteristics
and current mediation processes (Figure 4 and 5). Determination of 'success' is synonymous with
assessments of mediation 'outcome'. Mediation success is assessed using three measurable
indicators in this analysis: actual mediation

outcome~

durability, and subsequent and

consecutive mediation attempts. Actual outcome is measured on the short-term attainment of
an agreement. Durability of outcome is calculated on the long-term success of mediation in
abating or resolving the dispute. Subsequent and consecutive mediation attempts consider the
personal success of a particular mediator, based on the disputants' invitation to continue mediation.
TABLE

15: CLUSTER THREE: CONSEQUENCES OF MEDIATION

Cluster Three: Consequences of Mediation
Nature of Mediation Outcome

1.

Outcome rar.!<s the success or failure of a mediation attempt. A successful outcome is described as a cease-fire agreement, a partial
settlement on the issues at stake, or a full settlement. An unsuccessful outcome is deemed to be when no objective success has been
achieved or mediation was only offered.

2.

Durability of the outcome is the number of weeks a cease·fire or settlement lasts. The data measures the settlement of the outcome on a
scope from a period lasting less than one week to a period of more than 8 weeks. The re-emergence of the dispute also indicetes the
durability of an outcome.

3.

Subsequent and consecutive mediation attempts by the same mediator can indicate success in that the mediator is 'invited' to continue in
his or her dispute management role.

Measurement of mediation outcome in this analysis is based on Haas' 'success index' (Haas, 1986).
The modified 'index' concentrates on the behavioural aspects of outcome rather than t!:le subjective
elements of legitimacy, efficiency, or disputant satisfaction. Unlike previous studies the long-term
success or 'durability' of outcome is examined in the overall assessment of success (Bercovitch and
Houston, 1993: 307; 1996: 19). Outcome is operationalised into five categories: mediation riffered onlY,

tttlStm:ess.fi{1, ceasejire, partial settlement andfttll settlement. Of these, success is measured by collapsing the
last three outcomes, (easejire, partial settlement andfull settlement, into one category. Successful
mediation is determined when "a discernible difference to the subsequent intFraction bFt:ween the
parties" results from mediation, that is, a positive and progressive change towards peaceful relations
occurs (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 307). Failure or unsuccessful mediation constitutes
occasions when mediation has 'no discernible or reported impact on the dispute or the parties'
behaviour' (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; 9-10). Unsuccessful mediation comprises attempts where
mediation outcomes were coded as mediation riffered on/y and t{flsu(ces,iful.

To avoid confusion, further explanation of tlnsttcmiftll categorisation is required. Both mediatiotl

riffered on/y and organisational referrals are coded as distinct strategies and result in definable outcomes
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since they can illicit a response from disputants without prerequisite 'acceptance' or face-to-face
contact. Some studies categorise mediatioll offered OIlIY as neither slfccesijiil nor tlllstfCCesijiri, considering
it inappropriate to defIne the refusal of mediation in a dichotomous measure of success or failure
(Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 19), whilst other studies have categorised mediatioll offered OIlIY in
terms of success and failure (Frei, 1976). The reason for considering it 'inappropriate' to defIne

mediation offered OIlIY further is unclear. In this study, an offer of mediation is coded as a distinct
mediation strategy and merely illustrates an organisation's willingness to assist disputants: it does
not advance the matter onto an organisation's agenda nor does it indicate the parties' acceptance of
an offer. If an offer of mediation does not bring about any alteration in the disputants' stance, it is
considered fundamentally IfflSlfccesijit!.

In this analysis mediation offered OIlIY is considered in terms of success or failure because exclusion is
problematic when the strategy is viewed in context with organisational referrals. The reason for
this inclusion lies in the similarities between an offer and a refemIl. Organisation referrals are, in
essence, an invitation, offer or request for intervention. Though referrals hold some characteristic
similarities to an offer of mediation, and disputant acceptance is not a requirement for either,
referrals merit regard as a distinct mediation strategy with defInable outcomes. A referral offlcially
places a dispute on the organisation's agenda as a matter of importance. Evidently, the potential
for external intervention inferred in a referral can result in a slfl'ces,iful outcome, regardless of
whether disputants have initiated or accepted a referral (Section 1.4). Logically, it is inappropriate
to disregard 'offers' of mediation from measurements of success where the criterion of success, a
'discernible change in the disputants' relationship', is satisfIed.

Determining Success: Outcome Propositions

'Slu'cess' is a central element of mediation research but determining success is the most problematic
stage in contingency analysis, primarily because classifIcation of 'success' is characteristically
subj ective lB2 •

Success is difflcult to determine due to four fundamental problems:
1.

Identification of a terminal point in a dispute is difficult due to the changeable environment of a
dispute.

2.

Identification of a terminal point is dependent on how dispute termination or outcome is
perceived by the mediator, the disputants and international observers.

3.

Perceptions of success can be fickle, considered successful at one time and a weak compromise at
others.

4.

Outcomes can be equally determined on a subjective level where success is gauged on ideals of
impartiality, fairness, legitimacy and expediency (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 19; Jackson,
1998: 78).

See Bercovitch, 1986, 1989; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1996; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Jackson, 1998; Kleiboer,
1996; Zubek et alia, 1992.

lB2
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As with other aspects of dispute management research there are a number of possible ways of
defining and determining success (I<1eiboer, 1996a, 1996b). "Assefa avoids any defmition
whatsoever. Frei defines success, not in terms of the effects of mediation on the disputes, but
simply whether or not the parties agree to the presence of a mediator ... " (Assefa, 1987; Frei, 1976;
Regan and Starn, 2000: 241). Some previous studies examine the relationship between dispute
escalation and the type of intervention used, focusing on either subjective or objective elements of
the dispute to determine success (Burton, 1972). An objective view of a settlement outcome for
instance, "would define a positive assessment as one in which the parties reached a compromise
settlement" (Fetherston, 1994: 112; I<:ressel and Pruitt, 1985). The objective approach to an
intervention outcome can be empirically examined and is fact-based (Tunnicliff, 1984: 44-45).
Tunnicliff (1984) ranked success on three levels:
1.

Objective success, where parties achieved a broad agreement which led to an easing of tension
and the attainment of some minor objectives (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Haas, 1986);

2.

Subjective success, usually based on a mediator's retrospective assessment of the proceedings
(Smith, 1985; Touval and Zartman, 1985); and,

3.

Retrospective success, a hindsight view of the mediation to see if it has withstood the test of time
(Tunnicliff 1984: 45).

Haas sees dispute management intervention as taking on four forms of objective success: isolation;
abatement; settlement; and stopping hostilities (Haas, 1986: 12). In this way, mediation success
broadly constitutes a settlement of a progressive nature, one that has altered the relationship
bet;/een the disputants.

A mediator achieves a degree of change in the disputants perceptions in basically three ways: "by
supplying information (factual or normative); by transferring information among the disputants and
by altering procedures of the negotiation process, including the physical environmt';,t in whi. h
negotiation takes place" (I<::aufman and Duncan, 1992: 690). The progressive nature of these
processes, the incremental nature of mediation attempts and the dependence on theevolution of
dispute conditions make the actual timing of the mediation attempt crucial (Hiltrop, 1985: 97). The
contingent approach looks for a result that indicates the level of communication, understanding and
trust between the protagonists has improved. In turn, this result implies that there is some
consideration of the basic needs of each of the parties involved in the dispute. This lr.ind of success
ultimately rests on establishing conditions for positive peace where disputes are constructively
handled, and violence or coercion are not considered possible alternatives (Fetherston, 1994: 112).
Cormick explains that mediation is successful when "the mediated dispute is settled, when the
disputants themselves reach what they consider a workable solution" (I<::aufman and Duncan 1992:
689).

Actual outcome is ranked in five categories: mediation offered only, unsuccessful, cease-fire,
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partial settlement and full settlement (CM14). An agreement to conduct further talks is coded as a
partial settlement bearing in mind that no substantial agreement was reached. A cease-fite, partial
settlement or agreement to continue dialogue is indicative of an improving relationship between the
disputants. Achievement of a full settlement is the ultimate mediation objective but incremental
settlements are equally important indicators of mediation success (Zubek el alia, 1992: 547). Actual
outcome is also measured dichotomously where an 'unsuccessful' outcome combines the categories
of mediation offered only and unsuccessful outcomes (CM52). 'Successful outcome' incorporates
the classifications of a cease-fite, a partial settlement and a full settlement. Statistical methods of
analysis have been selected to analyse mediation outcome as both a dichotomous and categorical
variable.

The second measure of success is durability, specifically, how long the outcome lasts. "The
durability of settlements is a more crucial index of the value of mediation", indicating mediation
effectiveness by the resilience of the resulting outcome (I<ressel and Pruitt, 1985: 182). Durability
of a 'successful' outcome reduces the probability that hostilities will resume. Zubek et alia (1992)
conclude that there are two ways to assess mediation success. "Short-term success is concerned
with immediate outcomes that are observable at the time of mediation [i. e. whether a settlement is
reached] ... Long-term success is concerned with delayed outcomes that are observable after an
interval of time has passed [i. e. whether disputants complied with agreement ~erms or, equally,
whether the dispute has really been abated]" (Zubek et alia, 1992: 547). In accordance with Zubek

et alia (1992), actual outcome equates to 'short-term' success whilst durability explains 'long-term'
mediation success. The re-emergence of the dispute provides another indication of how durable
mediation outcomes are.

Assertions about mediator acceptability and rapport are based on subsequent and consecutive

mediation attempts recognising that disputants 'invite' a mediator to continue dispute
management efforts. Though this last indicator does not allow interpretations of a definitive
mediation outcome, it is indicative of mediator success on another level, giving an indication of
how the disputants perceive a mediator. As an incremental process, mediation often involves
multiple attempts, frequently conducted by the same mediator. Taking into account previous
attempts by the mediator gives more perspective to measurements of mediation success. \'V'hen an
initial strategy fails disputant percepLions of the mediator are formed. Subsequent dispute
management can be impaired unless subsequent mediators are able overcome residual disputant
perceptions about the process and their involvement. Mediators do not act in isolation and are not
immune to the dispute's context (Zartman and Touval, 1985: 42). They are very dependent on the
evolution of the disputant relationship and the conditions of the dispute, making it particularly
essential for a mediator to be flexible, adaptable and intuitive. "Mediators know that a 'second
invitation' rests on their effective first performance, and that subsequent invitations rest similarly
on continuing successes" (Shapiro et alia, 1985: 113).
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By analysing the success of organisation mediation it is also possible to determine some of the
reasons for failure, that is, what conditions produce an unsuccessful result. Jvhny 'Outcome
Propositions' are introduced in discussion about earlier clusters (Table 16), simply because
'outcome' and 'outcome durability' are central to any assessment of contextual and process
propositions. In summary then, it is more accurate to evaluate 'success' based on durability and
successive mediation rather than just using 'actual outcome' as the sole indicator of mediation
success.
TABLE 16: CONSEQUENT PROPOSITIONS
Consequent Propositions - Mediation Outcome
1.

Mediation conducted by regional organisations provides a more durable outcome than mediation by the UN because regional organisation
mediation is generally concentrated within the organisation's geographic sphere.

2.

Mediators 'invited' to return to continue mediation are more likely to achieve successful outcomes than new or 'one time' mediators.
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INITIALEMPJRiCALANALYSIS:ANAsSESSMENTOFFACTORS
iNFtUENCiNGORGAlVlSATIONMEDIATION

6.1

Reviewing the Empirical Approach

Understanding the Analysis Process

Step four of the methodological process involves testing the problem: engaging the concepts of
international organisation and the contingency approach to mediation in an empirical analysis of the
data (Section 4.1). Preparation for this stage of the analysis involved: choosing an appropriate
methodology; explanation of the variables; expansion of the data set by including specific
organisation variables; operationalising the variables and, most crucially, collection and coding of
the data. Propositions were made earlier about factors that may affect UN and regional
organisations mediation and about the extent of inter-organisatiJil coopeidtion during the
mediation process (Sections 4.3, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). Basically, these propositions question the general
nature of organisation mediation namely:
1.

Which dispute factors affect the outcome of organisation mediation?

2.

Where and when are the organisations most effective in their mediation attempts?

3.

What operational differences exist between UN and regional organisations in mediation?

4.

Do regional organisations mediate more successfully than the UN?

The purpose of statistical analysis is to test validity of these propositions. Essentially, the analysis
incorporates two well-established research avenues, hypothesis-testing and exploratory research,
guided by a combination of research precedent, induction about possible interactions and suitable
statistical methods. Some hypotheses have been tested before and found certain factors particularly
significant in the success or failure of mediation. It is only pertinent to question whether these
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findings also apply to organisation mediation, and if so, to what extent? The initial analysis draws
an overall picture of the mediation context and process and identifies some of the factors that
influence mediation outcome. Further multivariate analysis allows a more in-depth investigation of
'significant' factors. No earlier analysis has compared the extent of interorganisational relations, so
assumptions for this research were generated by observing and questioning current practices.
Analysis of interorganisational relations is quite exploratory, simply seeking to identify whether
different interorganisational relations affect the mediation process and outcome.

The methodological approach of this analysis follows the well-established tradition of earlier studies
though none have comparatively examined organisation mediation or the impact of
interorganisational relations on mediation outcome183 • The approach is a descriptive-analytical

approach where various quantitative methods are employed to understand the nature of
relationships in the data and assess any factors affecting the success or failure of organisation
mediation (Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 292). These methods include univariate, bivariate and
multivariate approaches ranging from simple frequency calculations and cross-tabulations to more
complex multivariate models involving log-linear analysis l84 • The aim of this chapter is to provide a
broad comparative overview of organisation mediation using a combination of cross-tabulations
and multivariate techniques. However, before beginning an analysis, appropriate statistical methods
must be chosen and this is no arbitrary selection.

Choosing Suitf'lble Statistical Methods: Data Considerations

Before analysing data it is important to recognise that not every statistical method may be
appropriate or adequate (Kleinbaum et alia, 1988: 1, 11-12). Indeed, several factors must be taken
into consideration when choosing a suitable method:
1.

'the purpose of the research (e.g. exploratory, experimental, quasi-experimental, observational,
symmetrical or asymmetrical);

2.

the mathematical nature of the variables involved (e.g. nominal, ordinal, interval; continuous or
discrete);

3.

any statistical assumptions associated with these variables;

4.

how data is collected 185 (e.g. the size of sample involved and the sampling procedure)' (Kennedy,
1992: 12; Kleinbaum etalia, 1988: 1,11-12).

The suitability of a statistical technique when dealing with different types of data is presented in
Table 17. Only two techniques are suitable for analysing categorical data in an asymmetrical mode
of inquiry: logit-modellog-linear analYsis and weighted least squares regression (WLS).
183 See Bercovitch, 1986, 1989; Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993, 1996,2000; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Bercovitch
and Langley, 1993; Houston, 1997; Jackson, 1998; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Haas, 1987; Haas et alia, 1972.
184 Two software packages are used for this statistical analysis, the SPSS® Base 9.0 and SAS 6.1. SAS (Statistical Analysis System) provides the
advanced statistical procedures not available in SPSS® (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) Base 9.0 i.e. log· linear analysis. The author
did not have access to the add-on SPSS® Advanced Models 9.0 program. Log-linear analyses are conducted using the CATMOD procedures in
SAS 6.L
185 Refer Sections 1.9 and 5.2 for detailed explanations of data collection.
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Log-linear analysis can also be differentiated

From

the other asymmetrical method of inquiry

weighted least squares regression:
"Log-linear models differ from the weighted least-squares models of the 1969 Grizzle, Starmer and
Koch (GSK) approach in two important respects. First, parameters that appear in log-linear models
are estimated by the method of maximum likelihood, not ordinary least-squares (OLS) or WLS.
Second, log-linear models can be used either to investigate relationships between or among variables
(i.e., a symmetrical analysis) or to determine the effects of selected categorical variables on a
designated response variable (an asymmetrical analysis). WLS modelling, in contrast, is limited, for
the most part, to the latter type of determination" (Kennedy, 1992: 2).

Log-linear is a purpose-built method, designed to explore variable relationships asymmetrically
using maximum likelihood estimation (Variable CM14). As will be discussed later, logit-modelloglinear is the most appropriate multivariate method for analysing categorical mediation data against a
polytomous outcome variable.
TABLE 17: TAXONOMY OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR QUALITATIVE DATA BY MODE OF INQUIRY AND NATURE OF
DEFINING VARIABLES
Taxonomy of Statistical Techniques for Qualitative Data by Mode of Inquiry and Nature of Defining Variables'
Statistical Technique

Nature of Defining Variables
RESPONSE VARIABLE (Le. dependent variable)

EXPLANATORY VARIABLE (Le. independent variable)

Two or more categorical variables

Not applicable

Logistic Regression

A dichotomous outcome variable

All metric, or all categorical, or a mixture of both

WLS Regression (GSK
Approach)

A dichotomous or polytomous outcome
variable

All categorical

Logit-Model Log-Linear Analysis

A dichotomous or polytomous outcome
variable

All categorical

Symmetrical Inquiry

General Log-linear Models
Asymmetrical Inquiry ..

Description/Classification

--_. __._-----

Configural Frequency Analysis

.

----------------,-.----------------

Three or more categorical variables

'Table reproduced from Kennedy, J. J., 1992, Analvsing Qualitative Data -Introducing Log-Linear Analvsis for Behavioural Research, Second
Edition, Praeger Press, New York, USA: 14.

Basic statistical techniques are utilised ftrst, to ascertain the existence of relationships between
variables and their relative significance on mediation outcome, whilst more complex multivariate
approaches are applied later, to analyse the extellt of key variable relationships and examine the
nature of interorganisational relations. Simpler methods are used to identify signiftcant variable
relationships that will guide the direction and development of later hypothesis testing and
multivariate modelling.

Initially, characteristics of each mediation attempt are labelled arid classifted, generating nominal
data. Dispute, mediation and organisation characteristics are categorised into groups based on

qualitative assessments of event phenomena. Unlike ordinal data, where observations are
quantitative and ranked to 'reflect degree rather than kind', nominal data involves scaling and
categorisation of behavioural characteristics (Kennedy, 1992: 3). Once scaled into categories within
a variable, nominal data is then ordered based on frequency. Most variables analysed here are
nominal, organised into categories within the variable generating what is known as qualitative or
categorical data (I(ennedy, 1992: 1). A handful of variables remain continuous, providing raw data,
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i.e. duration (in months), mediation timing On weeks and months) and fatalities (actual recorded
number of fatalities)

186.

These particular variables also generate nominal data once they are

categorised into time periods or sub-totals.

Simplification of the data has occurred on d1ree levels.
);>

A focus on the UN and six regional organisations is simplified by collapsing the organisations
into three categories. The UN comprises the first category, with all six regional organisations
grouped into the next category, regional organisations, and then joint mediation involving the
UN and regional organisations forming a third category denoting cooperative mediation. The
contingent approach still allows regional organisations to be identified individually when required
(CM24a).

);>

Some of the following analysis makes a distinction between mediation and referrals (CM3).
Referrals are recognised singularly as a type of mediation to better identify when and how
referrals are successfully used (Section 1.4). Where strategies are not the focus of the crosstabulation, results encompass mediation and referrals together.

);>

Mediation outcome is coded into two variables. One variable maintains categorically distinct
levels of 'success', identifying cease-fires, partial settlements and full settlements along with an
'unsuccessful' category, comprising unsuccessful and mediation offered only categories (CM14).
Outcome is also collapsed to show a dichotomous view of success or failure, 'success' denoting a
cease-fire, partial settlement or full settlement (CM52). 'Failure' constitutes unsuccessful and
mediation offered only outcomes (refer Section 5.5).

Of particular note is the collapse of the outcome variable. One common criticism of mediation
analysis is that outcome is based on a (1jchotomous classification when there is a range of possible
outcomes between total success and complete failure. \V'here statistical techniques require a
dichotomous dependent variable, mediation outcome is viewed in terms of success and failure
(CM52). Yet, where statistical techniques are capable of computing results with a multi-layered
dependent variable, outcome remains categorical (CM14). The categorical variable is used in later
log-linear analysis to show the range of mediation outcomes.

Bivariate and Multivariate Approaches

Analysis of categorical data is conducted on three different levels using univariate, bivariate and
multivariate approaches. Univariate methods can be used to summarise the frequency and
distribution of individual variables. Bivariate cross-tabulations or contingency tables are used to
"show the relationship between two or more variables by presenting all combinations of categories
of variables" (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1997: 588). Until recently, qualitative data
analysis was a two-dimensional domain largely conducted by cross-tabulation (Kennedy, 1992: 1).
Broadening an analysis beyond a two-dimensional level requires a method of analysis capable of
handling multivariate categorical data l81 • There are now numerous ways to analyse several variables
simultaneously. Multivariate techniques involve the statistical analysis of relationships between
High levels of intercoder reliability were detailed earlier in Section 5.2.
Several researchers focus on the analysis of categorical data, namely, Agresti, 1990, 1996; Andersen, 1997; Anderson et alia, 1980; Everitt and
Dunn, 1991; Kennedy, 1992; Habenman, 1978a, 1978b; Hagenaars, 1990; Lunneborg and Abbott, 1983. The development of log-linear analysis
has been influenced by a number of researchers (Agresti, 1990, 1996; Alba, 1987; Andersen, 1997; Anderson et alia, 1980; Christensen, 1990;
Everitt and Dunn, 1991; Fox, 1997; Goodman, 1968, 1970, 1971, 1973a, 1973b, 1978, 1979. 1981, 1984, 1986; Hagenaars, 1990; Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989; Kennedy, 1983, 1992; Kleinbaum at alia, 1987; Kleinbaum, 1994; van der Heijden et alia, 1985).
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more than two variables, recognising when variable~ covary or are dependent on other variables,
whilst simultaneously determining causality (Haas, 1974: 36; Johnson and Joslyn, 1986: 307;
Kleinbaum et alia, 1988: 1). These techniques can be tailored to analyse problems using continuous
or categorical data against a polytomous or dichotomous dependent variable (Kennedy, 1992: 14).
The following chapters utilise two levels of statistical analysis: two-way cross-tabulation and multiway contingency tables using log-linear methods. Each of these methods deserves brief explanation
to set out the purpose, appropriateness

~nd

drawbacks to each procedure (Section 7 1 describes the

log-linear analysis).

Two-dimensional cross-tabulation (2 x 2) is the ftrst method of analysis used to ascertain
whether a variable relationship exists, the statistical significance and strengthl88 of the relationship
compare whether observed frequencies are equal to or signiftcantly different from those frequencies
expected in a hypothesis. The resultant Pearson chi-square statistic (X2) is a simple non-directional
method of testing how frequencies in two-dimensional contingency tables are distributed among
categories. It determines whether a relationship exists between contingent variables (independent
variables) and mediation outcome (dependent variable), indeed, it tests for

af!)'

possible relationship

between the variables. This type of analysis summarises "the direction, degree, and form of
association between variables in a precise, comparable manner" (Haas, 1974: 36). Contingency
tables are used for two reasons: (1) to perform prerequisite tests, the results of which will steer the
development of later logit-models; and (2) to allow direct comparisons with earlier studies, those
also using contingency tables to analyse Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation Data Set Gackson,
1998: 110-111).

The extent of variable relationships can be measured in terms of probabili!J levels if significance (P),

strengths if assodation 0-), frequenl)' (j), distribution «-hi-square distribution is measured on degrees iffreedom - c!f),
and variam'e (a2). Of these statistics, only three are utilised here (X2, p, c!f), chieHy to lend continuity
to the log-linear analysis which also employs variations of these statistics. The null hypothesis 189 is
rejected when the )(2 value is larger than the expected level of signiftcance (in this case, where)(2
results in a pvalue >0.05, i.e. a probability assuming 95% accuracy). Though)(2 provides evidence
of signiftcant variable relationships190 it does not measure levels of association and the question of
hOJV

these variables are related requires still deeper analysis (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias,

1997: 585-586; Wild and Seber, 1993: 530). Multi-dimensional contingency tables employ the
same methods as those applied in two-way cross-tabulation, though they are more generalised
allowing simple multivariate analysis. This multivariate approach basically measures the interactions
between a response variable and an explanatory variable against a single control variable. MultiStatistical significance indicates the probability that observed relationships could have occurred by chance. The strength of variable
relationships indicates how consistent dependent variables are associated with independent variables. A consistent association between variables
is described as a positive or strong relationship i.e. when fluctuations in the value of one variable correspond with that of another variable
(Frankfort·Nachmias and Nachmias, 1997: 595; Johnson and Joslyn, 1986: 307).
189 A null hypothesis is assumed at the beginning of hypothesis testing, that is, it is assumed that no relationship exists between the variables.
190 A level of significance can be proportionally dependent on the sample size whereas strength of variable relationships remains the same
(Erickson and Nosanchuk, 1983: 259·260).
188
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dimensional tables will be used later to understand log-linear results.

A caveat is appropriate here. Chi-square statistics can be distorted when variables are divided into
numerous subgroups. Categorical variables increase the number of cells in the contingency table
and, without a substantial number of cases, the analyst runs the risk of reducing the expected
frequency for anyone cell below 5. Chi-square statistics obtained when any cell has an expected
frequency value less than 1, or if over 20% of the cells have expected values less than 5, violate the
fundamental assumptions of the chi-square calculation (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1997,
Gravetter and Wallnau, 1995; Johnson andJoslyn, 1986, SPSS, 1999d: 67). Results under these
conditions are distorted as the test is too sensitive to analyse small expected cell frequencies.
Despite chi-square distortion making test results unreliable, significant p values can give some
indication of trends occurring in the data. Other multivariate approaches are more appropriate for
complex models involving several categorical variables, numerous subgroups and low expected
frequency values.

A more complex method, logit-modellog-linear analysis 191 (hereafter referred to as log-linear
analysis), is used to ascertain the extent of multivariate relationships, particularly "which variables
are independent, which variables influence other variables and, most importantly, which pairs or
groups of variables have an interactive effect on others" (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 679). Loglinear models allow the simultaneous, asymmetrical analysis l92 of relationships between several
independent categorical variables, often described as predictor or explanatory covariates, and a
polytomous outcome variable, also known as the dependent or response variable (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989: 1). Basically, log-linear models allow researchers to:
1.

examine which variable relationships affect the response variable [an asymmetrical analysis];

2.

investigate variable relations!lips [a symmetrical analysis];

3.

test theoretical assumptions and hypotheses; and,

4.

determine which relationship has the strongest influence on the data (Houston, 1997: 59;
Kennedy, 1992: xviii, 2).

In addition to these particular functions, log-linear analysis is advantageous in enhancing our
assessment of mediation 'success' (refer Chapter Seven).

Categorisation of mediation outcome is often complicated by a lack of consensus regarding a
definition of 'success' and inherent levels of subjectivity associated with any determination of

191 Logit 10g·linear models are sometimes also referred to as multinomiallogit·models. The term logit·models generally refers to a symmetrical
analysis where the outcome or response variable is dichotomous. Generalised logit·models (GLM) refer to models where a polytomous response
variable is used in a symmetrical inquiry.
192 Symmetrical inquiries consider all variables to be response variables. This form of bilateral testing only ascertains whether an association
exists between variables and does not make any distinction between dependent and independent variables, e.g. GLM. In comparison,
asymmetrical analyses detect associations between explanatory variables and response variables in unidirectional manner (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989: 6; Kennedy, 1992: 7·17). Logit 10g·linear models comprise a special class of asymmetrical analysis, considering the
"relationship between one or more dependent categorical variables and a set of independent categorical variables [as well as covariatesj" (SPSS,
1994: 209). ReferTable 17.
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'success'193. Dichotomous measures of 'outcome' (i. e. 'success or failure') are criticised for lacking
greater sensitivity as they fail to acknowledge degrees of mediation success. \V'hen outcome is ranked
in a polytomous response variable, a more extensive assessment of success and failure is possible

(CM14)194. Other methods, such as logistic regression, were not purposely developed for analysing
categorical data (Hagenaars, 1990: 24). Researchers increasingly rely on log-linear models to analyse
mediation data because the procedure is systematic and provides the necessary machinery to analyse
causality effects on a polytomous dependent variable (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993; Bercovitch
and Langley, 1993; Bercovitch and Wells, 1993; Houston, 1997: 60; Jackson, 1998).

A preliminary examination of variable interaction is conducted using a dichotomous dependent
variable (CM52 - Dichotomous Outcome). Later, a log-linear multivariate approach extends this
analysis using a polytomous dependent variable (Section 7.1). The following section identifies
significant bivariate relationships in the general field of organisation mF.diation, focusing on
developing a comparative assessment of specific organisations' mediation.

Indeed, Kleiboer cites the lack of agreement over what constitutes mediation 'success' and is also critical of the tide of empirical mediation
research. Her main criticism is that many empirical analyses produce results but do not delve deeper to give convincing explanations as to why
success should be connected to these 'determinants'. Many "have claimed to 'explain' mediation outcomes or to identify the importance of
'determinants' of mediation success, that is, to develop causal links, actually have established only correlations between certain variables and
mediation outcomes" (Kleiboer, 1996: 377; Regan and Stam, 2000).
194 For reasons of statistical reliability, variable CM14 is collapsed for 10g·linear analysis to reveal three levels of success and one level of failure
Le. mediation offered only and unsuccessful outcomes are combined into one category denoting unsuccessful outcomes (CM14a). Collapsing the
variable in this manner reduces the number of empty cells that result with such a small sample of cases where mediation was offered only.
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6,2

Bivariate Analysis and Results: Preliminary Observations

Organisations mediate complex and challenging disputes in a very dynamic global context. An
array of contextual factors such as geographic locality, system era, fatality level, intensity level,
duration and existing or former hostilities, all characterise the complexity of situations in which
organisations mediate. Contingency tables 195 are used to assess the effects of dispute factors against
a dichotomous outcome variable (i.e. mediation success and mediation failure) whilst, in some
cases, controlling for a third variable (e.g. type of organisation). Initial testing is neither
comprehensive nor conclusive but basically forms a foundation for subsequent models. Significant
dispute characteristics have a measurable impact on mediation outcome but this does not
necessarily negate the 'insignificance' of other characteristics. Interactions among variables are
multifaceted and the complex associations between multiple yariables (i.e. more than three
variables) will be assessed using log-linear methods. The main purpose of these initial results is
informative, drawing an overall picture of organisation mediation and identifying the importance of
certain variables to construct complex models.
TABLE

18: FREQUENCY OF MEDIATION AND REFERRALS· SPECIFIC ORGANISATIONS

Frequency of Mediation and Referrals-Specific Organisations
Specific Organisation
(CM24b)

Mediation

Referral

Total

Unsuccessful

Successful

United Nations (UN)

698 (53.9%)

120 (9.3%)

818 (63.2%)

511 (39.5%)

307 (23.7%)

Arab League (AL)

50 (3.9%)

2(0.1%)

52 (4.0%)

29 (2.2%)

23(1.8%)

Association of South East
Asian Nations (ASEAN)

2 (0.2%)

0(0.0%)

2(0.2%)

2(0.2%)

I Success Rate
37.5%
44.2%
0.0%

European Union (EU)

42 (3.2%)

0(0.0%)

42 (3.2%)

20(1.5%)

22(1.7%)

52.4%

Organisation of American
States (OAS)

70 (5.4%)

25 (1.9%)

95 (7.3%)

48 (3.7%)

47 (3.6%)

49.5%

Organisation of African
Unity (OAU)

86 (6.6%)

12(0.9%)

98 (7.6%)

63 (4.9%)

35 (2.7%)

35.4%

Organisation for Security
and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE)

77 (6.0%)

0(0.0%)

77 (6.0%)

50 (3.9%)

27 (2.1%)

I

Cooperative Management
(Cooperative)

107 (8.3%)

3(0.2%)

110(8.5%)

68 (5.3%)

42 (3.2%)

-I

35.1%

I
38.2%

!

-T-oi~'i'--'-"--'------ ~8-7-.5-%-)-' -16-2-(12-.5-%-)-- -'1294(100.0%)--791(6-1.-1~;o)-- - 503 (38.9o/~)----1---------·--'CM24b by CM52: X2 = 11.14197, df = 7, P = 0.13255, 12.5% of cells with expected frequency <5.

From 1945 to 1995, the UN and regional organisations made 1132 mediation atternpts and 162
referrals (Table 18). As an individual organisation, the UN was by far the most frequent mediator,
intervening on 698 occasions (53.9%) and dealing with a substantial number of referrals (120 cases).
Mediation conducted independently by regional organisations accounted for 366 attempts (28.3%)
while cooperative intervention comprised 107 (8.3%) mediation attempts and 3 (0.2%) referrals.

Unless otherwise stated, percentages presented in the following analyses are based on the total sample in each test. Where the test sample
records miSSing observations, percentages are adjusted accordingly. Crosstabulated figures and percentages are rounded to the nearest decimal
point.
195
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Clearly, the UN is the primary organisation mediator though it is gradually participating more
cooperatively with regional organisations. The next most active organisations were the OAD, OAS
and OSCE (98, 95 and 77 attempts respectively). Together, the AL, EU and ASEAN were less
active on their own, only accounting for 96 attempts (52, 42 and 2 attempts respectively).
Distinguishing between regional organisations, we find that the more established organisations (AL,
OAS and OAD) mediated more frequently, with 206 (56.3%) of the cases handled by regional
organisations. Newer regional organisations, namely ASEAN, the ED and the OSCE, handled
fewer cases, a total of 160 (43.7%) cases together. The OAS and the OAU handled the most
referrals, together dealing with 37 referrals. Temporal distribution shows a decrease in the
frequency of mediation by tlle AL, OAS and OAU whilst the newer organisations have been very
active in recent disputes.

A total of 15 disputes involved cooperative mediation: 10 disputes in Africa; 3 disputes spread over
the regions of Central and South America, Southwest Asia, East Asia and the Pacific; and 2 disputes
occurring in Europe (Table 19).
TABLE 19: DISPUTES INVOLVING COOPERATIVE MEDIATION
Disputes Involving Cooperative Mediation (also refer Appendix 3)

1.
2.

Case 130: Guinea/Ivory Coast - Hostage Crisis (February 1967 - September
1967)

Mediation
Frequency

Type of Dispute

I

Core Issue

2

Interstate

I

SecuritylMilitary

!

Case 133: Congo (Zaire)/Rwanda - Mercenaries Dispute (August 1967April 1968)

3.

Case 163: Morocco/Mauritania - Westem Sahara Conflict (October 1974Ongoing)

4.

Case 165: Angola/South Africa -Intervention and Civil War (1975 - 1995)

--'5~'--"-Case 177: Mozambique/South Africa -Intervention and Civil War (1976 -

Interstate
Intrastate/Civil

3

Intrastate/Civil

1

Intrastate/Civil

October 1992)

i

SecuritylMilitary

I
I
!
I

I
I

Ethnic/Cultural
Ethnic/Cultural
Ideology/Political

.~..:___C_~::_~?8: Uganda/Kenya - Border Incid_:~~ebruary 1976 -August 1_~ ______1_______~terstate J~errito~/S~vereignty.
7.
Case 195: Tanzania/Uganda - Ouster of the Amin Regime (October 1978 _____
May 1979)
8.

Case 205: Cambodia (Kampuchea)IThaiiand - Border Conflict (December
1979 - October 1980)

9.

Case 206: Honduras/Nicaragua - Contra War (January 1980 - February
1994)

1

Interstate

-rI

Ideology/Political

Interstate

I

Security/Military

L

Ideology/Political

Intrastate/Civil

!

!
--_._--------------------_._. _------_.__. -----------_. --------_. ._----_. _. _-----_.__.._--------------j_._---_
. _----_._------_.-.-

10.

Case 261: Somalia - Civil War (May 1988 - Ongoing)

6

Intrastate/Civil

i

Ethnic/Cultural

I
I

Case 267: Georgia/South Ossetia - Abkhazian Secession War (March 1989
6
Intrastate/Civil
Ethnic/Cultural
~ Ongoing)
--....-.---------..-.-..- ..'-----------..-.----.-.--------.-.----.-------- --------.- -----..--..---i-------·----------12. Case 269: Yugoslavia - Balkans Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing)
78
Intrastate/Civil !i
Ethnic/Cultural

11.

13.

Case 271: Liberia - Civil War (December 1989 .. Ongoing)

14.

Case 280: Uganda/Rwanda - Hutu and Tutsi Tribal Conflict and Invasion
Attempt (September 1990 - Ongoing)

2

15.

Case 288: Tadjikistan -Independence Struggle (May 1992 - Ongoing)

2

4

-------c------

Intrastate/Civil

I

Intrastate/Civil

I

Ideology/Political

·-~rastate/Civnr---Ethn·ictcUItUral
j
Ethnic/Cultural

Cooperative mediation was most frequently used in Europe during the Balkans Civil War
(Case 269). \V'hile the EU only conducted 42 independent mediation attempts, it was a major
participant in cooperative mediation. The EU contributed to 78 cooperative efforts during the
Balkans Civil War (77 attempts with the UN and 1 with the OSCE), providing the only real
example of .rystemati?' cooperative mediation. Other cooperative efforts were less extensive: the DN
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cooperated once with ASEAN, twice with the OAS, on 8 occasions with the OSeE, 14 occasions
with the OAU and made 7 joint attempts with both the OAU and the AL.

Of the total organisation 'mediation' (1294 cases), mediation actually accounts for 87.6% (1132
cases) and referrals account for 12.4% (162 cases). Neither strategy was successful every time it was
used (Table 20). The reader will recall that referrals and mediation ifftred onlY are both considered in
terms of success or failure l96 • Referrals, as invitations, offers or requests for intervention, hold some
characteristic similarities to 'an offer of mediation'. Indeed, disputant acceptance is not a
prerequisite for either strategy. However, the fact that referrals can result in 'successful' outcomes
logically justifies the inclusion of 'offers' of mediation in measurements of outcome. RefelTals and

mediation ifftred onlY are deemed to be unsuccessful where "no discernible or reported impact on the
dispute or the parties' behaviour" result from their use (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and
Houston, 1993: 307). Referrals achieve various degrees of success, accounting for a total of 7
ceasefltes and 24 partial settlements. The refusal of ifftred mediation precludes any discernible
change between the disputants and consequently, no case achieves a successful outcome where
mediation was only offered.
TABLE 20: GROUPED ORGANISATIONS AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Grouped Organisations and Mediation Success

I Organisation Success

Grouped Organisations (CM50)'

Mediation and
Referrals (CM3)

Percentage of Mediation
Success

United Nations

818 (63.2%)

307 (23.7%)

Regional Organisations

366 (28.3%)

154(11.9%)

Cooperative Management (Cooperative)

110 (8.5%)

42 (3.2%)

I 37.5%
I ::::~

Total

1294 (100.0%)

503 (38.9%)

I

I Rate

I

'CM3 by CM50: X2 =14.24554, df =2, P =0.00081; CM3 by CM52:)(2 =30.35578, df =1, P =0.00000.

Proportionally, more referrals were made to regional organisations. The reason for this could be
that referrals to the UN tend to be a last resort or equally, a referral to the UN could result in
unwelcome interest in regional affairs. \V'hat is more interesting about the success of referrals is the
fact that disputing parties are not compelled to meet face-to-face. The overall succ-ess of referrals
may be attributed to the fact that referrals are associated with the possibility of a broader
organisational response creating some incentive for the disputants to resolve the dispute
themselves.

Another explanation for referral success is that compared to mediation, referrals occur
predominantly in the earlier stages of a dispute (Table 21). A total of 97 referrals (60.0% of all
referrals) took place relatively early in the dispute: 79 within the fltst 6 months of the dispute and
another 18 within 12 months. By comparison, mediation is generally less timely: 180 attempts
occurring over the fltst 6 months and 65 within a 12-month period (245; 21.6% of all mediation).

196 Unsuccessful mediation comprises attempts where mediation outcomes were coded as 'mediation offered only' and 'unsuccessful'. Refer
Sections 1.4 and 5.5.
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Overall, attempts in the early phases of the dispute account for 342 cases (26.3%) while 952
(73.7%) occur in the late stages. Referrals need to be analysed more specifically to fully understand
their use and success.
TABLE 21: TIMING, MEDIATION AND REFERRAL SUCCESS
Timing, Mediation and Referral Success
Timing (CM10a)

! Referral
!

i Total

Mediation

Strategy Success
Rates

I

Unsuccessful

Successful

Unsuccessful

Successful

Pre·intervention - 12
months

76 (5.8%)

21 (1.6%)

135 (10.4%)

110(8.5%)

! 342 (26.3%)

Mediation (32.2%)

55 (4.3%)

10 (0.8%)

525 (40.6%)

362 (28.0%)

II 952 (73.7%)

Referral (6.1%)

13·37t months
Total

i

!

i
131 (10.1%)

31 (2.4%)

660 (51.0%)

472 (36.5%)

Mediation (38.0%)
Referral (1.1%)

I
I

! 1294 (100.0%)

Overall, a total of 503 (38.9%) attempts were successful. UN success accounts for 23.7% (307) of
the total organisation 38.9% success rate (Table 22). Regional organisations attempted 366 (28.3%)
mediation attempts overall and were successful in 154 (11.9%). Together, regional organisations
handled 327 mediation attempts and 39 referrals, roughly equating to half of the UN's total
management attempts (818 caseG). Cooperative efforts, involving UN and regional organisation
joint management, resulted in 42 successful attempts (3.2%) from a total of 110 attempts. Regional
organisations (grouped) and cooperative attempts (39.3% and 38.3% respectively) were only slightly
more successful than the UN (37.5%). No 'grouped' organisation category surpasses all others in
terms of mediation success (Table 17). However, if we consider the organisations individually, the
EU, OAS and AL are notably more successful than the rest (Table 16). In addition to their
independent efforts, it is also interesting to note that the EU and AL are two of the more frequent
UN collaborators.
TABLE 22: ORGANISATION USE OF MEDIATION AND REFERRALS

01 ~Q' "oatiVII Use of Mediation and Referrals
Regional Organisations

Type of Management
(CM3)

United Nations
Success

Failure

Success

Mediation

287 (35.1%)

411 (50.2%)

144 (39.4%)

Referrals

20 (2.4%)

100 (12.3%)

10(2.7%)

Total Success/Failure

307 (37.5%)

511 (62.5%)

154 (42.1%)

Total

818 (100.0%)

366 (100.0%)

I Failure
I 183 (50.0%)

I 29 (7.9%)

I 212 (57.9%)

Cooperative
Success
41 (37.3%)

I Failure

I 66 (60.0%)

1 (0.9%)

! 2 (1.8%)

42 (38.2%)

I 68 (61.8%)

110 (100.0%)

Proportionally, the UN achieves the most ceasefttes (55.2%) and partial settlements (66.4%) but
regional organisations achieve the highest full settlement rate (52.4%). Outcome is classified
categorically showing various degrees of success though the preliminary analysis (using a
dichotomous outcome variable) depicts 791 (61.1%) unsuccessful attempts and 503 (38.9%)
successful attempts (Table 23). The relationship between grouped organisations and dichotomous
outcome is not statistically significant (i.e. p is not significant as p>0.05). Whilst collapsing variables
can simplify their analysis, results derived from collapsed variables, such as dichotomous outcome
or grouped organisations, run the risk of reducing their original meaning or sensitivity (Houston,
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1997: 62). As explained earlier, cross-tabulations involving more complex categorical variables (i.e.
specific organisations or categorical mediation outcome) can lower expected cell frequencies
beyond an acceptable level and invalidate chi-square tests.
TABLE 23: CATEGORIES OF MEDIATION OUTCOME
Categories of Mediation Outcome
Grouped Organisations

I Mediation Offered Only _1_U_n_s_u.c_c_es_sf_u_1_

Regional Organisations

I 27 (2.1%)
I 23 (1.8%)

Cooperative

i

Total

I 51 (3.90/0)
740 (57.2%)
! 791 (61.1%) - Unsuccessful

United Nations

Dichotomous Outcome'

!

1 (0.1%)

484 (37.4%)

Cease-fire

Partial Settlement

Full Settlement

f-69-(-S.-3'Yc-o)--l--21-3-(1-6--.S--%--)~--+--2--5--(1=-.9:"::'Yo:"::)~~

189 (14.6%)

46 (3.6%)

78 (6.0%)

30 (2.3%)

67 (S.2%)

10 (0.8%)

30 (2.3%)

2 (0.2%)

125 (9.7%)

321 (24.8%)

57 (4.4%)

503 (38.9%) - Successful

'CM50 by CM52: X2 =2.22323, df =2, P =0.32903.

Testing for a relationship between organisations and outcome, for instance, exemplifies this
problem. Cross tabulating specific organisations (CM24) with categorical outcome (CM14)
produces a significant p value (0.0000) but, in the process, the table expands to 40 cells, 18 (45.0%)
of which have an expected frequency of <5. The result is over the allowable threshold of 20% for
low expected cell frequencies. Evidently, further categorical definition is required to fully assess
some factors but it is necessary to employ a more appropriate statistical method. \V'ith these
difficulties in mind, a dichotomous dependent variable is used only to construct an outline of
organisation mediation. To some extent, identification of significant factors is jeopardised if
categorical variables are not tested but this initial analysis does not seek to eliminate factors, it only
takes the first step in exploring their influence. Log-linear analysis later allows the complexity,
significance and strength of categorical variables to be assessed without losing measurement
sensitivity with collapsed variables.
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Contextual Factors: Dispute Characteristics

a.

Dispute Context and Conditions

TEST VARIABLE

1: TYPE OF DISPUTE

The temporal concentration of disputes identifies the distribution of dispute types, the system era
in which they occur and the frequency of mediation (fable 24). The number of disputes mediated
by the organisations has steadily decreased after peaking over the 1956 - 1965 period. From 19761995 organisation mediation fell below previous levels of involvement (i.e. less than half of the
recorded disputes were mediated). The lower number of mediated disputes bares a stark contrast
to the increased usage of mediation over the period. Cooperation between the UN and regional
organisations increased considerably over 1986-1995, with particularly intensive cooperation
between the UN and EU in the former Yugoslavia (77 attempts).
TABLE 24: TEMPORAL CONCENTRATION OF DISPUTE TYPES AND MEDIATION

Temporal Concentration of Dispute Types and Mediation
System Period

Total Number of
Disputes

Number of Disputes
with Organisation
Mediation

Type of Dispute
Interstate Disputes

Intrastate Disputes

Total Mediation
Attempts

_.

w _ _ ._ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1945-1955

47

29 (18.0'1'0)

24 (14.9'1'0)

5 (3.0%)

1956-1965

77

41 (25.5'1'0)

29 (18.0%)

12 (7.5'1'0)

141 (10.9%)
167 (12.9%)

1966-1975

51

36 (22.3'1'0)

24 (14.9'1'0)

12 (7.5'1'0)

328 (25.3%)

1976-1985

72

32 (19.9'1'0)

23 (14.3%)

9 (5.6'1'0)

209 (16.2%)

1986-1995

62

23 (14.3'1'0)

8 (5.0%)

15 (9.3'1'0)

449 (34.7%)

Total

309

161 (100.0%)

108 (67.1'1'0)

53 (32.9'1'0)

1294 (100%)

Interstate disputes were mediated more frequently over the periods from 1945-1985 but, more
recently, mediators have focused on intrastate disputes: a development with significant implications
for organisation dispute management. Overall, 779 (60.2%) mediation attempts occurred in
intrastate disputes, with 515 (39.8%) attempts made in interstate disputes. A comparison of
mediation success in intrastate disputes (25.1 %, 313) and interstate disputes (14.7%, 190) reflects
higher levels of mediation rather than a significant relationship between the type of dispute and
outcome (D171y eM52: X 2

= 1.40931,4/= 1,p = 0.23517).

Mediation in intrastate disputes was

only slightly more successful than interstate disputes (40.2% and 36.9% respectively). Similar levels
of success were unexpected considering the fact that intrastate disputes characteristically involve
complex issues of ethnicity and national identification, and have resulted in some of the longest and
bloodiest 'civil' wars (see Section b - Dispute Issues). \V'ith the complexity of issues and
entrenched nature of intrastate disputes, organisation mediation often requires many attempts in
the one dispute. Intensive mediation in intrastate disputes centred on the regions of Africa (253,
19.6%) and Europe (291,22.5%), whereas the highest rate of mediation in interstate disputes
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occurred in the Middle East (160, 12.4%). The occurrence of interstate and intrastate disputes in
particular regions was significant indicating a predisposition for intrastate disputes to occur in some
regions and not in others (D171?J D12: X 2 = 195.25718,

df= 5, P = 0.00000).

FIGURE 7: GEOGRAPHIC CONCENTRATION OF MEDIATION AND THE TYPE OF DISPUTE
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TEST VARIABLE 2: GEOGRAPHIC REGION

The geographic concentration of mediation in different regions shows that organisation mediation
occurred most frequently in Europe (373,28.8 % ) and Africa (342, 26.4%), followed by, the Middle
East and Central and South America [247, 19.1%; and 179, 13.8% respectively] (Figure 7). The
majority of mediation in Europe occurred during the Balkans War in the fragmented former
Yugoslavia (Case 269: 186 attempts). Other high concentrations of mediation in Europe were
centred in Nagorno-Karabakh and Cyprus (Case 279: 64 attempts; Case 160: 57 attempts).
Mediation in Africa was more diffused and mediation was only intensive in Angola and Western
Sahara (Case 165: 48 attempts; Case 163: 40 attempts). The Nagomo-I<arabakh dispute between
Azerbaijan and Armenia was the only interstate dispute of the aforementioned.

The incidence of mediation in Europe is particularly interesting. Internationally, Europe has always
been considered the 'least dispute prone' region, while the Middle East and Africa have consistently
tipped the other end of the scale (Bercovitch, 1986a: 159; 1989: 288; Bercovitch and Houston,
1996: 17; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 293). A number of factors have augmented the need for
greater dispute management in Europe: (1) the political vacuum left by the dissolution of the
former Soviet Union; (2) the fragmentation of several European states, especially the former
Yugoslavia; (3) the growth of competing resource interests; and, (4) the assertion of ethnic
differences and nationalistic divisions in the region. Intense mediation in Europe correlates with
the type of entrenched intrastate disputes typical to these factors and is clearly not related to the
frequency of disputes in the area (fable 25). Comparing mediation levels in Europe with those in
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Africa indicates a greater propensity for organisation involvement in Europe. Perhaps, the
emergence of the OSCE and the development of a more active EU role have increased the
readiness of organisations to manage European disputes.
TABLE 25: GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF DISPUTES, MEDIATION AND ORGANISATION INVOLVEMENT
Geographic Distribution of Disputes, Mediation and Organisation Involvement
Region (D12)

Dispute
Frequency

Mediation
Frequency

United Nations

Central & South America

30

179 (13.8%)

86 (6.6%)

Africa

43

342 (26.4%)

223 (17.2%)

South West Asia

7

73 (5.6%)

71 (5.5%)

------------

-

--

Regional
Or~nisatio~.: __.__

Cooperative

--_.------------

92(7.1%)

1 (0.1%)

97 (7.5%)

22(1.7%)
2 (0.2%)

East Asia & the Pacific

20

80 (6.2%)

77 (6.0%)

2(0.2%)

Middle East

47

247(19.1%)

188 (14.5%)

59 (4.6%)

Europe

14

373 (28.8%)

173 (13.4%)

116(9.0%)

84 (6.5%)

161

1294 (100.0%)

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

110(8.5%)

Total

1 (0.1%)

\\1hile UN mediation was distributed over all six regions, the highest concentration of UN
mediation occurred in Africa (223, 17.2%), the :tvIiddle East (188, 14.5%) and Europe (173, 13.4%).
Three reasons can be given to explain the high frequency of UN mediation in these regions.
Firstly, UN operations began in the post-World \V'ar II era, a time when a great number of the third
world disputes arose in Africa amid issues of independence, sovereignty and self-determination.
Secondly, many of the entrenched situations the UN has become embroiled in were centred in
these regions. Indeed, many potential 'hot spots' are concentrated in these regions including: Iran,
Syria, Israel-Palestine, North Korea, China and Taiwan, The Ballmns and African nations such as
Zaire, Angola and Rwanda (Bay, 1997). UN mediation in Europe comprised 102 mediation
attempts in the Yugoslavian Civil War alone. Lastly, higher fatality and intensity levels in later
disputes saw the UN mediate more frequently than it did in the earlier periods (1945 - 1955 and
1956 - 1965) even though itintervened in fewer disputes (1986 -1995). Critically, one could argue

that increased mediation use is actually a result of improved reporting, with press releases detailing
formal dialogue and diplomatic meetings being more available and even being reported by the
organisations themselves. Though there is validity in this argument, increased mediation usage is
also indicative of the growing recognition given to mediation as an effective method of early
dispute management.

Regional organisation mediation was highest in Europe (116, 9.0%), Africa (97, 7.5%) and Central
and South America (92, 7.1%). For regional organisations, the high level of mediation in Europe is
linked to type of disputes occurring in the region and to the development of two very active
organisations, the EU and the OSCE. An earlier proposition questioned whether regional
organisations were comparatively more successful mediators in their respective regions than the
UN. Despite mediation intensity differing between regions, it is erroneous to consider geographic
region as a determinant of mediation success. As expected, each regional organisation focused on
mediating disputes within their region, rarely mediating elsewhere: AL in the Middle East (51,
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3.9%), ASEAN in Asia and the Pacific (2,0.2%), ED in Europe (39, 3.0%), OAS in Central and
South America (92, 7.1 %), OAD in Africa (92, 7.1 %), and the OSCE in Europe (77, 6.0%).
TABLE 26: GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
GbU\jldf.llll\;

Distribution and Mediation Outcome

Region (D12)

United Nations
Success

I Failure

Regional Organisations

Cooperative
Success

I Failure

12 (10.9%)

I 10 (9.1%)

Success

Failure

Central & South America

39 (4.8%)

47 {5.7%}

45 (12.3%)

47 (12.8%)

Africa

75 {9.2%}

148 {18.1%}

34 (9.3%)

63 (17.2%)

South West Asia

25 (3.1%)

46 (5.6%)

East Asia & Pacific

23 (2.8%)

54 {6.6%}

Middle East

71 (8.7%)

117(14.3%}

26 {7.1%}

33 (9.0%)

Europe

74 (9.0%)

99 (12.1%)

49 (13.4%)

Total Success/Failure

307 (37.6%)

511 (62.4%)

154 (42.1%)

Total

818 (100.0%)

1 {0.9%}

1 (0.9%)

I
I

67 (18.3%)

27 (24.6%)

I! 57 {51.8%}

212 (57.9%)

42 {38.2%}

I 68 {61.8%}

2 (1.8%)
2 (0.6%)

366 (100.0%)

i

110 {100.0%}

'012 by CM52:)(2 =9.70196, df =5, P =0.08413.

Regional organisations may well be successful mediators in their own areas of influence and
expertise but there is not enough evidence to suggest how successful they might be if they mediated
in another region (Table 26). As a dispute factor, geographic region does not have a direct impact
on mediation outcome, though it has significant implications for other variables, indicating where
dispute intensity, duration, hostility and fatality levels and types of issues are focused197 • At this
stage, two central questions remain: What comparative advantages do regional organisations have
over the DN? Is a degree of commonality with the disputants or proximity to the dispute
particularly advantageous? More attention is given to answering these questions in later analysis
(Chapter 7).

Cooperative mediation was dispersed over five regions (Central and South America, Africa,
Southwest Asia, East Asia and Pacific) Europe) but was most frequendy used in Europe (84, 6.5%).
Cooperative mediation fared best in Southwest Asia and the East Asia and Pacific region though
there are too few attempts in these regions to assess 'success' adequately. Even considering their
success in these regions, it is misguided to assume that low-intensity mediation and high success
rates are even indicative of simple or minor dispute situations. One of the disputes in question was
a low-intensity interstate war resulting in 300 fatalities and a partial setdement (Case 205) while the
other was a highly intense, intrastate dispute accruing 70000 fatalities (Case 288).
TEST VARIABLE 3: SYSTEM PERIOD

Further classification by system period gives a temporal view of mediation distribution from when a
dispute begins (Table 24). Despite the analysis showing that system era has a strong association
with mediation outcome, the comparison does litde to expand the depth of our understanding (D10

l?J eM52: X 2 = 9.89098, 4= 4, P = 0.04230). This result is more likely to be related to other
conditions present during different system periods than the system era itself. The association of

19)

=

012 by CM52: X2 =9.70196, df =5, P 0.08413.
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these factors are probably more indicative of different dispute issues in different system eras. (D10

I:y D14d· X 2 =272.92820,

4f= 4,p =0.00000).

Intangible issues are far more prevalent during the

1966-1975 period (209, 16.2%), 1976-1985 period (140,10.8%) and 1986-1995 period (436, 33.7%).
These periods are categorised by colonialism, cold war rivalry and struggles for self-determination.
Tangible issues were only dominant in the 1956-1965 era (101, 7.8%).

Overall, organisation involvement in different system eras is statistically significant (D10 I:y CM50:
X2

= 199.51907, 4f= 8,p =0.00000).

Interestingly, UN involvement over different system eras

increased over later decades even though the number of disputes with UN involvement decreased.
Controlling for organisation involvement reveals a strong relationship between system era and
outcome where the UN and regional organisations are involved (D10 I:y CM52 "ontrollillgjor CM50:
UN - X2

= 12.23374, 4f= 4,p = 0.01570; regiolla! organisation - X2 = 11.75746, 4f= 4,p = 0.01925).

These results are not surprising seeing that cooperative mediation has only become common over
1986-1995 era (98, 7.6%). More specifically, system period was coded to reflect when mediation
was first initiated. This too, had a significant impact on mediation outcome and organisation
involvement (CM2d I:y CM52: X2

4f= 8,p =0.00000).

= 18.01032, 4f= 4,p =0.00123; CM2d ~v CM50: X2 =98.83107,

Mediation was initiated most often during the period from 1986-1995 (675,

52.2%) and achieved the highest success rate (43.0%). Again, most frequent mediation was
conducted by the organisations in the 1986-1995 period: UN - 401 attempts (31.0%); regional
organisation attempts 170 (13.1%); and cooperative mediation -104 (8.0%). UN mediation
predominated throughout earlier periods.
TEST VARIABLE 4: TYPE OF SUPERPOWER INVOLVEMENT

Superpower involvement was divided into six categories recognising the differing roles
superpowers take on in a dispute (Table 27). As expected, this factor had a strong influence on
mediation success (Bercovitch, 1986a: 164; Bercovitch eta/ia, 1991: 15; Frei, 1976). However,
overall there was little difference in success if superpowers were involved (39.1 %) or if they were
not (36.8%). Mediation was most likely to succeed when the superpowers involved appeared to
have some interest in the settlement or mediation of the dispute in the combined role as a partyally-mediator (42.3%). This said, it is obvious that when superpowers are participating as a parry in
the dispute, mediation success diminishes considerably (13.6%). Testing the influence of this factor
in determining which organisation becomes involved as a mediator generated unreliable results
(D261:y CM50: X2 = 203.46102,

4f=

10,p = 0.00000,11.1% ifcells with expectedfrequenI!J <5).

Despite unreliable chi-square results, the data revealed that regional organisations conduct the
highest number of attempts withottt superpower involvement (78, 6.0%). Regional organisations had
a success rate of 47.4% in cases with no superpower involvement (37 of 78 attempts) as compared
to a 40.6% success rate when superpowers were involved (117 of 288 attempts). This finding
supports the notion that superpower involvement, and their associated leverage, is not essential to
regional organisation mediation success. That is, regional organisations command enough
resources of their own to apply effective leverage and mediate successfully.
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Regional organisations achieved the most mediation success without superpower involvement
(86.0%,37 of 43 successful attempts). Contributing to this result is the fact that only 35 UN
attempts were conducted without superpower involvement (2.7%). Ostensibly, UN mediation
involves a superpower in some capacity, as: a party (37, 2.9%); an active ally (9, 0.7%); a key
member of an organisation committee or mediation group (119,9.2%); a mediator (278, 21.5%); or
in a combined role, as a party, ally and mediator (340, 26.3%). Superpower participation in UN
decision-making bodies is invariably a factor in their high levels of involvement as a UN mediator
in the latter three roles (737,57.0%). Cooperative mediation generally involves superpowers in a
combined role (92, 7.1 %).
TABLE 27: TYPE OF SUPERPOWER INVOLVEMENT AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Type of Superpower Involvement and Mediation Success
-

I Frequency
I 44 (3.4%)

i

Unsuccessful

Successful

38 (2.9%)

6 (0.5%)

13.6%

18 (1.4%)

13(1.0%)

5 (0.4%)

27.7%

Superpower as a mediator

340 (26.3%)

208 (16.1%)

132 (10.2%)

38.8%

Superpower as a key member of international
organisation committee or group mediation

187 (14.5%)

119(9.2%)

68 (5.3%)

36.4%

Superpower in a combined role: party-ally-mediator

588 (45.4%)

339 (26.2%)

249 (19.2%)

42.3%

No superpower involvement

117(9.0%)

74 (5.7%)

43 (3.3%)

36.8%

1294 (100.0%)

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

Type of Superpower Involvement (026)'
Superpower as a party

i

Superpower as an active ally

I

Total

Success Rate

'D26 by CM52: X2 = 16.42973, df = 5, P = 0.00572.

The type of superpO\\Ter involvement also has a significant impact on two key dispute factors: the
type of dispute (D26 l?J D17: X 2

= 133.60042, c!f= 5, P = 0.00000) and issue substance -

intangible issues (D26l?J D14d· X2 = 251.34005,

c!f= 5,p = 0.00000).

tangible or

Superpowers are heavily

involved in intrastate disputes, conducting 434 attempts in their 'combined' role (55.7% of
intrastate disputes). In

compari~on,

only 203 attempts in intrastate disputes involve superpowers as

mediators (26.1% of intrastate disputes). In interstate disputes, superpowers were more common
as mediators (137,26.6% of interstate disputes) and in a combined role (154, 29.9% of interstate
disputes). Interestingly, interstate disputes comprise the most attempts without superpower
involvement (80, 15.5% of interstate disputes). Most often, superpowers acting in combined roles
become involved in intangible situations (516,39.9%). Superpower 'mediators' act more frequently
when intangible issues (96, 7.4%) are involved than when tangible issues are present (244, 18.9%).
Tangible issues dominate cases where superpowers were: a party to the dispute (35, 2.7%), allied to
a disputant (17,3.1 %), and where no superpower was involved (71, 5.5%).
TEST VARIABLE 5: FATALITIES

Previously, studies have identified a strong relationship between low fatalities 198 and increased
mediation success (Bercovitch, 1986a: 161; Bercovitch, 1989: 291-292; Bercovitch etalia, 1991: 13;
Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 23-24; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 301-302; Bercovitch and

198 Fatalities

and duration are presented as categorical variables though both were also coded as continuous raw data.
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Langley, 1993: 686). In fact, it has been noted that "the most decisive factor affecting mediation
outcomes is the parties' conflict behaviour, and in particular the number of fatalities .. . High
fatalities encourage rigid, hostile behaviour and discourage joint settlement efforts" (Bercovitch and
Lamare, 1993: 302). This considered, makes it even more surprising to fmd that the relationship
between fatalities and outcome here was not significant (D5 by CM52: X 2 = 8.62268, dj= 4, P =

0.07125, 6 missing observations). Mediation largely takes place when fatalities have exceeded 10000+
(795, 61.7%). Contrast between success rates at high and low fatality levels or across each fatality
level is negligible (Figure 8). A fatality range of 1001-10000+ has a 39.3% mediation success rate as
compared to 37.4% success in the 0-1000 fatality range. All of the organisations mediated most
often in high fatality environments where fatalities exceeded 10000+: the UN mediating on 502
occasions (39.0%); regional organisations made 195 attempts (15.1%) and cooperative mediation
accounted for 98 attempts (7.6%).
FIGURE 8: FATALITY LEVELS AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
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Three explanations can be tendered to explain the relative insignificance of this 'decisive' factor: the
predominance of mediation during high fatalities; the minimal contrast in success at different
fatality levels; and the fact that this variable was analysed in isolation. The categorical outcome
variable provides more defmition but, even though results support the proposition that fatality
levels affect mediation success, they are unreliable with 20% of the cells having an expected
frequency <5 (D5 by CMI4: X 2 = 42.68188, dj= 16, P = 0.00031, 6 missing observations). Obviously,
this is one factor that demands further analysis. High fatality environments saw mediation
concentrated in particular regions (D5 by D12: X2 = 351 .60947, dj= 20,p = 0.00000). The highest
fatality levels, between 5001-10000+, were recorded during mediation attempts in Africa (277,
21.5%), Middle East (137, 10.6%) and Europe (292, 22.7%).
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TEST VARIABLE 6: DISPUTE INTENSITY

Another way of understanding the effects of fatality levels on mediation is to analyse the dispute's
intensity. Explaining how dispute intensity affects mediation outcome has developed into two
schools of thought: the first explanation of the relationship between dispute intensity and outcome
sees high dispute intensity as a catalyst for mediation acceptance. That is, mediation may be a more
acceptable strategy when dispute intensity is high simply because it offers the disputants a way out,
they can cut their losses and beat a face-saving retreat. The second explanation argues the opposite,
that disputants become more rigid and polarised in their positions, hardening their stance as the
fatality count climbs higher. With this mentality, loss leads the disputants to seek winning at any
cost. As a result, an offer of, or engagement in, mediation is more than likely viewed as
acquiescence (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 13).

At first, the data does not appear to support the proposition that dispute intensity has a significant
impact on the success of organisation mediation (D6 i?Y CM52: X 2 = 6.66918, c!f=3, P = 0.08322, 7

missing obseroations). However, intensity affects the character of mediation outcome with well-timed
mediation, occurring early in the dispute when intensity is low, yielding the best results (D6 by

CMI4: X2 = 63.78349, c!f= 12,p

= 0.00000,5.0% cells with expectedfrequenry <5,7 missing obseroations).

Low intensity levels, between 0-500 fatalities per month, proffered the highest success rate of
17.4%(224), including 35 ceasefires, 156 partial agreements and 33 full settlements (Figure 9). Only
48 (3.8%) mediation attempts were successful where intensity levels had exceeded 10000 fatalities
per month.
FIGURE 9: DISPUTE INTENSITY AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
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Low intensity situations, where the number of fatalities per month did not exceeded 500 deaths,
instigated the largest number of mediation attempts (618, 48.0%). Intensity levels over 1001
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fatalities per month accounted for 421 (32.7%) mediation attempts, only 164 (12.7%) being
successful. Intensity is an important factor characterising the types of disputes where organisation
mediation takes place (D6 f:y CM50: X 2

=324.14534, c!f= 6, P =0.00000, 7 missing observations).

The

UN concentrated on low intensity disputes (0-500 deaths per month - 370,28.7%) and high
intensity disputes (1001-10000 deaths per month - 264, 20.5%). Regional organisations mediated
most frequently in low intensity disputes, 0-500 deaths per month (234, 18.2%) and cooperative
efforts occurred mainly during moderately intense disputes where fatalities range between 501-1000
per month (82, 6.4%). Generally, mediation in Africa and the 1vf.iddle East took place in intense
circumstances, where deaths exceeded 1001 fatalities per month (207, 16.1% and 110, 8.5%
respectively). Crosstabulating regions and intensity shows a strong correlation, supporting the
assumption that acutely intense disputes are centred in particular regions (D12 f?y D6: X2 =

677.92240,

c!f=

15, P

= 0.00000, 7 missing observations).

TEST VARIABLE 7: LEVEL OF HOSTILITIES

Directly related to fluctuations in dispute intensity is the scale of hostilities between disputants.
Levels of hostility range from a display of force to a use of force and ultimately, to war (Table 28).
Predictably, this dispute characteristic has a considerable effect on mediation outcome. Ostensibly,
mediation occurs when the atmosphere between the disputants is less than conducive for success,
88.0% (1139) of mediation occurring when the dispute has escalated to war. Success rates reveal
that the organisations are more likely to succeed when only a display of force is shown (55.2%) and
the rate decreases rapidly when disputants use force (27.0%). An increasing rate of organisation
success where hostilities have reached a state of war (39.8%) seems to add weight to the earlier
argument, that disputants increasingly view mediation as a face-saving retreat in intense and hostile
situations. Organisations are all heavily involved where disputants are at 'war' and though
significant results were obtained, the involvement of organisations in hostile disputes needs further
testing to produce reliable results.
TABLE 28: HOSTILITIES AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Hostilities and Mediation Outcome
Hostility Level (08)'

Unsuccessful

Successful

Total

UN

Regional

Cooperative

Display of Force

13 (1.0%)

16 (1.2%)

29 (2.2%)

5 (0.4%)

22(1.7%)

2 (0.2%)

Use of Force

92 (7.1%)

34 (2.6%)

126 (9.7%)

80 (6.2%)

44 (3.4%)

2(0.2%)

War

686 (53.0%)

453 (35.0%)

1139 (88.0%)

733 (56.6%)

300 (23.2%)

106 (8.2%)

Total

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

1294 (100%)

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

1110 (8.5%)

'08 by CMS2: X2 =11.12464, df = 2, P = 0.00384; 08 by CMSO: X2 = 44.66863, df = 4, P =0.00000, 11.1% cells with expected frequency <S.

TEST VARIABLE

8: DISPUTE DURATION

As mediation success is commonly expected to diminish the longer a dispute continues, dispute
duration and mediation timing are considered core elements in the search for an illusive 'moment
of ripeness' (Aggestam, 1995; Bercovitch, 1984; Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997, Bercovitch and
Houston, 1996; Haass, 1988; Kriesberg, 1987, 1991; Kleiboer, 1994, 1996a, 1996b; Kleiboer and
t'Hart, 1995, 1vf.itchell, 1995, Zartman, 1985). In this vein, several researchers have explored the
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notion that mediation is actually more effective once a dispute has progressed through some hostile
phases (Northedge and Donelan, 1971; Ott, 1972; Pruitt, 1981). Generally, mediation seems to be
more effective after disputants have had an opportunity to posture (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996:
23). Bercovitch et alia (1991) found that this was generally the case, but that there appeared to be a
"minimum amount of time necessary before mediation was successful" (Bercovitch et alia, 1991:
13). According to their study, mediation occurring 1-3 months into the dispute had the greatest
likelihood of success (37%) whereas attempts initiated before 1 month were less successful (23%)
and mediation occurring after 3 months duration was the least likely to succeed (19%). A later
study revealed that mediation was most effective in the 7-36 month phase, most probably after
disputants had exhausted other modes of dispute settlement (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 23).
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A short dispute duration, i.e. less than 36 months, is not necessarily more amenable to mediation, as
previously hypothesised (Figure 10). Organisation mediation was most successful with disputes of
25-36 months duration (48.6%). The highest level of mediation is conducted when disputes exceed
36 months duration (891, 68.9%). Disputes lasting over 36 months account for 84 ceasefires, 233
partial agreements and 25 full settlements (6.5%, 18.0% and 1.9% respectively), the highest level of
success for each outcome category. Tests showed that duration had little effect on dichotomous
outcome or categorical outcome and determining which organisation was more involved in drawnout disputes (D4!y CM52: X 2 = 9.32162, df= 6,p

P = 0.00000, 40.0% cells with expectedfrequenry

= 0.15628; D4 !y CMI4: X2 = 77.21678, df= 24,

<5).

It was thought that the large number of cells needed to analyse seven categories of duration
attributed to these unreliable results, however even after collapsing the variable, results confirm that
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duration does not have a significant impact on success 199 • With the majority of organisation
mediation occurring in entrenched dispute situations, disputants often did more than 'posture'
before organisation mediation was successful. This finding relates to the fact that organisation
mediation is generally initiated late in a dispute, usually when dispute duration has already exceeded
36 months of hostility (see Process Variables - Mediation Timing). As Bercovitch and Houston
(1996) concluded, organisation mediation appears to be more successful once the disputants have
exhausted other methods of dispute resolution and are more receptive to third party involvement.

Initially, duration was not a significant indicator of which organisation was mediating or where
mediation took place. Collapsing the variable revealed that the UN was most involved in drawnout disputes, conducting 558 (43.1%) attempts in entrenched disputes. Regional and cooperative
efforts also centred on disputes that had lasted more than 36 months (D4 - collapsed i?Y CM50: X 2
41.71798,

c!f= 4, P = 0.00000).

As with dispute intensity, geographical locality also highlighted the

regional characteristics of mediation in entrenched disputes (D4 - collapsed i?Y D12: X2

c!f=

=

=521.01142,

10, P = 0.00000). Africa recorded a total of 259 mediation attempts after dispute duration

exceeded 36 months (20.0%). Similarly, mediation in Europe was at its highest in entrenched
disputes (358,27.7%). The majority of organisation mediation takes place after disputes have
already exceeded 36 months in duration.
TABLE 29: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: DISPUTE CONTEXT AND CONDITIONS

5

Result 2: Geographic Regions (012)
Result 3: System Period (010)

9.89098

4

0.04230'

Result 4: Typeot Superpower Involvement (026)

16.42973

5

0.00572'

Result 5: Fatalities (05)

8.62268

4

0.07125

Result 6: ~ispute Intensity (06)

6.66918

3

0.08322

Result 7: Hostility Level (08)

11.12464

2

0.00384'

Result 8: Duration (04)

9.32162

6

0.15628

It is widely acknowledged that mediation success is contingent on the nature of the dispute (Ott,
1972: 597). Thus far, we can conclude that the context in which organisations mediate is
characterised by: disputes that have escalated to war (1139, 88.0%); complex intrastate disputes,
primarily in Africa and Europe (779, 60.2%); fatality levels exceeding 10000+ (795,61:7%); low
intensity disputes with under 500 fatalities a month (618,48.0%) and dispute duration exceeding 36
months (891,68.9%). However, initial testing in this cluster of contextual variables revealed only
three significant factors (where p < 0.05, indicated by an asterisk): system period, hostility level and
the type of super-power involvement. Several of these results do not reflect the level of
significance expected (a summary of significance is presented in Table 29 with the X2,

c!f and p

cross-tabulation results). Although only three dispute characteristics register a statistically
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Duration (collapsed D4a): 1·6 months, 7·36 months and 36+ months. Chi·square results: D4a by CM52:)(2= 1.39346, df =2, P =0.49821.
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significant impact on mediation outcome, the significance of other characteristics is not necessarily
negated. Many of them interact with disputant, mediator and process characteristics and some
require further testing to obtain more conclusive results (Table 30).
TABLE 30: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS· DISPUTE CONTEXT AND CONDITIONS
Proposition Conclusions - Dispute Context and Conditions (refer Propositions - Table 11)
Proposition 1:

! Mediation is more successful in intrastate disputes than in interstate disputes though no significant relationship exists
i between type of dispute and outcome (40.2% and 36.9% respectively).

'-P~~;;~-;iiion -2:--t-festing whether regional org~-;;isations are m~re successful in mediating-disputes within their regional ar~a of ~~ertis;--
I was invalid. The sample of regional organisation mediation outside their regional sphere of influence is too small to provide
1

accurate comparative analysis. This said, the distribution of mediation throughout different regions is related to other

I dispute characteristics - type of dispute,
fatality levels, intensity, duration.
_

I

Proposition 3:

__._. ______ _

I Mediation is affected by the system era in which the dispute begins and mediation is initiated. Mediation was more
prevalent and successful during the 1986-1995 period.

I

Proposition 4:

Mediation is only moderately more successful when fatality levels are low, i.e. fatality levels of 1001-10000+ have a 39.3%
success rate as compared to 37.4% success with a 0-1000 fatality level. Nevertheless, this factor displayed no significant
relationship with mediation outcome.

Proposition 5:

Mediation is more successful when dispute intensity is low, i.e. 0·500 fatalities per month.

Proposition 6:

Mediation is more successful when hostilities have not escalated to a state of 'war'.

Proposition 7:

Mediation is not more successful when the duration of the dispute is short, i.e. less than 36 months. Mediation is most
successful when dispute duration
is between 25·36 months. __·.___.ri.______.
__.
___.____. _

Proposition 8:

Mediation is only slightly more successful with superpower involvement (39.1%) than without it (36.8%). Mediation is
most successful when the superpowers involved have an interest in the outcome of the dispute and thus combine roles as
a party, an ally and a mediator. Disputes in which regional organisations mediate are less likely to involve superpowers.

Specifically, the most successful mediating organisations were the EU, OAS and the Arab League
(52.4%,49.5% and 44.2% respectively). As grouped organisations, regional organisations were the
most successful (42.1 %). There was little difference between UN success (37.5%) and cooperative
mediation success (38.2%). Mediation is more effective than referral as a type of management and
is used more frequently by the organisations (success rates 41.7% and 19.1 %respectively).
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b.

Dispute Issues

TEST VARIABLE

1: CORE ISSUES

Though several issues may be present in a dispute at any given time, it is usual to "define disputes
in terms of one salient issue" (Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993: 294). The literature reveals just how
difficult it is to identify salient issues and consequently, how inconsistent analysis of clispute issues
can be (Diehl, 1990). Some suggest that core intangible issues such as ethnicity and ideology
provide the least amenable environment for dispute management success and reduce 'the chances
of successful mediation substantially' (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 14). Ethnic and cultural differences
were the core issues of concern to organisation mediators (731, 56.5%) followed by ideological and
political issues (189, 14.6%). Using a broader mediation data set, Bercovitch and Houston (1996)
found that sovereignty and security were the most prevalent issues but that resource and ethnicity
issues provided the highest chance of mediation success (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 25).
Results in this study found that the organisations' were most successful in disputes involving
ideology/political issues (89,47.1 %) and territory/sovereignty issues were the second most
amenable issues (64,42.4%). Though there are obvious differences between this and earlier studies,
a general conclusion can be drawn: the nature of a core issue does affect mediation outcome. This
conclusion is borne out in the chi-squared results, finding the relationship between the core issue
and mediation outcome as highly significant (Table 31).
TABLE 31: CORE ISSUE AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Core Issue and Mediation Success
Core Issue (014)'

~

..'---

Frequency
I Unsuccessful .---------_
Successful
Success Rate
_._---------_._- -------------_··1------------_··
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

151 (11.7%)

87 (6.7%)

64 (4.9%)

42.4%

Ideology & Political

189 (14.6%)

1100 (7.7%)

89 (6.9%)

47.1%

Security & Military

125 (9.7%)

81 (6.3%)

45 (3.5%)

35.7%

Independence & Colonisation

79 (6.1%)

! 47 (3.6%)

32 (2.5%)

40.5%

Resource & Economic

18 (1.4%)

Ethnic & Cultural

731 (56.5%)

1 16 (1.2%)
, 460 (35.5%)

Total

1294 (100.0%)'

I 791 (61.1%)

Territory & Sovereignty

I

2 (0.2%)

11.1%

271 (20.9%)

37.1%

503 (38.9%)

• 014 by CM52:)(2= 13.60729, df =5, P =0.01831.

Cases in which the UN mediated were overwhelmingly ethnic and cultural (421, 51.4%) while other
issues occurred less frequently: ideological/political (114, 13.9%); independence/colonisation (77,
9.4%); territory/sovereignty (107,13.1%), security/military (88,10.8%), and resource/economic
issues (11, 1.3%). Similarly, a high concentration of regional organisations and cooperative efforts
were made in disputes with ethnic and cultural core issues (212, 16.4% and 98, 7.6% respectively).
The nature of the core issue appears to be a highly significant factor in understanding the types of
disputes that organisations mediate (Table 32).

The regional distribution of core issues gives another clue as to where different types of disputes
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occur (D14

ry D12: X 2 = 989.69451, 4/= 25,p = 0.00000).

Ethnic conflicts enveloped Europe

(354,27.4%), Africa (221,17.1%) and South West Asia (72, 5.6%), while territorial issues were
prevalent in the Middle East (82,6.3%) and ideological issues occurred most frequently in Central
America (110, 8.5%).
TABLE 32: CORE ISSUE AND ORGANISATION MEDIATION
Core Issue and Organisation Mediation

I United Nations
Regional Organisations
Cooperative
~-----'-------+~--~-r------~~----~-----I Success
Failure
Success
Failure
Success
Failure

Core Issue (014)'

Territory & Sovereignty
Ideology & Political

I 40 (5.0%)
I 49 (6.0%)
! 26 (3.2%)

Security & Military
Independence & Colonisation
Resource & Economic

I 31 (3.8%)
i 2 (0.2%)

i

67 (8.2%)

24 (6.6%)

19 (5.2%)

65 (7.9%)

35 (9.6%)

33 (9.0%)

5 (4.6%)

2 (1.8%)

62 (7.6%)

17(4.6%)

17(4.6%)

2(1.8%)

2 (1.8%)

46 (5.6%)

1 (0.3%)

1 (0.3%)

9 (1.1%)

1 (0.9%)

7(1.9%)

Ethnic &Cultural
159 (19.4%)
262 (32.0%)
77 (21.0%)
135 (36.9%)
35 (31.8%)
63 (57.3%)
-T~;;I-S;~;~~;F~~-;-------l307(3i6~/:)--- "-5;-;- (62A%)---' -15-4-(4-2,-10;.-0)-·-212(57.9°1o}-- 42-(38~~io-)---- -~-8-~1~8-%)--'--

I 818 (100.0%)

Total

'014 by CM50:

X2

366 (100.0%)

110 (100,0%)

=93.43348, df =10, P=0.00000,

Core issues also give a good indication of whether a dispute is interstate or intrastate in character

(D14

ry D17: X2 =582.07359,4/= 5,p = 0.00000).

Ideology/political issues (145, 11.2%) and

ethnic/ cultural issues (599, 46.3%) predominate in intrastate or civil war disputes. Interstate
disputes involved all mediation attempts made where territory or sovereignty was the issue (151,
11.8%) and characteristically, involved security/military issues (112, 8.7%) and
independence/ colonisation issues (60,4.6%).

TEST VARIABLE 2: ISSUE COMPLEXITY

All disputes are assumed to have a core issue, understood as the underlying source or reason for
conflict, though rarely is there only one issue at stake. Acknowledging this, three issues were coded
to typify a range of possible issues occurring in more complex disputes: a core issue, an additional
secondary issue and a peripheral issue (Table 33). As explained in Section 5.3, a distinction is made
between those disputes that involve one core issue, two issues or three issues in Bercovitch's
Correlates of Mediation data set. In this way, a measure of issue complexity registers how many
issues are simultaneously present during mediation.

However in this study, analysing issue complexity strikes a serious dilemma: each dispute involving
organisation mediation involves three issues. Comparisons of issue complexity have been drawn
between the organisations and other international mediators showing that mediation is more
successful when fewer issues are involved i.e. when dispute complexity is low (Bercovitch, 1984;
Bercovitch and Langley, 1993; Jackson, 1998; Kolb, 1983; Moore, 1986). In this case, a comparison
of issue complexity across the organisations is moot and it is not possible to assess how successful
organisation mediation would be if fewer issues were at stake. \V'hat can be concluded from this is
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that al1161 disputes involving organisation mediation were highly complex and involved three
dispute issues: a core issue, most commonly ethnicity and cultural differences, and two additional
issues.
TABLE 33: THREE ISSUES AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Three Issues and Mediation Outcome'
Issues

Core Issue (014)

I (014a)

I Success

Success

Failure

Territory &
Sovereignty

64 (4.9%)

87 (6.7%)

Ideology &
Political

89 (6.9%)

Security &
Military

45 (3.5%)

81 (6.3%)

i 85 (6.6%)

Independence
&Colonisation

32 (2.5%)

47 (3.6%)

Resource &
Economic

2 (0.2%)

16 (1.2%)

Ethnic &
Cultural

271
(20.9%)

460
(35.5%)

100 (7.7%)

! 66{5.1%)
I
I
i 210

(014b)

Failure

Success

115 (8.9%)

27 (2.1%)

I Failure

I Grouped
I Total

124 (9.6%)

144
(11.1%)

146 (3.6%)

116 (9.0%)

125 (9.7%)

I
I 24 (1.9%)

i

40 (3.1%)

11 (0.9%)

164 (4.9%)

67 (5.2%)

19 (1.5%)

I! 16 (1.2%)

16 (1.2)

136
(10.5%)

Total

I 791

j (61.1%)

340 (22.5%)

!

I

i

169
(13.1%)

15{1.2%)

I

!
!I 503
i (38.9%)

157 (10.4%)

I

I! 67 (5.2%) I 820 (21.1%)
I 688 (17.7%)
I! 209
(16.2%)

I (16.2%)

%ofOverall
Success

I

! 90 (7.0%) I 449 (11.6%)

41 (3.2%)

18 (0.6%)
791
(61.1%)

i

313
(24.2%)

Unspecified
503
(38.9%)

I Additional Issue Two

I

! Additional Issue One

503
(38.9%)

I 225
(17.4%)
791
(61.1%)

I 535 (13.8%)
II

10~

(2.8%)

896 (23.1%)

II 385 (9.9%)
3882 (100%)

274 (18.1%)
203 (13.5%)
37 (2.5%)
354 (23.5%)
144 (9.5%)
1509
(100.0%)

'014 by CM52:)(2= 13.60729, df= 5, P =0.01831; 014a by CM52:)(2= 14.425 4, df =6, P =0.02523; 014b by CM52:)(2= 18.91247, df= 6, P =
0.00431.

Individually, all three issues had a significant influence on mediation outcome. Ethnic and cultural
discord is the typical core issue facing

organis~tion

mediation, accounting for 731 cases (56.5%).

Ideological and political issues were the most frequently occurring secondary issue (523, 40.4%)
followed by security and military issues (209, 16.2%). The most frequent peripheral issue was
security (323, 25.0%) though there were also a substantial number of undefined peripheral issues
(361,27.9%). Only 2 mediation attempts were made whpn resource or economic issues were the
core issue (0.2%). The core issue remains the central reasotl for the disputants' hostilities though it
is usually inseparable from the secondary issue. Secondary and peripheral issues can range from
being clearly peripheral to being indistinguishable from the central issue. As a result, not much can
be said of the impact of secondary or peripheral issues, aside from them being statistically
significant when tested. Often these issues overlap, confusing the importance and effect of
peripheral issues. For this reason, this analysis will only focus on the effects of the core issue.
TEST VARIABLE 3: ISSUE SUBSTANCE

Over the range of issues, the most common issues were ethnicity/ cultural (896, 23.1 %),
ideology/political (820, 21.1 %) and security/military (688, 17.7%). Intangible issues out-number
tangible issues for all three variables. This is particularly important when considering the substaflG'e
of ethnic and ideological issues as intangible issues. Intangible issues have consistently proven
more difficult to manage than tangible issues because such cases usually possess a higher degree of
rigidity and are generally deeply rooted in social behaviour (Bercovitch, 1985: 748; Zubek et alia,
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1992). Earlier studies suggested that tangible issues (territory and sovereignty; independence and
colonialism; resource and economic issues; security and military) were far more amenable to dispute
management and mediation (Bercovitch et alia, 1989: 14). Here, analysis of issue substance and
outcome resulted in ftndings inconsistent with earlier studies (fable 34). Cross-tabulation dispelled
the null hypothesis with p > 0.05, thus rejecting the proposition that disputes involving tangible
issues are more readily resolved than disputes centred on intangible issues. It could be possible that
the subjective nature of coding international dispute issues is the reason for this result. It is
sometimes difftcult to dis tinguish between issues: ideology/political, independence/ colonial and
territory/sovereignty. That is to say, disputants may ftght for what a researcher can view as a clearly
territorial dispute, on an ideological basis (Jackson, 1998: 114-115).
TABLE 34: ISSUE SUBSTANCE AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Issue Substance and Mediation Outcome
Issue Substance 1D14d)'

Unsuccessful

Successful

i Total

UN

Regional

I
'
I e
ooperatlv~

Tangible

231 (17.9%)

143 (11.1%)

I 374 (28.9%)

283 (21.9%)

86 (6.6%)

1 5 (0.4%)

Intangible

560 (43.3%)

360 (27.8%)

! 920 (71.1%)

535 (41.3%)

280 (21.6%)

1

105 (8.1%)

Total

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

1

110 (8.5%)

I 1294 (100%)

'D14d byCMS2: X2= 0.08967, df= I, P =0.76460; DI4d by CMSO: X2=49.86814, df= 2, P =0.00000.

In each case, the organisations dealt with more intangible than tangible issues: the UN was far more
likely to handle intangible issues; regional organisations were also more likely to deal with core
intangible issues; while cooperative mediation was 21 times more likely to involve intangible issues.
Although statistical proof repudiates the hypothesis that issue substance influences mediation
success, issue substance does appear to affect organisation involvement.

The success rate of mediation also differed between tangible and intangible issues. Organisations
mediated more often in disputes involving intangible issues achieving 27.8% success in these
conditions. Tangible issues were less frequent and less likely to result in a successful resolution
(143, 11.1 %). The difference in success rates between this and previous studies is not conclusive
enough over such a small sample but it does indicate that the UN has an above-average
performance and handles intangible dispute issues comparatively well, based on the level of success
for tangible issues. Ethnic and cultural differences (731,56.5%) and intangible issues (920,71.1 %)
characterise disputes. There is a difference in the type of issues organisations handle though this
should not be interpreted as a matter of choice or preference. It appears that even when core
issues are identifiable, peripheral issues commonly complicate them.

Data confirms that certain types of issues are more amenable to mediation than others (fable 35
and Table 36). Core and secondary issues are significant, but the high level of issue complexity is
by far the most significant issue factor. A more complete analysis of the effects of dispute issues is
needed to assess causality and the extent of association.
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TABLE 35: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: DISPUTE ISSUES

Result 2: Issue Complexity (014c)

Not statistically comparable - all organisation mediation took place in
disputes where three issues were involved.

Additional Issue One (014a)

14.42554

6

0.02523'

Additional Issue Two (014b)

18.91247

6

0.00431'

Result 3: Issue Substance (014d)

0.08967

0.76460

TABLE 36: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS· DISPUTE ISSUES
Proposition Conclusions - ~ispute Issues (refer Propositions - Table 10)
Proposition 1:

I Ethnic and cultural issues are the most prevalent COfe issues (731,56.5%).

Primarily, ideologicaVpolitical issues and
secondly, territory/sovereignty proffer the highest levels of mediation success (89, 47.1% and 64, 42.4% respectively).

Proposition 2:

Issue complexity characterises dispute situations involving the organisations. Testing whether mediation is more
successful where dispute issues are uncomplicated (Le. where a single issue is at stake in the 'dispute) was invalid.
Significantly, all disputes involving organisation mediation were complex (Le. involving three issueR).

Proposition 3:

Unexpectedly, issue substance was an insignificant factor in determining mediation outcome. Overall, organisations dealt
with more intangible issues (920, 71.1 %) than tangible issues (374, 28.9%) but there was no significant difference between
the success levels of tangible issues (38.2%) and intangible issues (39.1 %).
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c.

Internal and International Disputant Characteristics

Some connection has already been made between the nature of internal disputant attributes and
dispute management success (Burton, 1968; Kressel and Pruitt, 1989; Modelski, 1964; Raymond
and Kegley, 1985). Internal characteristics can affect how disputants react to each other and to the
mediator. A disputant's perceptions about an adversary are based on comparative observations of
an adversary's internal characteristics and international status. A disputant proftles an adversary
based on the adversary's level of power and resources (relative power), political cohesiveness or
ethnic diversity (homogeneity and political system), identity and social structure (religious identity,
level of civil liberties and political rights). "The assumption here is that states cooperate,
understand, and identify with each other depending on their degree of commonality" (Bercovitch
and Houston, 2000: 179; Gochman, 1993). Six internal disputant characteristics assess the effect of
disparities and sirrularities between the main protagonists on mediation success (fable 37).
TEST VARIABLE 1: HOMOGENEITY

Shared similar economic, cultural, and social background, that is, disputant homogeneity, is one
element where commonality is expected to enhance disputant cooperation and mediation success
(Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 178-179; Brecher, 1993; Gochman, 1993; Simon and Gartzke,
1996). 'Homogeneity'measures the characteristics of a disputant's population, i.e. whether a
disputant can be described as: homogenous; having a single significant minority; having a majority
population but also having a large single minority or group of minorities; a plll.~ality with no
majority group; or fragmented, with no distinct majority or plurality population2°O. The condensed
variable considered here measures the degree to which the disputants' internal characteristics are
alike (P20d).

Analysis of organisation mediation revealed little contrast between mediation success when
disputant homogeneity was different (278, 21.5%) or similar (225, 17.4%). Thus, the proposition
that similarity in the disputants' homogeneity level influences outcome is negated (P20d 1!J CM52:
X 2 = 1.35225,

c!f= 1, P = 0.24489).

Success rates for similar levels of homogeneity (37.2%) are

comparable with those when homogeneity levels differ (40.3%). This finding is particularly
interesting as the literature strongly argues that international mediation is more successful when
disputants display similar levels of homogeneity (Frei, 1976; Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; 297). It
is difficult to understand why this factor is insignificant in terms of organisation mediation. Is
disputant homogeneity less important in determining mediation outcome than was previously
supposed? For the organisations this appears to be the case. A dissimilar level of homogeneity
does not appear to deter organisation mediators, instead it may have the opposite effect,
encouraging them to engage more actively in communicating with the disputants to avoid potential
societal differences. International mediation may involve different proportions of homogenous and
200

Reier Section 5.3 and Appendix 5: Variable Descriptions - Homogeneity (P20a and P20b).
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heterogeneous disputants producing very different results. This factor is significant in that the
results differed from what was expected and because it makes an assessment of the 'internal
cohesiveness' of a disputant, considered to be a key factor in effecting the success of organisation
mediation.
TEST VARIABLE 2: POLITICAL RIGHTS

A disputant's domestic political behaviour, in particular the observance of human rights, is ranked
according to levels of 'civil liberty' and 'political freedom'201. Disputants were ranked from the
'most free' (e.g. free elections, participation and political competition) to the 'least free' political
environment (e.g. repressive systems - dictatorships, military juntas, autocracies). It is argued that
"stable and cohesive polities are more likely to experience successful mediation than other
polities .... More to the point, if a dispute does occur, pluralistic systems are more likely to seek a
mediated solution" (Bercovitch and Lamare, 1993; Ember et alia, 1992; Frei, 1976). Obviously,
these ran kings bear some relation to disputant 'democratic status' and like earlier analyses, limited
political freedom and restricted civil rights were expected to have a detrimental affect on mediation
success. The majority of mediation takes place when both disputants endure a repressive political
system (536, 41.4%) or when disputants have different levels of political rights (467, 36.1 %). The
disputants' level of political freedom also appears to significandy affect outcome (P21 c l:Y CM52: X 2

= 9.51365,

c!f= 3, P = 0.02319).

Mediation where both disputants have limited political rights

proffered the highest rate of success (47.0%, 111 of 236). Overall, similar levels of political rights
resulted in a higher degree of success (40.9%,338 of 827) than dissimilar political rights (35.3%,

165 of 467).
TEST VARIABLE 3: CIVIL LIBERTIES

Like political rights, civil liberties were also ranked from the 'most free' to the 'least free'202. Similar
levels of civil liberty are also advantageous for organisation mediation (p22c l:Y CM52: X2

10.31204,

c!f= 3,p = 0.01609).

=

Mediation is most successful when both disputants have limited

civil liberties (43.2%). Success rates vary between 40.6% for where disputants hold similar levels of
civil liberty (301 of 742 attempts) and 36.5% where levels differ (202 of 552 attempts). Clearly,
organisations rarely mediate between disputants that both uphold civil liberty and freedom (24,

1.9%). Testing the level of association between civil liberties and organisations showed strong but
unreliable interactions (P22c

b CM50: X2 = 141.39512, c!f= 6,p = 0.00000, 8.3% rifcells with expeded

jreqlfeflry rif <5).
TEST VARIABLE 4: TYPE OF RELIGION

Religion is a relatively minor contributory factor in mediation success. Disputants' religion was
initially coded in 6 categories denoting what particular religion was involved (e.g. Christian, Muslim
etc). Mediation generally takes place between disputants of the Christian faith (517,40.0%). By
comparison, only 89 mediation attempts occurred between Muslim disputants (6.9%). This coding
201 Refer Section 5.3 and Appendix 5: Variable Descriptions- Political Rights (P21c).
202 Refer Section 5.3 and Appendix 5: Variable Descriptions - Civil Liberties (P22c).
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was collapsed to demonstrate religious similarities and differences between disputants. A total of
785 mediation attempts involved disputants with similar religious beliefs (60.7%) and 509 attempts

occurred between disputants of different religious beliefs (39.3%). Similarity in the disputant's
religion is only slightly significant, with p only just satisfying the X 2 significance threshold (p23a f::y

CA152: X 2 =3.87287,

c!f= l,p = 0.04907).

As a result, there is not a great variation in the success

rates in mediating between tl10se of religious similarity (41.0%) and religious difference (35.6%).
Rehgious similarity was a more significant determinant of organisation involvement, particularly for
cooperative mediation, the vast majority of which involved disputants with similar religious proflles

(p23a f::y CM50: X2

= 71.16745, c!f= 2,p = 0.00000).

TABLE 37: SHARED DISPUTANT CHARACTERISTICS AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Shared Disputant Characteristics and Mediation Outcome'

l

Unsuccessful
Successful
Total
UN
HOMOGENEITY (P20d)
_.._._-_
......---._-------- --------- ._._---------.------------_. .._-----_..
Homogeneity ·Similarity

380 (29.4%)

225 (17.4%)

__ __ __ _

I 605 (46.8%)
!

385 (29.8)

Cooperative
_Regional
.._---_.. '----'--'-'-'-203 (15.7%)

Liberties - both free

20 (1.5%)

4 (0.3%)

1 24 (1.9%)

24 (1.9%)

Liberties - both limited

277 (21.4%)

211 (16.3%)

, 488 (37.7%)

248 (19.2%)

153 (11.8%)

Liberties - both repressive

144{11,1%)

86 (6.6%)

liberties· Difference

350 (27.0%)

202 (15.6%)

POLITICAL RIGHTS (P21c)

Unsuccessful

Successful

I 230 (17.8%)
I

I 552 (42.7%)
Total

I 55 (4.3%)

Rights· Similarity

36 (2.8%)

19 (1.5%)

Rights - both limited

125 (9.7%)

111 (8.6%)

Rights - both repressive

328 (25.3%)

208 (16.1%)

Rights· Difference

302 (23.3%)

165 (12.8%)

RELIGION TYPE (P23a)

Unsuccessful

Successful

Total

Religion· Similarity

463 (35.8%)

322 (24.9%)

Religion - Difference

328 (25.3%)

POLITICAL SYSTEM (PI4d)

Unsuccessful

System· Similarity

383 (29.6%)

207 (16.0%)

System· Difference

408 (31.5%)

ALIGNMENT (P7)

Unsuccessful
111 (8.6%)

87 (6.7%)

Alignment - Same bloc

240 (18.5%)

191 (14.8%)

Alignment - Bloc v Unaligned

117 (9.0%)

45 (3.5%)

Alignment - Both Unaligned

280 (21.6%)

Alignment - Different to
Regional Organisation

1 (0.1%)

Alignment - Same as Regional
Organisation

22 (1.7%)

Alignment - Regional
Organisation v Unaligned

20 (1.5%)

POWER DISPARITY (Pl0c)

Unsuccessful

Successful

.-

---------

Alignment· Opposing

...

----

17 (1.3%)

_._-_.-_ -----------

411 (31.8%)
433 (33.5%)
163 (12.6%)
Homogeneity·
Difference
278 (21.5%)
~._--_.
(53.2%)
................
.
..
._.. ...- r---·c·---._._---_._.
__._-- ._------Unsuccessful
Successful
Total
UN
CIVIL LIBERTIES (P22c)
Regional

..

93 (7.2%)

Cooperative
87 (6.7%)

128 (9.9%)

92 (7.1%)

10 (0.8%)

418 (32.3%)

121 (9.45)

13 (1.0%)

UN

Regional

Cooperative

45 (3.5%)

10 (0.8%)

116 (9.0%)

42 (3.2%)

78 (6.0%)

307 (23.7%)

200 (15.5%)

29 (2.2%)

350 (27.0%)

114 (8.8%)

3 (0.2%)

UN

Regional

Cooperative

785 (60.7%)

445 (34.4%)

235 (18.2%)

105 (8.1%)

181 (14.0%)

509 (39.3%)

373 (28.8%)

131 (10.1%)

5 (0.4%)

Successful

Total

UN

Regional

Cooperative

590 (45.6%)

335 (25.9%)

237 (18.3%)

18 (1.4%)

296 (22.9%)

704 (54.4%)

483 (37.3%)

129 (10.0%)

Successful

Total

UN

Regional

156 (12.1%)

42 (3.2%)

i 236 (18.2%)
1536 (41.4%)
467 (36.1%)

..

_----- f-.

I 198 (15.3%)
i 431 (33.3%)

190 (14.7%)

148 (11.4%)

9~

17.1%)

_Cooperative
.
93 (7.2%)

137 (10.6%)

24 (1.9%)

1 (0.1%)

159 (12.3%)

1162 (12.5%)
439 (33.9%)

302 (23.3%)

123 (9.5%)

14{1.1%)

i 1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)

6 (0.5%)

II 28 (2.2'7'0)

9 (O.7%)

19 (1.5%)

23(1.8%)

10 (0.8%)

2(0.2%)

Total

UN

Regional

Cooperative
17(1.3%)

i

15 (1.2%)

I 35 (2.7%)
I

!

Power Disparity· Low 0-4

311 (24.0%)

215 (16.6%)

526 (40.6%)

267 (20.6%)

242 (18.7%)

Power Disparity· Medium 5-10

248 (19.2%)

174 (13.4%)

422 (32.6%)

361 (27.9%)

48 (3.7%)

13 (1.0%)

Power Disparity - High 11 +

232 (17.9%)

114(8.8%)

346 (26.7%)

190 (14.7%)

76 (5.9%)

80 (6.2%)

UN MEMBERSHIP STATUS
(P9d)

Unsuccessful

Successful

Total

UN

Regional

Cooperative

Status· Similarity

499 (38.6%)

253 (19.6%)

470 (36.3%)

270 (20.9%)

12(0.9%)

Status· Difference

292 (22.6%)

250 (19.3%)

348 (26.9%)

96 (7.4%)

98 (7,6%)

----~-

I 752 (58,1%)

I 542 (41.9%)
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TEST VARIABLE 5: TYPE OF POLITICAL SYSTEM

Political systems were classified into six types: democratic, totalitarian, communist, authoritarian,
monarchy and military regime. Developing non-states were also recognised in three categories:
non-states becoming independent, non-states with an ethnic-regional base and non-states with a
political military base. Bercovitch et alia (1991) have already concluded that 'multiparty states' are
more amenable to mediation success than other regime types. "In those disputes where one of the
disputants was a multiparty state [i.e. a democracy], the average probability of successful mediation
was 24%

~.e.

higher than the overall average of 22%]" (Bercovitch et alia; 1991: 10). Their study

also found that multiparty states had a success rate of 35% where one-party state dyads only
experienced 6% success. Indeed, similarity in the disputants' type of political system is a significant
determinant of mediation success (p14d f?y CM52: X 2 = 6.54518, 4= l,p = 0.01052). Analysis of
this result i:lOugh provides unexpected conclusions. It was predicted that disputants with diffcrent
political systems would be distrustful of dissimilar political systems and would be ideologically
opposed and thus, less likely to proffer successful mediation. However, it seems that this is one
case where similarity is not advantageous. For the organisations, similarity resulted in a 35.1 %
success rate against a success rate of 42.0% where disputants had different political systems.
TEST VARIABLE 6: DISPUTING DEMOCRACIES

Closely related to the disputants' type of political system is whether disputants are democracies in
dispute (Table 38). Much of the literature debates whether democracies are less prone to war and
even less likely to war with each other, "a theoretical rationale centred on the universal democratic
norm of bounded competition" (Dixon, 1994: 29). On the whole, earlier studies concur that
democracies are less likely to fight each other, explaining that the norms espoused in a democratic
political culture make democracies less likely to resort to force to resolve a dispute2Q3. Empirical
results conclude, "democracy does carry the direct positive effect on setdement ... " (Dixon, 1994:
30). In terms of democratic culture influencing mediation, Bercovitch et alia (1991) found

democratic disputants were only slighdy more amenable to international mediation: . And, if
democracies are involved in a dispute with other democracies they tend "to setde their differences
early on and resolve the issues rather than get caught in a cycle of repeated conflict" (Bercovitch et

alia, 1997: 764-765). So, do the norms of democratic political cultures enhance organisation
mediation success when one, or both, of the disputants is a democracy?

A total of 68 disputes (42.5%) registered democracies as disputants (as one or both of the
disputants). In comparison, 92 disputes involved non-democratic disputants (57.5%). Only three
disputes between democracies were recorded, accounting for 65 mediation attempts in total (Cases:
149, 160 and 210). The organisations mediated more often in disputes between non-democratic
See Benoit, 1996; Bremer, 1992; Dixon, 1993, 1994; Ember et alia, 1992; Hermann and Kegley, 1996; Mack and Snyder, 1957; Maoz and
Abdolali, 1989; Maoz and Russett, 1992; Morgan and Schwebach, 1992; Mousseau, 1998; Raymond, 1994, 1996; Russett, 1993; Schweller,
1992; Simon and Gartzke, 1996; Singer and Small, 1982; Siverson and Emmons, 1991; and refer Section 5.3.
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states (970, 75.0%) and comparatively few attempts involved democracies (324,25.0%). Some of
these cases involved democracies pitched against other democracies (65, 5.0%) or involved
democracies in dispute with other actors: non- states or non-democracies (259,20.0%).
Democracies were only marginally more receptive to organisation mediation than some other
categories and were not the most successful category (Table 38). Non-democratic states in dispute
with non-states are clearly more amenable to mediation, recording the highest success rate (48.3%).
Collapsing the categories, a 33.0% success rate resulted from cases involving democracies (107 of
324) as compared with a 40.8% success rate where democracies were not involved (396 of 970).
TABLE 38: DEMOCRACIES IN DISPUTE AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Democracies in Dispute and Mediation Success
_. Democracies in Dispute (PI4c)'

Frequency

Both disputants are democratic

65 (5.0%)

Both disputants are non·democratic

363 (28.1%)

Both disputants are non·states

162 (12.5%)

Democratic v non·democratic disputants

241 (18.6%)

Democratic v non-state disputants

18 (1.4%)

Non-democratic v non-state disputants

445 (34.4%)
-T~-i~i--------------"""-----------------'-- --1294 (1 OO.O%)

I Unsuccessful

I 39 (3.0%)

I 243 (18.8%)
I 101 (7.8%)

Successful

Success Rate

26 (2.0%)

40.0%

120 (9.3%)

33.1%

61 (4.7%)

37.7%

I 166 (12.8%)

75 (5.8%)

31.1%

112 (0.9%)

6 (0.5%)

33.3%

r791-~1-:1o/~)----

215 (16.6%)
48.3%
5-0-3-(3·-8-.-90-X,-}--1-----..·---------

I 230 (17.8%)

'P14c by CM52: X2 = 28.32502, df = 5, P =0.00003.

These results are both itJ.teresting and controversial. It was not possible to determine whether
disputes between democracies were more or less likely to enlist third party assistance, as only three
of the 161 disputes in the analysis involved organisation mediation between duelling democracies.
Likewise, no fum conclusions can be drawn from the fact that mediation in these three disputes
was intensive. Mediation was only more intensive in one of the 3 disputes between democratic
dyads 204 • Organisations mediated less frequently when both disputants were non-democratic,
averaging 10.5 attempts per dispute. Where only one disputant was democratic, the rate of
meJiation dropped off considerably, averaging only 4.0 attempts per dispute. Though tnitial
findings confirm earlier research and support the hypothesis that mediation between democratic
disputants affords mediators no extraordinary advantage [40.0% success rate], only a small sample
was able to be tested (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 10). \Vith regard to the second question, whether
mediation involving a democratic disputant is more likely to succeed than efforts between nondemocratic disputants, ftndings decisively challenge common assumptions. In the literature,
mediation was expected to be far more successful when democracies are involved, however this
result indicates that their involvement noticeably reduced the likelihood of success.

Two plausible, albeit incompatible, explanations can be offered to interpret this result. Firstly, it
has been argued that "the expectations of conflict resolution that are integral to democratic political
culture lead to open policies to rely on third parties for pacific redress once a dispute erupts"
(Dixon, 1993; Raymond, 1994: 38). However, the results show that far fewer disputes involved

204

In actuality, Case 160 involved 57 attempts while Case 149 and Case 210 both only involved 4 attempts.
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organisation mediation between disputing democracies, but when mediation was employed, it was
intensive. Also, low mediation success was recorded when democracies are involved (33.0%). This
may indicate that democracies are more likely to regard organisation involvement as a transfer of
responsibilities and become complacent about their role in the dispute's settlement. Intensive
mediation and the notion of democracies becoming complacent about pursuing a settlement
themselves supports the proposition that democracies can cultivate a reliance on third party
involvement. However, even a reliance on third party intervention does not improve the likelihood
of successful resolution.

On the other hand, one can argue that democracies have a propensity to deal with situations via
conciliatory norms of democratic behaviour (i.e. negotiation and compromise) and therefore, are
less likely to involve third parties in their dispute (Dixon, 1993, 46). This may explain why very few
disputes were actually found to involve democracies fighting against each otl1er (5.0%) and
democracies in dispute with other actors (20.0%). If this is the case, democracies seem to prefer
'going it alone', managing their own disputes rather than enlisting the assistance of organisations.
Even with these fmdings, this factor is certainly puzzling and must be considered further to
ascertain the extent of its influence on mediation outcome.

In addition, democracies in dispute have a strong association with the type of dispute (p14c l?Y D17:

X 2 = 538.64727,4/= 5,p = 0.00000) and type of issue (p14c ry D14d· X2 = 344.10442,4/= 5,p =
0.00000). As 'democracies' are assumed to be 'states' here, it is interesting that mediation between
democracies occurred far more often in intrastate disputes (87.7%,57 of 65). Although this is only
an indication of mediation involving democracies in dispute and not a calculation of the incidence of
democracies in dispute, this result shows that democracies are more involved in internal disputes
rather than in disputes with other democracies (8, 12.3%). Characteristically, 95.5% of mediation
involving non-democratic states and non-states occurs during intrastate disputes (425 of 445).
Non-democratic states and non-states are generally those dealing with internal crises, struggles for
self-determination, independence and statehood.
TEST VARIABLE?: ALIGNMENT

International characteristics such as alignment, power disparity and a disputant's UN membership
status also have an impact on the success of organisation mediation. Generally, these findings
reflected earlier studies which show that sinlllarities between disputants enhance the likelihood of
mediation success (Bercovitch etalia; 1991). Testing disputant alignment, it was assumed that
where disputants have a sinlllar systemic alignment, they are more amenable to mediation
(Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 177; I<riesberg, 1982: 12). Alignment was classified into seven
bloc relationships205. Sinlllarity in the disputants' alignment, whether aligned in the same bloc (431,
33.3%) or unaligned (439, 33.9%), involved a higher incidence of mediation cases than where
205 Disputant alignment has 7 categories: members of opposing blocs; both unaligned; members of the same bloc; different regional organisation;
bloc member vs. unaligned; disputants in the same regional organisation; and disputants in a regional organisation vs. unaligned disputants.
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disputant alignment was dissimilar (fable 37). In comparison, only 198 attempts took place in
disputes where the disputants were in opposing blocs (15.3%). Overall, there was little difference
in success levels where disputants showed similar alignment (39.6%, 356 of 898) and where
disputants were aligned differently (37.1%,147 of 396). Chi-square results reached a level of
significance between outcome and alignment but at the same time violated the assumptions of chisquare statistic. \V'ith these results showing no real advantage in alignment similarity, the
association between outcome and alignment needs to be re-tested to more accurately assess its
significance (p71?J CM52: X 2

=21.66191, 41= 6, P =0.00139, 14.3% of cells with expectedfreqttelllJ' <5).

TEST VARIABLE 8: POWER DISPARITY

The relative 'power' of disputant states is measured on an index from large to small taking into
consideration a state's gross national product (GNP) per capita, territorial size, military spending
and population206 • States are then rated on a scale from weak (0-5) to strong (15+) based a score of
these power indicators. Several studies address the proposition that small power disparity between
disputants actually enhances a mediator's chances of success (Bercovitch, 1989: 290; Randolph,
1973; Young, 1967). Earlier evidence strongly supports this proposition, revealing a distinct
relationship between a mediator's achievement of a settlement and comparable disputant power
levels i.e. low levels of mediation success paralleled high levels of power disparity (Bercovitch, 1989:
290). In the case of organisation mediation, disputant power parity is also a strong determinant of
success (P10c 1?J CM52: X2 = 6.98719,41= 2,p = 0.03039). Success rates where power disparity was
low (215, 40.8% success rate) to medium (174,41.2% success rate) were greater than when
disputant disparity was high (114, 33.0% success rate). Power disparity also influences organisation
involvement (P10c 1?J CM50: X2

=274.69613,41= 4,p =0.00000).

A low power disparity is

characteristic of the disputes involving organisation mediation (526, 40.6%). However, comparing
levels of intervention again highlights the difference between UN and regional organisation
mediation. Low disputant disparity is more typical of regional organisation mediation (242, 18.7%)
while UN mediation concentrates on low and medium disparity levels (628,48.5%) and cooperative
efforts centred on high disparity relationships (80,6.2%).
TEST VARIABLE 9: UN MEMBERSHIP STATUS

The disputants' UN membership status also has a considerable effect on outcome. SL'C
combinations of UN membership were coded to ascertain if the disputants' membership status was
influential in mediation success and if similar membership status afforded any advantage for
mediators (fable 39). A total of 621 attempts (48.0%) occur between disputants where both are
members of the UN. Only 67 attempts (5.2%) occur between disputants where neither were UN
members. Regional organisations are more likely to mediate between disputants of a similar UN
status (270,20.9%) whereas cooperative mediation ostensibly occurs when disputants hold a
different status (98, 7.6%). For the UN, there is little distinction whether it gets involved between
disputants of a similar or different status, though this factor remains a significant determinant of
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Refer Section 5.3 and Appendix 5: Variable Descriptions· P10a, P10b, P11 a and P11b.
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organisation involvement (p9d I?J CM50: X 2 = 137.69953, r(f= 2,p = 0.00000). Strangely, a
dissimilarity in status improves the likelihood that mediation will be successful (p9d I?J CM52: X2 =
20.65211, r(f= 1, P = 0.00001). \'V'here disputants held different UN status the organisations

achieved a 46.1 % success rate as compared to a 33.6% success rate where disputants held similar
status.
TABLE 39: DISPUTANTS'

UN MEMBERSHIP STATUS AND MEDIATION SUCCESS

Disputants' UN Membership Status and Mediation Success
Disputants' UN Membership Status (P9c)*

Frequency

I Unsuccessful

Successful

37.3%

I 412 (31.8%)

I Success Rate
I

Both UN Members

621 (48.0%)

Neither UN Members

67 (5.2%)

I 42 (3.2%)

25 (1.9%)

Both become UN members

64 (4.9%)

i

45 (3.5%)

19 (1.5%)

29.7%

UN member - Non UN members

316 (24.4%)

47.2%

194 (15.0%)

1167 (12.9%)
110(8.5%)

149 (11.5%)

UN member - Emerging UN Member

84 (6.5%)

43.3%

_-_ _---._._.-

Non UN member - Emerging UN Member

.........._-----...._-------_..__.----_...

Total

..

-----

32 (2.5%)
1294 (100.0%)

---t-----------

209 (16.2%)

33.7%

I

, 15 (1.2%)

791 (61.1%)

17(1.3%)

_ _ 0 _ 0 - _ _ _ _ _ _ •• -

53.1%
---_
.. _. __ ._--_....

_-_.._--

503 (38.9%)

'P9c by CM52: X2 =22.90561, df =5, P =0.00035.

These results are completely contrary to earlier fmdings (Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 302;
Carnevale et alia, 1989b; Merrills, 1991; Skjelsbrek, 1986). Similar UN membership status was
expected to act as an equaliser between disputants with a significant power disparity. It was also
expected to bring a degree of familiarity to mediation procedures within the organisation. Instead,
we fmd that similarity holds no advantage. Perhaps disputants, familiar and comfortable within the
organisation, are more likely to press their claims than compromise, whereas emerging UN
members are more likely to utilise mediation in the UN forum to their best advantage. We can
speculate that where disputants may have aspirations to become UN members, mediation success is
indicative of the disputant's desire to 'create a good impression'. That is, disputants probably Jvant
to show that they can cooperate and act responsibly in the resolution of their dispute. For
emerging UN members, the possibility of legitimisation in the international arena through UN
membership probably acts as an incentive, enhancing success. Pressure can be brought to bear on
disputing UN members from within the organisation but findings here add little support to this
theory, with the chances of mediation success actually decreasing when both disputants are UN
members or are becoming UN members (respectively, 33.7%, and 29.7%).
TEST VARIABLE 10: DISPUTANTS' PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP

It is generally assumed that the previous relationship between disputants is a significant determinant
of mediation success, that disputants with a history of good relations or cooperation are more likely
to act cooperatively to resolve a current dispute (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 12; Deutsch, 1973; Dixon,
1994; l\IIiall, 1992). Earlier analysis reveals that this is not necessarily so, in that "the parties'

previous relationship can influence the cotme of a dispute but only has a slight impact on its otttcome"
(Bercovitch, 1989: 290). Similarly, cross-tabulation finds that the disputants' previous relationship
is not a strong influence on the success of organisation mediation. For the most part, mediation
takes place between disputants with a history of hostility (612, 47.3%) and 206 of these attempts
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(15.9%) occurred between disputants with a history of multiple disputes (Table 40). A considerable
number of cases (605,46.8%) occur between disputants who share a history of antagonism. Only
45 attempts (3.5%) occur between disputants with no pre-recorded conflict and even less occur
when disputants have a history of friendly relations (32,2.5%). Mediation success gradually
declines, as disputants experience more mutual hostility. The highest level of success occurs when
disputants have no previous relationship between them (53.3%) and the lowest, when disputants
have enjoyed amicable relations (21.9%). Even mediation conducted between disputants with a
history of one or more previous disputes was more successful (37.7% and 36.4%).
TABLE 40: DISPUTANTS' PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Disputants' Previous Relationship and Mediation Success
Disputants' Previous Relationship (P12)'

Frequency

Friendly

32 (2.5%)

No Previous Relationship

45 (3.5%)

Antagonism

605 (46.8%)

Previous Conflict

231 (17.9%)

1 Previous Dispute

175 (13.5%)

1 Previous Dispute
-_......More
_----_..than
_-_ .._........
__..._-----_.._----------Total

206 (15.9%)
1294 (100.0%)'

I Unsuccessful
I 25(1.9%)

I 21 (1.6%)

! 361 (27.9%)

I 144 (11.1%)
109 (8.4%)
II 131
(10.1%)

.. _-- I

I

791 (61.1%)

._-

Successful

Success Rate

7(0.5%)

21.9%

24(1.9%)

53.3%

244 (18.9%)

40.3%

87 (6.7%)

37.7%

66 (5.1%)

37.7%

75 (5.8%)
- - - - - - _ ••• _ _ 0 •• " _ _ -

503 (38.9%)

36.4%

------

'P12 by CM52: X2 = 9.16024, df = 5, P = 0.10284.

This result is very surprising considering findings made in regard to international mediation where
"it appeared significandy easier to mediate between friends" (Bercovitch et alia, 1991: 12; Bercovitch
and Lamare, 1993). Indeed, very litde sets apart mediation between 'fresh' disputants (where
relations have been friendly, non-hostile or just antagonistic - 682, 52.7%) and mediation between
recurrent disputants (where relations have been previously hostile - 612, 47.3%). The difference
between mediation success rates is similarly slim: 40.3% success between 'fresh' disputants and
37.3% success between enduring disputants. All of the organisations were more frequent mediators
between disputants with a history of antagonism (ON - 370, 28.6%; regional organisations - 136,
10.5%; and cooperative mediation - 99, 7.7%).

At this juncture, this observation appears to be invalid in the case of organisation mediation. There
appears to be no statistical correlation between higher mediation success and friendlier disputant
relationships, despite the higher incidence of mediation recorded in the other categories. Once
more, results should be interpreted with caution. Overall, mediation took place between foes. Very
few cases recorded friendly previous relations or no previous relations and this could overemphasise the degree of success the organisations achieved. Moreover, the experience of otherwise
friendly relations prior to 'this' dispute may make it more likely for disputants to trust in their own
ability to resolve the dispute rather than surrender responsibility for its resolution to an external
organisation. Though nature of the disputants' previous relationship appears to have litde influence
over levels of organisation involvement or success, the controversial nature of this result
necessitates further analysis.
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FIGURE 11: PREVIOUS DISPUTANTS' RELATIONSHIP AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
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TEST VARIABLE

11: ENDURING RIVALRY

This said, enduring rivalries provide more contextual insight into the disputants' previous
relationship (Table 41). Together with ethnic conflict, the nature of enduring rivalry has become a
very topical issue in dispute management research (Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997). Several related
fIDdings suggest that enduring rivalries, most frequently disputes centred on territorial issues, create
particularly difficult disputant relationships.
"Weede reports that if a dyad experiences a territorial change, and if the territory is directly
contiguous to both states, these states have an increased likelihood of engaging in military conflict
with one another at a later time .. .. Starr finds that an unequal distribution of spoils (for example,
territory) among coalition members increases the likelihood that the partners will end up on opposite
sides in a future war. Thus, the perceived legitimacy of the territorial transfer and its geographical
location may be significant in affecting future prospects for military conflict. .. Leng found that states
adopt more coercive bargaining strategies in successive disputes with the same enemy, and the result
was almost always war by the third confrontation" (Goertz and Diehl, 1996: 26).

In this study only 16 disputes (10%) from the total of 161 were classified as enduring rivalries. A
total of 263 attempts, 20.3% of all organisation mediation occurred in 'rivalry' disputes. Results
here differ from descriptions of international mediation with earlier research showing that 'enduring
rivalries constituted only about 13% of the all rivalries but drew close to 40% of all international
conflict management attempts' (Bercovitch and Diehl, 1997: 311). The most obvious difference is
that generally, organisation mediation does not involve enduring rivals (79.7%).

In those disputes where rivalry was a factor, the organisations succeeded in 106 (40.3%) mediation
attempts and failed in 157 (59.7%). Mediation in 'rivalry' disputes was cross tabulated with cases
where no enduring rivalry was present. Testing dismissed initial expectations: enduring rivalry
appears to have no significant impact on mediation success (p= 0.59341). This result is reflected in
the similitude between success rates during an enduring rivalry (40.3%) and where no enduring
rivalry is present (38.5%). Even though only a small sample identifies enduring rivalries, generally
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the results were contrary to earlier findings on international mediation. Studies of international
mediation revealed concentrated mediation in enduring rivalry disputes (approximately 40% of all
mediation), whereas organisation efforts do not focus on this type of dispute (only 20.3% of all
organisation mediation).
TABLE 41: ENDURING RIVALRIES AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Enduring Rivalries and Mediation Success
Enduring Rivalries (029)'

Frequency

I Unsuccessful

Successful

Success Rate

Enduring Rivalry Present in Dispute

263 (20.3%)

1157(12.1%)

106 (8.2%)

40.3%

397 (30.7%)

38.5%

No Enduring Rivalry Present in Dispute

1031 (79.7%)

Total

1294 (100.0%)

I 634 (49.0%)
I 791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

'029 by CM52: X2 = 0.28505, df = 1, P = 0.59341.

Enduring rivalries are not typical of disputes involving organisation mediation but their presence
was expected to have a significant influence on mediation success. The most surprising finding is
that mediation success improved when an enduring rivalry was present. It is argued that because
mediation is predominantly employed late in a dispute when the dispute is already intense and
possibly intractable, "most mediation efforts will be doomed to failure ... " (Bercovitch and Diehl,
1997: 317). For the organisations, this assumption is not accurate. Organisation mediation
commonly occurs in the 'eleventh-hour' in intense and seemingly intractable circumstances, indeed,
conditions generally used to describe enduring rivalries. However, despite the inherently
entrenched nature of rivalry disputes, organisations are able to achieve a higher level of success
(Table 41). The possibility that enduring rivalry increases the likelihood of compromise and
cooperation between the disputants over successive disputes seems highly implausible so, why is
organisation mediation more effective in enduring rivalries? Several conditions characterise the
contextual environment in rivalry disputes:
1.

low to medium fatality levels i.e. total dispute fatalities between 0-5000 (179; 68.1 % of 263
mediation attempts registering the presence of enduring rivalries);

2.

low dispute intensity levels i.e. 0-1001 fatalities per month (183; 69.6%);

3.

a dispute duration exceeding 36 months (120; 45.6%);

4.

a hostility level equivalent to war (221; 84.0%);

5.

ethnic/cultural issues (115; 43.7%) and territory/sovereignty issues (86; 32.7%);

6.

interstate disputes (195; 74.1%);

7.

a high probability that one or both of the disputants will be democratic (respectively, 61 and 162
i.e. 223; 84.8%);

8.

superpower involvement as a mediator (157; 59.7%) and in fact, 97.7% (257) of mediation in
enduring rivalries has some type of superpower involvement;

9.

active UN peacekeeping or other UN operations (207; 78.7%); and,

10. a medium level of power disparity between the disputants (155; 58.9%).
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Knowing what conditions characterise enduring rivalries it seems that very litile actually
distinguishes mediation in enduring rivalries from mediation in the general sample. The most
obvious contextual differences between enduring rivalries and non-rivalry disputes lie in the type of
superpower involvement, the overall fatality level, the type of dispute, whether democracies are
involved as disputants and the level of power disparity between the disputants 207 • One must
seriously question the impact of these particular factors on outcome when, contextually, enduring
rivalries essentially mimic the characteristics of the remaining disputes in the sample. Perhaps these
differences are enough to improve the likelihood of mediation success, either by themselves or via
interactions with process factors. Undoubtedly, the improvement in mediation effectiveness is an
interesting result and prompts further examination in the multivariate analysis.
TABLE 42: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: INTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL DISPUTANT CHARACTERISTICS

Result 1: Simitarity in the Disputants' Level of Homogeneity (P20d)

I.S5225

Result 2: Similarity in the Disputants' Level of Polilical Righls (P21 e)

9.51365

3

0.02319'

0.24489

Result 3: Similarity in the Disputants' Level of Civil Liberties (P22c)

10.31204

3

0.01609'

Result 4: Similarity in the Disputanfs Religion Type (P-23a)

3.873287

1

0.04907'

Result 5: Similarity in the Disputants' Type of Polilical System (PI4d)

6.54518

Result 6: Democracies in Dispute (PI4c)

28.S2502

0.01052'
5

O.OOOOS'

Result 7: Simifarity in the Disputants' Alignment (P7)

6

0.00139'

Result 8:Disput~f1ts'power Disparity Wl0e}

2

0.03039'

Result9: Membership with the UN (P9c)

5

0.00035'

Similarity in the. Disputants' Membership Status inthe UN (P9d)·

20.65211 .

1

0.00001'

Result 10: Previous Relationship Between the Disputants (PI2)

9.16024

5

0.10284

Result 11: Enduring Rivalries (D29)

0.28505

0.59341

Overall, nine disputant characteristics were statistically significant against mediation outcome
(indicated by an asterisk in Table 42 and explained Table 43). Whether democracies are involved in
the dispute is an inllJortant influence on outcome but surprisingly, mediation between nondemocratic states and non-states proffered a greater degree of success than mediation between
democracies. For the most part, mediation was more successful when disputants shared similar
levels of civil liberty, political freedom and religious belief. \V'here disputants' owned different
political systems, UN membership status and had a low to medium power disparity, organisation
mediation was also more effective. Although chi-square results were inconclusive for homogeneity
and alignment, different homogeneity levels and disputant alignment have only a moderately better
success rate than those having similar attributes. Organisations have a propensity to mediate
between disputants who have no previous relationship and what is more, a shared history of amity
holds no advantages in mediation. Curiously, the existence of enduring rivalries was an
insignificant factor in mediation success.

207 By comparison, non-rivalry disputes involve: superpowers in a combined role as a mediator-ally-party (547, 53.1 % of 1031 non-rivalry
attempts); a higher overall fatality level I.e. 10000+ (740, 72.2% of 1025 non-rivalry attempts), more intrastate disputes (711, 69.0% of 1031); more
non-democratic disputants (930, 90.2% of 1031); and more cases where the disputants' power disparity is high (329, 31.9% of 1031).
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TABLE 43: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS INTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL DISPUTANT CHARACTERISTICS
m

Proposition Conclusions -Intemal and Intemational Disputant Characteristics (refer Propositions - Table 11)
INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS

..-...---------

-_.

__. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - -

Proposition 1:

Similar levels of disputant homogeneity are not overly amenable to mediation (225, 37.1% success rate) when compared
to mediation involving different levels of disputant homogeneity (278,40.3% success rate). This factor was not a significant
determinant of mediation outcome.

Proposition 2:

Political rights have significant implications for mediation outcome. Disputants with limited political rights proffered the
highest success rate (47.0%, 111 of 236). Overall, similar levels of political rights resulted in a higher degree of success
(40.9%,338 of 827) than dissimilar political rights (35.3%, 165 of 467).

Proposition 3:

Similar levels of civil liberties have a positive effect on mediation success. Mediation is most successful when disputants
both have limited civil liberties (43.2%).

-------~----

Proposition 4:

Religion appears to be a contributory factor in mediation success, only just satisfying the significance threshold: similarity
success rate (41.0%) and religious difference (35.6%). The majority of mediation takes place between disputants who hold
similar religious beliefs (785, 60.7%).

Proposition 5:

Mediation occurs mainly between disputants with different political systems (704, 54.4%). Where disputants have
different political systems, mediation is more likely to succeed. Similar political systems are not overly amenable to
mediation (207,35.1% success rate) when compared to mediation involving different political systems (296, 22.9%
success rate). The level of similarity in the disputants' political system is a significant determinant of mediation outcome.

Proposition 6:

Democracies in dispute are not especially amenable to mediation though they are more receptive than some other
categories tested (40.0% success rate). Nqn-democratic states in dispute with non-states are clearly more amenable '0
mediation with a 48.3% success rate. Overall, mediation is more likely to involve non-democratic states, i.e. nondemocracies (970, 75.0%). Comparatively, few attempts involved democracies pitched against other democracies (65,
5.0%) or involved democracies in dispute with other actors: non- states or non-democracies (259, 20.0%).

Proposition 7:

Mediation generally occurs where disputants have some alignment similarities - either both disputants are aligned in the
same bloc (431,33.3%) or both are unaligned (439, 33.9%). It is unclear whether disputants aligned to the same bloc or
security alliance are more amenable to mediation as results were unreliable.

Proposition 8:

Mediation is more successful when disparity in the disputant's power ratios is at a low (215, 40.8% success rate) or
medium level (174, 41.2% success rate). High disparity only achieves a success rate of 33.0% (114). This is a significant
determinant of outcome and organisation mediation. Regional organisations were also more likely to mediate between
disputants with a low power disparity and UN mediation was more concentrated when power disparity was low to medium.
Cooperative efforts were more concentrated when disparity levels were high.

INTERNA TlONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Proposition 9:

The disputants' UN membership status is an important determinant of outcome though unexpectedly, mediation is more
likely to succeed where disputants' hold dissimilar membership status. Where disputants held different UN status the
organisations achieved a 46.1% success rate as compared to a 33.6% success rate when disputants held similar status.

Proposition 10:

Mediation was not more successful when previous relations between the disputants had been amicable (21.9%
success rate, 7 of 32). Results show that mediation is most successful when the disputants have no previous relationship
(53.3% success rate, 24 of 45). Ostensibly, mediation takes place between disputants with shared a history of hostility
(612,47.3%), though only 206 mediation attempts occur when disputants share a history of multiple disputes (12.9%).
Mediation is most successful when past relations between the disputants have been neither amicable nor engaged in
combat. Mediation success steadily declines, as the disputants become more hostile over time.

Proposition 11:

Enduring rivalry ~o!ween the dic;Jutants has no significant affect on mediation outcome.
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Process Factors: Characteristics of the Mediator and Mediation Attempt

The next section examines when and how organisations mediate and to what effect. A closer
examination of mediator characteristics and the nature of mediation attempts will provide a clearer
picture of what process factors impact on outcome, the mediator's rank, strategies, timing and the
nature of interorganisational relations.

a.

Mediator Attributes

TEST VARIABLE 1: NUMBER OF ACTING MEDIATORS

A total of 559 individual mediator identities have been coded, conspicuously only five of these
identities involved women208 • Some of these identities involve more than one organisation
mediator, some a combination of UN or regional organisation mediators and state diplomats, and
some too, are assigned a group identity, where an appointed commission or committee mediates.
The varied dynamics of mediation groups are recognised by two variables: one specifying the
number of mediators and another identifying the mixed composition of the mediation group in
each attempt. The number of acting mediators also demonstrates a higher rate of success when
multiple mediators are involved.

Initially, mediators were coded in nine categories distinguishing between one mediator, two
mediators [acknowledging similar and different interests], group mediation [also acknowledging
similar and different interests] and no mediator [for referral cases] (Table 44). Individual mediators
succeeded in 35.4% of their cases (182 of 514), mediation pairs were similarly successful in 35.7%
cases (40 of 112) whereas cases involving a mediation group were the most effective with 49.3%
success (250 of 507). Dcs1->ite the possibility that disputants may play one mediator against another
in a group dynamic, group mediation is more effective than solo mediator efforts.
TABLE 44: NUMBER OF MEDIATORS AND PRIMARY STRATEGY
Number of Mediators and Primary Strategy
Number of
Mediators
(CM18a)'

Organisations (CM50)

One Mediator

423 (37.3%)

Two Mediators

50 (4.4%)

Group of Mediators

225 (19.9%)

Sub totals

698 (61.6%)

Total

1133 (100.0%)

UN

I

Regional

Primary Strategy (CM6)
Cooperative

Mediation
Offered

i
I
I

Communication·

I Facilitation

i

Procedural
58 (5.3%)

I

87 (7.7%)

4 (0.4%)

32 (2.9%)

273 (25.0%)

I

II 225 (19.9%)

46(4.1%)

1 (0.1%)

47 (4.3%)

128 (2.6%)

57 (5.0%)

18 (1.6%)

167 (15.3%)

107 (9.4%)

51 (4.7%)

487(44.6%)

16 (1.4%)

I 328 (28.9%)

i 132 (12.1%)

I 218 (20.0%)

II Directive

-~

1135 (12.4%)
34(3.1%)

I 167 (15.3%)
I

I 336 (30.8%)

1092 (100.0%)

• CM18a • collapsed by CM52:)(2 =22.10102, df = 2, P = 0.00002, 161 observations missing; CM18a • collapsed by CM50: )(2 = 302.28566, df =4,
P =0.00000, 161 observations missing; CM18a • collapsed by CM6: )(2 =66.59868, df = 6, P = 0.00000, 202 observations missing.
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Four categories involved Margaret Anstee acting in various capacities for the UN and Baroness Chalker mediated on behalf of the EU.
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There can be advantages to group mediation that are not on hand when only one mediating party is
present (refer Table 13). The advantages of multiparty mediation proffered by Crocker et alia
(2001) are probably elemental in this result. The extra dynamic allows burden sharing and forum
shopping and probably makes group mediation more adroit at breaking battiers and opening
communications. The effect of this factor against mediation outcome was particularly significant

(CM18lry CM52: X 2 = 28.54092, 4[= 4, P = 0.00001, 161 observations miJ,fing).

Speculating why multiple mediators are more successful logically leads us to examine the type of
strategy used. Do mediation groups rely on one particular strategy? If so, which strategy?
Cross tabulating a collapsed variable denoting the number of mediators (now only three categories:
one, two and multiple mediators) and the primary strategy we find a strong level of association.
Groups utilised communication-facilitation and directive strategies equally (167,15.3%) and also
made good use of procedural strategies (132, 12.1%). Similarly, mediating pairs showed little
preference for one particular strategy, using a broad range of communication-facilitation,
procedural and directive strategies. Single mediators, however, relied on communication-facilitation
strategies (273,25.0%), clearly using directive strategies as a second choice (135, 12.4%).

Overwhelmingly, individual mediators (423,37.3%) conduct the majority of UN mediation.
Employing the same individual mediators in successive attempts appears to be common practice
for UN. This practice conforms to the notion that continuity and building a strong personal
rapport between the disputants and one UN representative is the most effective modus operandi.
From the results presented so far, this dogma appears to be less effective than was previously
thought (refer Test Variable 6: Number of Previous Attempts and Successive Attempts). Regional
organisations rely on group mediation (225, 19.9%). Regional organisations probably find
multiparty mediation more advantageous because they have an opportunity to 'burden share'
among their mediators, given their relatively limited resources in comparison to the UN. Group
mediation also allows them to replace leading mediators to provide a fresh approach (Crocker et

alia, 2001: 62). Significant chi-square results indicate that there is a high degree of association
between the number of mediators and the mediating organisation. Cooperative mediation efforts
provided the ideal environment for 'forum shopping' and thus relied on two or more mediators.

TEST VARIABLE 2: COMPOSITION OF MEDIATION GROUP

Taking organisational involvement one step further, ten categories were coded denoting the
composition of mediating parties (Table 45). This factor has not been previously analysed. Here,
results were similar to those obtained for the earlier factor, 'number of mediators'. Single mediators
acted most trequently (487, 37.6%) but were not the most effective (38.8%). After multiple
mediators (53.2%), mixed mediation by one organisation mediator and other non-affiliated
diplomats was the second most successful combination (48.6%). Analysis of this factor was
unreliable but again, multiple mediator combinations were the most effective.
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To examine this further, mediator composition is re-coded to distinguish between mL'{ed mediator
groups, those with both organisation and non-organisation mediators, and purely organisation
representatives (CM26a). This factor had a significant influence on outcome (p

= 0.00000).

\\7here

composition involved a combination of organisation and non-organisation mediators, mediation
was only slightly more successful (44.4%) than attempts made solely by organisation representatives
(40.4%). In comparison to other mediator combinations, referrals were far less successful (19.1%).
As mentioned earlier, referrals can result in a 'successful' outcome, regardless of whether disputants
have initiated or accepted a referral. Just as mediation achieves various degrees of success
(ceasefttes, partial settlements and full settlements), so do referrals, achieving a total of 7 ceasefttes
and 24 partial settlements (refer Sections 1.4 and 5.5).
TABLE 45: COMPOSITION OF MEDIATING PARTY AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Composition of Mediating Party and Mediation Success
Composition of Mediating Party (CM26)'

I Success Rate
I

Frequency

Successful

Organisation body

111 (9.4%)

46 (3.9%)

Single mediator

487 (41.4%)

Organisation specified mediator

148 (12.6%)

41.1%
179 (15.2%) \36.8%
70 (6.0%)
47.3%

Two mediators

58 (4.9%)

24 (2.0%)

1 41.4%

Multiple mediators

47 (4.0%)

25 (2.1%)

I 53.2%

54 (4.6%)

I ~8.6%

_..._-----_._---_.-._.

Organisational 'Purity' of
Mediating Party (CM26a)A

I

Organisation Mediators Only
851 (72.4%)

I

One organisation mediator with other diplomats

111 (9.4%)

Two organisation mediators with other diplomats

4(0.3%)

Multiple organisation mediators with other diplomats

47 (4.0%)

18(1.5%)

I 38.3%

Referral to organisation

162 (13.8%)

31 (2.6%)

119.1%

Total

1175 (100.0%)

447 (38.0%) -' •

Mixed Composition
162 (13.8%)
Referral Only 162 (13.8%)
1175 (100.0%)

'CM26 by CM52: X2=43.43816, df =8, P =0.00000, 11.1% of cells with expected frequency <5, 119 observations missing; "CM26a • collapsed
byCM52: X2= 29.43173, df =2, P =0.00000, 119 observations misSing.

Mixed mediation was expected to have a greater positive effect on mediation success: this was the
case although success was only slightly above that of 'pure' organisation mediation. The notion of
'forum shopping' offers the best explanation for this result. A mixed combination of organisation
and non-organisation mediators allows disputants to shop around among the mediators to negotiate
the 'best' solution. Perhaps the right resources are more accessible to disputants at the right time in
a combined group of diplomatic representative and organisation representatives. All the same,
there is not a great difference between the success rates, indicating that in cases of organisational
'purity', organisations also have enough resources to offer disputants the right incentives and
concessions, or the capability to apply just enough leverage to achieve a successful outcome.
TEST VARIABLE 3: MEDIATOR RANK

The rank of a mediator is already acknowledged as a key to mediation success (Bercovitch and
Houston, 1993: 316). Rank is generally associated with experience, reputation, a well-known
identity and leverage. Undoubtedly, the advantages of leverage accorded to higher status and
position influence mediation outcome (Table 46). A cross-tabulation of rank and outcome shows
strong association between the factors. Special Representatives (or Special Envoys) are the most
active mediators intervening in 276 (21.3%) attempts, followed by an organisational leader (221,
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17.1 %) and specially appointed missions

01'

task forces (215, 16.6%). Field commanders achieved

the highest success rate among identified ranks (58.3%), though their inte1'Vention was relatively
infrequent (48,3.7%). Organisational bodies (42.3%), high-ranking mediators (41.2%), appointed
commissions (40.5%) and special envoys (40.2%) all had similar success rates. Overall, appointed
commissions mediated the most full settlements (15, 1.2%) while special envoys secured the most
partial settlements (74, 5.7%) and ceasef11'es (29,2.2%).
TABLE 46: MEDIATOR RANK AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Mediator Rank and Mediation Success
Mediator Rank (CM25)'

Frequency

Leader of Organisation (Secretary·General)

221 (19.8%)

Unsuccessful

Successful

Success Rate

143 (12.8%)

78 (7.0%)

Security Council

3S.3%

147 (13.1%)

115 (10.3%)

32 (2.9%)

21.8%

Organisational Structural Body or Committee

97 (8.7%)

56 (S.O%)

41 (3.7%)

42.3%

-----...

---

Specifically Appointed Commission & Mission

215 (19.2%)

128 (11.4%)

87 (7.8%)

40.5%

Special Envoy or Representative

276 (24.7%)

165 (14.8%)

111 (9.9%)

40.2%

Military Commander - High Rank

48 (4.3%)

20 (1.8%)

28 (2.5%)

58.3%

High- Ranking AppOinted Mediator

102 (9.1%)

60 (5.4%)

42 (3.8%)

41.2%

Low-Ranking AppOinted Mediator

12{1.1%)

9 (0.8%)

3 (0.3%)

25.0%

Total

1118 (100.0%)

696 (62.3%)

422 (37.7%)

*CM25 by CM52: X2 =28.77085, df =7, P =0.00016,6.3% of cells with expected frequency of <5. There are 176 missing observations where only
the organisation affiliation of the mediator could be determined -mediator rank and identity were not reported.

Previous research concluded that high-ranking O1'ganisation mediators are more likely to achieve
mediation success (Bercovitch, 1986a: 164; Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 27). This conclusion is
based on the mediator's ability to convincingly apply leverage to obtain agreement. It is generally
acknowledged that leverage, best understood as a mediator's command of resources closest to the
disputants' interests, is an essential factor in achieving mediation success (Bercovitch et alia, 1991:
15; Touval, 1992: 233; Touval and Zartman, 1985).

Any assertion of high 01' low rank can be Jeemed subjective and seems particularly arbitrary when
discerning between the mediator categories identified above. This sort of classification is also
limited when no distinction was possible between low ranks. Nevertheless, results here do not
conclusively support earlier findings. There is minimal contrast between the combined success of
high-ranking mediators (308,37.1 %) and low-ranking mediators (114, 39.6%). In this case, the
collective success of the secretaries-general, Security Councils, military commanders, high-ranking
appointed mediators and established organisational bodies (308 of 830) was compared with that of
special envoys and the 'low rank' category209 (114 of 288).

Controlling for organisation identity, while testing for association between mediator's rank and
outcome, finds unreliable results (fable 47). The comparative success of field commanders
(58.3%) to other high ranks is interesting. The most likely explanation for this success rate is their
proximity to the dispute. Field commanders are immersed in day to day interactions with

209 It is inappropriate to include the 'unspecified' category in this calculation because rank remains unidentified for these mediators.
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disputants and retain the possibility of engaging a military response (i.e. immediate leverage). By
comparison, Security Council involvement is quite detached from the actual situation.
TABLE 47: MEDIATOR RANK, ORGANISATION AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Outcome

Mediator Rank, Organisation and
Mediator Rank
(CM25)

.-

United Nations
Success

Regional Organisations
I

I

I Total

I Cooperative

Failure

Success

Failure

I

Success

Failure

Leader of
Organisation

63 (8.6%)

124 (16.8%)

13 (4.5%)

16 (5.6%)

1 2 (2.1%)

3(3.2%)

221 (19.8%)

Security Council

27 (3.7%)

101 (13.7%)

5 (1.7%)

13(4.5%)

!•

1 (1.1%)

147 (13.1%)

Organisational
Body

7(1.0%)

15(2.0%)

32 (11.1%)

39 (13.5%)

I 2 (2.1%)

2(2.1%)

97 (8.7%)

Commission &
Mission

44 (6.0%)

Special Envoy
Military
Commander

\

I
63 (8.6%)

36 (12.5%)

48 (16.7%)

i 7 (7.4%)

17(18.1%)

215 (19.2%)

63 (8.6%)

101 (13.7%)

26 (9.0%)

29 (10.1%)

122 (23.4%)

35 (37.2%)

276 (24.7%)

26 (3.5%)

20 (2.7%)

1 (0.3%)

High Rank
(Appointed)

32 (4.3%)

39 (5.3%)

10(3.5%)

Low Rank
(Appointed)

3 (0.4%)

8(1.1%)

Success/Failure
Total

265 (36.0%)

471 (64.0%)

Total

736 (100.0%)

123 (42.7%)

!

1 (0.3%)

I
I

165 (57.3%)

I 34 (36.2%)

19 (6.6%)

48 (4.3%)

1 (1.1%)
2(2.1%)

12 (1.1%)

!

60 (63.8%)

I

288 (100.0%)

102 (9.1%)

I 94 (100.0%)

1118
I (100.0%)

I

'CM25 by CM52: X2 =28.77085, df =7, P =0.00016,6.3% of cells with expected frequency of <5, 176 observations missing.

Rank is one attribute on which disputants form their perceptions of a mediator but there are two
other associated factors that can affect success: mediation strategy and mediator experience. Do
certain mediators choose to use certain strategies? (Table 48) Mediator rank has been identified as a
significant determinant of strategy choice, high-ranking mediators favouring directive strategies
(Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 19). One suggestion proffered to explain the use of manipulative
strategies by high-ranking mediators is that "mediators use strategies in keeping with their level of
resources" (Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 22). Chi-square findings show that mediator rank is
significant in the selection of a strategy but results here contest these earlier conclusions: special
envoys and commissions used directive strategies more frequently than leaders of an organisation.
TABLE 48: MEDIATOR RANK AND PRIMARY STRATEGY
Mediator Rank and Primary Strategy
Mediator Rank (CM25)'

Primary Strategy (CM6)

Total

Offered Only

Communication-facilitation

Procedural

Directive

Leader of Organisation

21 (2.2%)

110 (11.6%)

19 (2.0%)

56 (5.9%)

206 (21.8%)

Security Council

4 (0.4%)

14 (1.5%)

5 (0.5%)

22 (2.3%)

Organisational Body

5 (0.5%)

23 (2.4%)

18 (1.9%)

23 (2.4%)

145 (4.8%)
69 (7.3%)

Commission & Mission

2 (0.2%)

84 (8.9%)

46 (4.9%)

73 (7.7%)

I 205 (21.6%)

Special Envoy

4 (0.4%)

135 (14.3%)

47 (5.0%)

80 (8.4%)

1266 (28.1%)

Military Commander

2(0.2%)

23 (2.4%)

11 (1.2%)

12(1.3%)

48 (5.1%)

High Rank (Appointed)

6 (0.6%)

48(5.1%)

16 (1.7%)

26 (2.7%)

I 96 (10.1%)

4 (0.4%)

6(0.6%)

2 (0.2%)

\12(1.3%)

441 (46.6%)

168 (17.7%)

294 (31.0%)

I 947 (100.0%)

Low Rank (AppOinted)
----_.. .._---._Total

----- _._------_._44 (4.6%)

'CM6 by CM25: X2: 70.81532, df =21, P =0.00000, 21.9% cells with expected frequency <5,347 observations missing.
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TEST VARIABLE

4: MEDIATOR EXPERIENCE

Another important element in perception building is the level of mediator experience. Experience
has long been considered a predictor of mediator success (Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Kochan
and Jick, 1978; Pearson et alia, 1982; Zubek et alia, 1992). Seven categories of mediator experience,
recording the level of experience a mediator is known to have (i.e. how many mediation attempts
they have made in this and other disputes), provide a broad enough spectrum to analyse this
proposition (Table 49).
TABLE 49: MEDIATOR EXPERIENCE AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Mediator Experience and Mediation Success
Mediation Experience (CM21)'
No previous experience

Frequency

I 162 (15.4%)

1-2 previous mediation attempts

I 149 (14.2%)

3-4 previous mediation attempts

69 (6.0%)

5-6 previous mediation attempts

50 (4.8%)

7-8 previous mediation attempts

34 (3.2%)

9+ previous mediation attempts

226 (21.5%)

l Unsuccessful ! Successful

Success Rate

! 100 (9.5%)

38.3%

62 (5.9%)

Experience Collapsed (CM21a)
No Previous Experience
15.4%)
_(162,
.... _ ..-

191 (8.7%)

58 (5.5%)

38.9%

1-2 Previous attempts
(149,14.2%)

43 (4.1%)

26 (2.5%)

37.7%

31 (2.9%)

19 (1.8%)

38%

3-6 Previous attempts
(119, 11.3%)

I,i

I 20 (1.9%)

i 157 (14.9%)

14 (1.3%)

I 69 (6.6%)

Group experience
361 (34.3%)
1171 (16.3%) 1190 (18.1%)
'-'-T'o-ta-'-I- . . . . : . - - - - - - - f -10
--51 (100.oo/0TS1'3'(SB:S%)-l 438 (41.7%)

41.2%
30.5%

7+ Previous attempts
(260, 24.7%)

Group experience (361 , 34.3%)
_52.6%...._--- -,---_._------'1051 (100.0%)

*CM21 by CM52: X2=31.34515, df =6, p= 0.00002,243 missing observations; CM21a byCM52: X2 =29.96604, df =4, P =0.00000,243 missing
observations.

Chi-square analysis shows that this attribute is important for mediator success. Despite significant
results, it is recldess to conclude that familiarity, read as experience, enhances mediator success:
more frequent mediation does not directly correlate with increased success. In fact, the success rate
for each category fluctuates and deteriorates rapidly when more than nine mediation attempts are
made (30.5%). There is little difference between mediators with no previous mediation experience
and mediators with prior experience in 1-2 attempts. Success rates start to decline after mediators
have undertaken 3-6 mediation attempts (37.8%,45 of 119). Unexpectedly, success decreases more
noticeably for more experienced mediators, those with experience in more than 7 mediation
attempts (31.9%, 83 of 260). This finding is interesting because it is generally assum~d that
mediators with a background of experience and a reputation in the field are more successful. The
results do conf1ttn however that multiple mediator groups are the most successful of mediator
combinations, with 'group experience' exhibiting the highest level of mediation success (52.6%).

b.

Mediator's Relationship with the Disputants

TEST VARIABLE 5: PREVIOUS MEDIATION BETWEEN THE DISPUTANTS

Considering mediation between the disputants in previous disputes is used to assess perceptions of
mediator experience and the mediator's relationship with the disputants. Are disputants likely to
have more confidence in the mediation process if they have prior mediation experience? From a
total of 1132 cases, 813 cases (71.8%) registered that the disputants had had no previous mediation
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experIences. Mediator experience with other disputants was acknowledged 253 cases (22.3%) and
only 66 cases (5.9%) showed that the mediator had some previous experience with one or both of
current disputants. Though the majority of mediators have no previous experience with their
current disputants, there was little difference in the success rate of cases where the mediator had
previous experience with the disputants (30,45.5%) and where they had none (442,41.5%). The
significance of this factor was found to be unreliable (CM49

ry CM52: X 2 = 11.31783, c!f= 5, P =

0.04438, 41.7% if cel/! Jvith expectedjreqf{el1ry <5, 162 obmvatiol1! miJ'J'il1,gj. This finding appears to

disprove the theory that disputants with a background of mediation experience are far more
amenable to mediation.
TEST VARIABLE 6: NUMBER OF PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AND SUCCESSIVE ATTEMPTS

Associated with any perception of mediator experience is the number of previous mediation
attempts disputants have been subjected to and levels of successive mediation by the same
mediator. The number of previous attempts was ranked in six categories ranging from 1-2 previous
attempts to over 10 attempts. This variable measures the overall number of mediation attempts in
each dispute and does not make any distinction between attempts by specific mediators, This
factor was not statistically significant when tested but it does indicate that mediation is often a
persistent process involving a succession of mediation attempts (CM8
6, P

qy CM52: X2 =4.29503, 41=

=0.63682).

TABLE 50: PREVIOUS MEDIATION ATTEMPTS BY THE CURRENT MEDIATOR AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Previous Mediation Attempts by the Current Mediator and Mediation Success
Previous Mediation Attempts by the
Current Mediator (CM9)'

Frequency

Unsuccessful

I Successful

-----~-----------------~------~---------+---------+----

No Previous Mediation Attempts

638 (56.4%)

1 Previous Mediation Attempt

177 (15.6%)

2 Previous Mediation Attempts

91 (8.0%)

3 Previous Mediation Attempts

i 360 (31.8%)

I 278 (24.6%)

! 103 (9.1%)

I 74 (6.5%)

i 18 (1.6%)

! 10 (0.9%)

I

!

I 5'3 (0%)
i 38 (3.4%)
I 29 (2.6%) I 23 (2.0%)
i;i--" I 21 (';":9%-)-----117-('1.-5-%-0)---1--.--'---

52 (4.6%)
-'4p~~~i~~~-Mediation Attempt~-----"--:i8- (3.4 0
5 Previous Mediation Attempts

28 (2.5%)

6+ Previous Mediation Attempts

108 (9.5%)

Total

1132 (100.0%)

I 76 (6.7%)

I 32 (2.8%)
I 660 (58.3%) I 472 (41.7%)

'CM9 by CM52: X2 =8.08861, df =6, P =0.23168, 162 observations missing; CM9a by CM52: X2= 5.29819, df =2, P =0.07072, 162 observations
missing. Missing observations were referrals.

For a particular mediator, successive mediation can actually prove detrimental (fable SO).
Measuring the number of previous attempts made by particular mediators reveals a point of
diminishing returns when mediators exceed four successive attempts. The impact of successive
mediation by a specific mediator produced insignificant chi-square results however looking at the
cumulative impact of one mediator's efforts revealed some interesting observations. On the whole,
mediators come 'fresh' to disputes (639,49.4%) and do not make continued efforts: perhaps being
replaced in their organisational role or simply no longer being required (i.e. when the dispute is
resolved). 'Fresh' mediators achieved the highest level of success (43.5%). Those mediating once,
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twice or three times in the same dispute achieved a 42.4% success rate (135 of 320) while mediators
conducting more than four attempts had a lower chance of success (33.9%,59 of 174).

There is another aspect to repeated mediation to consider: do mediators change the type of strategy
they use after several attempts? Earlier studies found that mediators initially rely "on
communication or manipulative strategies. After several mediation attempts (usually between 3 and
8), mediators resort to using manipulative strategies more frequently. Mediators begin by
employing a range of strategies, but after a while they tend to rely on active, manipulative
strategies" (Bercovitch and \V'ells, 1993: 21). Testing this hypothesis revealed little association
between the type of strategy used and the number of previous mediation attempts made by this
mediator (CM6 i?Y CM9: X 2 = 22.06510,41= lS,p

= 0.22911,17.9% oJcellJ' with expededfreq"enry <5,

202 obJ'ervationJ' miJ'J'ing). However, cross-tabulation did reveal that organisation mediators behave
differently, initially employing a range of strategies, resorting to more directive strategies after 2 or 3
attempts and then relying on communication-facilitation strategies. Communication-facilitation is
the most frequently repeated strategy for initial contacts (1-2 attempts) and later contacts (4-6+
attempts). Directive strategies were the most common strategy employed on a mediators third
attempt.
TEST VARIABLE 7: MEDIATION INITIATOR

Identifying which patty actually initiates mediation, the mediation initiator is also an important
determinant of mediation outcome. The identity of the initiator, classified into fi,'e categories,
appears to affect mediation with the most success resulting from disputes initiated by both parties
(Table 51). Understanding mediation to be a voluntary process helps to explain this result. When
both disputants initiate mediation, both are keen, willing participants in the mediation process and
both have come to a point where they want to seek dispute resolution. This supports the
assumption that mediation is most successful when both disputants request assistance (Hiltrop,
1985). Where one party or an external party has initiated the process, the likelihood of mediation
success diminishes.
TABLE 51: MEDIATION INITIATOR AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Mediation Initiator and Mediation Success
Mediation Initiator (CM12)'

Frequency

I Unsuccessful

Successful

Success Rate

One Party

165 (13.3%)

125 (10.1%)

40 (3.2%)

24.2%

Both Parties

154 (12.4%)

66 (5.3%)

57.1%

Mediator - Third Party

205 (16.5%)

I 132 (10.6%)

88(7.1%)
73 (5.9%)

35.6%

Regional Organisation

203 (16.3%)

116(9.3%)

87 (7.0%)

42.9%

International Organisation

516 (41.5%)

321 (25.8%)

Total

1243 (100.0%)

-----.._-

-

760 (61.1%)

195 (15.7%)
37.8%
_ . _ - - - - ---.-----483 (38.9%)

'CMI2 by CM52: X2 = 39.03097, df = 4, P =0.00000,51 observations missing.

Mirroring earlier findings, we also found that initiation by regional organisations was slightly more
likely to result in success than UN-initiated mediation (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 28).
International organisations initiated more mediation attempts than any other international actor did
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(516,41.5%). A total of t!72 (38.0%) attempts, initiated by international organisations, involved
UN mediation. Regional organisations initiated 184 (14.8%) attempts while cooperative mediators
dealt with 40 (3.2%) attempts initiated by third parties and 40 (3.2%) by international organisations.
The connection between the initiator and mediating organisation appears to be quite strong, that is,
often the initiator is the same as the eventual mediator (CMI2/:y CM50: X 2 = 646.66481,

4(= 8,p =

0.00000). Disputants may be more willing to accept and participate in mediation initiated by
regional organisations because of the consequences associated with 'internationalising' a dispute.
TEST VARIABLE 8: CHANGE OF MEDIATOR AND MEDIATOR RANK

Measuring the effects of any change in the mediator or a change in the mediator's rank has not
been analysed previously. These factors are particularly important to consider in organisation
mediation because organisations frequently try to maintain continuity by retaining the same
mediator throughout the process. It is commonly assumed that continuity enhances the likelihood
that a particular mediator will be successful. This factor adds another perspective to the analysis of
successive mediation attempts by a particular mediator. Is mediator continuity beneficial or do
fresh mediators breathe new enthusiasm into the process?
TABLE 52: CHANGE OF MEDIATOR AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Change of Mediator and Mediation Success
Change of Mediator (CM39)'

Frequency

Unsuccessful

Successful

Success Rate

No Previous Mediation

84 (7.4%)

52 (4.6%)

32 (2.8%)

38.1%

Different Mediator

389 (34.4%)

250 (22.1%)

139 (12.3%)

35.7%

Different Party - Same Rank

37 (3.3%)

21 (1.9%)

16 (1.4%)

43.2%

Different Rank - Same Party

233 (20.6%)

130 (11.5%)

103 (9.1%)

44.2%

Different but Same Rank or Party

167 (14.8%)

74 (6.5%)

93 (8.2%)

55.7%

Exact Same Mediator

222 (19.6%)

133 (11.7%)

89 (7.9%)

40.1%

Total

1132 (100.0%)

660 (58.3%)

472 (41.7%)

'CM39 by CM52: X2 = 20.46408, df = 5, P = 0.00102, 162 observations missing.

Clearly, changing the mediator has a considerable affect on mediation outcome (Table 52). The
likelihood of success is actually improved if a new mediator is of equal rank to the acting mediator.
Similarly, change in mediator rank is important, with relieving mediators of an equivalent rank
being more successful than mediators of a different rank (Table 53).
TABLE 53: CHANGE OF MEDIATOR RANK AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Change of Mediator Rank and Mediation Success
Change in Mediator Rank (CM40a),

Frequency

Unsuccessful

Successful

Success Rate

Same Mediator Rank

498 (47.5%)

273 (26.0%)

225 (21.5%)

45.2%

Different Mediator Rank

550 (52.5%)

335 (32.0%)

215 (20.5%)

39.1%

Total

1048 (100.0%)

608 (58.0%)

440 (42.0%)

'CM40a by CM52: X2 = 3.97929, df = 1, P = 0.04606, 246 observations missing.

This could be interpreted in two ways. If a mediator of higher rank replaces an acting mediator this
could indicate the escalating importance of settling the dispute. A mediator with a higher prof.tle
has better access to resources and leverage and, in effect, their involvement upgrades the dispute's
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priority. Alternatively, replacing a mediator with a lower ranking mediator could indicate a scaling
down of organisational involvement. It would be easy for disputants to make this assumption
seeing as lower ranking mediators generally command less resources and leverage. Rank change
and consistency does not vary notably for each organisation producing a statistically insignificant
chi-square result (CM40a

ry CM50: X 2 = 1.40007, 4/= 2, P = 0.49657, 246 observations missing).

It

would be interesting to see whether these aspects of changing mediator rank mirror changes among
non-organisation mediators.

Mediator characteristics are consistently significant factors in determining mediation success.
Almost all of the analysed characteristics provided statistically significant results (fable 54). \'\lhile
individual mediators conduct a sizeable proportion of organisation mediation (514, 39.7% with
35.4% success), mediating groups were the most successful (507, 39.2% with 49.3% success).
Apparently, the composition, organisational 'purity' and experience of the mediating group also
have a considerable effect on mediation outcome.
TABLE 54: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: MEDIATOR ATTRIBUTES AND MEDIATOR'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DISPUTANTS

Number o/Mediators - Collapsed (CM18a)
Result 2: Composition ofMediating Group (CM26)

17.06694

2

46.78505

9

29.43173

2

0.00000' (119 missing cases) .

Result 3: Rank of Organisational Mediator (CM25)

28.77085

7

0.00016'M{176 missing cases)

Result 4: Mediator Experience (CM21)

31.34515

6

0.00002' (243 missing cases)

Result 5: Previous Experience ~. Disputants in Other Disputes (CM49)

11.37783

5

0.04438* (162missing cases)

Result 6: Previous Attempts In this Dispute (CMS) .

4.29503

6

0.63682

8.08861

6

0.23168 (162 misSing cases)

Organisatfomil'Purity' of Mediating Group (CM26a)

Successive Mediationby this Mediator (CM9)
Result?: Mediation Initiator (CM12)

39.03097

4

0.00000' (51 missing cases)

Result S: Change in the Mediator (CM39)

20.46408

5

0.00102* (162 misSing cases)

Change In the Rank of the Mediator (CM40a)

3.97929

0.04606' (246 misSing cases)

1110.0% cells with expected frequency <5; M6.3% cells with expected frequency <5.

Mediator rank is an important determinant of success despite any subjectivity associated with
distinguishing between high and Jow ranks. Field commanders were the most effective mediators
(48,3.7% with 58.3% success) even though special representatives were the most active mediators
(276,21.3% with 40.2% success). Changing the mediator improves the chances of success, as does
replacing the mediator with a mediator of equal rank and status. The relationship between strategy
choice and rank was inconclusive but it was evident that directive strategies were not just the tool
of higher ranks, as was previously supposed: special representatives and commissions employed
directive strategies more frequently than organisation leaders (fable 55).

Contrary to expectations, the level of mediator experience and familiarity with the disputants is not
particularly advantageous. Success actually diminished after nine mediation attempts had been
made in a dispute and more than four successive attempts for a mediator in the 'current' dispute
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actually proved detrimental. Surprisingly, considering these implications for an experienced
mediator, a mediator's previous experience with the disputants in other disputes was insignificant.
Predictably, mediation is more successful when both disputants initiate mediation.
TABLE 55: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS· MEDIATOR ATTRIBUTES AND MEDIATOR'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DISPUTANTS
Proposition Conclusions - Mediator Attributes and Mediator's Relationship with the Disputants (refer Propositions - Table 14)
MEDIA TOR ATTRIBUTES
Proposition 1:

-,-------------------------------The number of mediators had a significant influence on mediation outcome. The dynamics of group mediation appear to
be more effective than solo mediators, despite the possibility that disputants may play one mediator against another.
Individual mediators achieved 35.4% success rate (182 of 514), mediation pairs 35.7% (40 of 112) and mediating groups
had the highest success rate 49.3% (250 of 507).

Proposition 2:

Composition of mediating parties again revealed that multiple mediator combinations were the most effective (53.2%,25
of 47) though single mediators acted most frequently (487,37.6%, success rate of 38.8%). The degree association this
factor had with outcome was unreliable. However, the level of organisational 'purity' does appear to influence outcome. A
combination of organisation and non-organisation mediators is more successful (44.4%) than attempts made solely by
organisation representatives (40.4%).

Proposition 3:

Tests reveal strong associations between rank and outcome but results show that high-ranking mediators are not
significantly more successful than lower ranking mediators. Field commanders achieve the highest success rate among
identified ranks (58.3%), though their intervention is relatively infrequent (48, 3.7%). There is little contrast between the
combined success of high-ranking mediators (308, 37.1%) and low-ranking mediators (114, 39.6%). Mediator rank is
significant in the selection of a strategy but results here contest these earlier conclusions: special envoys and commissions
used directive strategies more frequently than leaders of the organisation. Communication-facilitation was used most
frequently, particularly by special envoys (135,12.4%) and organisation leaders (110,10.1%) .
..··..···-·--·..·..··--·--·-t-----·------·---·---·--·------------..-----------------...- ...-------.------Proposition 4:
I' Despite significant results, it is erroneous to conclude that familiarity with disputants, read as mediator experience,
; enhances mediator success: more frequent mediation does not directly correlate with increased success. Success rates
i for different levels of mediator experience fluctuate and deteriorate rapidly when more than 9 mediation attempts are made
(30y/o). Group m~diator experience exhibits the highest level of ~ediation success (52.6%).

I

I

_......-'---

MEDIATOR'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DISPUTANTS
Proposition 5:
Proposition 6:

I indicate
The disputants' experience with mediation in previous disputes was not statistically significant when tested but it does
that mediation is often a persistent process involving a succession of mediation attempts.

------~----------------

Successive mediation by the same mediator is actually detrimental to mediation success though not Significant against
outcome. Measuring the number of previous attempts made by particular mediators reveals a point of diminishing returns
when mediators exceed four successive attempts. On the whole, mediators come 'fresh' to disputes (639, 49.4%) and do
not make continued efforts: perhaps being replaced in their organisatiJnal role or simply no longer being required (I.e.
when the dispute is resolved).

There was little association between the type of strategy used and the number of previous mediation attempts made by this
mediator but results revealed some interesting details. Organisation mediators initially employ a range of strategies,
resorting to more directive strategies after 2 or 3 attempts and then relying on communication-facilitation strategies.
Communication-facilitation is the most frequently repeated strategy for initial contacts (1-2 attempts) and later contacts (46+ attempts). Directive strategies were the most common strategy employed on a mediators third attempt.

_._--..-------------_.----------

Proposition 7:

Mediation is more successful when both disputants initiate it. Where one party or an external party has initiated the
process, the likelihood of mediation success diminishes. Initiation by regional organisations was slightly more likely to
result in success than UN-initiated mediation. The connection between the initiator and mediating organisation appears to
be quite strong; often the initiator is the same as the eventual mediator.

Proposition 8:

Changing the mediator during the course of dispute management improves the likelihood of mediation success if the new
mediator is of equal rank to the acting mediator. Results show that this factor has a significant effect on outcome.
Changing the rank of the mediator during the course of dispute management is a
The likelihood of mediation success increases if the relieving mediator is of an

determinant of outcome.
rank rather than a different rank.
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c.

Interorganisational Relationship Characteristics

TEST VARIABLE

1: TYPE OF INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP

The previous chapters identified three interorganisational relationships: independent participation,
coordination and cooperation. \V'hat needs to be assessed now is the extent and influence of
interorganisational relatiom on mediation outcome. \V'hich is the most successful
interorganisational relationship and why? Is cooperative mediation by the UN and regional
organisations more effective than independent mediation? Which interorganisational relations are
used when and what type of mediator is more likely to cooperate with other organisations? How
do interorganisational relations develop during a dispute and is the relationship adapted to suit
different conditions? Is there a pattern to interorganisational relationship development?
TABLE 56: INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Interorganisational Relationship and Mediation Outcome
Interorganisational Relationship (CM51),

I Frequency

Unsuccessful

Successful

Independent Participation

I 1141 (88.2%)

692 (53.5%)

449 (34.7%)

I 394%

31 (2.4%)

12 (0.9%)

i 27.9%

68 (5.3%)

42 (3.2%)

I

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

I

Coordination

I 43 (3.3%)

Cooperation

I

Total

j 1294 (100.0%)

110 (8.5%)

I Success Rate
38.2%

---~----------.------------~~----------------.--------~------------+-------------

'CM51 by CM52: )(2=2.30819, df =2, P =0.31534.

Mediation is predominantly an independent enterprise (1141, 88.2%). The UN dominates
independent participation with 69.8% (796) of mediation. Regional organisations conducted
approximately half of this amount (345, 30.2%). Contrary to expectations that coordination or
cooperation between the organisations enhances success, the type of interorganisational
relationship does not improve success (Table 56). By itself, this factor was statistically insignificant
against mediation outcome. There is only a marginal difference bti.ween tht success rates of
cooperation (38.2%) and independent participation (39.4%). This is particularly interesting because
organisations appear to resort to cooperation late in a dispute. A total of 91.8% of cooperative
efforts occurred after 37+ months of conflict (101), a characteristic which one would expect to
seriously diminish the level of success. Special envoys are the most likely to cooperate with
representatives from other organisations (57,51.8% of cooperation). As was expected, acting
within the spectrum of its organisational role, the Security Council is most likely to coordinate with
other organisations (19, 44.1 % of coordination).
TEST VARIABLE 2: CHANGE IN INTER ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Two variables were coded identifying the progression from one interorganisational relationship to
another in order to understand how interorganisational relationships developed and whether
cooperation was more likely to follow coordination. Developing interorganisational relationships
were recognised by the transition from the previous to the current relationship (CM53) and from
the current to a subsequent relationship (CM54). Basically, each variable considered ten
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relationship transitions: (1) no previous or subsequent relationship - the first and last mediation
attempt of each dispute were coded in this category, (2) independent to independent, (3)
independent to coordination, (4) independent to cooperation, (5) coordination to independent, (6)
coordination to coordination, (7) coordination to cooperation, (8) cooperation to independent, (9)
cooperation to coordination and, (10) cooperation to cooperation. \V'hat becomes apparent is that
coordination is not likely to lead to cooperation between the organisations. However, once the
organisations are cooperating, cooperation does lead to increased cooperation.

By far, the most frequent relationship 'transition' was when there was 'no transition'. For the main
part, independent participation by an organisation remained independent in subsequent attempts
(925, 71.5% and 924, 71.4%). Both previous and subsequent interorganisational relationships
reached a level of statistical significance but produced distorted results (30.0% of the contingency
table cells having an expected frequency under the recommended threshold21O). Obviously, the chisquare test had to cope with an impractical number of celis, with each variable comprising ten
categories. Consequently, the level of statistical exactitude was compromised. Further testing of
interorganisational relations is requited in order to assess the nature of relationship change and
transition.
TABLE 57: CHANGE IN INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Change In Interorganlsationa! Relationship and Mediation Outcome
Change in
Relationship

--- --- _..._----No Previous or
Subsequent
Relationship

I Unsuccessful
'61 (12.4%) I '" (9.0%)

Frequency
___

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

No change in
Relationship

995 (76.9%)

Change in
Relationship

138 (10.7%) 172 (5.6%)

_."--_..- ...._.._......._----

Total

;,0

PrevIous to Current Relationship Collapsed (CM53a)*

603 (46.6%)

I

--T---------1294
(100.0%)

i

791 (61.1%)

Successful

.'.

Current to Subsequent Relationship Collapsed (CMS4a)1I

Success
Rate

Frequency

45 (3.5%)

27.9%

161 (12.4%)

102 (7.9%)

59 (4.6%)

36.6%

392
(30.3%)

39.4%

994 (76.8%)

613 (47.4%)

381
(29.4%)

38.3%

66 (S.1%)

47.8%

139 (10.7%)

76 (5.9%)

63 (4.9%)

45.3%

Unsuccessful

Successful

Success

Rate
--------- - - - - - _ . _ - - - ------- - - - - - - - - -

"----_...._....- ------- --_.._----- -------- ._----- ----_.---503
(38.9%)

1294
(10D.O'%)

791 (61.1%)

503
(38.9%)

-

*CM53a by CM52: )(2 =12.85396, df =2, P =0.00162; "CM54a by CM52: X2 =2.89361, df =2, P =0.23532.

To this purpose, the variables were collapsed to reflect change or consistency in relationships
(CM53a and CM54a). This revealed different results for each 'transition'. In testing, the transition
from previous to current relationship was significant against mediation outcome while the current
to subsequent transition exceeded the significance threshold. SiInply, if a change occurs in the
previous to current relationship success is more likely than in if change occurs in the current to
subsequent relationship. How can this be interpreted? The effect of successive mediation provides
one explanation, where current to subsequent transitions may relate to diminishing levels of success
for consecutive attempts. Though reasons for these results remain speculative, the data reveals an
important trend. Generally, interorganisational relationships do not alter (995, 76.9% and 994,
CM53 by CM52: X2 =24.29943, df =9, P =0.00385,30.0% of cells with expected frequency <5; CM54 by CM52: X2 =20.79469, df =9, P =
0.01359, 30.0% of cells with expected frequency <5).
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76.8%) but where the relationship does change, a dramatic increase in the success rates result (fable
57).
TEST VARIABLE

3: NATURE OF INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP TRANSITION

Looking deeper, we want to understand what sort of change takes place and is it what we could
deem a positive or negative development of interorganisational cooperation? Again, the original
variables were re-coded, this time to reflect the nature of relationship transitions (CM53b and
CM54b).
TABLE

58: NATURE OF RELATIONSHIP TRANSITIONS AND MEDIATION OUTCOME

Nature of Relationship TranSitions and Mediation Outcome
Previous to Current Relationship Collapsed (CM53b)'

Nature of
Transitions
.......

Frequency

_-_...._._._._--_.._..-

Successful

Unsuccessful

_ _--_.--- --_._----_._- _- _-----..

- ..

..

Current to Subsequent Relationship Collapsed (CM54b)"

Success
Rate
.. _....-_.__. .__._-

__

161
(12.4%)

116 (9.0%)

45 (3.5%)

27.9%

Positive
Transition

66 (5.1%)

40 (3.1%)

26 (2.0%)

Negative
Transition

72 (5.6%)

32 (2.5%)

No Transition

995
(76.9"10)

Total

1294
(100.0%)

No Previous or
Subsequent
Relationship

Frequency

---------

Unsuccessful
....._----._..._----_.

161
(12.4%)

102 (7.9%)

39.4%

69 (5.3%)

40 (3.1%)

55.6%

603 (46.6%)

392 (30.3%)

39.4%

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9"10)

Successful

----------- ..

Success
Rate
_--_
_-..

59 (4.6%)

36.6%

32 (2.5%)

37 (2.9%)

53.6%

70 (5.4%)

44 (3.4"10)

26 (2.0%)

37.1%

994
(76.8%)

613 (47.4%)

381
(29.4%)

38.3%

1294
(100.0%)

791 (61.1"10)

503
(38.9"10)

'CM53b by CM52:)(2= 16.63918, df = 3, P = 0.00084; ACM54b by CM52: X2 = 6.86542, df= 3, P = 0.07631.

Taking a positive transition as one where the organisations become more 'cooperative' (i.e.
organisations begin to coordinate or cooperate from a point of independent participation, or
cooperate from a previous relationship of coordination) and a negative transition as one where
organisations become less 'cooperative' (i.e. organisations revert to independent participation from
relationships of coordination or cooperation or revert to coordination after cooperating), we find
conflicting results. The nature of the previolls to Cllmnt transition is a significant factor in determining
mediation success but the Cllmnt to subseqllent transition exceeds the recognised threshold for
significance (fable 58).
TABLE 59: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Results 1: Interorganisational Relationship (CM51)

2.30819

2

0.31534

Results 2: Transition from Previous Interorganisational Relationship (CM53)

24.29943

9

0.00385'"

Transition from Subsequent Interorganisational Relationship (CM54)

20.79469

9

0.01359'"

Change from Previous Interorganisational Relationship (CM53a)

12.85395

2

0.00162'

Change from Subsequent Interorganisational Relationship (CMS4a)

2.89361

2

0.23532

16.63918

3

0.00084'

6.86542

3

0.07631

Results 3: Nature of Relationship Transition from Previous Current (CM53b)
Nature of Relationship Transition from Current to Subsequent (CM54b)
1130.0% of cells with expected frequency <5.
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If organisations become more 'cooperative' they are more successful during the current to
subsequent transition and less successful in the previous to current relationship. Negative
transitions see the reverse happening. As before, where there is no transition, success rates were
fairly consistent. So far then, we can conclude that a change in interorganisational relationship is a
significant determinant of success but the levels of success fluctuate according to the positive or

negative development of organisation cooperation (fable 59 and Table 60).
TABLE 60: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS ·INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERISTICS
Proposition Conclusions· Interorganisational Relationship Characteristics (refer Propositions· Table 8)
Proposition 1:

The type of interorganisational relationship does not improve success significantly. The success rates for cooperation
(38.2%) and independent participation (39.4%) are relatively similar. Cooperation (38.2% success rate) is far more
effective than coordination (27.9% success rate), as is independent participation (39.4% success rate).

Proposition 2:

The progression from one interorganisational relationship to another was insignificant when tested against outcome.
The most frequent 'transition' was when there was none, when independent participation by an organisation remained
independent in subsequent attempts (925, 71.5% and 924, 71.4%).
Generally, interorganisational relationships do not alter ('no change' ·995,76.9% and 994, 76.8%) but where
interorganisational relationships change, a dramatic increase in the success rates results. The nature of the previous te
current transition is a significant factor in determining mediation success. The current to subsequent transition exceeds the
recognised threshold for significance. The reason why both relationships are not significant is unclear.

Proposition 3:

The influence of positive or negative changes in interorganisational relationships is unclear with only one relationship
reaching a level of significance. The transition previous to current is a significant factor in determining mediation success,
whereas the transition current to subsequent exceeds the recognised threshold for significance. If organisations develop
stronger cooperative relations they are more successful during the current to subsequent transition and less successful in
the
to current relationship.
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d.

Mediation Environment and Strategies

TEST VARIABLE

1: MEDIATION ENVIRONMENT

Mediation environment is considered an influential factor in mediation success because, "when
considering a mediation strategy, a mediator has to take into account not only the current conflict,
the needs of the parties, and the results of past mediations but also, and more important, the nature
of the mediation environment itself" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 196). An examination of
mediation environment and outcome reveals a strong statistical association (CM!3 I:y CM52: X 2 =

40.43852, df= 5,p
FIGURE

= 0.00000; Figure 12).

12: ENVIRONMENT AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
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The majority of mediation takes place in territory outside the disputants' control, in neutral territory
(286,22.1 % ) and in the third party's 'neutral' territory (268, 20.7%). A total of231 attempts
(17.9%) occurred in the disputants' territory - party A (143, 11.1 % ) and party B (88, 6.8%). The
highest single concentration of mediation took place in a composite of territories (334, 25.8%).
Contrary to expectations, mediation was more successful when conducted in disputant territory
(48.9%, 113 of 231) than in 'neutral' territory (44.0 % , 244 of 554). While disputant, neutral and
third party territories are relatively conducive to mediation, none provide the best environment for
successful mediation. This result differs from previous Endings that show that neutral territories
provide the best environment for mediation, removed from the hostilities (Bercovitch and Lamare,
1993: 299).

Crosstabulating dispute environments with organisations produced a highly signiEcant result
indicating that organisations prefer certain types of environments (CM!31:y CM50: X2 = 48.55569,
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4/= 10,p

= 0.00000).

\V'hile the UN's most concentrated mediation occurred in composite (228,

17.6%) and third party territories [188, 14.5%], neither of these environments were particularly

conducive to UN mediation. The same observation can be made of UN mediation in neutral
territory. Indeed, UN mediation is far more likely to fail in composite and third party territories.
The chances of success or failure were only levelled when UN mediation was conducted in the
disputants' territory. By comparison, regional organisations spread their mediation quite evenly
between third party, neutral, composite and unspecified territory (67, 5.2%; 74, 5.7%; 76,5.9%; and
72, 5.6% respectively) and were more likely to succeed mediating in disputant and third party
territories. Cooperative mediation mostly occurred in neutral (43, 3.3%) and composite territories
(30,2.3%) but was more successful in third party territory.

The presence of hostilities at the time of mediation and the phase of the dispute are both
considered important aspects of the mediation environment. It was expected that the likelihood of
success would decrease rapidly when hostilities are reported during the mediation attempt. Initially
there appears to be no association between mediation success or failure and the presence of
ongoing hostilities (CM15 f:y CM52: X 2 = 2.29778,4/= 1,p = 0.12956). Cooperative mediation is
chiefly conducted amidst hostilities (94, 7.3%) and proportionally compared with the regional
organisations (242, 18.7%) and the UN (493, 38.1%), this is very significant for cooperative efforts

(CMI5 f:y CM50: X2 = 27.65196,4/= 2,p = 0.00000). Three-way cross-tabulation, with the
presence of hostilities, the organisations and controlling for success or failure, shows that this is
indeed a highly significant factor for determining mediation outcomes (CMI5

ry CM50 controllingfor

CM52: success X2 = 7.95248, 4/= 2,p = 0.01876, unsuccesJjul X 2 = 20.09409,4/= 2,p = 0.00004).
TEST VARIABLE 2: DISPUTE PHASES

Most noteworthy is the high concentration of organisation mediation occurring during hostilities
(Table 61). Dispute phases characterised by ongoing hostilities are the !nost corr.mon mediation
environment (949, 73.3%) with post-hostility crisis situations amounting to 242 attempts (18.7%).
Inconclusive results show that the phase of the dispute at the time of mediation had little effect on
outcome. These initial findings are limited in that they are isolated analyses and the latter violates
fundamental assumptions of the chi-square statistic. This aspect of the mediation environment
needs to be tested further to accurately assess its impact on outcome.

The data reveals that the organisations were most likely to succe~d during the post-hostility phases:
the post-hostility crisis phase and the post-hostility dispute phase both reaching success rates of
42.1 %. Remarkably, the organisations' success rate during phases of hostility is comparable at
39.1 % (371 of 949). UN, regional organisations and cooperative efforts were most frequent when

disputes had reached this phase.
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TABLE 61: DISPUTE PHASE AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Dispute Phase and Mediation Outcome
Dispute Phase (CMll)'

.._.._--.-.......---_...._-..._--------

Dispute

Successful
Total
Unsuccessful
UN
! Cooperative
---------_._...._-- ------------ ._-_._------------ ----------------- Regional
--2(0.2 /0)-----r:----------2(0.2%)

9 (0.7%)

11 (0.9%)

O

9(0.7%)

Crisis

44 (3.4%)

15 (1.2%)

59 (4.6%)

29 (2.2%)

27(2.1%)

Hostilities

578 (44.7%)

371 (28.7%)

949 (73.3%)

564 (43.6%)

280 (21.6%)

I 3 (0.2%)
! 105(8.1%)

140 (10.8%)

102 (7.9%)

242 (18.7%)

194 (15.0%)

47 (3.6%)

11 (0.1%)

Crisis - Post Hostilities
Dispute - Post Hostilities

i

11 (0.9%)

Settlement

9 (0.7%)

Total

791 (61.1%)

-.---

I

8 (0.6%)

19(1.5%)

12 (0.9%)

7(0.5%)

I

5 (0.4%)

14(1.1%)

10(0.8%)

3(0.2%)

11 (0.1%)

503 (38.9%)

1294 (100.0%)

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

1 110 (8.5%)

'GMII by GM52:)(2 =7.72789, df =5, P =0.17188,8.3% ofcells with expected frequency <5; GMII by GM50: X2 =59.80751, df =10, p=
0.00000,27.8% of cells with expected frequency <5.

It is generally assumed that mediation conducted during ongoing hostilities is far less likely to
succeed because the disputants have already crossed the threshold of violence and are presently
engaged in physical conflict. Results here are contrary to the general assumptions about
international mediation: fIrstly, organisations frequently mediate when the disputants are still
fIghting, and secondly, organisations mediate more successfully during hostilities. This result could
indicate that disputants are looking for a way to end current hostilities or reduce their losses by
participating in mediation while hostilities are ongoing. Equally, organisations may be more
inclined to propose mediation as a management strategy, complementing any peacekeeping efforts,
and pursue disputant participation to fulftl their objectives, reducing the level of hostilities.
TEST VARIABLE 3: PRESENCE OF OTHER UN OPERATIONS

As was predicted, the presence of other UN operations has a noticeable effect on the level of
mediation success. Mediation largely takes place when UN peacekeeping, sanctions and embargoes
are in operation (836, 64.6%): undeniable evidence of the complementarity of mediation as a
dispute management strategy (fable 62).
TABLE 62: PRESENCE OF UN PEACEKEEPING, SANCTIONS OR EMBARGOES AND MEG iATlON OUTCOME
Presence

Peacekeeping, Sanctions or Embargoes and Mediation Outcome

Presence of UN Peacekeeping,
Sanctions or Embargoes (D27)

Unsuccessful

No UN operations

303 (23.4%)

Peacekeeping established in
this dispute

221 (17.1%)

Peacekeeping already in force

76 (5.9%)

Successful

Total

UN

155 (12.0%)

458 (35.4%)

185 (14.3%

363 (28.1%)

317 (24.5%)

I 142 (11.0%)
I
149 (3.8%)

Peacekeeping current and
established previously

10(0.8%)

Peacekeeping or sanctions or
embargoes in place

181 (14.0%)

I! 143 (11.1%)

Total

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

I

14 (1.1%)

I Regional
I
I
I

----

I 267 (20.6%)
I! 35 (2.7%)
I 5 (0.4%)

Cooperative
6(0.5%)
11 (0.9%)

-

125 (9.7%)

120 (9.3%)

24(1.9%)

24(1.9%)

324 (25.0%)

172 (13.3%)

159 (4.6%)

93 (7.2%)

1294 (100.0%)

818 (63.2%)

I 366 (28.3%)

110 (8.5%)

i

1-

'027 by GM52: )(2 =12.49358, df =4, P =0.01403; 027a collapsed (UN operations present and no UN operations present) by GM52: X2 = 754514,
df =1, P =0.00602; 027a collapsed by GM50:)(2 =327.29149, df =2, P =0.00000.

Mediation where other UN activities are present has a 41.6% success rate (348 of 836) as compared
with 33.8% where no UN action is ongoing (155 of 458). Peacekeeping operations are
characteristic of environments in which UN mediation and cooperative efforts are employed:
77.4% (633) of UN attempts and 94.5% (104) of cooperative efforts. In comparison, only 27.0%
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(99) of mediation attempts made by regional organisations are conducted in an environment where
peacekeeping is present. Overall, mediation is more common when peacekeeping is employed but
its use is not contingent on a peacekeeping presence. For example, when dispute intensity is low, 01000 fatalities per month, 57.2% (477) of mediation occurs in conjunction with other methods of
UN dispute management. In intense disputes (1001-10000+ fatalities per month), 357 mediation
attempts (42.8%) occurred in disputes that were already 'managed' by the UN. Again, this
highlights the complementarity of mediation with other types of dispute management.
TEST VARIABLE 4: PRIMARY STRATEGY

Mediation strategies, integral elements of mediation behaviour, have been meticulously studied to
assess their impact on mediation outcome (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000; Bercovitch and \V'ells,
1993; Carnevale, 1986; Carnevale et alia, 1989a, 1989b; Kimmel et alia, 1980; Kolb, 1983, 1985;
Kressel and Pruitt, 1989; Pearson et alia, 1982; Shapiro et alia, 1985; Young, 1967). Data conf11:ms
that the primary strat"gy is an important factor in determining mediation success. By comparison,
organisational use of strategies produced unreliable results (CM6ly CM50: X 2 = 33.49977,

=0.00001,8.3% rif cells lvith expectedfrequenry <5, 202 observations missing).

41= 6, P

\V'hile communication-

facilitation strategies were most frequently employed (487, 44.6%), procedural strategies were the
most successful with a 52.8% success rate (Table 63). This result is unusual, indicating that
organisations are more successful 'organisers', setting up meetings and dealing with the modalities
of mediation and the like, rather than functioning as active intermediaries. Earlier results found
that while communication-facilitation was the most frequently used strategy by international
mediators, directive strategies, associated with a highly active intermediary role, '."ere the most
successful (Bercovitch, 1986a: 164-165; Bercovitch and Houston, 1996: 30). Directive strategies
were the organisations' second most common strategy (336, 30.8%) and their second most
successful strategy (44.0%, 148 of 336).
TABLE 63: PRIMARY STRATEGY AND MEDIATION SUCCESS
Primary Strategy and Mediation Success

Communication-Facilitation

487 (44.6%)

I Unsuccessful
i 51 (4.7%)
I 293 (26.8%)

194 (17.8%)

39.8%

Procedural

218 (20.0%)

, 103 (9.4%)

115 (10.5%)

52.8%

Directive

336 (30.8%)

j188 (17.2%)

148 (13.6%)

44.0%

Total

1092 (100.0%)

I 635 (58.2%)

457 (41.8%)

Primary Strategy (CM6)'

Frequency

Mediation Offered Only

51 (4.7%)

Successful

---

Success Rate

0.0%

0.0%

'CM6 by CM52: X2 =48.83050, df =3, P =0.00000, 202 observations missing.

The UN and regional organisations relied on communication-facilitation strategies (337, 30.9% and
118, 10.8% respectively) backed up by directive strategies (184, 16.8% and 112, 10.3% respectively).
Cooperative mediation used communication-facilitation, procedural and directive strategies with
barely any difference (32, 2.9%, 31, 2.8% and 40,3.7% respectively). Due to similarities between

offers rif mediation and rifenuls it is inappropriate to exclude 'offers' of mediation from measurements
of outcome simply because they are not accepted or do not engage mediators in more active
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strategies 211 • Regardless of disputant acceptance or level of participation, referrals achieved success
on 31 occasions, resulting in 7 ceaseftres and 24 partial settlements. By comparison, mediation rjJered

onb resulted in no discernible change in the disputants' relationship, and thus every case of mediation
rjJered onb constituted 'mediation' failure (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993:
307). The capacity of referrals to achieve success could be linked to the level at which referrals are
made (i.e. to the Security Council or equivalent body in regional organisations) and the leverage
implied in a referral, that is, the potentiality of external and organisational involvement. \V'hen
mediation is offered, it is generally offered by individual mediators and perhaps on a less formal
basis by the Secretary-General, and is therefore not automatically associated with increased
organisational interference.

It is generally asserted that primary strategies are chosen by mediators based on their preliminary
evaluation of several dispute and process factors, implying that a particular strategy may be more
suitable for certain dispute conditions (Bercovitch and \Vells, 1993: 21). \V'hen mediation occurs
(i.e. excluding where mediation is offered only), the type of strategy is also an important
determinant of the type of outcome, suggesting some strategies are more suitable than others are

(CM6 - collapsed l:Y CM14 - collapsed: X 2 =32.92387, c(f= 6,p = 0.00001, 253 obseJ'lJations missing).
Directive strategies produce more ceasefires (49,4.7%) and full settlements (26,2.5%) than any
other strategy, while communication-facilitation strategies produce more partial settlements (134,
12.9%). And, partial settlements are the most common successful result for all three strategies
(290,27.9%).

As expected, referrals occurred most frequently during the early stages of the dispute, within the
first six months. Disputes were referred to the organisations on 162 occasions, of these 31 referrals
were successful, accounting for 6.2% of the organisations' overall success rate. The earlier timing
of this intervention strategy appears to correspond with its success rate: 97 referrals (60% of all
referrals) are made within the fIrst 12 months with 21.6% (21) of these referrals yielding success.
Comparatively, mediation over the same period totals 245 attempts (21.6% of all mediation),
producing 110 (44.9%) successful attempts. Evidence that an association existing between timing
and choice of strategy was inconclusive, nevertheless an important trend was revealed (0\16

CMI0a: X2

ry

=62.50118, c(f= 18,p =0.00000, 25.0% rfcells with expectedfreqtlenry <5, 202 obseJ'lJations

missing). All three strategies were most frequently used after disputes had exceeded 37 months.

To what extent do dispute and environmental factors influence strategy choices? Several contextual
aspects were also tested for their impact on the selection and use of strategies: dispute environment,
phase of the dispute, mediation timing, dispute intensity, the presence of hostilities during
mediation and the disputants' power disparity. \Vith this in mind, a test of association between
environment and strategy choice was conducted. Bercovitch and Houston (2000) found that
211

Refer Sections 1.4 and 5.5.
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"when mediation takes place in the parties' or a composite territory, communication-facilitation
strategies are employed ... enabling the parties to retain control over the environment and the
content of the mediation process and perhaps indirectly contribute to the perceived level of
fairness, satisfaction and commitment to the process" (Bercovitch and Houston, 2000: 191).
Results support this fInding and confltffi that environment is a strong determinant of which
mediation strategy is used (CM13

ry CM6 - collapsed' X 2 = 62.88900, 4=

10,p = 0.00000, 253

observations missing). \'V'hen just considering mediation strategies (that is, not including where
mediation is offered only), communication-facilitation accounts for 487 attempts (46.8%) in total,
procedural strategies 218 attempts (20.9%) and directive strategies 336 attempts (32.3%).
Communication-facilitation and directive strategies occur most frequently in composite
environments (175, 16.8% and 119, 11.4% respectively) and are evenly employed in third party (87,
8.4% and 70, 6.7% respectively) and neutral territories (88,8.5% and 72,6.9% respectively).
Procedural strategies are used most often in neutral (84, 8.1%) and third party environments (43,
4.1 %). In disputant territory, communication-facilitation is used more frequently than other
strategies (108, 10.4%).
TABLE 64: PRIMARY STRATEGY AND PRESENCE OF HOSTILITIES DURING MEDIATION
Primary Strategy and Presence of Hostilities During Mediation

..

Presence of Hostilities During Mediation (CM15)

Primary Strategy (CM6)'

Total

Percentage oITotal

Present

Not Present

Mediation Offered Only

32 (62.7%)

19 (37.3%)

Communication·Facilitation

307 (63.0%)

180 (37.0%)

487 (100.0%)

487 (44.6%)

Procedural

150 (68.8%)

68 (31.2%)

218 (100.0%)

218 (<:0.0%)

Directive

221 (65.8%)

115 (34.2%)

336 (100.0%)

336 (30.8%)

Total

710 (65.0%)

382 (35.0%)

1092 (100.0%)

1092 (100.0%)

--------

-_._----

-

51 (100.0%)

-----------51 (4.7%)

---

'CM6 by CM15: X2 =2.41508, df = 3, P = 0.49083, 202 observations missing.

Results here show that there is no direct association between the dispute phase and the choice of
mediation strategy (CM6

ry CM11: X2= 20.73508,4=

15,p = 0.14551, 50.0% ifcells with expected

jrequem), if <5, 202 observations missing). The data shows that each strategy is employed to an
equivalent degree during phases of hostility: mediation offered only (74.5%, 38), communicationfacilitation (74.9%,365), procedural (75.7%, 165) and directive strategies (77.4%,260). Unlike
earlier fIndings, there is no clear relationship between the use of assertive strategies and the
settlement of a high intensity disputes (Donahue, 1989; Hiltrop, 1989). If a greater degree of
'absolve' or 'pressing' (directive strategies) is more conducive to resolving intense disputes it is not
clearly evident here (CM6

try D6: X2 = 44.48465, 4= 9,p = 0.00000, 6.3% cells with expectedjreqttenry

<5, 209 observations missing). One would also expect the presence of ongoing hostilities during
mediation to influence a mediator's choice of strategy, that is, a mediator would adapt the strategy
to suit circumstances. For organisation mediators this is not the case. Cross tabulating strategies
against hostilities reported at the time of mediation revealed no association between the two
variables, thus negating the proposition (Table 64). Basically, each strategy is distributed fairly
evenly, whether hostilities are present or not.
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Power disparity between the disputants is considered to be another important influence in a
mediator's choice of strategy (Table 65). If disputants exhibit an equal or low power disparity,
mediators tend to use more active strategies or directive strategies (Bercovitch and Wells, 1993: 18).
TABLE 65: PRIMARY STRATEGY AND LEVEL OF DISPUTANTS' POWER DISPARITY
Primary Strategy and Level of Disputants' Power Disparity
Primary Strategy (CM6)'

Level of Disputants' Power Disparity (PI Oc)

Total

I High (11+)

Low (0·4)

Medium (5·10)

21 (1.9%)

17 (1.6%)

Communication·Facilitation

197 (18.0%)

176 (16.1%)

114 (10.4%)

487 (44.6%)

Procedural

89 (8.2%)

75 (6.9%)

54 (4.9%)

218 (20.0%)

_.Mediation Offered Only

Directive
--.-._
..._------_.
Total

__

..

121 (11.1%)
428 (39.2%)

13 (1.2%)

97 (8.9%)
118(10.8%)
. - - -_._---- ---'------_.
365 (33.4%)
299 (27.4%)

51 (4.7%)

__ ...

336 (30.8%)
1092 (100.0%)

'CM6 by P10c: X2 = 15.25011, df = 6, P = 0.01840, 202 observations missing.

This factor is similarly significant in determining which strategies organisations use (p

= 0.01840).

Communication-facilitation and procedural strategies are more common when power disparity is at
a low or medium level. The use of directive strategies does not reflect earlier observations, in fact
very little distinguishes the use of directive strategies in low power disparity situations (121, 11.1%)
and high disparity disputes (118, 10.8%).
TEST VARIABLE 5: ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES

The use of an additional mediation strategy may be common practice but here only 443
supplementary strategies were identified. The majority of mediation reporting is not detailed
enough to distinguish supplementary strategies and usually focuses on the mediator's primary
strategy. In comparison to the primary strategy, the additional strategy recognises combinations of
strategies including communication-facilitation-procedural (17, 3.8%), communication-facilitationdirective (9, 2.0%) and procedural-directive (10, 2.3%). Predominantly, supplementary strategies
involve communication-facilitation (153, 34.5%) and procedural strategies (115,26.0%). Taking
into account the small sample size and the fact that chi-square results were not reliable, our
understanding of mediation is not greatly broadened by the analysis of supplementary strategies

(CM6a

ry CM52: X 2 = 44.10373, df= 6,p = 0.00000,

14.3% cells with expectedfi'equenry <5,851

observations missing). Nevertheless, the most 'successful' additional strategy was a combination of
communication-facilitation and directive strategies (55.5% success .rate,S of 9).
TEST VARIABLE 6: DURATION OF THE MEDIATION ATTEMPT

The duration of the mediation attempt was expected to be another influential factor in the
mediation process with success decreasing the longer mediation continues. Mediation duration was
coded with 8 categories recognising 'duration' ranging from 1 day to over 3 months. Mediation
invariably lasts anywhere from 1 day to a week (905, 69.9%), more specifically: 1 day (313, 25.6%),
2-5 days (366,29.9%) and 1 week (226, 18.4%). Mediation lasting anywhere from 2-3 weeks - 3+
months accounts for 320 attempts (24.7%). Success rates show that the longer a mediation attempt
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lasts, the less chance it·has of ending in a successful resolution (Table 66). Grouping shorter
mediation attempts results in a success rate of 41.9%, whereas longer attempts, from 2-3 weeks - 3+
months, achieve a 33.4% success rate.
TABLE 66: MEDIATION DURATION AND MEDIATION OUTCOME
Mediation Duration and Mediation Outcome

I Cooperative

Mediation Duration·
Collapsed (CM23a),

Unsuccessful

Successful

Total

UN

Regional

1 day-1 week

526 (40.6%)

379 (29.3%)

905 (69.9%)

538 (41.6%)

282 (21.8%)

2·3 weeks - 3+ months

213 (16.5%)

107 (8.3%)

320 (24.7%)

232 (17.9%)

65 (5.0%)

Unknown

52 (4.0%)

17 (1.3%)

69 (5.3%)

48 (3.7%)

19 (1.5%)

I 2{0.2%)

Total

791 (61.1%)

503 (38.9%)

1294 (100%)

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

! 110 (8.5%)

h_ •••• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

·CM23a· collapsed by CM52:

X2

'.: 85 (6.5%)
, 23 (1.8%)

= 13.30355, df= 2, P = 0.00129; CM23a· collapsed byCM50:)(2 =20.72896, df= 4, P = 0.00036.

The majority of mediation attempts are likely to last no longer than a week. The original8-category
variable indicates that duration is not a significant factor in determining mediation outcome (CM23

i?Y CM52: X 2 = 12.45162,41= 7,p = 0.08665, 69 obseroations missing). Simplifying the categories, as
shown in Table 55, reduces the number of cells tested and the sensitivity of the test. Simplification
of the variable produces a stronger degree of association between duration and outcome, reflecting
the effects of prolonged mediation. This result links logically to the effects of successive mediation
discussed earlier. Lengthy mediation does not increase the likelihood of success.
TEST VARIABLE 7: MEDIATION TIMING

The timing of mediation is considered crucial for success (CM10a i?Y CM52: X2
p

=0.04450).

= 12.90911,41= 6,

The majority of organisation mediation takes place in an entrenched dispute

environment, some 710 attempts (54.9%) occur after 36 months of hostility (Figure 13). Only 19
attempts (1.5%) occur in the pre-intervention phase. At this 'untimely' point, organisations were
highly active: UN (490, 37.9%), regional organisations (119,9.2%) and cooperative mediation (101,
7.8%). There appears to be no evidence to support the notion that regional organisations mediate
earlier in disputes because of their 'proximity' or because of having any 'regional knowledge'
advantage. Regional organisation mediation is initiated evenly throughout the categories and is not
more likely to occur earlier than UN mediation. Only 6 cooperative efforts were initiated prior to
13 months of hostility (0.5%).

Communication-facilitation is used more frequently to open dialogue between the disputants in the
late stages of the dispute (295, 27.0%). Communication-facilitation is also the most effective
strategy used at this time in the dispute (108, 23.6%) and over the earlier 25-36 month phase (31,
6.8%). Directive strategies were more effective than any other strategy during earlier phases: preintervention (2,0.4%) and 1-2 months (25,5.5%). This late in a dispute, mediation is considered to
be more difficult with higher levels of intensity and disputant inflexibility. Surprisingly, the
association between timing and strategy was not clearly significant with 25.0% of the cells having an
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expected frequency <5 212 •
FIGURE

13: TIMING AND MEDIATION OUTCOME

What was particularly interesting was the increase in success rates when mediation is initiated later in
the dispute i.e. from 7 months to 36 months. In the early stages, the pre-intervention phase has the
lowest success rate (10.5 % ,2 of 19), 1-2 months reaching 39.6% (61 of 154) and 3-6 months
attaining a success rate of 37.2% (32 of 86). Generally, later initiation phases attained higher levels
of success: 7-12 months (43.4%, 36 of 83); 13-24 months (40.2%, 53 of 132); and 25-36 months
(49.1 %, 54 of 110). Success drops again when mediation is initiated after 37 months of a dispute
(37.3 % ,265 of 710). As findings here are contrary to earlier assumptions, that earlier mediation
would be more successful, further analysis is necessary to fully understand the impact of this factor.
TABLE 67: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: MEDIATION ENVIRONMENT AND STRATEGIES

Result 1: Mediation Environment (CM13)
Hostilities Reported During Mediation (CM15)
Result 2: Phase of the Dispute (CM11)

40.43852

5

0.00000'

2.29778

1

0.12956

7.72789

5

0.17188A

Result 3: Presence of UN Activities (D27)

12.49358

4

0.01403'

Result 4: Primary Mediation Strategy (CM6)

48.83050

3

0.00000' (202 missing cases)

5.32345

4

0.25569 (120 missing cases)

Result 5: Additional Mediation Strategy (CM6a)

44.10373

6

0.00000' (851 missing cases)

Result 6: Duration of Mediation Attempt (CM23)

12.45162

7

0.08665 (69 missing cases)

Result 7: Mediation Timing (CM10a)

12.90911

6

0.04450'

Previous Strategy used by this Mediator (CM45)

118.3% cells with expected frequency <5.

Many aspects of the mediation process have a considerable influence on mediation success (fable
67 and Table 68). As expected, the nature of the mediation environment and presence of ongoing
UN operations have a strong influence on mediation outcome, an understandable result knowing
that the majority of mediation occurs amidst ongoing UN peacekeeping and other dispute
management activities. The impact of interorganisational relationships is not straightforward.
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CM10a by CM6: X2 =62.50118, df =18, P =0.00000, 25.0% of cells with expected frequency <5,202 observations missing.
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Tested in isolation, relationships

ar~

not a significant factor in mediation success but conflicting

results show that changes in interorganisational relations do affect outcome. Further testing of this
factor and others is needed before we can fully ascertain the extent of their effect on mediation
success.
TABLE 68: PROPOSITION CONCLUSIONS· MEDIATION ENVIRONMENT AND STRATEGIES
Proposition Conclusions - Mediation Environment and Strategies (refer Propositions -Table 13)
Proposition 1:

Third party or neutral territory does not provide the best environment for mediation. Surprisingly, mediation is more
successful in the disputants' environment (48.9%,113 of 231) than in 'neutral' territory (44.0%, 244 of 554). While
disputant, neutral and third party territories are all relatively conducive to mediation, none constitute the best environment
for mediation success.
The type of mediation environment is a strong determinant of which mediation strategy is used. Communication-facilitation
and directive strategies are used most often in composite environments (175, 16.8% and 119, 11.4% respectively) and are
used fairly evenly in third party and neutral environments. Procedural strategies largely take place in neutral environments
(84,8.1%). Communication-facilitation is the most frequently used strategy in disputant territory (108,10.4%).

Proposition 2:

Ongoing hostilities constitute the most common dispute phase (949, 73.3%), though chi-square tests to measure this
factor against mediation outcome produced inconclusive results. Further testing of this factor is required to assess its
impact.

Proposi::on 3:

Mediation predominantly takes place in conjunction with UN operations - peacekeeping, sanctions anll embargoes (836,
64.6%). There is a strong relationship between ongoing UN operations and mediation success. Mediation is more
successful where UN operations are in place (41.6% success rate, 348 of 836) than when no UN action is in progress
(33.8%, 155 of 458).

Proposition 4:

The primary mediation strategy has a significant impact on mediation outcome. Communication-facilitation strategies
were most frequently employed (487, 44.6%) but procedural strategies were the most successful with a 52.8% success
rate (115 of 218). Directive mediation strategies are not more successful than procedural or communication-facilitation
strategies. The level of power disparity between the disputants also significantly affected strategy use. The difference
between directive strategy use in low power disparity situations (121, 11.1%) and high power disparity disputes (118,
10.8%) is negligible.
Different strategies are more likely to produce different outcomes. Directive strategies produce m0re cease fires (49, 4.7'7'0)
and full settlements (26, 2.5%) than any other strategy, while communication-facilitation strategies produce more partial
settlements (134, 12.9%).
Dispute phases, dispute intensity, presence of hostilities during mediation and mediation timing did not signif't:antly affect
the choice of mediation strategy as had been anticipated.

Proposition 5:

Additional strategies, though they can supplement the primary strategy, do not Significantly improve the likelihood of
mediation success and testing produced unreliable chi-square results. It should be noted that mediation reporting is
generally not detailed enough to distinguish supplementary strategies and usually focuses on the mediator'S primary
strategy. As a result the sample size was considerably smaller (851 miSSing observations). Supplementary strategies
usually involve communication-facilitation (153, 34.5%) and procedural strategies (115, 26.0%). The most successful
. additional strategy was a combination of communication-facilitation and directive strategies (55.5% success rate, 5 of 9).

--.--.. -..------t----.-.--------------------------

------

Proposition 6:

Mediation is generally more successful when the duration of mediation attempts is shorter. The relationship between
this variable and outcome was insignificant unless the variable was .~irnplified and t:ollapsed. Further testing is required to
provide a full and accurate assessment of its influence.

Proposition 7:

Mediation timing is a Significant determinant of mediation success though mediation initiated earlier in the dispute is not
more successful than mediation employed later in the dispute. Surprisingly, success rates increase when mediation is
initiated later i.e. from 7 months to 36 months. Mediation commonly takes place after 36 months of hostility (710, 54.9%).
At this 'untimely' point, organisations were
active: UN (490, 37.9%), regional organisations (119, 9.2'7'0) and
cooperative mediation (101,7.8%).
organisation mediation is initiated evenly throughout the categories i.e.
regional
are not more
to engage mediation earlier than the UN.
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Consequent Factors: Mediation Outcome
There are two variables left to consider as indicators of organisation effectiveness: outcome
durability (CM16a) and re-emergence of the dispute (D16). These two variables are only used to
provide a broader, descriptive view of mediation outcome. It is erroneous to measure either of
these variables against mediation outcome (CM52) as they are themselves 'outcomes'. Instead,
frequencies of organisational involvement are presented to expand our understanding of
organisation mediation outcome.
TEST VARIABLE

1: OUTCOME DURABILITY

In this case, measuring outcome durability was extremely problematic (Table 69). The measure was
divided into eight categories from <1 week to >8 weeks but durability was only measurable in 446
cases. With 848 observations missing from the analysis, chi-square tests against organisation
involvement were highly inconclusive. Mediation outcomes generally lasted beyond 8 weeks (239,
53.9%) and 94 attempts had a durability ofless than 1 week (21.1 %). It appears that each of the
organisations achieved an outcome durability of 8+ weeks more often than a durability of 1 week or
less. If this result indicates a trend, it bodes well for organisation mediation. Obviously, more
cases must be evaluated to accurately assess levels of outcome durability.
TABLE 69: OUTCOME DURABILITY AND ORGANISATION MEDIATION
Outcome Durability and Organisation Mediation
Outcome Durability (CM16a' collapsed)'

UN

Regional

Coop~rative

Total

Less than 1 week

36 (8.1"10)

46 (10.3%)

12 (2.7%)

94 (21.1%)

1 week

19 (4.3%)

6 (1.3%)

2 (0.4%)

27 (6.1"10)

2-4 weeks

54 (12.1%)

15 (3.4"10)

4 (0.9%)

73 (16.4%)

5 -7weeks

11 (2.5%)

2 (0.4%)

147 (33.0%)

72 (16.1%)

267 (59.9"10)

141 (31.6"10)

8+ weeks
..-..-Total

....._0 _ _ 0_ _ •

--------

13 (2.9"10)

_._-_._-_
20 (4.5"10)

33 (8.5"10)

239 (53.9"10)
..._...
446 (100.0%)
--~----

'CM16a • collapsed by CM50: X2 =29.35361, df =8, P =0.00027, 20.0% of cells with expected frequency <5,848 observations missing.

TEST VARIABLE 2: RE-EMERGENCE OF THE DISPUTE

Re-emergence of the dispute is analysed here to assess the long-term nature of the dispute
resolution (Table 70). This variable does not assume causality between mediation and the curbing
of tension or re-emergence of the dispute. Rather, the variable describes five dispute 'states'
identifying where: (1) a dispute is ongoing, (2) later disputes emerge; (3) the dispute becomes
'regional'; (4) tension continues between the disputants; or, (5) no subsequent disputes emerge.
Ideally, dispute management seeks to achieve the latter scenario, where no further disputes emerge
between the disputants. As one would expect, the re-emergence of a dispute had a significant
effect on mediation success. Mediation is largely conducted whilst a dispute is ongoing (557,
43.0%). A high proportion of UN and regional organisation mediation is conducted in ongoing
disputes and in re-emerging disputes.
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TABLE 70: RE·EMERGENCE OF THE DISPUTE AND ORGANISATION MEDIATION
Re-emergence of the Dispute and Organisation Mediation
Re-emergence of the Dispute (D16)'

UN

Dispute is ongoing

310 (24.0%)

Later dispute emerges
Regional dispute

_.._---_.._----_._--------------_.-

Regional

Cooperative

Total

148 (11.4%)

99 (7.7%)

557 (43.0%)

265 (20.5%)

134 (10.4%)

3 (0.2%)

72 (5.6%)

8 (0.6%)

_.-

._------------ ------------ ._-_.._---------------402 (31.1%)
80 (6.2%)

Continued tension

98 (7.6%)

25 (1.9%)

4 (0.3%)

127 (9.8%)

No later dispute emerges

73 (5.6%)

51 (3.9%)

4 (0.3%)

128 (9.9%)

Total

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

110 (8.5%)

1294 (100.0%)

• 016 by CM50:

X2

=142.49825, df =8, P =0.00000.

Both of these consequent variables are included here only to give a broader picture of organisation
mediation outcome. Outcome durability, though interesting, provided inconclusive results and had
too many cases missing to generate an accurate measure. Due to the absence of such a large
portion of the sample, durability is eliminated from further tests, as it is unlikely to produce reliable
results (Table 71). Further testing of the re-emergence of the dispute is also inappropriate as th c
following analysis uses mediation outcome (CM14) as the dependent test variable.
TABLE 71: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS: OUTCOME CHARACTERISTICS

2: Re-emergenceofthe Dispute (016) by GroupedOrganisation
(CM50)"
,.
....,....,
,
II 20.0%

6.3

of cells with expected frequency <5.

Evaluating the Preliminary Findings

The preliminary fIndings help to build a general picture of organisation mediation, its
characteristics, strengths and weaknes~es (Section 6.2). Some fIndings support earlier research on
international mediation, some challenge earlier research and others examined previously unexplored
mediation characteristics. While the bivariate analysis does not provide absolute answers, and
indeed some of the results should be interpreted with caution (i.e. some were inconclusive), it does
identify important mediation characteristics, differences between the organisations and some very
interesting trends.

So what exactly characterises organisation mediation? Organisation mediation occurs most
frequently during hostilities, in intense and complex intrastate disputes (refer Table 72). Mediation
efforts centred on entrenched ethnic/ cultural disputes in Europe and Africa that have already
exceeded 37 months of conflict. Disputants usually have a history of antagonism between them
and incur substantial human losses during the course of the dispute. Though enduring rivalries are
not typical of disputes involving organisation mediation, rivalry disputes were not particularly
detrimental to mediation success. By the time mediation is initiated, usually by the organisation
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itself, disputants have failed in their own attempts to resolve the dispute and hostilities are ongoing.
The majority of organisation mediation takes place during ongoing hostilities but, unexpectedly,
success reached during this phase is comparable with the rate of success achieved in the posthostility phases. In support of earlier fIndings, six dispute factors increased the probability of
success: low dispute intensity, hostilities that have not escalated to war; a dispute duration between
25-36 months; superpowers involvement, but preferably not as a party; and low levels of issue
complexity.

Characteristically, disputants are more likely to share similar levels of political rights, civil liberty and
religion. They are also likely to share a similar bloc alignment, or non-alignment, and are far more
likely to enjoy similar membership status within the UN. In most cases however, disputants have
different political systems and only have medium to low power disparity. Organisations mediated
more frequently between non-democratic disputants, but more interestingly, mediation success was
noticeably reduced when the dispute involved one or more democratic disputants.

In terms of mediator characteristics, fIndings revealed that mediators have generally been men.
Only two of the 559 mediators identifIed were women. Single mediators acted most frequently but
were not the most successful. Multiple mediator combinations were the most successful and the
level of orgallisational 'purity' appears to have little influence on the effectiveness of group
mediation. Results still confum that rank is a signifIcant factor in determining success, however the
level of subjectivity involved in this conclusion means that it can easily be criticised. Special
representatives were the most active mediators but fIeld commanders achieved the highest success
rate of the eight ranks tested. Experience, such as that gained and recognised by a mediator's rank,
therefore contributes to success. However, it is interesting to fInd that mediator experience, in this
case the number of previous attempts made by a mediator, has little influence on mediation
outcome.

Basically, mediation is an incremental process but successive mediation (more than four attempts),
particularly by the same mediator, does not increase the likelihood of success. This fInding dispels
the assumption that familiarity instils disputant confIdence in the mediation process thereby
improving the chances of mediation success. It also dismisses the notion that building stronger
rapport with the disputants by maintaining mediator continuity enhances mediator success. The
initiator is also important in determining successful mediation. Mediation initiated by both
disputants is more likely to succeed than attempts initiated by one disputant or a third party. As
you would expect, if an organisation initiates mediation it also continues as the primary mediator.

Results also conftrmed certain aspects of mediator behaviour. Mediators generally relied on
communication-facilitation strategies. However, directive strategies were not just used by higher
ranks: special representatives and commissions used directive strategies most frequently. \V'hile the
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mediator's choice of strategy appeared to be affected by the mediation environment and disparity in
the level of disputant power, the presence of ongoing hostilities and dispute intensity had litde
influence on the choice of strategy. Usually, a mediation attempt lasts no longer than a week and
takes place in territory outside the disputants' control, in neutral or third party territory. Longer
mediation attempts do not improve the likelihood of success. The single most frequent 'site' for
mediation was in a composite of disputant, neutral and third party territories. Although mediation
was most successful when conducted in disputant territory, none of the environments were
especially conducive to mediation success.

Comparisons of UN, regional organisation and cooperative mediation identified similarities and
obvious behavioural differences between them, the organisations often handling different types of
disputes and responding differendy to conditions (Table 73). Overall, regional organisation
mediation was slightly more successful than UN mediation (Bercovitch et alia, 1991). It was also
found that the UN deals with more intense disputes than the regional organisations (Haas, 1987:
24). Ostensibly, UN mediation is conducted by a single mediator and often involves a superpo\';er
in some capacity. In contrast, regional organisations generally employ a mediation group and rarely
involve superpowers in any capacity. Peacekeeping operations are usually active during UN and
cooperative mediation whereas UN operations are not a common feature in the regional
organisativns' mediation environment.

The analysis also identified and tested 'new' contingent factors, such as those alluded to in the
literature but, until now, devoid of empirical scrutiny. Firsdy, the effectiveness of rnL'Ced mediation
by organisation and non-organisation mediators is comparable with mediation by groups composed
solely of organisation representatives. Secondly, results confirm that there are clear advantages to
group mediation, reinforcing the benefits of burden-sharing and forum shopping proffered by
Crocker et alia (2001). Predictably, cooperative mediation attempts involved two or more
mediators. Thirdly, the analysis was expanded further to examine the impact of mediator and rank
changes. Changing the mediator actually improves the likelihood of success and

this is even more

evident when the mediator is replaced with a mediator of the same rank. Lastly, the nature of
interorganisational relations was assessed.

On the whole, mediation is an independent enterprise where the organisations do not collaborate
or share resources. Only a slight margin of success is discernible between cases of cooperation and
independent participation. \V'hat is remarkable about this result is the fact that approximately
91.8% of all cooperative attempts occur late in the dispute, when one would expect a decrease in
successful outcomes. Coordination, the process of delegation and referral between the
organisations, was the least frequent interorganisational relationship. Referrals of this nature were
generally made within the first six months of a dispute and early timing strongly contributes to the
level of success achieved by this passive strategy. Referrals were successful in 19.1% of the times
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they were used. It was also interesting to fInd that cooperation was not an evolving process.
Coordination did not lead to cooperation in subsequent attempts and cooperative mediation did
not continue as a matter of course. In fact, cooperation frequently reverted to independent
participation.

This analysis provides some sound explanations of organisation mediation success and failure,
however there remain two important areas requiring further investigation. Firstly, bivariate analysis
does not present a concrete picture of the mediation environment, rather a two-dimensional view
of events via non-directional results, which themselves are often inconclusive. Re-testing some

tll1reliable variables may proffer more accurate results. The reliability of bivariate results may be
improved if more complex methods are used to cope with the analysis of multiple cells and low
expected cell frequencies. Secondly, log-linear analysis must be limited, with an emphasis on
theoretical importance and manageability. Consequently, some relatively signifIcant variables will
have to be excluded from the following multivariate analysis. Excluded factors may require a more
thorough examination before they can truly be eliminated as impinging factors but it is simply
impractical to test, or retest, all of the variables considered in this chapter. The identification of
signifIcant variables in the bivariate analysis merely provides a predictive sketch of organisation
mediation. Multivariate methods are employed in the next chapter to examine particular variable
interactions in more depth.
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TABLE 72: COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW OF ORGANISATION CHARACTERISTICS

.

C0 mparat'va
I Ova·rviaw of Organisation Characteristics
Mediation Characteristics (Frequency)

UN

Regional

Total number of disputes mediated

117

85

Total number of mediation attempts

818 (63.2%)

366 (28.3%)

Number of successful mediation
attempts (% success)

307 (37.5%)

154 (42.1%)

Number of mediation attempts in
intrastatli! disputes

491 (37.9%)

184 (14.2%)

Number of mediation attempts in

327 (25.3%)

182 (14.1%)

---------.._--

--- ---------------

. ..

--------1I

High geographic concentration of
mediation

Africa, Middle East and
Europe (220, 17.0%)

System era with highest mediation
frequency

1966·1975 (240, 18.5%)

Fatalities exceed 10000

502 (39.0%)

Dispute issue

Ethnic/Cultural (421,32.5%)

Intensity level exceeds 501 fatalit::s per 442(34.3%)
-_.month
__._......._----_....
-_._- -------..
558 (43.1%)
Entrenched disputes with a duration
over 36 months
.-Scale of Hostilities
War (733,56.6%)

i!

I

---1986-1995 (147, 11.4%)

I

I

I

195 (15.1%)
98 (7.6%)
---_
.._----------_......_----_.._---_._---Ethnic/Cultural (212, 16.4%)

131

+

231 (17.9%)

102 (7.9%)

i
War (300, 23.2%)

I War (106, 8.2%)
i

80(6.2%)

!

7(0.5%)

190(14.7%)

76 (5.9%)

Antagonism (370,28.6%)

Antagonism (136, 10.5%)

History of previous disputes

397(30.7%)

208 (16.1%)

Mediation timing

37+ months (490, 37.9%)

37+ months (119, 9.2%)

--_.- - - " - - - -

i Ethnic/Cultural (98,7.5%)

(10.IO/~_)______ 96~4%1

Previous disputants' relationship

Intemational Organisation
. (472,38.0%)

6(0.5%)

I Europe (84, 6.5%)
!
I 1986·1995 (98,7.6%)

Europe, Africa, Central &
South America (305, 23.6%)

High disparity in disputants' power

_- __._--

Regional Organisation (184,
14.8%)

Antagonism (99,7.7%)

137+ months (101, 7.8%)

IThird Party (40,3.2%);

.

...
I· International Organisation (40,
I 3.2%)

----------------;-------------

i Group M"diator (57, 5.0%) ..

Number of mediators

One Mediator (423,37.3%)

Mediator rank

Leader of Organisation (187,
14.5%); Special Envoy (164,
12.7%)

Commission or Special
Mission (84, 6.5%);
Unspecified (78, 6.0%)

Mediation environment

Composite (228,17.6%);
Third Party Territory (188,
14.5%)

Composite (76,5.9%); Neutral
Territory (74, 5.7%)

Primar: mediation strategy

Communication - Facilitation
(337,30.9%); Directive (184,
16.8%)

Communication - Facilitation
(118,10.8%); Directive (11,
10.3%)

Duration of mediation attempt

1 day.; 1 week (538, 41.6%)

1 day-l week (282, 21.8%)

1 day - 1 week (85, 6.5%)

Presence of UN dispute management
operations during mediation

UN peacekeeping established
in this dispute (317, 24.5%)

No UN dispute management
operations present (267,
20.6%)

Peacekeeping/sanctions or
II 7.2%)
embargoes in place (93,

.- .

--

! 104 (8.0%)

1986-1995 (204, 15.8%)

............__.....-----...._ - - - - - - - - - ---------_._-_..

...__......__.... ...

110 (8.5%)
42(38.2%)

!

interstate
disputes
._.......
__..._.

Initiator of mediation

! Cooperative
! 14

Group mediator (225,19.9%)

I Spedal Envoy (57, 4.4%)
I

Neutral (43, 3.3%); Composite
Territory (30, 2.3%)
DfrA"live (40,3.7'1,)
i

I
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MULTlVAF!IATI§JJ.NALYSIS:COllllPARATIVeAsSE$SMENTOF
ORGANISATION EFFECTIVENESS

7.1
Systematic Data Reduction: Identifying Factors for Multivariate
Analysis
At this stage, log-linear analysis is necessary to understand what interactions and effects there may
be between several categorical variables in each of the contingency clusters. However, there are
certain limitations to this process. Firstly, model testing is limited by the constraints of statistical
computation. SAS and SPSS statistical programs require high levels of computer memory to test
complex models. For this reason, model testing is restricted to no more than four variables: a
dependent variable (CM14a - Collapsed outcome)213; a contrasting variable (CM50 - Organisation);
and two independent but possibly interacting variables. Secondly, variable interactions are difficult
to ascertain if more than four variables are tested at once. The sensitivity of results and the
intricacies of variable interactions can be extremely difficult to interpret if the model is too
complex. In addition, the number of sparse cells generally increases as more variables are added,
~-

~

thus confusing the reliability of likelihood ratio chi-square (LZ) results. Lastly, log-linear models are
designed to be manageable. Limiting the size and complexity of models allows a clear and logical
examination of the variables that are selected for analysis. Ultimately, log-linear analysis is restricted
by the constraints of methods, modelling and computation and by limitations placed on completion
of this study.

The nature of these limitations presents the fIrst hurdle to conducting log-linear analysis: the
systematic reduction of variables for analysis. Bivariate analysis of 55 variables revealed an
extraordinary number of statistically and theoretically signifIcant factors, 46 in all, including 31
'statistically signifIcant' variables, i.e. those fulfilling the chi-squared signifIcance threshold without
The reader will recall that the categorical variable of outcome is collapsed for log-linear analysis, reflecting three levels of success (ceasefires,
partial settlement, full settlement) and one level of failure (combining unsuccessful outcomes and cases where mediation was offered only). The
purpose of collapsing the original variable is to reduce the number of empty/sparse cells in cross-tabulation.
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violating the statistical method. \'\1hile this can be regarded as an excellellt result for an exploratory
analysis, there are simply far too many variables to thoroughly examine in this study and only a few
of these variables can be selected for log-linear analysis. So far, variables remaining in the analysis
meet one, or a combination of three, criteria: statistical significance, theoretical significance and
particular organisation importance.

The term 'significant' is used advisedly. Firstly, the insignificance of any variables analysed in
isolation indicates that they do not have a direct effect on outcome, however it must be emphasised
that variables can ins tead interact together to bring about significant change. Other multivariate
methods need to be used to assess whether these independently insignificant variables impact on
mediation outcome in combillatioll with other factors. Secondly, in a broader sense, 'significance'
encompasses those variables that challenge conventional theory as well as those that reached the
required level of statistical significance. This broader recognition of 'significance' is crucial in
deciding which variables are to be included, or excluded, from further testing. Rather than basing
the development of further models on an inductive process, it is necessary to return to the theory
and earlier findings to reassess the relevance of statistically significant variables. Findings that
challenged conventional wisdom need to be identified, as they are also 'significant'. In addition,
while these elements may be incongruous as some variables were not statistically significant, their
results still challenged conventional assumptions.

So, how can the number of 'significant' variables be .rystematicalIY reduced to present a more
manageable analysis? The process of data reduction is not an arbitrary selection of variables.
Theory, supported by further testing, guided the identification of kry variables to simplify log-linear
models. Prillcipal componellt allalYsis (PCA) was used to help systematically reduce the number of
variables for further analysis. PCA is a method of factor analysis designed to analyse continuous
data and "consider relationships between all variables simultaneously" (SPSS, 1999d: 327). This
method is useful in an exploratory capacity, even though the data used here is discrete categorical
data. It is used to roughly identify components which should be retained for further analysis, i.e.
variables. Basically, factor analyses cluster associated variables and identify strong predictors and
contrasting correlations. This type of analysis was useful in three ways: (1) it revealed logically
related variables 214 , thus allowing additional descriptive variables to be dropped from further
analysis; (2) contributory or contrasting factors were identified in correlations with key variables;
and, (3) the clustering process associates certain variables, identifying strong correlations in rotated
factor patterns and clearly independent or paired eigenvalues in scree plots. Though inconclusive
and exploratory, factor analysis provided an overview of 'important' variables, allowed stronger
variables to be prioritised and lent support to the selection of remaining variables. As the log-linear

214 Logical descriptive linkages exist between a number of variables and are evident in associations between: core issues and issue tangibility of
issues; hostilities, fatalities and dispute intensity; democracies in dispute and type of political system; between alignment and UN membership
status; duration of the dispute and timing of mediation attempt; previous disputant relations and enduring rivalry; the number of acting mediators
and the composition of a mediating group.
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approach is the focus of this analysis and is the most appropriate method for categorical analysis,
results using the PCA method are not reported. Assume then, that variables excluded from further
testing were: not strong predictors; made relatively little contribution to model development; were
omitted in favour of uncollapsed or simplified related variables; or were excluded because of
'repetition' i.e. a variable is logically linked to a similar variable.

A summary of variables considered for further analysis is presented in Table 73. The summary
states whether the variable was statistically significant, whether results were consistent with current
theory and whether the variable is theoretically important. If a variable is recognised as
'theoretically interesting', it challenges conventional wisdom or provides new information about the
nature of mediation and so is earmarked for future analysis. Of the 46 variables identified in Table
73, a total of 16 variables are selected for log-linear analysis (highlighted variables listed in Table
73). At this stage certain variables have already been omitted from further consideration. For
example, outcome durability (CM16a) and re-emergence of the dispute (D16) provided a
descriptive element to the preliminary analysis but it was erroneous to measure them against
mediation outcome as they are also 'outcomes'. In addition, some collapsed variables are omitted
because the 'parent' variable is included or, alternatively, some parent variables are omitted in
favour of their collapsed derivative.

Despite the fact that interorganisational relationships are theoretically interesting, analysing this
factor in the log-linear models was considered to be problematic. Firstly, there is the need to
maintain adequate sample sizes. The sample of cooperative mediation is small, only totalling 110
cases, so the 'cooperative' category is removed from the Grouped Organisation (CMSO) variable
allowing this analysis to focus on assessing UN and regional organisation mediation. Secondly, the
Type of Interorganisational Relationship (CMS1) is, in part, derived from information in Variable
CMSO. Removing the cooperative category from CMSO also removed the 'overlapping' data from
Variable CMS1, i.e. the category labelled 'cooperation'. Therefore, interorganisational relationships
are not examined in the log-linear models due to inadequate sample sizes and the 'cooperative'
overlap between this and the CMSO variable.

TABLE 73: SUMMARY OF TESTED VARIABLES CONSIDERED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS
Summary of Tested Variables Considered for Further Analysis
Dispute Characteristics

Statistically Significant

Type of Dispute (017)

No

I Yes

Geographic Region (012)

No

No

Excluded - No further analysis needed. This variable only helps determine where types of disputes are concentrated.

System Period (010)

Yes

No

Excluded - No further analysis needed. This variable only helps to show the development of cooperative mediation.

Type of Superpower Involvement (026)

Yes

! Yes

Fatality Level (05)

No

Yes

Excluded - Needs further analysis but this variable is so similar and logically related to dispute intensity, which will be
tested, it is therefore excluded from further analysis.

Dispute Intensity (06)

No

Yes

Included - Needs further analysis. This variable encompasses elements inferred in fatalities and hostility levels.

Hostility Level (08)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable is logically related to dispute intensity, which will be tested, it is
therefore excluded from further analysis.

~ispute

No

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable lacks statistical and theoretical importance.

Issue Characteristics

Statistically Significant

Challenges Conventional
Theory!Assumptions

Inclusion or Exclusion of Variables (based on theoretical importance and logical considerations)

Duration (04)

Challenges Conventional
Theory!Assumptions

Inclusion or Exclusion of Variables (based on theoretical importance and logical considerations)
Included - Needs further analysis.

Included - Needs further analysis.

Core Issues (014)

Yes

Yes

Included - Needs further analysis.

Issue Complexity (014c)

Yes

No

Excluded - No comparison possible. Further analysis not required.

Additional Issue One (014a)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. The core issue is considered key to understanding reasons for disputant
actions.

Additional Issue Two (014b)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. The core issue is considered key to understanding reasons for disputant
actions.

Issue Substance (014d)

No

Yes

Excluded - Needs further analysis but the tangibility or intangibility of issues is so closely interrelated with core issues
that this variable will be excluded from further analysis.
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TABLE 73: SUMMARY OF TESTED VARIABLES CONSIDERED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS (CO NT.)
Disputant Characteristics

Statistically Significant

l.
Homogeneity Similarity (P20d)

No

i

Challenges Conventional
Theory/Assumptions

Inclusion or Exclusion of Variables (based on theoretical importance and logical considerations)

Yes

Included - Needs further analysis. Despite the advantage 'similarity' affords many other disputant characteristics, the
benefits of similar homogeneity levels were not evident here and this variable needs further assessment.

I

Political Rights Similarity (P21 c)

Yes

J No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Civil Uberties Similarity (P22c)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Religion Similarity (P23a)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Political System Similarity (P14d)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses and the
basic implications of this variable are analysed in terms of the disputants' democratic nature rather than considering
each regime

Democracies in Dispute (P14c)

Yes

Yes

Included - Needs further analysis. This variable will be simplified to reflect when democracies are involved and when
they are not (P14e).

Alignment (P7)

Yes - but unreliable

Yes

Excluded - Needs further analysis. The benefits of similar alignment were not clear in the initial analysis and need
further assessment. This variable is excluded here because there are logical connections made between the
disputants' alignment, democratic nature and UN membership status.

Power Disparity (P1cc)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further

Disputants' UN Membership Status (P9c)

Yes

Yes

Excluded - This variable needs further analysis but is closely related to 'Similarity in Disputants' UN Membership
Status' that it will be excluded from further analysis in favour of its simplified version.

Similarity in Disputants' UN Membership Status (P9d)

Yes

Included - Needs further analysis.

Previous Disputants' Relationship (P12)

Yes

Included - This variable bears a logical relationship with 'Enduring Rivalry' (D29a) and will be tested further.

Yes

Excluded - An indication of enduring rivalry is presumed in the variable 'Previous Disputants' Relationship' (P12),
therefore this variable will not undergo further analysis.

Enduring Rivalry (D29a)

No

i
!

not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical h\lrv\lr\"~,'~
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TABLE 73: SUMMARY OFTESTED VARIABLES CONSIDERED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS (CONT.)
Mediator Characteristics

Statistically Significant

Challenges Conventional
- - .«--umptions

Inclusion or Exclusion of Variables (based on theoretical importance and logical considerations)

T~_

Number of Acting Mediators (CM18)

Yes

, Yes

Included - Needs further analysis however the collapsed variable, Number of Acting Mediators (CM18a), is simplified
and provides comparable categories with those in 'Organisational Purity of Mediating Group' (CM26a).

Composition of Mediating Group (CM26)

Yes -- but unreliable

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Organisational Purity of Mediating Group (CM26a)

Yes

No

Excluded· Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Mediator Rank (CM2S)

Yes -- but unreliable

Yes

, Included· Needs further analysis.

Mediator Experience (CM21)

Yes

Yes

iI

Previous Mediation Between the Disputants (CM49)

Yes -- but unreliable

Yes

Number of Previous Attempts in this Dispute (CM8)

No

Successive Attempts by this Mediator (CM9)

No

J

No

I

T
I

I
i No

i

I

....:..............-...-......-.:.--....- .....-------..-...-.---.-..-..................------......(....-..-..---......-.-----........ ···············T--··..

Included -- Needs further analysis.
Excluded - Further analysis not required. Considering the disputant's level of prior experience with mediation only
allows a general assessment of experience. To analyse experience further we consider a specific mediator's level
experience, Variable CM21.
Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable is excluded from further analysis in favour of CM21, which
focuses more on a general assessment of mediator experience (CM21). In addition, experience is also inferred with
reputation, skill and expertise in the variable, Organisation Rank (CM25).

Excluded· Further analysis not required. This variable is excluded from further analysis in favour of CM21, which
focuses more on a general assessment of mediator experience (CM21). In addition, experience is also inferred with
! reputation, skill and expertise in the variable, Organisation Rank (CM25) .
············...·--···-··---r·---··----······-··--··· ....................-..--.-............-..- -...------.---................................--....---..-.....-.-----.---.........-.....
Included· Needs further analysis.
II

I

Change In the Mediator (CM39)

Yes

! Yes

Change in the Mediator Rank (CM40a)

Yes

Yes

Excluded - Needs further analysis. The element

Mediation Initiator (CM12)

Yes

No

Excluded - Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

in mediator is considered in variable CM39.
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TABLE 73: SUMMARY OF TESTED VARIABLES CONSIDERED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS (CONT.)
Mediation Characteristics

I Challenges Conventional

Statistically Significant

Theory/Assumptions
Type of Interorganisational Relationship (CM51)
........

_ __
..

I Yes

No

1_._._

_

........................_.._.._ - - _..._........._._..............................._.. ............................_- ..........

Change in Interorganisational Relationship (CM53a, CM54a)

[Inclusion or Exclusion of Variables (based on theoretical importance and logical considerations)
'

Inconclusive

Nature of Relationship Transitions (CM53b, CM54b)

Inconclusive

, ..
i Yes

..............- -...- ..

i
I Yes

Mediation Environment (CM13)

Yes

I Yes

No - but unreliable

Presence of Other UN Operations (027)

Yes

I Yes
! No

Primary Strategy (CM6)

Yes

I Yes

Additional Strategy (CM6a)

Yes - but unreliable

I No

Mediation Duration (CM23a)

Yes - but unreliable

1

Mediation Timing (CM10a)
_ _ _ _ _ _ .... _

Yes - but unreliable
.. _____

I Excluded - Needs further analysis but here we will only consider the general impact of interorganisational relations to
I understand more about the development of cooperation between the organisations.
I Included - Needs further analysis.

~

I Included - Needs further analysis.

i Excluded· Further analysis not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.
I Included - Needs further analysis.
Excluded· Further analysis not required - too many cases missing and primary strategy is more accurate.

No

I Yes
__ ._L .... ____ .. ____ .....

__ __
__ _._--_
II EExcluded - Needs further analysis but here we will only establish the general impact of interorganisational relations to

~-------

understand more about the development of cooperation between the organisations.

I

Dispute Phase (CM11)

Excluded - Results showed that the type of interorganisational relationship challenged the general assumption of
international cooperation. This variable needs to be analysed further to build a better picture of what affects
organisation cooperation . .........................- ..............
............ ....._..._........_................- ................ ...........
......__._...._.._...- ................

I

. ...... _...

i

Excluded - Further analysiS not required. This variable conforms to statistical and theoretical hypotheses.

Included - Needs further analysis.
'_ _ _ ___
___

_________

... ______

_______

_ .... _....... _. _ _ ...... _....... _ _ _ .•• _ _ _ _ _• _ _
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7.2

Conducting logQUnear Analysis 215 : Statistical Method and Measures

Firstly, the choice of log-linear analysis over other methods of multivariate analysis requires a brief
explanation. More traditional methods of multivariate analysis, such as mttltiple regression (MB),

anajysis of varianre (ANOVA), canonical anajysis of variance (CVA), anajysis of covariance (ANCO VA),
mtlltivatiate anajysis of variallre (ivL4NO VA), gel1eralised logit-models (GLlvI) and Iveighted least squares
regression (Tn..5) are inappropriate techniques for this type of categorical data analysis 216 (Bercovitch
and Langley, 1993: 678; Kennedy, 1992: 4, 14; SPSS, 1994: 146). "Log-linear is a general procedure
for model fitting, hypothesis testing, and parameter estimation for any model that has categorical
variables as its components. As such, log-linear subsumes a variety of related techniques, including
general models of multi-way contingency tables, logit-models, logistic regression on categorical
variables and quasi-independence models" (SPSS, 1998: 82-83). The logit log-linear appruach is
considered to be more appropriate than other methods for this analysis for several reasons: (1) it
provides a simpler and systematic means of analysing a polytomous [qualitative, categorical]
response variable against all other variable; in a causal model; (2) it provides a more suitable 'fit' for
observed qualitative data; (3) it distinguishes between dependent and independent variables; (4) it is
generally more powerful using maximum likelihood procedures and generates robust results; (5) it is
easy to interpret; and (6) it maintains continuity and allows close comparison with previous studies
using this data set217.

To begin analysing mediation, null hypotheses are generated and modelled to test for independent
variable relationships among each of the variable clusters (Chapter Five). \V'here variable
relationships appear to be dependent, a causal model is designed to ascertain the extent of a
particular variable's influence. The causal hypothesis is then transformed to render a logit-model.

It is important to point out that two distinctions also exist between log-linear models. "In a
saturated model no restrictions are imposed upon the relations between variables, whereas in an
unsaturated model the relations between the variables are restrained in some way, mostly by

assuming that one or more (interaction) effects between variables are absent" (Hagenaars, 1990: 2425). The saturated model tests "the maximum possible number of parameters" in a model (Agresti,
1996: 149). The subsequent analysis will utilise both saturated and unsaturated log-linear models.
More detailed explanations of the five·step process in conducting asymmetrical log-linear analysis, calculation of the U statistic and U's links
with the Pearson Chi-square statistic are available in Agresti, 1990, 1996; Andersen, 1997; Anderson et alia, 1980; Everitt and Dunn, 1991;
Kennedy, 1983, 1992; Haberman, 1978a, 1978b; Hagenaars, 1990; Lunneborg and Abbott, 1983.
216 Multiple regression considers the relationship between a continuous dependent variable and a number of independent variables. Logistic
regression analyses the relationship of several variables to a dichotomous dependent variable (Kleinbaum et alia, 1988: 36; Kleinbaum, 1994: 5).
While logistic regression and log it-model log-linear analysis both describe data in terms of the 'close sf linear relationship and use logit·models and
apply the principal of maximum likelihood (ML) for parameter estimation via lambdas {A], these methods are clearly distinguishable (Agresti, 1990,
1996; Hagenaars, 1990: 24-26; Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989: 8; Kennedy, 1983: 12, 1992: 2-3,15,36). Logistic regression is generally regarded
as less comprehensible and analyses relationships against a dichotomous response variable. Analysis of variance tests, such as ANOVA,
consider the effects of various factors on a continuous dependent variable. Regression and ANOVA techniques also have strict analysis
limitations, where the values of cell proportions are restricted to a range of .25 to .75. Log-linear analysis can also be differentiated from the other
asymmetrical method of inquiry weighted least squares regression [WLSj. WLS regression is used to estimate model limitations, in particular,
models developed to analyse multi-faceted response variables (Kennedy, 1992: 14-16).
217 See Agresti, 1990, 1996; Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 678; Bercovitch and Houston, 1993: 308; Hagenaars, 1990: 24-26; Hosmer and
215
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In essence, log-linear analysis seeks to understand interactive effects between variables in a logitmodel. Four measures are then used to test the strength and magnitude of variable relationships in
the logit-model: likelihood ratio chi-square statistic ([j sometimes referred to as O);probabili!J leve/ if

signifimnce (P); Compo!lent L2 meaSllriis and the degrees offreedom (cij).
FIGURE

14: CALCULATION OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC

The computational formula for the likelihood ratio chi-square statistic (LZ) is presented in
Figure 14. It shows "the summation over all cells of a table, but unlike the X 2 statistic, the
calculation of L2 uses natura/logarithms ... to the base of e, where e

=2.718282 [Ill]" (I<::ennedy, 1992:

59). Simply put, the L2 statistic computes the difference between the log likelihood of observed
and expected frequencies. Strong effects and interactions are measured by a large Component (Ii)
and a p value lower than 0.05. A strong model is measured by close Component (Ii) and cifvalues
and a p value greater than 0.05. Usually, X2 is used for testing the independence of two variables in
simple cross-tabulations with rejection of the null hypothesis when a significant relationship exists
(where pis <0.05). In contrast, log-linear models accept non-significance, where pis >0.05 as an
indication that expected cell frequencies in an independence model are relatively close to observed
cell frequencies (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 680; Demaris, 1992: 5; Jackson, 1998: 150;
Kennedy, 1992: 59).

Once a logit-model has undergone identification and parameter estimation, it is assessed for its
goodness-of-fit (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989: 135). This final test determines whether the
construct incorporates those variables and relationships thought to be elemental in the model and
whether the variables included in the model are entered correctly (Everitt and Dunn, 1991: 265266). Basically, this test assesses how effectively the model 'fits the data' and explains the outcome
variable. In effect, X2 functions as a 'goodness of fit' test between observed and expected cell
frequencies in two-dimensional tables. The goodness-of-fit test in log-linear analysis similarly
measures the level of agreement between observed data and expected data frequencies (Houston,
1997: 60;Jackson, 1998: 150; Kennedy, 1992: 89-91). With log-linear models, 'goodness-of-fit' is
based on three measures: a low L2 value, a p value greater than 0.05 and a L2 value similar to that of
the model's degrees of freedom (cij) value (Hagenaars, 1990: 64; Houston, 1997: 61). In fact, the best
'fit' for a model occurs when L2 equals the cifvalue and the model surpasses the recognised
significance threshold (Bercovitch and Langley, 1993: 680;Jackson, 1998: 150; Kennedy, 1983:
222). The X2 and L2 statistics are best used to analyse the 'fit' of a model when the explanatory

Lemeshow, 1989: 8; Kennedy, 1983: 12,229-234, 1992: 2-3, 15, 36.
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variables are categorical though neither provide an adequate calculation of a lack of fit (Agresti,
1996: 113).

In the SAS CAThIOD procedure the 'Residual Chi-square' is read as the goodness of fit statistic
in the additive model (SAS, 1994: 477,481). The Residual V statistic contains additive properties
identifying individual component parts, Component L 2 's. Once identified and ordered
hierarchically, partitioned Component L 2 's can be analysed to reveal the strength and fit of each
individual interactive effect in relation to the observed data. Insignificant effects make little
difference to the reduction of the Residual L2 and, in this way, Residual L2's can be used to
eliminate ill-fitting models and refine remaining models (Kennedy, 1992: 94-97).

One of the problems in assessing goodness-of-fit for a data set of this size and complexity is the
frequency of empty cells i.e. those cells where both observed and expected values equal zero. As a
result, some of the measures used here, particularly the cifvalue and parameter estimates 0), can be
over-estimated or under-estimated. Knowing this, the accuracy of goodness-of-fit testing is
strengthened by comparing the observed and expected values and residuals (Houston, 1997: 61).
Acceptance of a final model involves deleting non-significant effects to leave a parsimonious, wellfitting model, that is, one that comprises the fewest possible variable interactions and provides a
reasonable fit between expected and observed frequencies in the data (Bercovitch and Langley,
1993: 680; Hagenaars, 1990: 64).

Establishing the parsimony of a model is based on "fitting the model containing the fewest terms
which does not yield a statistically significant lack of fit" (Jackson, 1998; Kotze and Kotze, 1982:
196). If a model is erroneous it can be revised by reassessing these standard measurements. Even
if the initial model is not rejected it is advisable to continue refining models to fully estimate
variable interactions, thus minimising the possibility of leaving out crucial effects. Revised models
undergo a process of re-testing, refinement and comparison against previous models. This process
of model comparison is often considered to be a more reasonable approach to understanding the
fit of the L2 statistic. "A large change in chi-square values for two such [nested] models compared
to the difference in their degrees of freedom may indicate that the additional parameters in one of
the models have made a genuine improvement" (Everitt and Dunn, 1991: 265). Lastly, but equally
important, the 'fitted' model must demonstrate a theoretically valid proposition.

7.3
log-linear Analyses: Assessing Factors Influencing Organisation
Mediation
Sixteen variables have been selected for log-linear analysis (see Table 74). This analysis tests the
effects of several independent variables against a dependent outcome variable and presents a model
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to understand their effect210 • The independent variables singled out for further analysis were
selected based upon their theoretical importance and organisational relevance as discussed in
Section 7.2. Due to the number and complexity of independent measures in this study, models are
made more manageable by maintaining the logical format provided by the contingency framework
clusters. That is, two contextual models and two process models examine four aspects of
mediation - dispute and disputant factors and mediator and mediation factors. It is acknowledged
that some interaction pre-exists between the variables because each cluster represents a particular
grouping of contingent factors. The following multivariate analysis seeks to determine the strength
and extent of these interactions and understand more about their combined influence on UN and
regional organisation effectiveness.
TABLE 74: FACTORS REMAINING AFTER SYSTEMATIC DATA REDUCTION
Factors Remaining After Systematic Data Reduction
Contextual Clusters

Process Clusters

Modell - Dispute Fac(ors

Model 2 - Disputant Factors

Model 3 - Mediator Factors

Model 4 - Mediation Factors

Type of Dispute (D17)

Homogeneity Similarity (P20d)

Number of Acting Mediators
(CM18)

Mediation Environment
(CM13)

Dispute Intensity (D6)

Democracies in Dispute
(P14c)

Mediator Rank (CM25)

Primary Strategy (CM6)

Core Issues (D14)

Disputants' UN Membership
Status (P9c)

Mediator Experience (CM21)

Dispute Phase (CM11)

Type of Superpower
Involvement (D26)

Previous Disputants'
Relationship (P12)

Change in the Mediator
(CM39)

Mediation Timing (CM10a)

Two variable constants are used throughout the analysis: mediation outcome (the dependent variable)
and grouped organisation [a contrast variable allowing comparison between the UN and regional
organisations] (Table 75). Log-linear analysis allows the use of a multi-layered dependent variable
and so 'outcome' now comprises four levels. For simplification unJuccesifu/ and mediation riffered onlY
are coded as 'unsuccessful' and three levels of success are coded to allow better definition of
'mediation success' (cease-fire, partial settlement and full settlement).
TABLE 75: CONSTANT TEST VARIABLES
Dependent Variable Notation and Description
Dependent Variable
Mediation Outcome (CM14a)

Notation

o

Description
This categorical variable reveals five levels of mediation outcome: full settlement,
partial settlement, cease-fire and unsuccessful attempts (comprising unsuccessful
attempts and cases where mediation was offered only).

Contrast Variable Notation and Description
Contrast Variable
Grouped Organisation (CM50)

Notation
G

Description
This dichotomous variable allows comparison between UN and regional
organisation mediation.

Further examples of causal diagrammatic modelling can be found in -Andersen, 1977: 85-126; Frankfort·Nachmias and Nachmias, 1997: 446454.
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The process of model testing can become complex and unmanageable very quicldy: involving more
variables, more possible interactions and rapidly expanding cell numbers. "Fitting all possible
models is usually impractical, and one must balance two competing goals: the model should be
complex enough to provide a good fit, but it should be simple enough to interpret, smoothing
rather than over-fitting the data" (Agresti, 1996: 166).

The aim of the following models is to examine earlier hypotheses, unravel some of the interactions
that take place during mediation and offer a comparative assessment of what affects UN and
regional organisation mediation. It is important to bear in mind that testing of this nature
determines whether any correlation exists between variables, however it does not establish causality.
Following empirical tradition, interpretation of the models and results and "the decision about the
direction and nature of causal relationships must be guided by theory" (Bercovitch and Langley,
1993: 681).
TABLE 76: STEPS FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Steps for Model Development
Step 1:

Establish the null hypothesis by testing the importance/mutual independence of main effects in a saturated model.
a) Assess model 'fif and comparative U's between UN and regional organisation models.
b) Assess model 'fif and comparative U's. A second test of main effects is conducted including the contrasting
variable to allow comparison between UN and regional organisation mediation.

Step 2:

Test for two-way interactions within a saturated model.
a) Assess model 'fif and comparative U's between UN and regional organisation models.
b) Assess model 'fif and comparative U's. A second test of two-way interactions is conducted using the contrasting
variable to allow comparison between UN and regional organisation mediation.

Step 3:

Test particular hypotheses by adjusting Ille model.
Assess the 'fif of the adjusted model and comparative U's. This Step uses the contrasting variable to allow
comparison between UN and regional organisation mediation.

Step 4:

Selection of a parsimonious model based on statistical robustness and theoretical validity.
Report the m.odel residual and interpret the resulls (full model details are reported in Appendix 9).

Models are developed and 'fitted' by following a set of standard procedures (Anderson, 1980: 188;
Jackson, 1998: 152-154; Table 76). Each model aims firstly to assess the importance of single
factors in a saturated main effects model. This model is then built upon to consider saturated twoway interactions and subsequently, theoretically important interactions. In the final models, factors
are revised to test particular hypotheses and generate the 'best fit'. Beyond this level of testing,
results become too complex and difficult to interpret. Initial tests are conducted by separately
analysing UN mediation and regional organisation mediation, reporting both sets of results side-byside to allow simple but crude comparison (Steps 1 and 2). The organisation differential is more
thoroughly tested by introducing the contrast variable, G, into later models (Steps 1-4). It is
expected that tests involving the contrast variable will reflect organisational differences identified in
the initial tests.
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Model 1: Contextual Dispute Factors

a.

Model Description

Earlier bivariate analysis reveals that rype of dispute, rype of.rupetpower involvement, dispute intenslry and core

issues are influential in determining the success or failure of organisation mediation. The variables
are simplified into working log-linear models219 by designating a notation for each variable, e.g. the
main effect for rype of disptfte is identified as T, and its interactive effects with dispute intensiry (1), core

iJJue (C) and (ype of supetpower involvement (S) are written as: TI, TC and TS (Table 77). Further
examination is required to determine whether these factors interact together to have a strong
influence on UN and regional organisation effectiveness. Some of these factors may be more
important in determining the success of regional organisation mediation than UN mediation. For
instance, regional organisations clearly favour low intensity disputes and superpower involvement is
more likely in UN-mediated disputes.
TABLE 77: DISPUTE FACTORS: NOTATION
Dispute Factors' Notation

,

Independent Variables

Notation

Type of Dispute (017)

T

Intemationalised disputes: interstate, intrastate (civil dispute but intemationalised by
aid or border violation).

Type of Superpower
Involvement (026)

S

Role of superpower in the dispute as a: party, active ally, mediator, key member of
international organisation committee or mediating group, combined role as party-allymediator, no superpwer involvement.

_......_-_..-.._..-

Description

f------

-_.._----

Dispute Intensity (D6a)

I

Fatalities per month: unknown, low (0-1001), high (1001-10000+).

Core Issue (D14)

C

Six core issues in the dispute: territory/sovereignty, ideology/political, security/military,
independence/colonial or post-colonial, resources/economic, ethnic/cultural.

To examine such interactions, the relative significance of each variable is assessed in a saturated
'main effects' model. This test provides Component L2 measures, a statistic that describes the
strength of each variable's influence in explaining the characteristics of UN and regional
organisation mediation.

b.

Observations

Component effects for initial tests of this model are presented in Table 78. Tests of the main
effects reveal that different factors affect UN and regional organisation success. Type of
superpower involvement (S - Component L2

= 126.26,p =0.0000) is the most important factor

affecting UN mediation whereas regional organisation success is more contingent on the type of
dispute (T- Component V = 813.95,p = 0.0000) and the core issue (C - Component V = 685.91,p

= 0.0000).

Statistical significance for I and T is slightly reduced in terms of UN mediation success

but none of the factors are rendered insignificant. Both model residuals reveal that neither of the

219

Operationalisation of variables and notation are presented in Appendices 4 (Coding Sheet) and 9 (Models and Analysis of Variance Results).
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saturated main effects models adequately explain the data (i.e. the significance of the Residual Chisquare [L2J is not >0.05). Saturated 2-way interactions show several strong effects between the
variables, especially the effects of cr, CS and TS. Three interactions were insignificant: IT, IS, and
CT. It appears that UN and regional organisation mediation is affected by the same dispute factors,
with corresponding Component L2 fluctuations for both organisations (IC, IT, IS and CT). The
strongest 2-way effect for both organisations is CS, however regional organisation mediation is also
strongly affected by TS. For a visual comparison, contrasting UN and regional organisation
mediation against these factors refer to Figures 15 at the end of this section220•
TABLE 78: COMPONENT L2'S FOR THE DISPUTE FACTORS
Component L2's for the Dispute Factors
Component Effects of Dispute
Factors

United Nations

Regional Organisations

Component U's

Component U's

p «0.05)

Saturated Main Effects Model:
Type of Dispute (T)

.....................----_.__..

I 12.99

_--_.

126.26

Type of Superpower
Involvement (S)
Dispute Intensity (I)

14.01

Core Issue (C)

40.70

Model Residual Chi-square

755.58

---------_._--_.-

813.95
3
0.0000
1__3 _ ...._~.OO~~_ _._--_._------- ---_._----115

I 0.0000

146.32

6-..._. __+0.0295
-I1
. -..- . - - - - ---------75.88

! 15

I 606

I 0.0004

685.91

1 0.0000

1399.77

15

0.0000

6
0.0000
._-_
........_.- - - - - 15

0.0000

606

0.0000

Saturated 2-way Effects Model:
IC

68.52

-

IT

11.54

IS

36.74

CT
CS
_._. __._------TS

30

0.0425

6

0.3593

30

0.9167
0.0909

---- -----

11.46

!

15

I 0.7190

22.69

15

244.42

I 75

I 0.0000

322.18

75

58.68

Model Residual Chi-square

44.55
f---~-~:~
6.60
, 6
I 0.0732
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•••

The next multivariate test determines the mutual independence of the four variables in Modell
(Ml), that is, the null hypothesis - Ml(O). It is apparent that Ml(O) rejects the null hypothesis,
indicating that these contextual variables are not independent (Residual L2 - P = 0.0000). Overall,
the model provides a 'poorly' fitting explanation of the observed cell frequencies. Ml(O)'s main
effects reveal that C has the strongest individual effect on outcome (Component L2

= 207.42).

Using the null hypothesis as a comparative standard, the variables are reworked into five models to
test for the significance of more complex interactions. Revised models are developed on the basis
of the information presented in Table 78 and theoretical considerations. The results are reported in
Table 79, showing the model's fit namely, the significance (P) of the Residual U value. \V'here the p

< 0.05 the model is considered a poor fit and where p = 1.0000 the model is said to 'over-fit' the
data. The significance of individual effects, Component and Residual L2's within each model are
reported in Appendix 9: Models and AnalYsis-of Variance Results.

The saturated 2-way model, Ml(a), tests the variables against an organisation differential (G) to
220 Be aware that comparative organisation bar graphs are not directly comparable. Axis intervals are split evenly but are scaled differently for UN
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determine whether any distinctions can be made between the organisations. This model produced
strong variable interactions but failed to explain the data adequately i.e. the residual p did not reach
the threshold of significance (refer AppendLx 9). Model M1(a) is extended in subsequent models to
consider other interactions. Extending model M1(b) to include all2-way effects reduces the main
effects ofT, C, S, and I. Interaction CS is, by far, the strongest effect in the model (Component L2
- 588.92) with ST the next strongest effect (Component U - 268.74). Results show that the
significance levels of TI and TC interactions are reduced slightly and SI is rendered insignificant.
The significance of Component L2 values for TI, TC and SI interactions were 0.0022, 0.0082 and
0.1527 respectively. As stated earlier, a level of correlation is already anticipated simply because all
of these variables describe aspects of the dispute context. Core issue and dispute intensity are
intrinsically linked with the classification of type of dispute and both factors could be described as
contributory in terms of classifying the type of dispute. The extent of these links was partly evident
in the bivariate analysis. Intrastate disputes commonly comprise ideological/political issues (145,
11.2%), ethnic/cultural issues (599,46.3%) and involved high intensity disputes (265,20.5%). On
the other hand, interstate disputes were generally less intense and involved territory (151, 11.8%),
security (112,8.7%) and independence issues (60,4.6%). For this reason, T interactions and effects
are gradually removed from the models to further investigate the impact of C, S and I.
TABLE 79: 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS· DISPUTE MODELS

'Goodness of Fir Residuals~DisPlJte Models
Model Development M1(0)
• Main Effects
G, T,S,I,C
M1(a)
• Saturated 2-Wa Or anisation Effects
G, T, S, I, C, GT, GS, GI, GC

--M1(b)"'-------

IModelL2 - -

I 3352.42

- Removal of all T effects and interactions
G, S, I, C, GS, GI, GC, CS, CI, SI

I 0.0000

2155.35

• Saturated 2-Wa Effects
G, T, S, I, C, GT, GS, GI, GC, TC, TS, TI, CS, CI, SI
586.88
M1(c)
___: Rem9.'!.~!g~Il, TC?nd 51 interactions
G, T, S, I, C, GT, GS, GI, GC, TS, CS, CI
667.13
M1(d)
• Removal of TI and TC interactions, inclusion of 51 interaction
, 634.54
G, T, S, I, C, GT, GS, GI, GC, TS, CS, CI, SI
M1(e)
• Removal of TI, TC and TS interactions
G, T, S,I, C, GT, GS, GI, GC, CS, CI, SI ________________ 1~~~:92

M1(i)-----

1251

1.0000

1.0000

1062

I, 1.0000

__10_77_ _~~
-----'----

331.88

435

I 0.9999

Following results in M1(b), three interactions are removed from model M1(c) - TI, TC and SI.
Though the Residual L2 statistic for the model improves slightly, the model is still a 'poor fit' for
the data. In accordance with the theoretical overlap between I, C and T and earlier results, only TI
and TC are removed from the next model- M1(d). In model M1(d) all of the remaining 2-way
interactions retain significant Component L2 values (p

= 0.0000), except SI (p =0.3406).

and regional organisation graphs. Bar graphs are included for reference and show detail rather than direct comparison.

Though
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this model produced several strong Component L2 interactions it still 'over-fits' the data. A fifth
model, Ml(e), removes three T interactions from the test - TC, TS and TI. Paring all T
interactions from the model, except GT, created several changes. The interaction SI becomes
significant once the TS interaction is also removed (Component L2 - P = 0.0063). Also, the overall
fit of the model improves (Residual L2 - P

=0.6711).

The assumption that T is too closely

associated with the other factors is thus supported when these three interactions are removed from
the model. \V'hen T and all of its interactions are removed in M1(f), the resulting Residual L2 value
is lowered considerably (331.88) and the fit of the model also improves (Residual U - P = 0.9999).
Here too, the interaction SI maintains its significance (Component L2 - P = 0.0236).

Models M1(0) and M1(a)-(d) provide an inadequate overall 'fit' and therefore poorly explain the
level of agreement between observed data and expected data frequencies (i.e. p < 0.05). All four of
these models revealed strong 2-way interactions between the factors, with only the interaction SI
being compromised by further model refinement. Refining the model by removing three T
interactions and its effects improves the overall fit of the model (Residual L2 - P

=0.9999), but with

all T effects and interactions removed in M1 (f), there is less agreement between L2 and c!f. The
model that best describes the data is M1(e). M1(e) provides a robust, well-fitting model where L2
and tifvalues are relatively close and the goodness of fit measure meets the required threshold (i.e.
Residual U - P

c.

= 0.6711).

Conclusions

Model Ml(e) suggests that the type of dispute (T) has little influence on organisation mediation
success in comparison to the other three factors, S, I, and C. \V'hile the core issue was the single
strongest factor in the dispute cluster, superpower involvement had far more impact on UN
mediation than any other factor and type of dispute was the most important determinant of
regional organisation mediation success. Processes of variable generation and inherent theoretical
similitude between certain variables may contribute to this result but the models sho\Ved very
strong interactions between the other factors, even when T was removed. In the final model all 2way interactions were significant but interaction CS proved to be strongest factor throughout
testing and resulted in a high and significant Component U in the final model (863.60,p = 0.0000).
Cross tabulations assessing the interaction of these factors with outcome reduces the reliability of
this particular result. Crosstabulations of CO with a contrasting variable S show that all 5
cross tabulation strata had expected cell frequencies above 54.2%.

All 2-way effects comprising the organisational differential (G) indicate clear organisational
differences in the levels of success achieved: GT (Component L2 = 658.49,p = 0.0000); GC

= 258.07,p =0.0000); GS (Component U = 195.22,p =0.0000); and GI
(Component L2 = 57.54,p = 0.0000). The UN is comparatively more successful than the regional

(Component U

organisation when core issues of ethnicity, territory and ideology are involved. Regional
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organisations were consistently more effective if dispute intensity was low, as was the UN (Table
80). UN mediation was spread between high intensity disputes (346,42.3%)221 and low intensity
disputes (466,57.0%), whereas regional organisation mediation tended to occur in low intensity
disputes (304, 83.1 %). Regional organisations mediated equally between intrastate (184, 50.3%) and
interstate disputes (182,49.7%) but UN mediation was more often involved in intrastate disputes
(491,60.0%). In terms of outcome, ceaseftres and partial settlements were attained more often in
intrastate disputes across both intensity levels (ceaseftres - 74,64.3%; partial settlements - 174,
59.8%). Low intensity interstate disputes were the domain of full settlement outcomes (22,40.0%).
The UN achieved more ceaseftres, partial settlements and full settlements when mediating in
intrastate disputes. In contrast, regional organisations were far less successful in achieving partial
and full settlements in intrastate disputes, having far better results in interstate disputes.

Of particular interest was the strong interplay between the SI and TS interactions. The significance
of SI changed substantially when the TS interaction was included in the model (Component L2 =
0.3406) or excluded from the model (Component V

=0.0063).

This observation indicates that the

effect of superpower involvement differs significantly between types of dispute and different levels
of dispute intensity. Ceaseftres, partial settlements and full settlements were far more W>:ely in
intrastate disputes where superpowers were acting in the combined role of party-ally-mediator. If
superpowers were key members of the mediating organisation, they achieved a greater number of
ceasefires, partial settlements and full settlements in interstate disputes. This result indicates that
the combined leverage of all three roles enhances the likelihood of mediation success in intrastate
disputes. It appears that the leverage associated with the combined role is not as necessary in
interstate dispute, where superpower are able to mediate effectively within an organisation forum.
The interplay between SI and TS, appears to reflect the relationship between high intensity
intrastate disputes and low intensity interstate disputes.

221 Percentages here refer to the organisations specifically i.e. percentages show the level of UN or regional organisation mediation rather than
provide a percentage of total mediation.
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FIGURES 15: DISPUTE FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME
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FIGURES 15: DISPUTE FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME (CONT.)
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TABLE 80: MODEL 1- CONTEXTUAL FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS
Modell - Contextual Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Type of Dispute (T)

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

284 (34.7%)

43 (5.3%)

149 (18.2%)

15 (1.8%)

491 (60.0%)

-------------

Total

--------

UN
Intrastate

227 (27.8%)

26 (3.2%)

64 (7.8%)

10 (1.2%)

327 (40.0%)

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25(3.1%)

818 (100.0%)

Intrastate

118 (32.2%)

31 (8.5%)

25 (6.8%)

10 (2.7%)

184 (50.3%)

Interstate

94 (25.7%)

15(4.1%)

53 (14.5%)

20 (5.5%)

182 (49.7%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

Core Issue (C)

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Interstate

Total
-_._...._-----_._----Regional

-----.----- ---------

I Total

UN
Territory/Sovereignty

56 (7.2%)

11 (1.4%)

25 (3.2%)

2(0.3%)

94(12.0%)

Ideology/Political

64 (8.2%)

4(0.5%)

38 (4.9%)

7(0.9%)

113 (14.4%)

Security/Military

59 (7.5%)

5 (0.6%)

16 (2.0%)

5 (0.6%)

85 (10.9%)

Independence/Colonialism

37 (4.7%)

8(1.0%)

19 (2.4%)

2 (0.3%)

66 (8.4%)

Resources/Economic

9(1.1%)

Ethnic/Cultural

255 (32.6%)

41 (5.2%)

110(14.0%)

8(1.0%)

414 (52.9%)

Total

480 (61.3%)

69 (8.8%)

210 (26.4%)

24(3.1%)

783 (100.0%)

2 (0.3%)

11 (1.4%)

Regional
Territory/Sovereignty

14(4.9%)

3(1.0%)

5(1.7%)

5 (1.7%)

27 (9.4%)

Ideology/Political

28 (9.7%)

2(0.7%)

17(5.9%)

9 (3.1%)

56 (19.4%)

Security/Military

11 (3.8%)

4 (1.4%)

3(1.0%)

18 (6.3%)

Resources/Economic

1 (0.3%)

Ethnic/Cultural

117 (40.6%)

30 (10.4%)

36 (12.5%)

3(1.0%)

186 (64.6%)

171 (59.4%)

35 (12.2%)

62 (21.5%)

20 (6.9%)

288 (100.0%)

[ Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial· ........•.... , . FulL .'. '.' •

__

_.....Total
--_.
.Dispute IntenSity (I) _

1 (0.3%)

-

3 _._------

---------

Total'.·

.• '

UN
Low (1-1000 fatalities/month)

296 (36.5%)

43 (5.3%)

114(14.0%)

13 (1.6%)

466 (57.4%)

High (1001-10000+ fatalities/month)

210 (25.9%)

26 (3.2%)

98 (12.1%)

12 (1.5%)

346 (42.6%)

Total

---------------_.._----

506 (62.3%)
69 (t.S%)
212 (26.1%)
25 (3.1%) .____.J______________
812 (100.0%)
__________________________________________________

Regional
Low (1-1000 fatalities/month)

170 (46.6%)

39 (10.7%)

71 (19.5%)

24 (6.6%)

304 (83.3%)

High (1001-10000+ fatalities/month)

42(11.5%)

7(1.9%)

7 (1.9%)

5 (1.4%)

61 (16.7%)

Total

212 (58.1%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.4%)

29 (7.9%)

365 (100.0%)
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TABLE 80: MODEL 1 - CONTEXTUAL FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS (CONT.)

Modell - Contextual Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Type of Super Power Involvement (S)

Unsuccessful

Cease-lire

_ _ _ _ _ _ 0_ _

Partial

Full

Total

- ._-------..-

UN
Superpower - party

33 (4.2%)

3 (0.4%)

Superpower - active ally

8 (1.0%)

1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)

37 (4.7%)
9 (1.1%)

Superpower - mediator

173 (22.1%)

28 (3.6%)

67 (8.6%)

10(1.3%)

278 (35.5%)

Superpower - key member of INO
group

81 (10.3%)

8 (1.0%)

28 (3.6%)

2 (0.3%)

119 (15.2%)

Superpower - party/ally/mediator

185 (23.6%)

33 (4.2%)

111 (14.2%)

11 (1.4%)

340 (43.4%)

Total

480 (61.3%)

69 (8.8%)

210 (26.8%)

24(3.1%)

783 (100.0%)

Regional

---_._----_..__._.._-----------------------_.._-_..._.----------_.._------

Superpower - party

5 (1.7%)

Superpower - active ally

4 (1.4%)

1 (0.3%)

1 (0.3%)

7 (2.4%)

1 (0.3%)

3(1.0%)

8 (2.8%)

Superpower - mediator

33 (12.8%)

9(3.1%)

6(2.1%)

2(0.7%)

50 (17.4%)

Superpower - key member of INO
group

37 (12.8%)

5 (1.7%)

15 (5.2%)

10 (3.5%)

67 (23.3%)

SuperpoW&i - party/ally/mediator

92 (31.9%)

20 (6.9%)

40 (13.9%)

4 (1.4%)

Total

171 (59.4%)

35 (12.2%)

62 (21.5%)

20 (6.9%)

156 (54.2%)

I 288 (100.0%)
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Model 2: Contextual Disputant Factors

a.

Model Description

The influence of disputant characteristics on mediation outcome is examined next, adding more
detail to our knowledge of the contextual environment. Again, the number of disputant factors has
been systematically reduced to reveal four independently significant factors: similarity in the
disputants' homogeneity, democracies in disputes, similarity in the disputants' UN membership
status and the disputants' previous relationship. This analysis aims to establish which disputant
factors have a strong mutual influence on mediation success. A description of the variables is
provided along with assigned notations in Table 81.
TABLE 81: DISPUTANT FACTORS· NOTATION
Disputant Factors - Notation
Description

Independent Variables

Notation

Homogeneity Similarity
(P20d)

H

Considers similarities in the domestic social structure of the disputing parties (level of
ethnic, cultural, or religious fragmentation): same homogeneity, different homogeneity.

Democracies in Dispute
(P14e)

D

Indicates whether a democratic state is involved in a dispute: democracy involved, no
democracy involved.

Similarity in Disputants' UN
Membership Status (P9d)

M

Membership status recognised whether disputants were a combination of: both UN
members, neither UN members, both becoming UN members during the dispute, UN
and non-UN, UN and emerging UN member, non-UN and emerging UN member.
From these categories, similarity recognises whether the disputants have similar UN
membership status.

Previous Disputants'
Relationship (P12)

PR

This factor recognises the nature of the disputants' previous relationship: friendly, no
previous relationship, antagonism, previous conflict, 1 previous dispute, 1+ disputes.

Several strong correlations between these variables were identified in earlier bivariate analysis.
Overwhelmingly, democracies were not involved as disputants (860, 72.6%). In these cases, there
was little distinction between similar or differf-'1t UN J:l'Il>.mbership status (39.5%, 33.1 %) and only
slight differences in disputant homogeneity (42.4%,30.2%). However, where democratic
disputants were involved (324, 27.4%), differences were far greater: democracies in dispute were
more likely to hold similar UN membership status (272, 23.0%) and less likely to have homogenous
characteristics (86, 7.3%). Different levels of homogeneity appear to provide the best environment
for achieving ceasef1tes, regardless of disputants' UN membership status.

b.

Observations

Firstly, the saturated main effects of each factor are tested using separate UN and regional
organisation data (fable 82). Mediation by the UN and regional organisations is significantly
affected by all four factors. This initial comparison reveals that the disputants' previous
relationship (PR) is the most important determinant of mediation success for both organisations
with the strongest Component L2 measure. While all of the factors show strong main effects,
Residual L2 values for both models provide a poor fit. Saturated 2-way interactions provided
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similar results. That is, all 2-way interactions for each organisation type were highly significant but
both models insufficiently explained the data. \V'hen these factors are compared in this manner,
organisational differences are minimal. The main effect H was the only factor to vary in its level of
significance between the organisations. The bivariate analysis revealed that similar homogeneity
levels were not as conducive to mediation as other disputant similarities. \Vith these findings in
mind, the following multivariate models examine the effects of H.
TABLE 82: COMPONENT L2'S FOR THE DISPUTANT FACTORS
Component L2's for llie Disputant Factors
Component Effects of DIsputant
Factors

United Nations

--T
.
df
I p «0.05)

r----.----~.

I

ComponenfL2's

Regional Organisations

I df

Component U's

-.. Homogeneity
·. .·. . . . . . - . . Similarity
---------.
. -.. . . . . .__. -..l .3.-..-I. .0.0049
- . -.. . .·-· .103.69
- . -----..--.,-.3 .--.. . .-.. . .0.0000
. . . . . .--..(H)
! 12.90
Saturated Main Effects Model:

~-

I

i

Democracies in Dispute (D)
I 24.52
3
0.0000
120.50
3
"s'i~ii~~-ity-inD·i~-pu-ta'-nt-s'-u'-N·--+-1-32-.7..-1--..- ..- .... --r3---rO.oo00...... - - 1-3-1.-26-----1.
3
Membership Status (M)

i

0.0000

...- .. -

"'0":00-60"--

I

I

Previous Disputants'
Relationship (PR)

231.35

! 15

Model Residual Chi ..square

389.50

I 117

I

I 0.0000

421.92

15

0.0000

I 0.0000

1105.71

117

0.0000

I

Saturated 2-way Effects Model:
HD

-Ta-t.

_~?10

. . HM-·. . . . - -.. .- - - - - j 24~..--...
HPR

-----

OM

I3
i

82.48

I 45.06

15
3

! 0.0000

o.oooo

!_..0.0000
-

212.65
144.92

...-

3
r----....3

0.0000

-----0.0000

229.53

15

I 0.0000

106.07

3

0.0000

...

0.0000

DPR

88.74

15

0.0000

295.32

15

0.0000

MPR

68.06

! 15

0.0000

216.17

15

0.0000

Model Residual Chi-square

345;48

!i 87

0.0000

192.35

87

0.0000

Again, the multivariate analysis begins with a test of the null hypothesis, in this case, model M2(0).
Results from this test reveal that the null hypothesis can be rejected, that is, the five factors in the
main effects model are not independent (Residual L2 - P = 0.0000). The strongest single effect in
model M2(0) was the disputants' previous relationship (PR -Component L2 = 446.61 - refer
Appendix 9). Based on earlier findings, the variables are now re-tested in four adjusted models.
Bivariate analysis found that unlike international mediation, similar levels of disputant homogeneity
did not overly influence organisation mediation success. Thus, development of the first set of
models in Table 83 is theoretically driven, trying to determine how influential H is in the model.

All 2-way interactions are significant in saturated model M2(b) , but there are two insignificant single

= 0.9175 and 0.7419, Component V = 0.51 and 1.25). By far, PR remains the
most significant single effect (p = 0.0000, Component L2 = 201.74) and its interactions all have
effects - Hand D (p

strong Component V's (GPR, HPR, DPR and MPR). Despite this, the model is a poor fit with the
an insignificant Residual V (p

= 0.0000).

A refined model, M2(c), now examines possible

theoretical links between HD and HM by removing them from the equation. No important change
results when these interactions are excluded from the model and so, M2(c) is also an inadequate fit
for the data (Residual V - P = 0.0000).
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Continuing this process of elimination, all H interactions are removed in the next model. In M2(d),
this actually has the effect of increasing the Residual U though the overall model scill fails to fit the
data. Unlike models M2(a) - M2(c), all effects and interactions in this model generate significant
Component L2's. Again, interactions involving PR produce the strongest effects - PR, GPR and
DPR. It is only after the removal of all H effects and interactions in M2(e) that the fit of the model
improves. In comparison to the null hypothesis in M2(0), the removal of H from the model
improves its ability to explain the expected and observed frequencies in the data. However, even
improvement in the residual measure does not render the model a good fit (Residual L2 - P =
0.0279). These findings confirm that the presence of H is not essential in describing the effects of
disputant characteristics even though it retains a low level of importance in the model.
Consequently, it is most likely that tests examining one of the other variables provide a more apt
explanation of the data.
TABLE 83: 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS' DISPUTANT MODELS
'Goodness of Fir Residuals· Disputant Models
Model Development

_ _ _ _ _ _ [ModeJL2

"M2{6j---'
- Main Effects
G,H,D,M,PR
M2(a)
__::._§'§.1l!!E..1ed 2-Wifl'.Q~g~~!1J!En EffepJ~
G,H,D,M,PR,GH,GD,GM,GPR
M2(b)
__:.§.~lurated 2-Way Effects___ _
G, H, 0, M, PR, GH, GO, GM, GPR, HD, HM, HPR, OM, DPR, MPR
M2(c)
- Removal of HD and HM interactions
G,H,D,M,PR,GH,GD,GM,GPR,HPR,DM,DPR,MPR
M2(d)
- Removal of HD, HM and HPR interactions

-,--_=ri__-,-Ip___.______. ._
I 0.0000

I 258

11893.90

-----[t49520--------T234=ro:oOOO ---------860.71

180

0.0000

914.63

I 186

0.0000

_~~_~?, M!_~~~~~_~D, GM, ~PR, DM~~~~~..~~_________ _~~~??______________--...l_~~
M2(e)
- Removal of all H effects and interaction
G,D,M,PR,GD,GM,GPR,DM,DPR,MPR

86.18

0.0000

0.0279

In Table 82, PR was identified as the most important independent factor affecting {jN and regional
organisation mediation. The strength of this factor remains strong in subsequent model
development, M2(0) - M2(e). Unlike the theoretically-driven models that tested the effects of H,
an examination ofPR interactions was conducted to clarify earlier Component L2 findings and the
ensuing models generated some interesting and significant results (Table 84). The gradual removal
of PR interactions from the main model, examples of which are given in M2(PRb)-(PRc), were
insignificant until all PR effects and interactions were excluded in model M2(PRd). At this stage, it
is evident that removal of PR effects and interactions strongly affects the Residual L2 and other 2way interactions, namely interaction GD (Component U

=0.9177).

The main effects are negligibly

affected except for M's effect which becomes insignificant (Component L2 - P
the Residual U ofM2(PRd) shows a strong improvement (Residual U - P

=0.6337).

= 0.0331).

Overall,
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TABLE 84: 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS· DISPUTANT MODELS EXCLUDING PR EFFECTS
'Goodness of Fir Residuals· Disputant Models Excluding PR Effects
_!l0del Oev:~opment ____________________ ~~~~ ____ _
M2(PRa)
- Saturated 2-Wa Effects
G, H, D, M, PR, GH, GO, GM, GPR, HD, HM, HPR, OM, DPR, MPR
860.71
M2(PRb)
- Removal of OPR
G, H, D, M, PR, GH, GD, GM, GPR, HO, HM, HPR, DM, MPR
1018.76
M2(PRc)
- Removal of OPR, PRM interactions
G, H, D, M, PR, GH, GO, GM, GPR, HD, HM, HPR, OM
1209.54
M2(PRd)
- Removal of PR effects and interactions
G, H, 0, M, GH, GD, GM, HD, HM, DM
___ 26.50 __._______
M2(PRe)
- Removal of PR effects and GO interaction
G, H, D, M, GH, GM, HD, HM, OM
27.00

J.

~d_f

_.li. ___________

180

0.0000

195

0.0000

0.0000

15

0.0789

To investigate this further, a revised model is tested removing the insignificant interaction GD and
all PR effects and interactions - M2(pRe). This final model provides a 'good' but not exceptionally
strong fit for the data (Residual V - P = 0.0789). Model M2(pRe) has the best level of agreement
between the model's L2 and tifvalues and also reaches the required significance threshold with the
Residual L2 exceeding 0.05. Results in this final model indicate that a level of association exists
between PR interactions and GD. This association indirectly links the nature of the disputants'
previous relationship and democracies in dispute. Antagonism and previous conflict were far more
likely between non-democracies and successful outcomes are more prevalent when this association
is made. When democracies are involved, the reverse is true. Earlier bivariate analysis has
established that where democracies in dispute are involved, mediation outcomes are
unconventional. One explanation of this fmding may lie in the fact that democracies are generally
members of the mediating organisation, and as such, do not enjoy being brought before an
international forum of their peers. Instead, disputing democracies may prefer to seek other avenues
of dispute resolution such as negotiation where they will not be so exposed to global scrutiny.

c.

Conclusions

The first set of theoretically-driven models reveals that all of the factors in the models have strong
interactive effects and impact on mediation outcome. However, the 'poor' overall fit of the [mal
model, M2(e), rejects the use of this model as a good explanation of the data. The development of
these models systematically tested the importance of H on outcome and the other factors. Even
after all H effects and interactions were removed, the model's significance and fit did not improve
enough to confttm that H is essential in the model. Further analysis is required to assess the impact
of some of the other factors instead, seeing that H is only a minor factor contributing to the
success of UN and regional organisation mediation. Results confirm that the democratic nature of
disputants (D), similarity of UN membership status (11) and homogeneity all contribute to types of
'success' but the most influential factor is that of the disputant's previous relationship (PR).
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Analysis reveals that homogeneity is only moderately important in determining what levels of
success are achieved. The earlier bivariate analysis, showed very little contrast between mediation
success when disputant homogeneity was different (278, 21.5%) or similar (225, 17.4%). Similarly,
success rates for shared homogeneity levels (37.2%) were comparable with those for different
homogeneity levels (40.3%). In terms of obtaining cease-fIres, disputants with different levels of
homogeneity were more conducive to mediation, regardless of the disputants' UN membership
status or democratic nature. Mediation where disputants held similar UN membership status had
an increased likelihood of failure, irrespective of homogeneity levels. Partial and full settlements
were best sought when disputants held similar membership status and homogeneity levels.
Different homogeneity levels were advantageous in bringing about partial and full settlements when
democracies were involved as disputants. However, the reverse is true when no democracies are
involved and similar levels of homogeneity exist.

Results in the second set of tests are interesting. Two explanations can be proffered for results
obtained after the systematic removal of PR from the model: (1) PR was such an overriding factor
in the model, that its inclusion obscures the effects of the other factors; (2) the saturated model
gives a more accurate indication ofPR's influence in comparison to earlier testing (Table 81).
Different homogeneity levels improve the chances of reaching a cease-f1te agreement particularly
when the disputant's previous relationship ranged from antagonism to 1 previous dispute. In
comparison, cease-f1te agreements achieved when disputants shared homogeneity were far less.
Two other observations here support common assumptions about the nature of homogeneity.
Disputants that had no previous relationship were far more likely to be heterogeneous and those
enjoying otherwise friendly relations were more likely to be homogenous.
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FIGURES 16: DISPUTANT FACTORS- COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME
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FIGURES

16: DISPUTANT FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME (CONT.)
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TABLE 85: MODEL 2 - DISPUTANT FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS
Model 2 - Disputant Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Disputants' Homogeneity Similarity (H)
---"..-._---

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Total

UN

Same Homogeneity

254 (31.1%)

18 (2.2%)

99(12.1%)

14(1.7%)

385 (47.1%)

Different Homogeneity

257 (31.4%)

51 (6.2%)

114(13.9%)

11 (1.3%)

433 (52.9%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25(3.1%)

------_.._-

._-------

" - " - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - . _ - - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 0-

818 (100.0%)

'-_._----

Regional
Same Homogeneity

117 (32.0%)

23 (6.3%)

45 (12.3%)

18 (4.9%)

203 (55.5%)

Different Homogeneity

95 (26.0%)

23 (6.3%)

33 (9.0%)

12(3.3%)

163(44.5%)

Total

212 (57.4%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

Disputants' Previous Relationship (PR)

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Total

13(1.6%)

1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)

No Previous Relationship

17(2.1%)

3 (0.4%)

15 (1.8%)

1 (0.1%)

36 (4.4%)

Antagonism

228 (27.8%)

31 (3.8%)

100 (12.2%)

11 (1.3%)

370 (45.2%)

Previous Dispute

86 (10.5%)

11 (1.3%)

36 (4.4%)

7 (0.9%)

140(17.1%)

1 Previous Dispute

78 (9.5%)

9 (1.1%)

35 (4.3%)

UN
Friendly

15 (1.8%)

122 (14.9%)

1+ Previous Disputes

89 (10.9%)

14 (1.7%)

26 (3.2%)

6 (0.7%)

135 (16.5%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25(3.1%)

818 (100.0%)

Regional
Friendly

10(2.7%)

1 (0.3%)

4(1.1%)

15(4.1%)

No Previous Relationship

4(1.1%)

1 (0.3%)

2 (0.5%)

7(1.9%)

Antagonism

71 (19.4%)

23 (6.3%)

29 (7.9%)

13(3.6%)

136 (37.2%)

Previous Dispute

58 (15.8%)

6 (1.6%)

22 (6.0%)

5 (1.4%)

91 (24.9%)

1 Previous Dispute

28 (7.7%)

3(0.8%)

14 (3.8%)

4 (1.1%)

49 (13.4%)

1+ Previous Disputes

41 (11.2%)

14(3.8%)

11 (3.0%)

2(0.5%)

68 (18.6%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

I--u~successful

Cease-fire

_._.._._--Democracies in Dispute (D)

UN

_._--

---------------Full

-y._---..
Total

-----------------_._._-----_.-_.. ------_.__..._._-

Democratic Disputant Involved

193 (23.6%)

20 (2.4%)

No Democrat!c Disputants

318 (38.9%)

49 (6.0%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

Regional

Partial

59 (7.2%)

6 (0.7%)

154 (18.8%)
19 (2.3%)
_._--_._-_._----_.-

----------_.-

213 (26.0%)

25(3.1%)

278 (34.0%)
540 (66.0~~)

- - _..- - 818 (100.0%)

--------------------_.-._--_._-_..----------

Democratic Disputant Involved

24 (6.6%)

5 (1.4%)

10(2.7%)

7 (1.9%)

46 (12.6%)

No Democratic Disputants

188 (51.4%)

41 (11.2%)

68 (18.6%)

23 (6.3%)

320 (87.4%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

Similarity in Disputants' UN
Membership (M)

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Total

329 (40.2%)

28 (3.4%)

100 (12.2%)

13 (1.6%)

470 (57.5%)

UN
Similar UN Membership Status
Different UN Membership Status

182 (22.2%)

41 (5.0%)

113(13.8%)

12(1.5%)

348 (42.5%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25 (3.1%)

818 (100.0%)

Regional

,--

161 (44.0%)

26 (7.1%)

61 (16.7%)

22 (6.0%)

270 (73.8%)

Different UN Membership Status

51 (13.9%)

20 (5.5%)

17(4.6%)

8 (2.2%)

96 (26.2%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

Similar UN Membership Status
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Model 3: Process Mediator Factors

a.

Model Description

It has already been established that mediation success is contingent on several mediator
characteristics. The following multivariate analysis tests four mediator characteristics that
significantly influence mediation outcome, namely: the number of acting mediators; mediator
change during the mediation process; mediator rank; and mediator experience. Variable notations
and descriptions for each factor are presented in Table 86.
TABLE 86: MEDIATOR FACTORS' NOTATION
Mediator Factors· Notation
Notation

Variable

--

Description

Number of Acting Mediators
(CM18a)

A

A number of mediators can be present during mediation: one mediator, two mediators,
group mediation.

Mediator Rank (CM25)

R

Eight categories identifying mediator rank within the organisation: leaderihead,
Security Council, organisation body/committee/council, commission or special mission,
special envoy or secretary-general's representative, commanderihigh rank military
officer, appointed high rank organisation mediator, appointed low rank organisation
mediator.

Mediator Experience
(CM21b)

X

No experience, 1-2 previous attempts, 3·6 previous attempts, 7+ previous attempts,
group experience.

CM

Simple indication of whether the mediator has remained the same or has changed.

Change in the Mediator
(CM39)

In relation to the preliminary findings in Chapter 6, there is an expectation that mediator experience
and rank are associated to some degree, even though experience is measured by the number of
previous mediation attempts made by a mediator and not solely by the mediator's rank. Chi-square
results, though inconclusive, conflttn that there is some degree of association between these factors

(X2

= 366.92928, 4/= 28,p =0.0000, 15.0% of cells with expected frequency < .1, 357 cases

missing).

b.

Observations

Saturated models in Table 87 revealed several organisational differences. For the UN, the number
of acting mediators generates the strongest main effect (Component L2

= 1765.83) and mediator

rank is of secondary importance (Component L2 = 1394.79). Mediator rank is clearly the most
significant factor affecting regional organisation mediation (Component L2 = 875.62) followed by a
change in the mediator (Component L2 = 480.75). Both of the main effects models provided a
poor explanation of the data (Residual L2 = 0.0000). As expected, two-way effects reveal strong
interactive effects, particularly between mediator rank and experience (RX Component L2

=

1734.27). This interactive effect generates the strongest Component L2 for both organisations. A

comparison of Component L2's shows that UN and regional organisation mediation contrasts on
several levels. Most obvious, the effect ofXCM is quite different between the organisations,
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becoming insignificant in the case of regional organisation mediation (p = 0.4991). The interaction
of mediator experience with mediator change affects UN mediation more than it affects regional
organisation mediation. The models' capacity to describe the data is not ideal, presenting an 'overfit' of the data rather than tight fit (Residual V = 1.0000).
TABLE 87: COMPONENT l2'S FOR THE MEDIATOR FACTORS
Component U's for the Mediator Factors
! United Nations

Component Effects of Mediator
Factors

Regional Organisations

,i

Component U's

Component U's

df

p «0.05)

Saturated Main Effects Model:
Mediator Rank (R)

i 1765.83
I 1394.79

Mediator Experience (X)

! 980.09

I 15
I 21
i 12

Change in the Mediator (CM)

[ 364.17

112

Model Residual Chi-square

I 8830.42
!

Number of Acting Mediators (A)

;

--

211.22

12

0.0000

875.62

21

0.0000

0.0000

368.17

15

0.0000

0.0000

480.75

12

0.0000

! 3537
;

0.0000

4098.26

3537

0.0000

1105

0.0000

300.66

84

0.0000

I 60
I 60

0.0000

275.94

60

0.0000

0.0000

98.89

48

0.0000

84

0.0000

535.50

105

0.0000

_ 84

l

---

0.0000
0.0000

Saturated 2-way Effects Model:
AR

l

1100.11

! 761.76
I 201.05

AX

__

. ACM
.._RX

!

1734.27

i 666.90
1399.45

0.0000

410.73

84

0.0000

XCM

i 48

0.0000

59.36

60

0.4991

Model Residual Chi-square

[ 1336.98

! 3156

1.0000

251.07

3156

1.0000

RCM

In the next stage of model development, Model M3(0) tests the null hypothesis and reveals that
variables in the model are dependent (Table 88). The main effects model M3(0) over-fits the data
with p > 0.05 (Residual L2 - P

=1.0000).

Subsequent saturated models testing 2-way interactions

also indicate variable inter-dependence. An examination of the organisation differential in Model

= 1.0000) while only 2 main effects are
- P =0.3510) and R (Component V - P =0.9064).

M3(a) results in a over fit of the data (Residual V - P
rendered insignificant: A (Component V

The

interaction between G and X shows that mediator experience is the strongest organisational
differential and is the strongest effect in the model (Component U

= 1354.34).

The next model, M3(b), tests all2-way effects but its fit is not the best, actually over-fitting the data
(Residual L2 - P

= 1.0000).

This saturated model indicates that all2-way interactions are significant

without exception, however earlier levels of sensitivity reached by the main effects are lost with the
inclusion of all 2-way interactions. Component L2'S effects within the model should be interpreted
with caution, as levels of significance may be rendered unreliable with sparse cell frequencies.
Interaction RX registers the strongest Component L2 (1538.26) followed by interaction AR
(Component V

= 1113.61).

Considering the possibility of theoretical overlap between R and X, RX is the first interaction
removed from the model. The effects ofRX's exclusion in model M3(c) are: (1) all main effects in
the model remain insignificant; (2) all 2-way interactions are significant, interaction AR having an
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especially strong (Component L2 - 965.05); and (3) the Residual L2 increases improving agreement
between L2 and c£fvalues. However, this change is very slight and does not sufficiently improve the
overall fit of the model (p

= 1.0000).

Refining the model further, interactions RX and RCM are

removed in M3(d). Particularly strong effects are recorded for AR, XCM and GX (respectively
Component V's - 1005.43, 853.05 and 795.01) but a1l2-way interactions in M3(d) were significant.
Despite this, M3(d) is a poor fitting explanation of the data (Residual V - P

= 1.0000).

In a final

model, M3(e), all R effects and interactions are removed. Again, the model presents a poor fit for
the data but in comparison to all previous models, M3(e) provides the most adequate explanation
of the data with the least difference between the Residual L2 and c£f values (Residual L2 - P

=

1.0000).
TABLE 88: 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS· MEDIATOR MODELS
'Goodness of Fir Residuals - Mediator Models
Model Development
M3(0)
- Main
Effects
.-._._
....... _-----G,A, R,X, CM
M3(a)
- Saturated 2-Wa O~ anisation Effects
G, A, R, X, CM, GA, GR, GX, GCM
M3(b)
- Saturated 2-Wa Effects
G, A, R, X, CM, GA, GR, GX, GCM, AR, AX, ACM, RX, RCM, XCM
M3(c)
- Removal of RX
G, A, R, X, CM, GA, GR, GX, GCM, AR, AX, ACM, RCM, XCM
M3(d)
- Removal of RX and CMR
G, A, R, X, CM, GA, GR, GX, GCM, AR, AX, ACM, XCM
M3(e)
_...:.f!~'!!.'!Y.'!!.~!.[J~ects ~nd interaction~
G, A, X, CM, AG, GX, GCM, XCM, AX, ACM
M3(Q
- Com arative model removin X effects and interactions
G, A, R, CM, GA, GR, GCM, AR, ACM, RCM

I Model L2
1.0000

10075.22

24759

1.0000

4639.12

24318

1.0000

6177.38

1.0000

6825.31

759.64

1464.96

1.0000

4434

I 1.0000

Still curious about the theoretical similarity between R and X, one last model is tested, M3(f). This
is a comparative model, including all R effects and interactions and excluding all X effects and
interactions. In this test, a1l2-way interactions are significant however, like all earlier models in this
cluster, the model over-fits the data (Residual L2 - P = 1.0000). The interaction RCM registered the
strongest effect (Component L2 - 561.33) but all main effects in the model were rendered
insignificant. Neither R nor X independently determines organisation mediation success.

c.

Conclusions

Main effects models reveal that the number of acting mediators is the most important determinant
of UN mediation success and rank is an essential factor in regional organisation success (fable 87).
Despite this difference, the organisations are equally affected by interaction RX. The intrinsic
similarity between mediator rank and experience is examined in the development of the models.
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Removal of all R effects and interactions results in a tighter fitting model, even though the overall
fit of the model remains inadequate i.e. there is closer agreement between M3( e)'s Residual L2 and
cifvalues than any of the other models tested. Since the analysis-of-variance table shows that the
model of independence does not fit, it can be assumed that all of the factors in the model are
dependent. Essentially, all of the factors in models M3(O) - M3(f) interact to such a degree that
none of them independently explain the effects on mediation outcome.
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17: MEDIATOR FACTORS- COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME
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FIGURE 17: MEDIATOR FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME (CO NT.)
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TABLE 89: MODEL 3 - MEDIATOR FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS
Model 3 - Mediator Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

No Experience

69 (10.5%)

1-2 Previous Attempts

44 (6.7%)

3-6 Previous Attempts
7+ Previous Attempts

Mediator Experience (X)'

Partial

Full

Total

7(1.1%)

21 (3.2%)

1 (0.2%)

98 (14.9%)

8(1.2%)

22 (3.3%)

1 (0.2%)

75 (11.4%)

50 (7.6%)

6 (0.9%)

21 (3.2%)

2 (0.3%)

79 (12.0%)

133 (20.2%)

10 (1.5%)

57 (8.7%)

3(0.5%)

203 (30.9%)

Group Experience

91 (13.9%)

28 (4.3%)

67 (10.2%)

16 (2.4%)

202 (30.7%)

Total

387 (58.9%)

59 (9.0%)

188 (28.6%)

23 (2.4%)

I 657 (100.0%)

-_._-_.-------

----_.---_._.-

UN

I

Regional

No Experience

30 (10.3%)

13 (4.5%)

13(4.5%)

3 (1.0%)

59 (20.2%)

1-2 Previous Attempts

35 (12.0%)

6 (2.1%)

12(4.1%)

7 (2.4%)

60 (20.5%)

3-6 Previous Attempts

14 (4.8%)

6 (2.1%)

5 (1.7%)

1 (0.3%)

7+ Previous Attempts

22 (7.5%)

2 (0.7%)

2(0.7%)

Group Experience

63 (21.6%)

13 (4.5%)

Total

164 (5 R.2%)

40 (13.7%)

--N~~b~-~-;;j Mediators (Ai~-----------I Uns~~cessful

UN

30 (10.3%)
15(5.1%)
.---_.....- ..._-_._._------_.62 (21.2%)

26 (8.9%)

126 (8.9%)
26 (8.9%)
1121 (41.4%)
.--.. ---.-..
292 (100.0)

-------~

-ceas;.ii;~------p~rti~----------··---F;;iI-------rT~t~i----------------

--

.._ .._._-------

- - _._----_._--

273 (39.1%)

29 (4.2%)

112 (16.0%)

9 (1.3%)

Two Mediators

28 (4.0%)

4(0.6%)

13(1.9%)

5 (0.7%)

50 (7.2%)

Group of Mediators

110 (15.8%)

30 (4.3%)

74 (10.6%)

11 (1.6%)

225 (32.2%)

Total

411 (58.9%)

63 (9.0%)

199 (28.5%)

25 (3.6%)

698 (100.0%)

6(1.8%)

87 (26.5%)

One Mediator

423 (60.6%)

Regional

One Mediator

55 (16.8%)

11 (3.4%)

15(4.6%)

Two Mediators

9(2.7%)

4(1.2%)

3(0.9%)

Group of Media!0rs

120 (36.6%)

30 (9.1%)

51 (15.5%)

24 (7.3%)

225 (68.6%;

Total

184 (56.1%)

45 (13.7%)

69 (21.0%)

30 (9.1%)

328 (100.0%)

Changing of Mediator (CM)"

Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

16(4.9%)

-~---.-.---

UN

_.__.__....._-----_._-_._._.._----

'.

Total

--_._--

29 (4.2%)

3 (0.4%)

8(1.1%)

2(0.3%)

42 (6.0%)

Different- Mediator

295 (42.3%)

53 (7.6%)

148 (21.2%)

17 (2.4%)

513 (/3.5%)

Exact Same Mediator

87 (12.5%)

7(1.0%)

43 (6.2%)

6 (0.9%)

143 (20.5%)

Total

411 (58.9%)

63 (9.0%)

199 (28.5%)

25 (3.6%)

698 (100.0%)

No Previous Mediator

Regional

No Previous Mediator

22 (6.7%)

4(1.2%)

9 (2.8%)

5 (1.5%)

I

Different Mediator

129 (39.4%)

36 (11.0%)

42 (12.8%)

21 (6.4%)

I 228 (69.7%)

Exact Same Mediator

32 (9.8%)

5 (1.5%)

18(5.5%)

4 (1.2%)

59 (18.0%)

Total

183 (56.0%)

45 (13.8%)

69 (21.2%)

30 (9.2%)

327 (100.0%)

, 235 cases missing; +158 cases missing; A 159 cases missing.

40 (12.2%)
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TABLE 89: MODEL 3 - MEDIATOR FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS (CONT.)
Model 3 - Mediator Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Total

Leader of Organisation (SecretaryGeneral)

124 (16.8%)

7(1.0%)

51 (6.9%)

5 (0.7%)

187 (25.4%)

Security Council

101 (13.7%)

10 (1.4%)

14 (1.9%)

3 (0.4%)

128 (17.4%)

Organisational Structural Body or
Committee

15 (2.0%)

2(0.3%)

3 (0.4%)

2(0.3%)

22 (3.0%)

Specifically AppOinted Commission &
Mission

63 (8.6%)

7 (1.0%)

30(4.1%)

7(1.0%)

107 (14.5%)

2 (0.3%)

Organisation Rank (R)M

------_.

._----

UN

Special Envoy or Representative

101 (13.7%)

15(2.0%)

46 (6.3%)

Military Commander - High Rank

20 (2.7%)

15(2.0%)

11 (1.5%)

High- Ranking AppOinted Mediator

39 (5.3%)

2(0.3%)

26 (3.5%)

Low-Ranking Appointed Mediator

8(1.1%)

164 (22.3%)
46 (6.3%)

4(0.5%)

3 (0.4%)

II 71 (9.6%)

11 (1.5%)

_..._._-----------_._----------------_._------------_.---------471 (64.0%)

58 (7.9%)

184 (25.0%)

23 (3.1%)

736 (100.0%)

Leader of Organisation (SecretaryGeneral)

16(5.6%)

5(1.7%)

4 (1.4%)

4 (1.4%)

29(10.1%)

Security Council

13(4.5%)

1 (0.3%)

3(1.0%)

1 (0.3%)

18(6.3%)

Organisational Structural Body or
Committee

39 (13.5%)

4 (1.4%)

24 (8.3%)

4 (1.4%)

71 (24.7%)

Specifically Appointed Commission &
Mission

48 (16.7%)

11 (3.8%)

17(5.9%)

8 (2.8%)

84 (29.2%)

Special Envoy or Representative

29(10.1%)

9(3.1%)

13(4.5%)

4 (1.4%)

55(19.1%)

4 (1.4%)

4 (1.4%)

2(0.7%)

29(10.1%)

35 (12.2%)

65 (22.5%)

23 (8.0%)

288 (100.0%)

Total
---.__.--_.._--------_.-----------_..__..
Regional

1 (0.3%)

Military Commander - High Rank
High- Ranking AppOinted Mediator

19 (6.6%)

Low-Ranking Appointed Mediator

1 (0.3%)

Total

165 (57.3%)

M160 cases missing.

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
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Model 4: Process Mediation Factors

a.

Model Description

From the bivariate analysis, four process factors were considered influential in the success or failure of
organisation mediation, namely: mediation environment, primary strategy, dispute phase and mediation
timing (for variable descriptions and notations see Table 90). These variables will be tested here to
ascertain which interactions have a strong effect on mediation outcome and the extent to which DP, in
particular, influences mediation outcome.
TABLE 90: MEDIATION FACTORS· NOTATION
Mediation Factors - Notation
Independent Variables

Notation

Mediation Environment
(CM13)

ME

Describes where the mediation attempt occurred: in the disputants' territory (party A's
or party B's), in the mediator's territory (third party), neutral territory, a composite of
disputant and third party territory where one mediation attempt may encompass
different environments.
_._-

Primary Strategy (CM6a)

PS

The main techniques used by the mediator: communication-facilitation, procedural,
directive strategies.

Dispute Phase (CM11)

DP

This factor indicates the phase of the dispute at the time of mediation: dispute, crisis,
hostilities, crisis in post-hostilities, dispute in post-hostilities, settlement phase.

Mediation Timing (CM10c)

MT

Recognises the number of months a dispute has elapsed before mediation is
employed: pre-intervention, 1-12 months, 13-36 months, 36+ months.

---------

Description

------------------_.._ - - - - - - - -

Due to two theoretical considerations, model building focuses on assessing the significance of dispute
phases (DP) in the model. Firstly, model development recognises that there is some theoretical similarity
between the occurrence of different dispute phases and the timing of mediation (NIT). The dispute
phase indicates the state of hostilities at the time of mediation and the timing of mediation indicates at
what point in the dispute mediation is initiated. Organisation mediation overwhelmingly occurs late in
the dispute when hostilities are present (949, 73.3%). Secondly, it was expected that conducting mediation
during hostilities adversely affected mediation success. It will be recalled that the success rate during the
hostility phase (39.1%) was surprisingly comparable with a 42.1% success rate in the post-hostility
phases. The bivariate analysis revealed that DP was not a significant determinant of mediation success,
however the comparative success of mediation during the hostility phase prompts a re-examination of
this factor. For these reasons, testing concentrates on understanding the importance ofDP on
mediation outcome, this time just considering UN and regional organisation mediation.

b.

Observations

Firstly, the main effects of each variable and the saturated 2-way interactions are tested using separate
UN and regional organisation data (Table 91). Neither of the models produced a 'good' fit for the data.
Both of the single effects models had a poor fit while the models examining saturated 2-way interactions
over-fitted the data (Residual L2 - P

= 1.0000).

This initial contrast indicates that all of the main effects
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and 2-way effects reach similar levels of significance for both organisations. \'\lhat differs between the
UN and regional organisations is the strongest variable explaining their behaviour. Mediation

= 5736.68) while
regional organisation success is more influenced by mediation timing (Component L2 = 1205.58).
environment is the most important effect determining UN success (Component L2

TABLE 91: COMPONENT L2'S FOR THE MEDIATION FACTORS
Component L2'S for the Mediation Factors
United Nations

Component Effects of Mediation
Factors

Component U'

Regional Organisations

I df

I p «0.05)

I

Saturated Main Effects Model:
5736.68

20

Primary Strategy (PS)

2427.98

20

Dispute Phase (DP)

3386.26

20

Mediation Timing (MT)

4187.08

20

Model Residual Chi·square

13059.34

5100

MEPS

1153.34

100

Mediation Environment (ME)

-

I

0.0000
0.0000

I 0.0000
I 0.0000

I 0.0000

Component U'

I df

I p «0.05)

865.68

15

0.0000

324.59

12

0.0000

238.98

15

0.0000

1205.58

15

0.0000

4446.00

3180

0.0000

Saturated 2-way Effects Model:

I 0.0000
I 0.0000
I 0.0000

650.29

60

0.0000

304.63

75

0.0000

513.98

75

0.0000

I, 0.0000

MEDP

785.97

100

MEMT

766.18

100

PSDP

401.00

100

249.35

60

0.0000

PSMT

619.03

100

I 0.0000

222.58

60

0.0000

DPMT

1147.61

100

I 0.0000

436.95

75

0.0000

Model Residual Chi-square

2400.19 .

4580 .

11.0000

1198.58

2832

1.0000

As before, modelling begins by assessing the null hypothesis in a test of the five main effects. M4(0)
rejects the null hypothesis indicating that M4(0) does not sufficiently reproduce the observed cell
frequencies in the model (Residual L2 - P

=0.0000).

As a result, it can be assumed that variables in the

cluster are not independent. In this cluster, the most important factor explaining the mediation process
is MT (Component L2

= 4271.02).

From this point, the model expands to include 2-way interactions

with the G differential, M4(a). Though all interactions in the model exhibit highly significant effects
(Component V's - p

= 0.0000), the overall fit of the model is poor (Residual V

-P = 0.0000). The fit of

the model improves with saturated 2-way effects model, M4(b). \V'hile the significance of the main
effects in M4(b) are all rendered insignificant with the inclusion of a1l2-way interactions, the fit of M4(b)
is improved. As explained earlier, a model with a Residual L2 of 1.0000 is an improvement on a poor fit
(Residual L2 -

P = 0.0000) but this level of significance is generally indicates that the model over-fits the

data.

The next step in model development focuses on assessing the importance ofDP in the cluster. Initially,
interaction DPMT is removed from model M4(c) to eliminate any existing theoretical overlap between
the factors. \V'hile all 2-way interactions in the model are significant (Component L2's - p
main effects remain insignificant and the difference between the model's L2 and

=0.0000), the

dfvalues is only slightly

reduced. On the whole, the exclusion of DPMT does not improve the fit of the model (Residual L2 - P

= 1.0000).
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TABLE 92: 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS· MEDIATION MODELS
'Goodness of Fir Residuals· Mediation Models

_~~~:I Development

.:.._._1

_____________
M4(O)
. - Main Effects
G, ME, PS, OP, MT
M4(a)
· Saturated 2·Wa O~ anisation Effects
G, ME, PS, OP, MT, GME, GPS, GOP, GMT
M4(b)
- Saturated 2·Wa Effects
G, ME, PS, OP, MT, GME, GPS, GOP, GMT, PSOP, PSMT, PSME,
OPMT, OPME, MTME
M4(c)
- Removal of OPMT
G, ME, PS, OP, MT, GME, GPS, GOP, GMT, PSOP, PSMT, PSME,
DPMT, DPME, MTME
M4(d)
• Removal of OPMT, OPME, PSOP
G, ME, PS, OP, MT, GME, GPS, GOP, GMT, PSMT, PSME, MTME
M4(e)
· Removal of al/ OP effects
G, ME, PS, MT, GPS, GME, GMT, PSMT, PSME, MTME

MOd._el_L2_ _ _ _

[£ ____~___________

I 22482.74

10280

I 0.0000

16959.02

10200

I 0.0000

6436.77

9600

11.0000

,
7376.18

9700

1.0000

9859.17

9900

! 0.6125
I

1370.96

Systematic removal ofDP interactions from the model reveals a parsimonious model in M4(d). Model
M4(d) is robust with the best level of agreement between the model's Residual V (9859.17) and o/values
(9900) and a strong fit (Residual V - P = 0.6125). Besides these results, DP and PS Component V
measures reveal an improvement in their main effects. Complete removal of DP effects and interactions
reduces the overall fit of model in M4(e). Though the model remains significant (Residual L2 - P

=

0.0838), there is less agreement between the Residual V (1370.96) and c!fvalues (1300).

c.

Conclusions

Analysis of variance for model M4(d) shows that the data in this cluster can be adequately described by
considering 2-way interactions and a contrasting variable. Model M4(d) demonstrates that the
interactions DPMT, DPME and PSDP have little relevance in explaining the data. In this model, DP
remains as a contributory factor explaining organisational differences in GDP, that.i,s, UN and regional
organisation mediation is effective during different dispute phases (Table 93). The other DP interactions
do not contribute greatly to any explanation of the data. It is only after their exclusion that M4(d)
provided a strong, parsimonious model. From this, it can be concluded that the other factors and their
interactions (G, MT, ME, PS) contribute more efficiently to an explanation of the data.
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FIGURES 18: MEDIATION FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME
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FIGURES 18: MEDIATION FACTORS - COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OUTCOME (CONT.)
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TABLE 93: MODEL 4 - MEDIATION FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS
Model 4 - Mediation Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Mediation Environment (ME)

Unsuccessful

Cease·fire

Partial

Full
5(0.6%)

I Total

UN

I 82 (10.0%)
I 54 (6.6%)

Party A's Territory

40 (4.9%)

10 (1.2%)

27 (3.3%)

Party B's Territory

29 (3.5%)

5 (0.6%)

20 (2.4%)

Third Party Territory

116 (14.2%)

17(2.1%)

45 (5.5%)

10 (1.2%)

/188 (23.0%)

Neutral

91 (11.1%)

13 (1.6%)

60 (7.3%)

5(0.6%)

i 169 (20.7%)

Composite

165 (20.2%)

20 (2.4%)

41 (5.0%)

2(0.2%)

1 228 (27.9%)

Unspecified

70 (8.6%)

4(0.5%)

20 (2.4%)

3 (0.4%)

I 97(11.9%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25(3.1%)

I 818 (100.0%)

I 49 (13.4%)

Regional
Party A's Territory

22 (6.0%)

13(3.6%)

7(1.9%)

7 (1.9%)

Party B's Territory

16 (4.4%)

5 (1.4%)

4 (1.1%)

3(0.8%)

Third Party Territory

30 (8.2%)

10 (2.7%)

19(5.2%)

8(2.2%)

Neutral

42 (11.5%)

11 (3.0%)

17(4.6%)

4(1.1%)

74 (20.2%)

Composite

46 (12.6%)

7 (1.9%)

19(5.2%)

4 (1.1%)

76 (20.8%)

Unspecified

56 (15.3%)

12 (3.3%)

4(1.1%)

72 (19.7%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

I· Unsuccessful

Cease-fire

Partial

Communication·Facilitation

204 (31.5%)

25 (3.9%)

101 (15.6%)

7 (1.1%)

337 (52.1%)

Procedural

53 (8.2%)

10(1.5%)

57 (8.8%)

6(0.9%)

126 (19.5%)

Directive

113(17.5%)

23 (3.6%)

36 (5.6%)

12(1.9%)

184 (28.4%)

Total

370 (57.2%)

58(9.0%)

194 (30.0%)

25 (3.9%)

647 (100.0%)

Comml!:1ication-Facilitation

70 (24.1%)

16 (5.5%)

25 (8.6%)

7 (2.4%)

11& (40.5%)

Procedural

35 (12.0%)

4 (1.4%)

14(4.8%)

8 (2.7%)

61 (21.0%)

Directive

47 (16.2%)

24(8.2%)

28 (9.6%)

13(4.5%)

112 (38.5%)

Total

152 (52.2%)

44(15.1%)

67 (23.0%)

28 (9.6%)

291 (100.0%)

128 (7.7%)
67 (18.3%)
I

Primary Strategy (PS)"

. Full

I Total

UN

-_._-----

Regional

11246 cases missing.
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TABLE 93: MODEL 4 - MEDIATION FACTORS AFFECTING MEDIATION SUCCESS (CONT.)
Model 4 - Mediation Factors Affecting Mediation Success
Dispute Phase (DP)

... _..

Unsuccessful

_-----

Cease-fire

Partial

Full

Total

UN
Dispute

7(0.9%)

2(0.2%)

Crisis

25 (3.1%)

3 (0.4%)

1 (0.1%)

29 (3.5%)

Hostilities

349 (42.7%)

62 (7.6%)

141 (17.2%)

12(1.5%)

564 (68.4%)

Crisis - Post Hostilities

114(13.9%)

6 (0.7%)

64 (7.8%)

10 (1.2%)

194 (23.7%)

Dispute - Post Hostilities

7(0.9%)

1 (0.1%)

2 (0.2%)

2(0.2%)

12 (1.5%)

Settlement

9 (1.1%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

9(1.1%)

1 (0.1%)
69 (8.4%)

10 (1.2%)

213 (26.0%)

25 (3.1%)

7(1.9%)

4 (1.1%)

27 (7.4%)

818 (100.0%)

Regional
Dispute

2(0.5%)

Crisis

16 (4.4%)

Hostilities

165 (45.1%)

44 (12.0%)

56 (15.3%)

15 (4.1%)

280 (76.5%)

Crisis - Post Hostilities

25 (6.8%)

2(0.5%)

13(3.6%)

7(1.9%)

47 (12.8%)

Displlte - Post Hostilities

4(1.1%)

1 (0.3%)

2 (0.5%)

7 (1.9%)

1 (0.3%)

2(0.5%)

30 (8.2%)

2(0.5%)

Settlement

Total
.._----_.

,

__

._.

Mediation Timing (MT)

UN
Pre-intervention

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

---T-----·
--.:.: Unsuccessful _. .

Cease-fire.

Partial.

3(0.8%)
---_..._- ---------

. Full

366 (100.0%)

-.-[1----.--.-.
.
Total
-

------------------------------------8 (1.0%)

_._-----_._---

8(1.0%)

1-12 Months

135 (16.5%)

19(2.3%)

36 (4.4%)

7(0.9%)

13-36 Months

69 (8.4%)

10(1.2%)

41 (5.0%)

3 (0.4%)

123 (15.0%)

37+ Months

299 (36.6%)

40 (4.9%)

136 (16.6%)

15(1.8%)

490 (59.9%)

Total

511 (62.5%)

69 (8.4%)

213 (26.0%)

25 (3.1%)

818 (100.0%)

Pre-intervention

9 (2.5%)

1 (0.3%)

1-12 Months

55 (15.0%)

18 (4.9%)

29 (7.9%)

18(4.9%)

120 (32.8%)

13-36 Months

66 (18.0%)

20 (5.5%)

26 (7.1%)

4 (1.1%)

116 (31.7%)

37+ Months

82 (22.4%)

7(1.9%)

23 (6.3%)

7(1.9%)

119 (32.5%)

Total

212 (57.9%)

46 (12.6%)

78 (21.3%)

30 (8.2%)

366 (100.0%)

Regional
1 (0.3%)

197 (24.1%)

-- ._--------11 (3.0%)
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7.4

Analysing Categorical Outcome: Enhancing an Understanding of
Success?

The preceding analyses have examined outcome as a dependent categorical variable with four levels:
one level of failure and three levels of success. On completing the analyses, it is important to
question whether this approach has enhanced our understanding of mediation success. The
process of analysis is simplified by using a dichotomous variable. Bivariate crosstabulation is less
likely to generate sparse cells, a result that often renders categorical findings inconclusive and with
fewer cells in the analysis, results become easier to interpret. However, the main criticism with
using dichotomous outcomes is that results lack the sensitivity found in categorical analyses. In
comparison to the bivariate analysis, has categorical analysis improved our understanding of
organisation mediation with more detailed observations?

To consider this question, Model 2 is re-tested using the CATMOD procedure, this time with a
dichotomous variable of outcome, that is, one denoting success or failure 222 • Results from the initial
tests involving a categorical variable of outcome are now compared to results using a dichotomous
outcome variable (i.e. CM52 - success or failure). As expected, results from Model 2 Revisited
support findings in the earlier categorical analysis (Table 93). To begin, Model M5(0) re-tested the
null hypothesis in M2(0), this time using a dichotomous outcome variable. This main effects model
accepts the null hypothesis (Residual U - P = 0.0000). Other individual effects have altered
considerably. The 'strength' and weakness' Component L2 measures are magnified but more
importantly, M replaces D as the second strongest factor (Component L2

= 51.11).

PR remains the

strongest effect by far with a Component L2 of 849.29. As the models are progressively refined,
the level of agreement between the Residual L2 and the 4fvalue improves. After the removal of H
effects and interactions in model M5(e), the model still provides an inadequate explanation of the
data, as did the removal of H effects and interactions in the earlier model M2( e).
TABLE 94: MODEL 5 • MODEL 2 REVISITED 'GOODNESS OF FIT' RESIDUALS WITH DICHOTOMOUS OUTCOME
Model 2 Revisited· 'Goodness of Fir Residuals with Dichotomous Outcome
__ ~~~:~E:velop~ent _________________________l~?~~~~~
M5(0) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
• Main Effects
G, H, 0, M, PR
\1262.87
M5(a) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
_:_~?turated 2:..Way Organisa;;.:;tl.:c;·on-'-.E:::.;M;..:;e-,ct-,-s_ _ _ _ _ _ __
G, H, 0, M, PR, GH, GO, GM, GPR
E98.77
M5(b) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
• Saturated 2·Wa Effects
360.28
G,H,D,M,PR,GH,GD,GM,GPR,HD,HM,HPR,DM,DPR,MPR
M5(e) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
• Removal of all H effects and interactions
G, 0, M, PR, GO, GM, GPR, OM, DPR, MPR
42.54

I

________l_df__IL _________

r8-6- -\

0.0000

I 0.0000
0.0000

I 0.0036

Taking a simpler view of outcome often assists in understanding the general effects and trends in the data. For this reason, Model 2 was
selected for the comparison thus allowing further examination of the effects of PR within the model.

222
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M5(PRd) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
__:BJ!-'!2Qval of al/ PR and HPR interactioll._s_________.__._.___.
G, H, 0, M, GH, GD, GM, OM, DH, M H 5 . 8 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -T
M5(PRe) Revisited with Dichotomous Outcome
. Removal of GO and al/ PR effects and interactions
G, 0, M, H, GH, GM, DH, DM, MH

I 6.22

S-O'3239-----------

I 0.3986

Models testing the effects ofPR also imitated results in the earlier tests. Again, the most
parsimonious model was achieved when interaction GD and all PR effects and interactions were
removed (Residual L2 -p

=0.3986).

Clearly, the main difference in using a polytomous dependent

variable is the degree of sensitivity in the model and its effects. While dichotomous analysis
produced stronger results, categorical analysis improved the definition of results. Adding more
texture to the model can increase the quality of the analysis but it can also complicate interpretation
of the results. Categorical analysis is valuable in identifying trends and distinguishing between types
of mediation success. To show the level of complexity involved in interpretation of the results, a
more detailed view of the disputants' previous relationship (PR) and organisation involvement,
using categorical outcome is presented in Figure 19.
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FIGURES 19: COMPARISON OF DISPUTANTS' PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP AND CATEGORICAL OUTCOME
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7.5

Log-Linear Analysis: Summary and Conclusions

This log-linear analysis tested sixteen variables in four clustered models. Each of the clustered
models identified particular contextual factors that affect organisation mediation. However, before
final conclusions are drawn from this analysis, it is important to make two caveats. Firstly, "with
few exceptions, statistical data analysis describ es the outcomes of real social processes and not the
processes themselves. It is therefore important to atten d to the des criptive accuracy, of models, but
to refrain from reifying them" (Fox, 1997: 6).
FIGURE 20: CLUSTERED FACTORS AFFECTING ORGANISATION MEDIATION
PROCESS
CONTEXT
(Antecedent Conditions)
(Current Conditions)

OUTCOME
(Consequent Conditions)

1
NATURE OF THE DISPUTE

Superpower Involvement
Core Issue
Dispute Intensity
MEDIATION STRATEGY AND

Type of Dispute

BEHAVIOUR

Mediation Tim ing

1

Mediation Environm ent
Primary Strategy

NATURE OF THE DISPUTANT

Dispute Phase
Previous Relationship of the
Disputants
Oem ocracies in Dispute
Sim il arity in UN Membership
Simil ar Level of Hom og eneity

NATURE OF THE MEDIATOR

Rank
Mediator Experience
Number of Acti ng Med iators
Change in the Mediator

Results revealed that the four strongest factors influencing organisation mediation success were:
core issues, disputants' previous relationship, mediator rank and mediation timing. The influence
of other factors in the models was not as strong these factors, but nonetheless, their influence
cannot be totally discounted (Figure 20). This is particularly evident in Modell where superpower
involvement and dispute intensity were significant influences and in Model 3, revealing strong
effects for mediation environments and strategies. Secondly, the significance of Component L2
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measures should be treated with caution. The significance of many individual Component L2
effects in the models may be inconclusive, that is, cross tabulations may have generated many low or
empty cell-frequencies.

So what does this reveal about organisation mediation? Most importantly, none of the factors were
independently responsible for the type of outcome achieved. Though one stronger effect generally
dominated each model, there were many strong interactions between factors. Almost all of the
factors tested were important in the fmal models. Exceptions here were the effects of T in model
M(l) and DP in model M(4). On further consideration, the relative insignificance of these factors
was probably due more to their similarity with other factors in the model rather than their complete
irrelevance as an explanatory factor of mediation outcome. Only the model that tested mediator
characteristics revealed variable dependence in the null hypothesis, model M(3). All other models
confirmed that the factors tested were dependent. This finding of dependence is reflected in many
of the models' interactions. Thus, it can be concluded that mediation occurs in a highly complex
environment where many contextual factors interact to affect the outcome, a conclusion borne out
by exhaustively systematic empirical analysis. Secondly, while there are several differences between
UN and regional organisation mediation, results did not reveal any great dissimilarity with findings
from earlier analyses of international mediation. Perhaps it is not surprising that organisation
mediation, as a subset of international mediation, almost mirrors international mediation in that it
takes place in similar conditions and is generally affected by the same phenomena.

In concluding it is also pertinent to reassess how log-linear analysis extends current research. Loglinear testing has empirically confttmed multivariate interactions that were previously only
theoretically inferred in the 'first sweep' bivariate analysis. This method of analysis has also
extended mediation research by examining patterns of multivariate analysis against a polytomous
dependent variable (i.e. mediation outcome). Despite these accomplishments, it is evident that loglinear analysis still has significant limitations in the assessment of organisation mediation success.
Namely, this method lacks the capabilities of temporal and hierarchical analysis allowing an
assessment of sequential mediation. The use of multivariate analysis makes a most valuable
contribution to further research. By realising the strengths and wealmesses of multivariate loglinear analysis, it is evident that a more discriminating approach for studying a range of mediation
outcomes is required: a polychotomous, time-dependent method that incorporates hierarchical
structure into the analysis (refer Section 8.3b).
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ORGANISATIgNMED}ATIQN:CONCLUSIOJVSAND.PROSPECTS

8.1

Understanding Organisation Mediation

A good thesis often raises as many questions as it answers. Indeed, this thesis answers several
questions regarding the effectiveness of UN and regional organisation mediation and raises several
more about the nature of interorganisational relations. Following a tradition of empirically-tested
theoretical approaches, the thesis systematically assesses international and regional organisation
mediation and makes several significant contributions to the field of mediation research. After
discussing these contributions, the conclusion addresses the central questions: How effective is UN
and regional organisation mediation and what is the nature and impact of interorganisational
relations between the UN and regional organisations? Finally, some concerns regarding the
findings are aired emphasising possible improvements for organisation mediation and delineating
areas for future research.

Contributions to the Field of Mediation Research

Essentially, the study is unique in a number of ways. Firstly, it is a comparative examination of
organisation mediation over a considerable period of history. It examines general and specific
aspects of organisation mediation by considering aggregate and individual organisation samples.
Organisation mediation data was collected and coded, enhancing the primary data set considerably.
Research resulted in the collection of 339 additional events of organisation mediation, taking the
number of discrete international and regional organisation mediation events in the data set to a total
of 1294 cases. Due to revised criteria, fourteen previously unrecorded disputes were also included,
bringing the total number of disputes involving organisation mediation to 161 disputes. To further
the understanding of organisation mediation, several new variables were created to recognise:
organisation mediator rank; the number of organisation representatives participating in the
mediation attempt; mediator changes and three levels of interorganisational cooperation. In
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addition, an extensive collection of case studies was compiled during the process of data-gathering,
providing a valuable resource for future mediation research (Appendix 3).

In terms of the study itself, this thesis takes the analysis of UN and regional organisation mediation
well beyond earlier analyses. Many earlier studies considered collective international dispute
management, comparatively or specifically analysing efforts by international organisations and
regional organisations over a broad rqnge of dispute management strategies (Haas, Butterworth and
Nye, 1972; Butterworth, 1978; Wilkenfeld and Brecher, 1984; Haas, 1986, 1987; Sherman; 1987,
1994; Diehl, Reifschneider and Hensel, 1996). However, none of these analyses investigated
mediation specifically, and empirical analysis of mediation by regional organisations remained
scarce. This study updates the literature in this field and presents a fresh empirical understanding
of UN and regional organisation mediation. The way the data has been empirically analysed is also
unique. Multivariate techniques were used to analyse the data, providing an expanded view of
mediation success. For the first time, multiple levels of success were analysed using log-linear
methods.

In addition to these contributions, a new theoretical approach was developed to allow the first ever
analysis of UN and regional interorganisational relations. Combining existing theories of
international organisation, functionalism and interorganisational relations, a theoretical approach to
the analysis of UN and regional interorganisational relations was developed. Contingency theory
then provides the theoretical framework by which the reality of the mediation process and
interorganisational relations are examined .. For the first time, interorganisational relations are
quantified, allowing an empirical analysis of the interorganisational relationships of organisation
mediators. In this way, the analysis was able to consider the effect of interorganisational relations
on mediation.

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Organisation Mediation

Probably the most important contribution this thesis makes to mediation research is its conclusions
on the effectiveness of UN and regional organisation mediation. Empirical analysis revealed a
number of important organisation characteristics and determinants of mediation success.
Evaluation of these findings is important in three respects: it increases our understanding of the
reality of organisation mediation, provides a comparative view of organisation mediation and also
allows a more general comparison with international mediation. This evaluation begins by
considering what has been learnt about international mediation in general and then reviews the
characteristics of organisation mediation more specifically.

The reality of international mediation is complex. Focusing on the context and practice of
mediation it is easy to underestimate the importance of other extenuating factors that affect the
mediation outcome. Ultimately, the success of mediation, regardless of the mediator's skill, is
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heavily dependent on the disputants' participation and willlo resolve their issues and the political
will and level of organisation commitment. The influences of the international system, mediator
and disputant psychology, personality and behaviour are constant and subtle, and continue to
impact immeasurably on the practice and outcome of mediation223 • The empirical analysis of
contingent factors also isolated another aspect of contextual complexity, identifying 46 theoretically
or statistically significant variables. In addition to this, it was evident from the log-linear models
that no one factor independently explained mediation success or failure. Rather, variables were
interacting to affect the outcome. Thus, any conclusions drawn from the analyses cannot ignore
the complex reality underlying international mediation.

\\!ith regard to generating a better understanding of international mediation, the theoretical
importance of this analysis is confttmed when findings are compared to earlier analyses. Many of
the contextual aspects of the clispute found to affect outcome were consistent with those affecting
international mediation success. Intense and complex intrastate disputes are characteristic of the
disputes mediated by the UN and regional organisations. The likelihood of mediation success
noticeably improves if: the clispute has not escalated to war; dispute intensity is low; the dispute has
not exceeded 36 months duration; superpower involvement is present but the superpower is not a
party to the dispute; and the core dispute issues are not complicated with several peripheral issues.
Significantly, all disputes involving UN and regional organisation mediation had a high level of issue
, '

::

complexity. Ethnic and cultural issues were the most prevalent core issues (731, 56.5%), though
ideological/political issues and territory/sovereignty issues were the most conducive to mediation
(89, 47.1 % and 64, 42.4% respectively). Despite this, the relative tangibility or intangibility of core
issues had very little bearing on mediation success.

Results supported the notion that superpower involvement, and the leverage associated with it, was
not essential to regional organisation mediation success (Bercovitch, 1986a; Bercovitch et alia, 1991;
Frei, 1976). Evidently, regional organisations command enough resources of their own to apply
effective leverage and mediate successfully. This said, regional organisations were only slightly
more successful than the UN and their success was limited to their regional sphere of interest and
to low-intensity disputes (Bercovitch et alia, 1991; Haas, 1987). For both of the organisations,
disputants generally shared a history of antagonism but enjoyed similar bloc alignment, UN
membership status and similar levels of political rights, civil liberty and religion. Disputants
differed in their type of political system and power, resulting in most having a low to medium level
of power disparity. The most interesting characteristics involved democracies in dispute and
enduring rivalries. Neither of these characteristics is typical of the organisation mediation
environment, but analyses of these factors revealed some unconventional results. In cases where a
223 Owing to the difficulties associated with assessing psychological processes in an uncontrolled environment, factors such as the disputants' will
to participate and organisation's willingness to be involved in a dispute, are not assessed here. While these factors undoubtedly have some effect
on mediation, rationality is assumed in the conduct of mediator and disputant decision-making in order to maintain ccnceptuaVanalytical simplicity,
parsimony and comparability with earlier research. Assuming rationality maintains uniformity in the analysis permits a broader predictive
assessment of the dispute characteristics than a more focussed and complex assessment of the actors' psychological processes.
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dispute involved one or more democratic disputants, the likelihood of mediation success was
noticeably reduced. In contrast, the impact of enduring rivahl' on mediation success was
statistically insignificant. Both of these factors challenge conventional assumptions in international
mediation theory.

Considering the overall effectiveness of organisation mediation, 503 (38.9%) attempts were
successful. Of these, the UN accounts for 23.7% (307) of the total organisation success rate of
38.9% (Table 22). Regional organisations made 366 (28.3%) mediation attempts overall and were
successful in 154 (11.9%). Regional organisations handled almost half the number of attempts
made by the UN (818 cases). Cooperative mediation achieved 42 (3.2%) successful outcomes
from a total of 110 attempts. Cooperative and regional organisation mediation success rates (38.3%
and 39.3% respectively) were only slightly higher than the UN (37.5%). Identifying the
organisations individually, the EU, OAS and AL were noticeably more successful than the rest. It is
also interesting that the EU and AL were the two most frequent UN collaborators in cooperative
mediation.

The timing of mediation is closely associated with the effectiveness of mediation and organisation
mediation is no exception. However, organisation mediation initiated earlier in a dispute is not
more successful than mediation employed later in a dispute. Success increased when mediation was
initiated later (i.e. 7 to 36 months) but decreased when timing was very late (i.e. after 36 months of
hostility). Interestingly, despite their obvious proximity to a dispute, regional organisations were
not more likely to mediate earlier. Both of these findings reveal how little mediation is used as a
preventive strategy. Who initiated the mediation process is also an important determinant of
success. Mediation initiated by both disputants was more effective than mediation initiated by one
disputant or a third party (Carnevale and Pegnetter, 1985; Hiltrop, 1985, Kleiboer, 1995, 1996a,
1996b). It is also evident that mediation initiated by a regional organisation was slightly more likely
to result in success than UN-initiated mediation (Bercovitch and Houston, 1996).

Arguably the most important empirical findings in the study were those confirming unsubstantiated
assumptions in the literature: the complementarity of mediation with other dispute management
strategies; the existence and practice of interorganisational cooperation (refer Section 8.2); the
advantages of multi-party mediation; the benefit of swapping the acting mediator with a mediator
of equal rank; and the power of a higher ranking mediator to apply effective leverage. Mediation
frequently occurred while UN peacekeeping, sanctions and embargoes were active (836, 64.6%), a
clear evidence of the complementarity of mediation. Peacekeeping operations were common
during UN and cooperative mediation but were not common to the regional organisations'
mediation environment.
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Group mediation, regardless of its organisational composition, was consistently more effective than
mediation involving one or two mediators. The analysis of mediator change was of particular
theoretical importance. Results convincingly refuted the common assumption that familiarity and
rapport building through intensive mediation improves a mediator's chances of success. In terms
of organisation mediation, maintaining mediator continuity does not make mediation more
effective. The benefits of forum-shopping and burden-sharing appear to be advantageous for the
disputant, in the fttst instance, and for the mediator in the second. Finally, while subjectivity
restricted a proper comparison between high and low mediator ranks, it is evident that certain ranks
possess the authority and resources to mediate more effectively. \V'hile special representatives were
the most active mediators, field commanders were the most effective.
TABLE 94: INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION AND ORGANISATION MEDIATION SUCCESS

Organisa\fon Mediation and Success
Organisation Mediator

Number of
'Managed'
Disputes

Number of
Mediation
Attempts

Successful
Mediation

Success Rate

International Mediation (All third party
mediation)

202

2360 (100.0%)

879 (37.9%)

37.2%

Organisation Mediation (Grouped)

161

503 (57.2%)

38.9%
37.5%

----

_. -

1294 (54.8%)

- - - - - - - - - ._-

United Nations

117

818 (63.2%)

307 (23.7%)

Regional Organisations

85

366 (28.3%)

154 (11.9%)

42.1%

Cooperative Mediation - Cornbined Attempts
by the UN arid RegionalOrganisations

15

110 (8.5%)

42 (3.3%)
',.
503 (38.9%)

38.2%

Total

..

....

,

1294 {I 00%)

'.

:

"""

How does organisation mediation 'stack up' against international mediation in general? A genetal
comparison with international mediation data (comprising all third party mediation, including state
actors, private individuals, NGO's, UN and regional organisation efforts and referrals) reveals some
strong similarities. To begin, the UN and regional organisations are only negligibly more successful
than third party mediation (Table 94). At a glance, there is considerable similarity in the

typfS

of

disputes drawing international mediation. The disputes are characteristically entrenched intrastate
disputes between long-time adversaries (Table 95). A single mediator usually mediates in a
composite (of third party and disputant territory) or third party territory after 36 months or more of
conflict have already passed. The process itself involves the mediator in communication-facilitation
and directive strategies and can last anywhere from one to five days. Even from this very basic
comparison, it is evident that patterns of organisation mediation generally reflect those in the
broader context.

Indeed, placing organisation mediation in the wider context of international mediation, it could be
argued that with such similarities, efforts to develop and improve dispute management should not
focus on organisation mediation. At this stage, such a conclusion would be extremely imprudent.
\V'hile organisation mediation resembles the broader set of international mediation, as an effective
preventive strategy it deserves closer analysis. This similitude is actually quite remarkable
considering that other international actors are free from many of the disadvantages plaguing UN
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and regional organisation mediation (Section 3.1 and 3.2). A closer comparison of organisation and
international mediation may proffer some interesting results and presents a worthy challenge for
future research in the field.
TABLE 95: INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION CHARACTERISTICS

.....

International Mediation Characteristics
Mediation Characteristics

International Mediation (All third party mediation - Most frequent characteristic)

Number of mediation attempts in intrastate disputes

1482 (62.8%)

Number of mediation attempts in interstate disputes

878 (37.2%)

High geographic concentration of mediation

Africa (690), Middle East (572) and Europe (497) - Total (1759, 74.5%)

System era with highest mediation frequency

1966~~975

Fatalities exceed 10000

1489 (63.1%)

Intensity level exceeds 501 fatalities per month

1239 (52.6%)

Entrenched disputes with a duration over 36 months
Level of Hostilities

'--'High disparity in disputants' power

.-

------_..._------------

-"-"'-'-"-"'--'-'-"'-'-'-

--.-

(597, 2~~"10); !986-1995 (748, 31.7%)

1653 (70.0%)
-

__._-_._-_..._------_.-.._ - - - - - - - - -

War (2125, 90.0%)
...

653 (27.7%)

Previous disputants' relationship

Antagonism (1063, 45.0%); 1 Previous dispute (470, 19.9%)

History of previous disputes

1178 (49.9%)

Level of superpower involvement

Party-ally-mediator role (957, 406%); mediator (696, 29.5%)

Enduring rivalry

No enduring rivalry present (1935, 82.0%)

-----

----------------

Mediation timing
Initiator of mediation

------------------------------------------

37+ months (1290, 54.7%)

.--------- -

.-

Third Party i.e. not INO or Regional Organisation (903,40.6%)

Number of mediators

One Mediator (1125, 51.3%)

Mediator rank

Special Envoy (292, 12.4%%); Leader of Organisation (245, 10.4%)

-------

Change in the mediator

Different mediator (952, 43.4%)

Mediator experience

No previous experience (523, 28.25)

---

-

Mediation environment

Composite (625, 26.5%); Third Party Territory (525, 22.2%)

Primary mediation strategy

Communication - Facilitation (944, 40.0%); Directive (607, 25.7%)

Duration of mediation attempt

2-5 days (671,28.4%); 1 day (605, 25.6%)

Presence of UN dispute management operations
during mediation

No UN dispute management operations present (1021,43.3%); UN
peacekeeping established in this dispute (616, 26.1%)

..-

--
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8.2

Interorganisational Cooperation: Myth or Reality?

From a far broader perspective, this analysis was predicated on the assumption that (1) cooperation
is fundamental to international organisation and therefore should be evident in organisation
mediation, and that (2) international and regional organisation cooperation during mediation is
indicative of existing levels of cooperation in the systemic environment. These assumptions
underpin the investigation of interorganisational relations. After this analysis, what conclusions can
be drawn about the extent of interorganisational cooperation during mediation? How effective
were the organisations' cooperative efforts? Should interorganisational relations be improved to
increase the effectiveness of cooperative mediation and if so, how can cooperation be improved?
In response to these questions, the earlier discussion about interorganisational relations is revisited
- the theory and the practice of interorganisational relations (Section 3.3). Firstly, the presence and
practice of interorganisational relations is re-examined and then theoretical expectations of
cooperation are re-evaluated.

Interorganisational Cooperation in Practice

In an earlier comparison of UN and regional organisation dispute management success, Haas
concluded that regional organisations are no more capable than the UN in achieving a workable
solution, rather they operate in a relationship of complementarity (Haas, 1986: 33). "The regional
record of success excels that of the United Nations in some of the contextual categories in which
UN performance has been weak, but on the whole, with the exception of the period 1971-75,
regional organisations dealt with cases that were far less intense than those the United Nations
addressed" (Haas, 1986: 29-31). Generally, disputes referred to these regional organisations rarely
involved warfare and often involved smaller state disputes. Whete it has been assumed that
regional organisations were referred particular disputes pertaining to their regional interests, Haas
found that there have really been no definitive patterns of selectivity and that the UN and regional
organisations are really competing as dispute managers (Haas, 1986: 34). In view of the literature,
this thesis re-visits the fundamental question: do the UN and regional organisations compete or
cooperate?

In order to examine this question, the study took an analytical approach. In simple terms, it
measured the mediator's experience to understand the extent of organisation cooperation, thus
quantifying a previously vague concept. Bivariate analysis revealed that organisations cooperate to a
certain extent but, overwhelmingly, mediation is an independent enterprise. The UN and regional
organisations cooperated in 110 mediation attempts and responded independently on 1141
occasions. In terms of success, cooperative mediation was comparable to that of independent
efforts by the UN and regional organisations (Table 19). \V'hat was most significant about this was
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the fact that 91.8% of cooperative mediation occurred after 37 months of hostilities and yet success
was not detrimentally affected. Evaluation of the 'official' nature of the relationship between the
UN and regional organisations shows that mediation attempts are delegated on the basis of regional
responsibility. Similarly, regional organisations defer management in disputes where they may lack
adequate resources to be effective (refer Section 3.3). The organisations coordinated their
involvement in 43 mediation attempts. In this way, the division of labour between the UN and
regional organisations is officially and actively acknowledged. Upholding Haas' earlier findings
(1986), results show that regional organisations are successful mediators within their regions and
possess adequate leverage to be effective in less intense interstate disputes.

Interorganisational Cooperation - Re-examining Theoretical Assumptions

Several theories were used to explain the phenomena of international organisation and
interorganisational relations (Chapter Four). In accordance with these explanations, certain
expectations will have developed with regard to the conduct of interorganisational relations. To
begin with, functionalist theory imbued the UN and regional organisations with a raison d'etre and
a special position on the international stage. There, the organisations "enjoy a measure of
autonomy, add a new element to international relations, and are able, up to a certain limit, to steer
their course. This derives part of its substance from functionalism, according to which
international organisations can perform functions such as nation states cannot accomplish"
(Vayrynen, 1991: 222-223). Certainly, the UN and regional organisations fulf1l a unique role by
combining nation-state resources and orchestrating collective dispute management to maintain
international peace and security. While cooperation is the basis of this type of collective action, it is
also credited as one of the foundation stones of international organisation - an organisational
raison d'etre. If organisations are essentially cooperative in nature, to what extent is cooperation
typical of interorganisational behaviour?

Another common assumption is that cooperation between states by means of an organisation will
increase levels of systemic order thereby minimising systemic anarchy. It is argued that the benefits
associated with reducing systemic anarchy provide some of the greatest motivation for establishing
and participating in international organisations. Here, anard?J describes a state of systemic chaos
and variation. In this type of system, state actors weigh up the pros and cons of collective
organisation, that is they "compete to gain marginal advantage but cooperate to prevent
preponderance" (Lamborn, 1998: 47; :Milner, 1991; Wendt, 1992). What conclusions can be drawn
on the state of systemic anarchy from the findings? Are the norms of systemic anarchy
institutionalised in the UN and regional organisations' approach to interorganisational relations?
Lastly, functionalist theory predicts that cooperation in one field of business will permeate and
transmute other areas of international interaction. In explaining his theory of functionalism,
Jl..;Iitrany speculated that specialised functional organisations would eventually supersede the
separatist nature of state sovereignty and usher in an all-pervasive level of international cooperation
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(l'v1itrany, 1975b: 125). Does the growth of specialised international organisations and cooperative
interorganisational relations indicate a trend towards closer international cooperation?

In answer to the questions above, three important theoretical conclusions can be drawn from this
exploratory analysis of interorganisational relations. Firstly, cooperation is not typical of
interorganisational relations. Organisation mediation is ostensibly an independent enterprise.
Extrapolating this result indicates tlut interorganisational relations reflect the nature of systemic
anarchy in international relations. This observation seems obvious but it is important to recognise
that organisation mediation is not practised in an international political vacuum. The character,
commitment and participation of member-states strongly influence the nature of UN and regional
organisation dispute management and, quite probably, tlle level of cooperation between them.
FIGURE 21: GRADUAL DEVELOPMENT OF INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
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Secondly, cooperation between the organisations is largely conducted on an ad hoc basis, following
no formal procedures. Interpreting the reason for this chaotic mode of operation takes two
different theoretical perspectives of organisation interaction: (1) it could be indicative of an anarchic
desire to maintain a margin of competition; or, (2) it could indicate a mutual recognition of the
specialised roles and skills held by each organisation. Lastly, analysis of transitions from negative to

positive interorganisational relationships reveal tlut coordination, as a developing interorganisational
relationship, does not lead to cooperation. Despite the staggering growth of specialised
international organisations and a steady increase in the level of interorganisational cooperation,
there appears to be little evidence to suggest tllat current interorganisational cooperation will lead to
closer cooperation or the likelihood of integration (Figure 20).

This analysis of interorganisational cooperation explored elements of international relations by
quantifying and testing common theoretical assumptions. In doing so, it revealed some interesting
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and controversial findings about the nature of international cooperation and the reality of
interorganisational relations. Most importantly, results confttm the existence of interorganisational
cooperation, drawing this phenomenon from popular myth to empirical reality. Clearly, further
empirical research is required to fully understand and evaluate the implications of these findings in
terms of international political theory. Recommendations for further research in this area are made
in the following section, along with suggestions on how to improve levels of interorganisational
cooperation.

8.3

Improving the Effectiveness of Organisation Mediation: Practical
Recom mend ations

From an operational point of view, how can organisation mediation be improved? At first glance,
the response to this question would appear simple: the organisations should consider establishing a
systematic procedure for mediation use. However simple in theory, the reality of managing very
dynamic dispute situations is far more complex. The UN has long recognised the dilemma of
determining appropriate and adequate dispute 'treatment', especially when it is only obvious in
hindsight that a dispute treatment was inadequate or lacked the flexibility to adapt to a rapidly
changing dispute environment.224 In terms of mediation, a typology for appropriate use, like the one
presented here, can only provide a guideline for practitioners. Ultimately, each dispute is unique,
presenting "the practitioner with a series of permutations and combinations of treatment. Each
situation therefore needs an individual approach and assessment ... " (International Peace Academy,
1984: 24-25). Mediators are also limited by the availability of information, resources and their own
personal experience. However, even accepting these limitations, it appears that there is always
room to improve organisation mediation practices. This analysis revealed two main avenues for
development and improvement: research and cooperation.

Directions for Mediation Research

Analysis of factors affecting the use and effectiveness of UN and regional organisation mediation
has produced a number of interesting findings but, while the theoretical importance of this
dissertation is clear, considerable scope for further research remains. Possible directions for future
mediation research include:

<I.

Expansion of the Data Set

This study has been limited to the period from 1945 - 1995, in keeping with the scope of the
original data set. Future analysis of organisations and/or international mediation may concentrate

An example of inadequate and inappropriate strategy authorisation was the establishment of 'safe havens' in the Bosnian crisis. The enclaves
were indefensible against Serbian attack because peacekeepers there were still only mandated to use force in acts of self-defence. The Security
Council's ill-considered strategy went ahead despite contrary recommendations from field officers experiencing the dilemma. The field officers
thought the move more likely to create targeting opportunities for Serb attack rather than create a 'safe' area (Rose, 1996: 174).
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on chronologically updating the data. Firstly, trends revealed here show tl1at mediation use is
becoming more prevalent (refer Table 3) and mediation by regional organisations has certainly
increased. Does this trend correlate with ilie level of organisation mediation today? Secondly, tllls
analysis is unable to properly critique the 1999 UN document setting out recommendations for
increased interorganisational cooperation. This would only be possible by testing data recorded
after 1999 (Appendix 10). Elements of ilie UN document recommending increased cooperation in
peacekeeping missions can be extrapolated to question ilie level of interorganisational cooperation
during mediation. Up-to-date research can assess to what extent these recommendations have
affected interorganisational mediation.

Lastly, comparative examination of later mediation may also confirm expectations for organisation
development, in particular, ilie development of ASEAN and its dispute management role in ilie
Asia and Pacific region. Thirty years ago iliere was an expectation that "in Southeast Asia, and in
the ASEAN context, .. .if formal arrangements were made for ilie creation of a joint combat force,
it was probable iliat a formal consultative machinery for intraregional mediation would also be
included" (Gordon, 1971: 250). This analysis included ASEAN's mediation, though meagre,
because this fledgling organisation could develop a stronger regional dispute management role like
ilie AL, OAS, OAU, OSCE and EU have done. It is now important to reassess ilie state of
ASEAN's consultative machinery for intraregional mediation. Potentially, the consultative
machinery of ASEAN's Regional Forum [ARF] and Regional Security Forum [RSFJ, place the
organisation in a position to assume a stronger role in ilie region, a role utilising mediation in the
prevention and management of regional disputes (Alley, 1998; I(hong, 1997; Miall et alia, 1999;
Ramsbotham and \V'oodhouse, 1999). Since several new dispute theatres have erupted in ilie AsiaPacific region (e.g. Bougainville, East Timor and the Solomon Islands), conflict management in
these disputes needs closer assessment. Will ASEAN assume a stronger role in the prevention and
management of disputes within its region?

b.

Adapting New Methods of Analysis

The most obvious criticism that can be directed at tllls empirical analysis is that it takes a linear view
of dispute mediation i.e. mediation attempts are analysed as discrete events and the cumulative
effects of multiple mediation attempts is neglected in the assessment of 'success'. This is,
inevitably, the result of conducting a categorical data analysis using log-linear methods. Log-linear
methods are not designed to analyse time series data. Only iliree variables give any indication of
the sequential effects of successive mediation attempts (e.g. previous mediation between the
disputants in other disputes [CM49], ilie number of previous attempts in this dispute [CMS] and
successive attempts by tllls mediator [CM9] - refer Section 6.2 - Process Factors). Though this
linear approach expands on and maintains a degree of comparability with earlier studies, it is
inadequate at bes t. Now tllls has been established, what is required is a method of analysis that
allows a time sequential analysis of mediation attempts, one that presents a view of mediation
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effectiveness across each dispute rather than considering each attempt as a discrete event with a
discrete outcome.

Survival methods are increasingly conducted in political science to analyse various time-dependent
events such as the political survival of leaders, the duration of interstate disputes and the timing of
mediation in interstate disputes 225 • This method of analysis can be used to provide a predictive
estimate of the length of time elapsing between mediation initiation and its failure. Using survival
analysis would make it possible to determine the long-term effect of significant variables on success
levels and more accurately determine the durability of organisation mediation. Survival methods
can also be adapted to: (1) examine the 'time to failure' of sequential mediation by a mediator226; (2)
provide more definitive identification of a dispute's ripe moment; (3) increase knowledge about
how contingent factors affect mediation; and (4) estimate the optimal length for a mediation
attempt, i.e. determine an ideal mediation 'exposure' time. In addition, outcome in survival analysis
is not a dichotomous variable estimating success or failure, nor is it a categorical variable explaining
levels of outcome, rather the outcome variable measures 'time until an event occurs' thus allowing
assessment of mediation effectiveness over time (Kleinbaum, 1996: 41).

c.

Comparative Analysis of Organisation Mediation and International Mediation

This study sought only to compare UN and regional organisation mediation and has not attempted
to provide a comparative analysis of organisation mediation and international mediation (i.e. an
analysis including other international mediators: international organisations such as NATO, state
mediators, private individuals and NGO's). New data and variables were coded maintaining
compatibility with the original data and will allow a comparative assessment of UN and regional
organisation effectiveness against the universal sample of mediation attempts in Bercovitch's
Correlates of Ml':diation. With additional variables of interorganisational relations,

mediato~

rank,

composition and number of mediators, further research is imperative.

d.

Challenges to Conventional Theory and Assumptions

The Summary of Variables Considered for Further Analysis (fable 73) suggests some guidelines for
further research, specifically in relation to organisation mediation. Twenty-four variables listed in
Table 73 could benefit from closer analysis. Refining the analysis of these factors could add more
depth to the overall picture of organisation mediation. Change in mediator rank, multiparty
mediation, enduring rivalries and the nature of interorganisational relations appear to be particularly
interesting.

See Bennett, 1999; Bennett and Stam, 1996; Box-Steffensmeier and Jones, 1997; de Mesquita and Siverson, 1995; Regan, 1996; Regan and
Stam, 2000; Vuchinich and Teachman, 1993, Warwick, 1992.
226 The SAS Multiple Failure Outcomes Example using counting process formulation could be adapted to consider 3-4 recurring mediation
'observations' - refer Andersen and Gill (1982); Prentice, Williams and Peterson (1981); and Wei, Lin and Weissfeld (1989).
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e.

Dev<elopment of a Mediation Typology

A common recommendation in the literature requests that researchers develop a typology of
'appropriate' dispute management (Bercovitch, 1986a; Crocker etalia, 2001). The typology should
include: (1) knowledge about the source and setting of the dispute; (2) internal and external
knowledge of the disputants; and (3) knowledge of third party capabilities, including their level of
resources, mediator expertise and capacity to act effectively in different dispute environments
(Crocker et alia, 2001: 64). This analysis provides a broad typology of organisation mediation and
reveals the potential and complementarity of mediation as a dispute management strategy227. A
typology could also benefit from further research into the preventive capability of mediation. At
present, the success of organisation mediation is remarkable considering how late in proceedings it
is initiated. In light of this, it would be wise for organisations to consider more seriously the
possible benefits of earlier mediation.

Enhancing interorganisationai Cooperation
Interorganisational relations have been formalised to a degree but to what extent are cooperative
relationships a reality? As is often the case with mediation, its potential as a dispute management
strategy and its capacity as a cooperative medium for organisation management are overshadowed
by higher proftle peacekeeping activities. This analysis rewaled some of the potential of
organisation mediation and interorganisational cooperation. Cooperative mediation is equally as
successful as independent mediation and was slightly more successful than UN mediation.
Findings show that there has been sharp increase in the level of interorganisational cooperation
(refer Figure 20). In 1999, the UN commissioned its Lessons Learned Unit with the task of
understanding the state and direction of interorganisational cooperation during peacekeeping
activities (UN Document, 1999: Appendix 10). The Unit's report was released in 1999. Obviously,
this study concentrates on mediation and ends in 1995, so is unable to provide a reassessment of
the Unit's findings. However, some of the 'Suggested Principles and Mechanisms' for developing
cooperative peacekeeping practices can equally be applied to the improvement of mediation
practices.

Results and observations in this analysis support several of the recommendations made in the 1999
document. Namely, thac cooperation between the UN and regional organisations can be improved
by:

»

'sharing responsibilities, based on the comparative strengths of each organisation thereby leading to
complementarity and the avoidance of competition;

»

enhancing the perception of legitimacy for regional organisation operations;

Development of a typology generally implies that a universal approach to dispute mediation is possible. It is more realistic to understand this
sort of typology in terms of a more flexible approach. For example, a typology for appropriate mediation is based on an assessment of common
factors affecting mediation success over a broad range of disputes. In the case of mediation, common approaches can be developed but
mediators must still be allowed to assess individual cases on their merits where the typology is not apt.
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}>

sharing specialised regional knowledge of dispute issues, protagonists and personalities with UN
representatives;

}>

sharing resources to enhance effectiveness and perceptions of leverage;

}>

involving concise and clear mandates;

}>

involving comprehensive consultation and effective information sharing;

}>

establishing a mechanism to facilitate cooperation, perhaps involving the attachment of a UN liaison
officer or team to improve the flow of information between the UN Security Council and those
engaged in the conduct of operations authorised by it;

}>

drawing up a clear framework with specified objectives, realistic timetables and careful delineation
of roles, responsibilities and operating procedures;

}>

creating a common code of conduct (UN Document, 1999: Appendix 10).

As discussed earlier, regional organisations enjoy distinct advantages over the UN due to regional
proximity, specialised knowledge, homogeneous membership and shared culture (Section 2.2).
Regional organisations are generally unsuccessful when disputes are intense and they lack the
resources to respond effectively.

The strongest recommendation to improve interorganisational cooperation is the assignment of a
permanent UN representative to each regional organisation. The representative could act as an
official observer, participating as a mediator or facilitator on immediate request. A constant UN
presence within regional forums would provide a direct channel of information and guidance on
potential dispute situations. The representative can maintain a low proftle until a higher profJle is
necessary, either to authorise limited UN resources or lend official support to a management
strategy. Low proftle roles may involve organising an exchange of expert personnel, supplying
technical or logistical assistance and sharing information. Instantaneous consultation and joint
assessment of potential crises may bring about swifter action from the UN Security Council when
assistance was requested. Essentially, assigning a permanent UN representative to each regional
organisation would foster closer interorganisational relations and improve the ability of the
organisations to focus on dispute prevention rather than containment.

A Final Word

The UN epitomises the ideal of a global dispute manager, yet it is an

organi$~tion

battling against

the serious reality of intense disputes such as those in Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Developing complementarity and cooperative interorganisational relations with regional
organisations may hold the key to future mediation success. Although, the analysis presented here
is based on a limited sample of international mediation, evidence suggests that the path for
improving mediation success lies in earlier recognition of and reaction to potential disputes.
Regional organisations are able to recognise and react prompdy to disputes and clearly have an
untapped potential to manage most disputes within their region. In fact, many regional
organisations are taking steps to strengthen their dispute management mechanisms, preparing to
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take a more active nle in resolving regional disputes. Regional mediation and preventive action
could be improved by having immediate access to wide-ranging UN resources via a permanent UN
representative on the regional working party. \\1hat is clear from the analysis is that stronger
interorganisational cooperation may improve the effectiveness of organisation mediation,
supporting its use as a preventive strategy rather than a last resort.
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